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At first, we may look at the land as a history book, recording not only the natural 
events, but also the human experiences that have shaped the earth, this state, 
and our lives.  Gradually, however, we're discovering how to understand the more 
subtle messages, the clues that show and tell us how we can sustain this land for 
future generations.  "Once you learn to read the land, I have no fear of what you 
will do to it, or with it.  And I know many pleasant things it will do to you," said 
Burlington native Aldo Leopold. 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources in ‘Iowa - Portrait of the Land’ 
  
The truth...has never been of any real value to any human being - it is a symbol 
for mathematicians and philosophers to pursue. In human relations kindness and 
lies are worth a thousand truths. 
Graham Greene in ‘The Heart of the Matter’  
 
The world is greater than our words. To speak of it the mind must bend. 
Wendell Berry author, academic, cultural and economic critic, and farmer. 
 
If you can look into the seeds of time, And say which grain will grow and which 
will not, Speak then to me. 
William Shakespeare 
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PREFACE 
 
At the end, I write this preface and place it at the beginning. The story of life is a 
mystery that ends, as it begins, in paradox.  
 
It is said that the Creator was satisfied on the seventh day of the creation. I 
wonder, whether that was despite knowing everything that was to follow from all 
the characters ever to be created, good and evil? As author, I also feel satisfied, 
but the wonder remains. Did I know each and every thing that each character 
would do? Honestly, I did not. My characters have accused me of being dishonest 
about this. Perhaps they are right. 
 
Much as we can discern patterns in life, interpret layers upon layers of symbolism 
in stories, find emergent significance in events and discover profound revelations 
inside ourselves, often the codes we crack are just our desperate desire to make 
meaning out of random noise and the anxieties of our dreadful existence. We can 
never know for sure. 
 
I do not know how many others will read this book and find it useful. If they do, 
that will be gratifying, but it was never its purpose. This journey has been an 
intensely important and personal investigation for me. A trip, deep into the inner 
land between the rivers of my worldly experience and ultimate being, where 
science, art and faith impinge on my puzzled experience of pain – which for me is 
greater and more terrifying than any other mystery. 
 
I am in my satisfaction, very, very grateful to so many others, whom I am not 
going to name, but I have to say particularly, to the women in my life, who have 
given me much. Firstly, to my grandmothers and their forebears before them, and 
my dearest mother, whose passing I have never ever been able to fully mourn, to 
my precious wife whose wisdom and forbearance are quite extraordinary and to 
my darling daughter whose vibrancy and love of life were visible instants after 
birth, and who, quite by coincidence, passed on to me a discarded economics 
text-book in which I found one page which provided me with the inspiration behind 
this tale. Secondly, I must acknowledge the many, and I acknowledge many, 
other women in my life, who in little and massive ways have altered my trajectory 
so that I have become a multi-dimensional man.  
 
I said that I am particularly grateful to the women in my life, and that I am, but I 
cannot ignore the men either. My father, for his gentle love and the somewhat 
bizarre type of masculinity that he bestowed upon me, and I would imagine also 
my grandfathers, and all their forebears before them, my son, more handsome 
and brilliant than myself, with a sharp wisdom that cuts to the chase. Then also to 
all those other men, whose views and ideas have shaped me, my friends, even 
those that I have not seen or acknowledged for years. Rael, for example, for his 
insightful critique of my geological ideas and pointing out some obvious 
grammatical errors. Thank you all. 
 
This brings us back to the beginning, to where the novel starts. Enjoy the puzzle.  
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 Chapter 1:  Wood for the Trees 
 
"In making these paintings, as you may have guessed, I had in mind something 
which I hope to convey to a fairly wide audience in America -- the picture of a 
country rich in the arts of peace; a homely lovable nation, infinitely worth any 
sacrifice necessary to its preservation. 
Grant Wood, Iowa-born and bred American Scene artist who founded the Stone 
City art colony in Anamosa. in a statement accompanying his final painting.. 
 
“The purpose of art is not to reproduce life, but to present an editorial, a comment 
on life.... The artist does not set out to imitate nature. What would be the purpose 
of that? Let the camera with its clever mechanism imitate. Art, such as poetry, 
music, and painting, is simply a portion of the experience of the artist. When we 
actually see ideals, they become real to us. Art traces an abstraction and makes it 
audible or visual. It symbolizes the whole of life. We believe in something we can 
see.” Marvin Cone, American Scene artist, friend and colleague of Grant Wood  
 
The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the eyes of others only a 
green thing that stands in the way.  Some see in Nature all ridicule and 
deformity, and some scarce see Nature at all.   But to the eyes of the man of 
imagination, Nature is Imagination itself. 
William Blake, 1799, The Letters   
 
Being thus prepared for us in all ways, and made beautiful, and good for food, 
and for building, and for instruments of our hands, this race of plants, deserving 
boundless affection and admiration from us, becomes, in proportion to their 
obtaining it, a nearly perfect test of our being in right temper of mind and way of 
life; so that no one can be far wrong in either who loves trees enough, and 
everyone is assuredly wrong in both who does not love them, if his life has 
brought them in his way. 
John Ruskin, 1819-1900, Modern Painters VI 
 
I was raised on a ranch in the Dust Bowl and I was there when the dust storm 
hit….I saw lush grazing land turned into sand dunes. Thistles blew in and fences 
would be covered in just a few hours. Railroads had plows fighting it just like they 
fought snow….To me, as an artist, it was beautiful in a terrifying way. I painted it 
for that terrifying beauty.” 
Alexandre Hogue, American Scene artist from the South 
 
The flames died. The grass and trees were not withered any more and murmured 
happily together, and every living being cried in gladness with whatever voice it 
had.  
Black Elk, famous Wichasha Wakan (Medicine Man or Holy Man) of the Oglala 
Lakota (Sioux) 
 
When we plant trees, we plant the seeds of peace and seeds of hope. We also 
secure the future for our children.  
Wangari Maathi, African environmental activist and Nobel peace prize winner 
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Sometimes, it makes sense for an author to begin at the middle, or if not at the 
middle, at least near the middle and work backwards and forwards. It makes 
sense, because that is generally how things are for us most of the time - after the 
beginning, but before the end. The author is after all, not God. He doesn’t really 
see how, why or where the entire story begins and ends. God saw! 
 
Once, long, long ago, if one had stood, on a crisp, sunny October day, amidst the 
bronze and copper grasses on the maturing fall Iowa prairie, one would have 
marveled at the asters, goldenrod and black-eyed Susans, sparkling like jewels 
as they caught the glancing rays of late afternoon sunlight, in an ochre land, 
bidding goodbye to the summer. After the first frosts, the seed heads of the 
withering grasses would have been black, white, amber and brown. The 
remaining brightly colored floral displays, pink, purple, glowing yellow and black, 
the predominant late bloomers on this prairie, would have been almost all that 
remained from the warmer season.  Most of the other brilliant prairie flowers of 
July and August, the blazing star, butterfly weed and wild rose would have 
already been spent and have gone to seed, setting their progeny loose to the four 
winds, in a dance of faith and renewal that has been going on for millennia.  
 
Every vista would have been fantastic, in a place of Grant Wood plains, hills, 
ridges, valleys and rivers. Against every view there would have been a backdrop 
of the deep blue Marvin Cone sky, like a serene American Scene painting come 
to life, as the wind continually re-arranged the eye-popping white clouds. One 
would hear the beautiful trill of a red-tailed hawk, long before one could see him 
as he emerged from the tree line in the valley, soaring high above the prairie 
grasses, playing with the wind currents, diving, looping and gliding, as if just for 
fun. White tailed deer, startled by a footfall would leap and run into the distance, a 
brownish-white blur of rump, antlers, ears and tails. 
 
In the valleys there would have been the serenity of the rush of water down quiet 
rivers and streams, meandering gently from side to side, sliding over rocks and 
into beaver dams, sending a tempo of song to the heavens. Everywhere there 
would have been wetlands. Small birds and creatures would have made their 
home there; spotted sandpiper, song sparrows, kingfishers, downy woodpeckers, 
barred owls, warblers, yellowthroats, bluebirds, pelicans, killdeer, muskrat, turtles, 
rabbits and ground squirrels. Just before migrating south, hundreds of monarch 
butterflies would have feasted on the prairie's prolific blazing star and milkweed. 
 
Native people would have lived in the woods and on the prairie, gleaning 
sustenance from this land between the two rivers. Buffalo would have roamed the 
prairie and the rivers run clean. The native people would have lived off the bounty 
of the prairie, rivers and wetlands. Perhaps this was all left over from paradise, 
from a time before the Garden was lost. 
 
Not all had gone, but certainly the world had profoundly changed. It was 1991. 
George H.W. Bush was the forty-first President of America, the Soviet Union had 
just collapsed and Nelson Mandela had one year before been released from 
twenty-seven years in prison. The Dead Sea Scrolls, after several decades of 
study by scholars had for the first time just gone on public display. 
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Tracy Storey was lying there looking down at her body in the warm dawn light 
with Freeman sleeping peacefully by her side. She could see in their two bodies 
lying next to each other, the gentle sensuous curves of Grant Wood’s Iowa 
countryside. Between her corn-colored breasts and rolling stomach, a valley bent 
away to the bushy wetlands of her most intimate being.  
 
Contrasted against this were the brown arching fields of his back and the powerful 
twin hills of his buttocks. The brownness of his arm hugged her tenderly below 
her breasts. The scene reminded her of Recent Ploughing, each dark, folded 
furrow a memory of the rhythmic pounding of the centuries-old plough as it 
opened the earth. Against the brown furrows were the fertile fields of golden 
stubble, soon to once again receive the attentions of the pulsating plough. 
Strange to think of how they had met. It could not be a coincidence. It had to be 
planned. For an instant it was as if she could clearly see the work of her Author, 
crafting her, creating her in an image of himself. There was a deep need for the 
dyad to come together, inevitability. 
 
She remembered driving across the Mississippi into Iowa from Illinois at a quiet 
little town called Savanna. She stopped at a row of riverside houses at the other 
side of the bridge in Sabula and looked back across the river into Carroll County 
and Pleasant Valley. It was early dawn. There were no people around yet and it 
was quite still, with some low-lying mist. The sky was a vermilion shade, its 
counterpart color reflecting on the rippling surface of the water.  
 
It was a few days before Halloween and there was a brazen display of pumpkins, 
orange lamps with faces, witches clothing, a ragged man-sized scarecrow doll, 
wagon wheels and bales of hay around the house behind her. Next to them on 
two flag-posts, the Iowa flag fluttered lazily next to the Stars and Stripes. She 
wondered in passing what spirits these motley icons were meant to ward away.  
 
After taking a brisk walk down to the riverside, she climbed back into her car and 
drove northwards along the left bank of the river. She glanced over to her right at 
the massive expanse of waterway. It was so extensive; it may as well have been 
a third coastline running down the middle of the country through its corn and grain 
heartland. She pondered a moment. Had Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer or any 
other of Mark Twain’s characters had ever wandered this far up the Mississippi? 
She tried to imagine paddle-wheel steamers plying up and down as they might 
once have done. But she could not.  
 
As she reached Bellevue before turning inland, all she could see in the distance 
was an enormous sluice gate across the river and several massive barges with 
supercargoes of maize, soy, beef and cooled pork bellies destined for distant 
places. The dreamy old waterway was no longer romantic, except for nostalgic 
tourists and lovers by moonlight. In reality the river had become a pulsating 
commercial artery vital for mega-corporation trade.  
 
Maintained at public expense by the US Army Corps of Engineers since the 
passing of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1834, the three thousand two hundred 
kilometer Mississippi, double that length if you included its tributaries, had by then 
become merely a massive transport route, used virtually cost-free by the giant 
corporations as they muscled competition into the sidelines. From this massive 
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waterway, the dutiful Engineers had built thousands of miles of irrigation canals at 
the public expense to keep farms to the west irrigated. Not just for the small family 
farmers, who could not afford to finance this development, in fulfillment of 
Jefferson’s dream of as yeoman nation, but increasingly for the estates of the 
massive corporations with thousands of acres under the plough and bank 
balances measured in tens of digits. While always staunch advocates of the free 
market, forever decrying government spending, restrictions and interference, the 
mega-corporations were nevertheless more than willing to take a free ride down 
the publicly-maintained waterways to monopolize piers, terminal elevators and 
other infrastructure built at public expense. 
 
Tracy was headed west; right across the state to Sioux City on the Missouri, at 
least a day’s drive away. She had been sent by her paper to report on the trial of 
a farmer who had been accused by a giant corporation of stealing their intellectual 
property, their rights to patented seed. But, only she knew it wasn’t just any 
farmer. It was Danny De Boer, a farmer she had interviewed ten years before. 
The memory of that passionate day came back as she relived the desire that 
swept her away, so, so long ago. 
 
She knew the route along interstate 80 by heart. She had traveled it so many 
times. This time she had taken a detour, to pick up on a story that was a side-
debate. There was a controversial exhibition of Grant Wood’s work at Stone City, 
where once the painter had lived and established an artist’s colony. The organizer 
of the exhibition, who had posted images of some of the work on display for 
download on an internet bulletin board, was being sued for disseminating 
parodies of Grant Wood’s work. The forces of free speech were ranged against 
those wanting to protect copyright. 
 
On both sides of the road, the landscape sloped away in exquisite rolling hills of 
dappled corn and green. In the foreground, a splendid brush of tall grasses stood 
along the road verge, separated from the undulating fields by a simple wire mesh 
fence which ran like a darting deer from post to post alongside the road. Every 
few moments beautiful oak, maple and hickory trees would glide into view to 
frame the scene of soft mottled hills falling away to an azure pond or gently 
meandering stream. Every so often, nestled in a group of trees, a country 
homestead, replete with roadside letterbox, backyard barn and other outbuildings 
would appear; then slip off quietly into the distance. 
 
She passed an ornate sign, which said ‘Visit Anamosa’. A pumpkin vine framed a 
section of Wood’s painting of Stone City. This is where the artist was born. Before 
she knew it, she was driving along the main street of the tiny town of Anamosa 
singing “A-na-mosa, A-na-mosa,” in a soft mock-Lithuanian chant, as if it were in 
praise of a sacred ancient tradition. Once, before her grand parents had 
immigrated to the Midwest, from a little place they called Kovna, they might have 
sung just such a song. She was imagining the artist, Chagall-like, a ‘Fiddler on the 
Roof’, as muse and protector of threatened identities, following her journey and 
watching her every step, knowing before she did, how her current life and her 
traditional roots in Iowa would counterpoint, to create a new symphony for her 
future.  
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She passed the Motor Cycle Museum and parked on Main Street near the 
intersection with Ford, outside a shop with a dramatic display of pumpkins and 
scarecrows dressed up like snowman witches. There was a large black and white 
framed picture of Grant Wood on the wall and a set of T-shirts. Her photographic 
eye noted an interesting picture along a side street. She took out her camera, and 
walking backwards, framed a scene of a sleek maroon vehicle and two young 
flaming red trees set against a mottled, whitewashed wall with three asymmetrical 
yellow windows and a slanted balustrade leading mysteriously to the centre of a 
row of windows on the second floor of a low flat-roofed building set against a blue 
cloudless sky. There was an apartment there where she would spend the night. 
 
“Careful lady, look where you’re going.” Freeman Brown nearly knocked Tracy off 
her feet as she entered the Grant Wood Store on Main Street, Anamosa.  
 
“You look where you are going.” She was put out. Here was another black guy 
with a chip on his shoulder that needed knocking off. 
 
Tracy was thirty-six and a journalist from the Chicago Times. Originally from Des 
Moines, where she studied graphic art and journalism, she left because it was too 
much of a backwater.  
 
Freeman Brown was angry. Arrogant white women who thought they owned 
America pissed him off. Then he caught himself stereotyping, but without 
apologizing, clarified his statement, “I should have looked where I was going, big 
black man like me”. Freeman was a historian, and if he knew anything, it was that 
bigotry was wrong – whoever its author was. 
 
Tracy was taken aback. She had been bracing for a fight. ”Then apologize,” she 
said, “Even a black man should know how to say sorry”. For a moment she 
looked somewhat masculine. Although pretty, with short blonde hair, Tracy made 
it a point to play down her looks, wearing a minimum of make-up. 
 
“Freeman Brown”, he said extending his hand in a reconciliatory gesture and 
stubbornly refusing to accede to her demands, ”I’m an art historian and running a 
Grant Wood exhibition in town as part of a festival of American Scene painters. 
It’s the centenary of his birth and nearly sixty years since he founded the Stone 
City Art Colony here in Anamosa.“ 
 
‘Tracey Story” she replied, hardly believing the coincidence, “I’m a journalist and 
just arrived in town to cover the story about your exhibition – at least I think it’s 
yours. Any other exhibitions on at the moment?” 
 
“No” he confirmed, “ours is the only show in town. It’s the SAGA court case, isn’t 
it?”  
 
She nodded. The Society for Artists and Galleries of America (SAGA) was suing 
Midwest Internet (MidNet) for copyright infringements. MidNet had been running a 
virtual exhibition of the paintings of celebrated Iowa painter Grant Wood, side by 
side with an exhibition parodying of some of his work and that of other American 
Scene artists. This has been done in a nine-month lead up to a festival to 
celebrate his work being held at Stone City. The largest collection ever of 
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American Scene or Regionalist art was being brought together in a magnificent 
exhibition – an event creating massive interest in the art world. 
 
“Lets go and have a cup of coffee,” he said, “that’s if you’re prepared to be seen 
with a black man in public”. 
 
“That’s below the belt.” She resented the innuendo. 
 
“A black man’s natural territory”, he continued, testing her attitude  
 
They sat down at CoffeeKing. It looked just like every other CoffeeKing store in 
America. People looked over at them, a black man and white woman. It seemed 
as if everyone was curious about what they were doing together. 
 
“Right at the moment my job is boring and mundane,” she confided unexpectedly. 
“I’m covering the ‘intellectual property rights’ angle, which my editor feels is a 
cutting edge issue. But  I feel it is just plain deadly dull.”  
 
Although very successful, she did not like being a journalist and would have 
preferred following her real passion, creative photography, which her parents felt 
was very impractical, and she had kept as a hobby. She loved enlarging images 
in her darkroom until the noise in the grain reached the point where it would begin 
becoming chaotic, interfering with the clarity of the image. For her, this epitomized 
the point where human decision-making is at its most difficult; where one must 
face the dilemma; fuzzy meaning or clear ambiguity? The problem was, of what 
possible practical use was that? 
 
“The abuse of IPRs is important for some of us,” said Freeman. 
 
“We’ve just had an argument, Rory and I. He’s my editor” 
 
Freeman suspected that Rory was more just her editor. 
 
”He feels that the whole area of patent law is going through a crisis right now in a 
way that is challenging the foundation of American democracy. I say, ‘who 
cares?’”  
 
“I do.” Freeman took out some papers from a brief case he had been carrying and 
began to read her a letter sent to MidNet by SAGA. 
 
“To Whom it may concern,” he started, “They couldn’t even be bothered to find 
out who was organizing the exhibition” 
 
He stopped for a moment. Tracy was looking at him intently. She had soft, 
beautiful, green eyes.  
 
“The Society for Artists and Galleries of America (SAGA) represents a few 
thousand artists and estates of artists worldwide, in respect of the copyrights and 
related rights for their works of art. This includes the Estate of Nan Wood 
Graham, heir to Grant Wood and also the woman portrayed in his painting 
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American Gothic, who is repeatedly mocked in your Exhibition and in distorted 
reproductions of the original that you have place on the internet.” 
 
Tracy was pouting in disapproval. The journalist in her did not like the self-
righteous tone. There was a fierce intellect in Freeman’s intensity, which she 
found appealing. 
 
“While we recognize the importance of your site in promoting the work of the 
Grant Wood exhibition at the Stone City in Anamosa,” he continued with 
considerable sarcasm in his voice, “that does not confer upon you the right to 
offer for download, images of tasteless parodies of these fine works, which 
infringe their copyright and degrade their value. We demand that you immediately 
desist from displaying these parodies and remove the images from your site 
within the next two weeks. Reproductions on the Internet are of particular concern 
to us given the broad nature of distribution and the ease of downloading and 
further unauthorized use, which could lead to further parodies, all of which 
deprecate the value of these and other fine works of art. For future reference all 
reproductions of Wood’s work and those of other artists must be cleared in writing 
through SAGA or the relevant titleholders. If you have any questions or comments 
about this please contact: 
 
Richard Krass 
Executive Director,  
SAGA” 
 
Although Freeman was clearly still irritated with the letter, Tracy was in a very 
good mood. Then, for a moment, she fell into a reverie, excited that she might 
begin to unravel some of the mystery of Grant Wood and why his work and those 
of his fellow scene painters, had generated such intense controversy. She had 
never really understood him. Finally she would get a chance to see the work of 
this great American artist, first hand, set in the rural context of its own creation 
instead of the halls of the Chicago Art Gallery, where its lifeblood seemed 
somehow drained from it 
 
Suddenly she went further back, to Chicago, where her whole extraordinary 
journey started. She was entering a courthouse, which had taken on strangely 
gothic features with flying buttresses leaping up and out to make a cradle for the 
roof over an enormous window that seemed to fill the whole side of the building. 
Inside the courtroom, the proceedings seemed to have taken a leap back in time 
of a century or more.  
 
There were a variety of characters that had come to life from Grant Wood’s 
paintings and were milling around as the proceedings began. The weather-beaten 
public prosecutor held a file of papers upright by his side as if he were a farmer 
with his pitchfork always ready for work. Taught and tense, his prim and proper 
assistant stood by his side, her hair rolled up and pinned back.  
 
Then she caught herself as Freeman gently reached across and touched her 
hand. “You seem miles away,” he said. She did not recoil, but rather turned her 
hand over and softly held his hand. They were not sure if they were doing this for 
themselves or the crowd of onlookers. 
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“Your letter got me thinking. I was remembering a courthouse in Chicago – it 
reminded me of American Gothic!”  Then refocusing on him she continued, “How 
did you reply to SAGA?” 
 
He removed his hand. He wondered if her gesture was intended to disarm him. 
He read to her from his reply 
 
“We realize that there is a need to protect the integrity of an artist's work. The 
promotion of illegal reproductions to circumvent the due rights of the titleholder is 
one offence, but being elitist and paranoid about art is the other extreme. 
Tasteless parodies of art are in themselves a form of art.” 
 
He looked up at her. She looked back intently. 
 
“Holding title to a work does not confer on one the right to stifle any comment, or 
even parody of them. Art has no innate dignity that can be offended.” 
 
Tracy was grateful that they were no longer holding hands. While they did, their 
fingers had intertwined briefly and it had sent a tingle through her body that 
surprised her. 
 
“From all that I personally know about Grant Wood, and over the years, I have 
even talked at length with people who were close acquaintances of his, such as 
the late Robert Armstrong of Cedar Rapids, I am convinced that he would be 
horrified by the manner in which representatives of his beloved sister have 
proceeded to restrict access to his work.  
 
“I assume that if you are consistent in your view, you must have been very busy 
over the years canvassing libraries for any books and searching for illegal 
reproductions, just as you have in our case. You must, in fact, even be horrified 
that any unauthorized person even mentions Grant Wood without your prior 
knowledge or consent. 
 
“By making available images of artists or sculptors who improvised themes 
depicted in his works, based on copying small portions of reproductions of some 
of his most beloved paintings, supplied to us, incidentally, by the numerous art 
museums and collectors without any reference to restriction on usage, we sought 
only to educate people about this man's work in a very flattering way. To have our 
efforts rebuffed is truly an insult not only to us, but also to Grant's concept of what 
art is supposed to be all about. 
 
Freeman Brown,  
Publisher,  
Midwest Internet.” 
 
“Don’t you think?” she said, becoming the devils’ advocate, “that artists have a 
right to protect their intellectual property?” Her intellectual sharpness fascinated 
him. 
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“The original purpose of copyright laws and intellectual property rights was to 
stimulate creativity and innovation, and bring them into the public domain, not to 
stifle the expression of others. Patent means open. Patent laws required inventors 
to disclose their secrets in exchange for a limited period of protection.” 
 
“Aren’t people just trying to protect themselves in a rapacious world” asked Tracy. 
The way she used the word “rapacious” was intensely erotic.  He wondered how 
she saw him.  
 
“They’re trying to do in the intellectual world what they’ve done to nature,” he 
fumed, “steal the commons. Art should be a celebration of the sacred and an 
offering freely returned to nature for the bounty we have been so generously 
given, not a chattel to be horded.” It was important to him that she understood. He 
could see by the way that she listened, that she was trying. 
 
“Talking about celebration, Anamosa is a beautiful name”, she said looking at him 
wondering if his only passion was art. 
 
“Anamosa is First Nations name for ‘white fawn’.” His reply hinted immediately 
about his depth. “The most popular story about the name says that an Indian girl, 
Anamosa, stayed at an inn with her father at the time that the town fathers were 
searching for a unique name. It was fortuitous perhaps because there had been a 
much longer association of Anamosa with the place. So they decided to give the 
place the name of an Amerindian girl. Quite cynical, really”. He laughed in a 
gently ironic way that she found exhilarating. 
 
‘Why was that?” He didn’t answer immediately. Finishing the coffee, and paying 
the bill, he held out his hand and helped her to her feet, lifting the large camera 
bag she was carrying. “Let me show you the town and then we can take a drive 
out to Stone City, to the exhibition – that’s if you’d like to see it with me. It’s been 
going since the opening festival in June, and it’s about to close” 
 
“Of course” she said, that’s why I am here.  
 
As they drove down the road, he pointed out a confluence of rivers in the distance 
and continued, “When it was first settled by white folks in 1838, the area was 
known as ‘Buffalo Forks’ because of the meeting of the Buffalo and Wapsipinicon 
Rivers. Legend had it that Wapsipinicon had a lover named Anamosa. Perhaps 
the imagery of two rivers coming together here was evocative when the City 
fathers saw a young white Indian fawn came back to town again. Anyway when 
the previous name, Lexington, by which it had been known from about 1856, 
became confusing to the postal services, because there were so many places 
with the same name, it was renamed ‘Anamosa’. As if they had respect for an 
Indian girl. Anamosa would have better been called Fork City – after the forked 
tongues that named it” There was a tinge of bitterness in what seemed otherwise, 
the straight forward account one might expect of a historian. “But I don’t suppose 
as a white you would see anything unusual.” She felt wounded and hurt by the 
barb. 
 
‘Why do you say that,” she stammered without eloquence, “I am genuinely 
fascinated by the history of the place”. He felt encouraged by her lack of 
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defensiveness, but then immediately regretted the way he had tested her. It would 
be difficult to gain her trust again. 
 
He began again, more gently this time. “In the summer of 1673, French explorers 
Louis Joliet and Father Jacques Marquette traveled down the Mississippi River 
past the land that was to become the state of Iowa. If you’ve seen Marvin Cone’s 
Hills of Iowa, you could imagine the scene, freed of any sentimentality and human 
interference. This 1673 voyage was very probably the first time that white eyes 
had surveyed the scene. After exploring the surrounding area, the Frenchmen 
recorded in their journals that Iowa appeared lush, green, and fertile.” 
 
He leaned over her and pointed to Riverside Cemetery where Grant and his sister 
Nan Wood lay buried. Her scent was captivating and it stirred him. She could feel 
his breath and a warm feeling of fertility came over her as well. 
 
“Before 1673, however, the region had long been home to many Native 
Americans. Approximately seventeen different Indian tribes had resided here at 
various times including the Ioway, Sauk, Mesquaki, Sioux, Potawatomi, Oto, and 
Missouri. However, the Sauk and Mesquaki constituted the largest and most 
powerful tribes in the Upper Mississippi Valley. They had earlier moved from the 
Michigan region into Wisconsin and by the 1730s, they had relocated in western 
Illinois. There they established their villages along the Rock and Mississippi 
Rivers. They lived in their main villages only for a few months each year. At other 
times, they traveled throughout western Illinois and eastern Iowa hunting, fishing, 
and gathering food and materials with which to make domestic articles. Every 
spring, the two tribes traveled northward into Minnesota where they tapped maple 
trees and made syrup. 
 
There was a purposeful cadence to his careful description. Although he was 
angry, it was subdued, and embodied a paradoxical love for the very place that 
was the source of his annoyance. She wanted to caress his hand, but held back. 
 
”In 1829, the federal government informed the two tribes that they must leave 
their villages in western Illinois and move across the Mississippi River, into the 
Iowa region. The federal government claimed ownership of the Illinois land as a 
result of the Treaty of 1804. The move was made, but not without violence. Chief 
Black hawk, a highly-respected Sauk leader, protested the move and in 1832 
returned to reclaim the Illinois village of Saukenauk.” 
 
There was a sense of foreboding to his voice. ‘That’s the White Palace of the 
West” he said as they drove past an impressive dolomite structure, “The 
Anamosa State Penitentiary” 
 
He continued driving. Through the window on the edge of Anamosa he pointed 
out Wapsipinicon State Park with its caves, hiking and bicycling trains. Down one 
of the steep embankments there were several people fishing. It was idyllic. The 
road curved over green hummocks to Fairview in the distance – it was like 
Wood’s New Road.  
 
She got out to take a photo. The view was simple, but beautiful. It moved her. 
When she got in, Freeman continued, “For the next three months, the Illinois 
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militia pursued Black Hawk and his band of approximately four hundred Indians 
northward along the eastern side of the Mississippi River. After an awful 
bloodbath, the Indians surrendered at the Bad Axe River in Wisconsin, their 
numbers having dwindled to about 200. “ 
 
It was difficult to imagine the bloodied bodies strewn over such a beautiful green 
sunny landscape. Her eyes glistened as he spoke. She reached out and held his 
hand gently. 
 
“This encounter is known as the Black Hawk War. As punishment for their 
resistance, the federal government required the Sauk and Mesquaki to relinquish 
some of their land in eastern Iowa in a treaty they were forced to sign on 
September 21, 1832. In it they ceded a strip of territory to the U.S. Government 
euphemistically known as the “Black Hawk Purchase” which extended 50 miles 
westward from the Mississippi River stretching all the way from the Missouri 
border to approximately what is now Fayette and Clayton Counties in 
Northeastern Iowa. So you see, historically, Jones County was in the heart of the 
“Black Hawk Purchase” and was opened to settlements on June 1, 1833, then 
part of Michigan territory, then Wisconsin. At the second annual session of the 
legislature of Wisconsin, this land was subdivided into fourteen counties as it is at 
the present time. This subdivision covered land in the Black Hawk Purchase and 
even further west to Indian lands not yet ceded to the United States.“ There was a 
pathos in his voice, “so you see, to call this place after a lyrical Indian name, is 
speaking with a forked tongue.”  
 
Suddenly she knew that this was not about something else. This was her own 
history, how she had got to be where she was. Feeling an uncontrollable sense of 
sadness, mixed with guilt, she inexplicably began to feel that he held her 
responsible of the beautiful name 
 
“Its not my fault” she said. 
 
He wanted to put his arms around her lovingly, but couldn’t get himself to do it 
and replied instead “Its not personal. You were not here. My folks were slaves in 
the South.” But she felt scant comfort in that. 
 
They stopped the car and walked towards the exhibition building over the crushed 
stone in the driveway, which crackled under foot. They looked up at a towering 
Old Stone Barn supported by flying buttresses. Around it were refurbished old ice 
wagons. Nearby were the old quarry blacksmith shop, the old general store, the 
schoolhouse, a water tower and St Josephs Church, all a tribute to the skills of 
the stonemasons and the quarry workers who once toiled there.  
 
They looked over a balustrade into a quiet lake that now filled the empty quarry 
and Freeman said, “The White Palace was built by the inmates using stone from 
this quarry. It’s quiet now, but a hundred years ago a thousand people worked 
here for fifteen cents and hour and the stone was shipped out on railroads that 
had just been built. Then cement was invented and the railroads disappeared. 
Stone City became a ghost town until Grant Wood rediscovered it and founded 
the Colony and Art School in 1932.” 
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They continued walking. Further down the road was a house with wooden slatted 
walls and green algae-covered roof tiles. It was just as she imagined the Stone 
City Art Colony when Grant Wood was alive. Almost as soon as they entered, she 
was facing his masterpiece, frightening and imposing in its simple grandeur. It 
took her breath away and she gasped. Freeman put his arm around her 
protectively. 
 
“I’m doing my PhD,” he said unexpectedly wishing to offer her something 
personal. 
 
“Oh, what’s it about?” she was intrigued. There was more to him than met the 
eye. 
 
“Hidden Menace in the American Scene: The Birth of Regionalist Art in the Great 
Depression” to give its full title. 
 
Tracy had stood in front of American Gothic before in the Chicago Art Museum, 
trying to understand the significance of its archetypal message and its connection 
to his other works of art, which depicted beautiful, unspoiled countryside, mostly 
without people. It hadn’t made much sense then. But now, with Freeman by her 
side and the dreadful history of the context more real, she felt the meaning was 
beginning to emerge. There was the severe-looking farmer with his pitchfork held 
tightly in his fist standing alongside an equally austere woman, the rick-rack on 
her apron echoing the angular roof of the tall barn with its pointed gothic window. 
Without a smile on her face, there was mystique and threat in the bearing of these 
white protestant American settlers that somehow seemed directed to the land that 
they had come to believe belonged to them and all who stood in their way. The 
determination written into their wrinkles betrayed what she saw as more than a 
trace of menace for the gentle earth and intolerance for the hunters and herders 
that had been pushed aside so that they could yoke the land and pass it on to 
their offspring. It crudely seemed to say – only the cultivators shall survive. 
 
“The model for the woman” said Freeman quietly “was his sister Nan Wood. 
Graham, the austere man in the portrait, believe it or not was Dr Byron, a friendly 
dentist. I think Wood was painting an American symbology, not of his own time, 
but of a time fifty to a hundred years before he lived” 
 
“Is that important?” Tracy asked. 
 
“Very important. You see, he and most of the other school of painters of his time, 
the American Scene painters, as they called them, considered their art realistic. 
They were reacting and rebelling against European art, like Impressionism, which 
they found too abstract. They wanted to paint the here and now of true American 
life. So don’t you think, it’s a bit strange, that given this credo, that this menacing 
iconic portrait of two American farmers in 1930, painted at the onset of the Great 
Depression, is actually drawn from a scene of something that had probably 
happened perhaps fifty years earlier?” 
 
She listened thoughtfully. Then, as her gaze moved away, Tracy became 
gradually more aware of the parodies of the work around the masterpiece, which 
had become the focus of the controversy.  Prominent among these were two life-
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size wax figurines mimicking the severe farmer and his wife, and on whose 
bodies were painted idyllic peaceful countryside scenes, but instead of the 
pitchfork there was a rifle.  Behind the figurines was a portrait of the same couple, 
dressed in modern day suits, but instead of the Gothic homestead behind them, 
there was Capitol Hill. The pitchfork had become a bible. In an absurd touch, a 
male congressman in a suit and tie wore sunglasses with a camera dangling 
around his neck and a prim and proper congresswoman wore a bright pink hat 
that would have suited a Florida holiday resort. 
 
“These are the subjects of your dispute?” She pointed to the parodies. 
 
“Exactly,” he replied, “tasteless parodies!” 
 
“I suppose that any artist breaking new ground can expect controversy, but I can’t 
see how pictures of Spring Ploughing over there can be controversial”. She 
indicated the rhythmical picture of light green and tan hillsides with a single road 
wending its way to a small rural town on the horizon”. It seemed sensual to her 
the way the road went up and down. It stirred something inside. She wanted to 
feel Freeman next to her. 
 
When he said, “There’s menace there too,” it startled her. 
 
“Menace?” she queried, “but it’s a perfectly benign, even banal landscape. 
Actually I find it quiet sensuous.” 
 
Next to it was its parody, an almost identical scene, but pegged into the green 
hummock on the foreground was a real estate sign that said “Your little piece of 
paradise.” 
 
“I wouldn’t mind my little piece of paradise in a quaint cottage overlooking the 
scene with my man by my side,” Tracy said sarcastically, but with a hint of truth. 
Freeman smiled and squeezed her. 
 
“Whenever you look at Grant Wood paintings,” he said quietly, “you must 
remember the context. Many were painted in the nineteen thirties – a time of 
rampant industrialization; the time of the Great Depression, joblessness; the time 
of the dustbowl and a terrible bleakness in American society. There is an enigma 
in the paintings. In his neo-realistic scene, there are hardly any people and even 
fewer machines. There is more than a hint of ironic regret that pervades each 
beautiful scene – this is paradise lost.” 
 
“Don’t you think that this is just harking back to the romantic agrarian myth of the 
yeoman farmer tending his family farm by hand on a small scale, subsisting in 
complete harmony with his natural environment, oblivious to the social 
complexities of the world around him?” 
 
Instead of replying he said, “Come I want to show you the work of John Steuart 
Curry, a contemporary and friend of Grant Wood. He was also an American 
Scene painter, although he originally came from Kansas.” They wended their way 
through groups of people. “There, he said, pointing to a picture of a rural farm 
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scene showing a tornado on the horizon threatening a small farmhouse and the 
family. Do you see the menace here?” he asked. 
 
“Certainly,” she replied, “nature has awesome forces at her disposal, which can 
destroy everything we have worked for.” 
 
“Curry says to me,” he continued, “that it is arrogant of man to believe he is 
taming nature. ‘Man Beware’ is a sentiment that I feel underpins the message of 
almost all American Scene painters,”  
 
“There’s certainly no lack of menace in this picture, but it’s not of man’s 
doing,”she concurred. “But I don’t think you mean man-made menace, do you?” 
Her journalistic mind was ever sharp for any hint of contradiction. Freeman found 
her counter parrying to everything he said arousing. 
 
“Yes that is true to a point, but there is also apprehension at man’s activities, not 
only in relation to agriculture, although given its importance, it’s a common 
theme.”  
 
They looked at a series of Curry’s pictures. She leaned forward to get a close look 
and Freeman couldn’t but help notice the twin hummocks of her breasts and the 
deep dark cleavage. 
 
“Now here’s a picture that really grabs one’s attention. But why would it be a 
photograph and not the original”. Tracy stood back and looked puzzled. 
 
“This is what I wanted you to see. An incredible story in itself, but what’s strange 
is it’s part of my own personal history as well, at least one side of it, the Brown 
side. Paradoxically the Browns were white.” 
 
Tracy quipped, “So you’re not quite black?”  
 
Freeman smiled.  
 
“In 1937 John Curry, Kansas farm boy, then a rising star in the art world, after 
appeals from local compatriots, returned home triumphantly after nearly a decade 
away in the east. He was full of the hope that the New Deal had brought to rural 
America and he embarked on what he wanted to be his finest work. He began a 
huge project, funded by the Public Works Program, to paint a series of murals in 
the State House in Topeka. This is a photograph of one of the murals, a great 
epic, called Bleeding Kansas.” He paused for an instant and they looked at each 
other. There was still a part of Freeman that was bleeding. She intertwined her 
fingers into his. 
 
Freeman continued, “Again, here we see the intense realism, at a place not far 
from where Curry grew up as a boy. But the scene is eighty years earlier, just 
before the Civil War, when Kansas was in turmoil. This was Curry’s vision of John 
Brown. In one bloody hand he clutches a Bible, and in the other the rifle named 
after abolitionist Henry Ward Beecher.  John Brown towers like the Son of God, at 
once, Christ on the Cross and at another, Moses, down from Mount Sinai 
standing on the bodies of dead soldiers, fallen in the battle between the armies of 
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the North and South, raging against each other behind him. On the horizon, the 
forces of nature tear the landscape, a tornado on one side, and a prairie fire on 
the other. Pall bearers cart away the dead.” 
 
“Well that’s amazing. I see the menace. But what’s the connection to you?” asked 
Tracy. She was developing an overwhelming passionate craving for the man she 
could feel standing next to her, but she couldn’t understand why. 
 
“This was the cauldron that made me. In the years immediately preceding the 
Civil War, eastern Kansas was boiling in a frenzy of internal conflict between 
those who wanted to keep it a free state and those who were pro-slavery. 
“Kansas Fever” also burned hot in religious New England communities who were 
determined to abolish slavery and prevent the young new state of Kansas from 
falling to the pro-slave lobby. Encouraged by abolitionist Henry Beecher, groups 
of idealistic zealots uprooted their families and traveled west with donated rifles 
hidden amongst crates of bibles to fight for Kansas to remain a free state. Among 
them was the family of John Brown who settled in the midst of pro-slavery 
elements. Determined to end the evils of slavery, they planned to use the Bibles 
to teach others about Christianity, but kept their weapons in reserve if their biblical 
teachings went unheeded.” 
 
Freeman lived the period as if it were now. His passion for history seemed to 
bring it alive. Tracy wanted to hear more. 
 
“In the night of May 23rd, 1856 after the repeated bullying of the abolitionists, John 
Brown, accompanied by sons Frederick, Oliver, Owen and Watson, son-in-law, 
Henry Thompson, Theodore Weiner and James Towsley set out to apprehend 
some of the ringleaders of the pro-slavery men and put them on trial for their 
crimes. They found them in their homes near a ford on Pottawatomie Creek 
known as Dutch Henry's crossing and dragged them outside. There was Allen 
Wilkinson who used fraud and violence to get elected to the legislature, James 
Doyle and his sons, William and Drury, who helped Wilkinson, using force to keep 
prevent free staters from voting. Last but not least there were Henry and William 
Sherman, who entertained wandering, lawless riff-raff and gave them refuge on 
their farm encouraging them to intimidate abolitionists. This was the same farm, 
which Native Americans had to abandon as they fled before the settlers a few 
years earlier.” 
 
A couple that walked passed the exhibit quickly wondered what they saw in the 
photograph and why they were talking so intently. They had looked at them 
strangely. It was unusual in these parts to find a white woman holding a black 
man’s hand. 
 
“Things went awry for the Brown posse, however, as their intended victims tried to 
escape and instead of being captured, they were either shot or hacked to death 
with long swords. After the incident the Browns became outlaws.  Determined to 
continue their mission, the outlaws became “conductors” of an underground 
railroad to help slaves rescued from Missouri over the border to escape through 
Iowa to Canada. It was on one of these mercy trips that a beautiful young slave 
woman, Eartha, fell passionately in love with one of her liberators, one of John 
Brown sons. Eartha, refused to flee up to Canada and she took refuge in a small 
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colony of Beecher enthusiasts in Wabaunsee County. Wabaunsee means “Dawn 
of the Day” and as the name promised, a propitious time for my clan began with 
the ending of slavery for us in the beautiful, rolling, flint hills of Kansas, where the 
Pottawatomie and Kaw native peoples once lived.  It was less propitious for the 
Browns. Within about a year, during a raid into Virginia to try and secure more 
weapons for an uprising of slaves, they were apprehended at Harpers Ferry and 
hung for their crimes. Eartha, who could not read or write adopted the family 
name Brown and gave birth to a son she called Liberty. He went to school and 
wrote their story in a diary, which has passed down through the generations. As 
you tell history you become part of it.” 
 
‘A moving story,” said Tracy. “It certainly helps me to understand where you come 
from. What about John Curry? 
 
“Not such a happy ending. Some Kansans watched Curry paint the murals and 
approved. Others hated the murals because they reminded everyone of a past 
that many preferred to brush under the carpet. Finally there was an uproar over 
the mural and the Kansas Legislature stopped him continuing. In disgust he 
refused to sign the mural”.  
 
Tracy raised her eyebrows and simply said, “wow!” 
 
Freeman moved over to another of Curry’s paintings, a sinister scene, framed by 
the boughs of a somber tree, which seemed to be bearing witness to a group of 
men with rifles and dogs led by a horseman holding a rope and giving chase to an 
unseen prey. 
 
“Curry had been looking for heroic types for tales of American heroism. He was 
really deeply moved by the struggle of blacks in America. But his fellow Kansans 
found his images disturbing and portraying a side of Kansas life they felt should 
be forgotten. Typical of his troubling images, ones that still disturb us today, is a 
painting like this one, "The Manhunt." There are no obvious allusions to race in 
the actual picture, itself, and yet, we know that it's all about lynching. And it was 
painted at a time when anti-lynching legislation was before Congress. It was sad 
that painting, later acquired by the vice president of the NAACP, who saw it as a 
painting that really spoke to him, so deeply angered the audience for whom it was 
intended. In the end Curry left Kansas again disillusioned, his works largely 
ignored until very recently.” 
 
“So, it means,” said Tracy with increased insight, “When one looks at one of Grant 
Wood’s innocent paintings one must look for the menace.” 
 
“Exactly,” said Freeman. They wended their way back to the section of the 
exhibition that was featuring Grant Wood’s works and their parodies. 
 
“What could be more innocent than ‘Arbor Day’?’” asked Freeman. A teacher was 
showing a small group of disinterested children a painting where two men were 
planting a single tree, probably an exotic from Europe, in a school yard set 
against the largely treeless backdrop of the rolling hills of Iowa. The horse and 
carriage passing by suggested it was mid-nineteenth century. Another figure 
appeared to be drawing water from a water pump and a few other isolated figures 
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doing other more important things that day than planting a tree. A deeply rutted 
road cut into the deep soils of Iowa, left exposed to the elements. A fence in the 
foreground seemed to be excluding the few indigenous trees visible in the scene. 
 
“For me this is not simply nostalgia for better days, when traditional agrarianism 
was at peace with the landscape, “said Freeman. “It was 1932 – American 
agriculture was in crisis. Dust from the mismanaged Midwest prairies was 
everywhere. Sand storms were so thick in some places, it was like fog. For Grant 
Wood this was a plaintiff cry that that Man had broken his pact with nature. It is 
simple to miss the wood for the trees. The dutiful planting of a single exotic tree in 
a landscape that has been systematically deforested with its prairies destroyed, is 
a futile gesture” 
  
“But,” continued Tracy, picking up on the message, “it’s more subtle than Curry’s 
vision. Perhaps that’s why it instinctively appeals so much. There isn’t anything in 
the picture that would offend anyone – quite the contrary, it is widely loved and 
put it onto calendars every year. Nevertheless, I still think there is a romantic in 
Grant Wood, striving to regain the peace and tranquility of farming.. Though he 
recognized the dangers of contemporary agriculture, it seems to me that he didn’t 
want to offend” 
 
“Oh he offended plenty of people and was not always subtle,” countered 
Freeman, “and he was angry. The huge stained glass work he had done for the 
Veterans Memorial Building had been criticized for being unpatriotic because 
some of its panels were fabricated in Germany, where Wood had been trained. 
Although he had never seen armed action, and wound up painting artillery 
camouflage in Washington, he had idealistically enlisted during the First World 
War and was incensed by the sanctimonious fuss. He painted one of his most 
explicitly satirical pieces the same year that he did Arbor Day. In Daughters of the 
American Revolution he depicted the three self-righteous women overlooking the 
project as squint-eyed, dour and repulsive-looking females, disgustingly smug 
and smirking as if they themselves were the ancestral heroes of the American 
Revolution. But it was as if he had to psyche himself to contain and submerge his 
anger. If one looks at his somber self portrait with a windmill and the fields as a 
backdrop, done in the same year, it is like a meditation to recapture his 
composure for the greater task at hand.”  
 
“So you feel there’s an underlying sense of menace in all his works, an emotion 
that he is deliberately playing down in many instances”, asked Tracy, still dubious 
 
“Yes,” said Freeman, “Sometimes its more its not so subtle. Like Death on Ridge 
Road”  
 
He pointed out the painting with a group of parodies around it. “Its one of the few 
of his paintings that offer a glimpse of contemporary technology. Two motorcars 
and a van are characterized into fatal forms that seem inevitably to collide and 
cause death and destruction.  
 
Telephone poles feature prominently like crosses against a tumultuous sky. While 
based on a real event on what is normally a quiet country road, it has become a 
powerful evocative symbol of the innate self-destructive power of technology.” 
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“Wow” she exclaimed moving ahead of Freeman. “This is an incredible parody,” 
she said stopping in front of a portrait of the eroded earth, depicted as a woman, 
stripped naked by the plough. 
 
“That strangely enough is no parody,” he replied with a smile. “That’s Mother 
Earth Laid Bare, the work of Missouri painter, Alexandre Hogue. Although he was 
a contemporary of Grant Wood and other American Scene painters he scorned 
any association with their “Regionalist” art. 
 
“Why? Was he jealous?” 
 
“No.  Perhaps more than any other of the Regionalist painters of his time, he 
refused to gloss over what he saw happening during the Great Depression. He 
hated with a passion, the cheery face of American Scene painting favored by the 
other artists, epitomized by Grant Wood. He resented the backing they received 
from Federal Arts administrators. Hogue saw no beauty in the landscape. Rather 
he saw devastation brought on by man’s inept and thoughtless over-cultivation of 
the land.  Instead of romanticizing the plow as Wood tended to, he viewed it as 
the principal agent of the disaster. He called his art Psycho Realism. He wanted 
his viewers to feel empathy for the deserts they were creating in the Midwest” 
 
“So he was angry?” Tracy could feel the emotion as she looked at another of his 
works, Avalanche by Wind where telephone poles, like crucifixes, lay almost 
buried among sand dunes of eroded topsoil – as if no faith could endure the 
torment that man had unleashed on Mother Nature. The dust filled sky seemed to 
seethe with God’s wrath and even technological progress symbolized by railway 
lines, lay covered in sand. 
 
“Prime grazing lands had been destroyed,” continued Freeman.  In his own 
words, ‘first by fence, then by over plowing, now by drought.’ Between 1933 and 
1936, Hogue worked tirelessly on a sequence of six paintings he called his 
Erosion series, examining variations on this theme. In all of them he refused to 
ennoble the element of human misery prevalent in the paintings of so many of the 
dust-bowl images of his contemporaries. Man was the cause of the problem, not 
its victim. “ 
 
Quite suddenly she was back in the bed next to Freeman. It was the next 
morning. He stirred and turned over and looked at her.  She loved the warm 
brown of his skin in the morning light. 
 
“How do you feel?” she asked 
 
“You look more beautiful in the morning” he answered, ”and how do you feel?” 
 
“I feel good,” she answered, “not like the morning after. You look as sexy as you 
did last night. Now comes the dreaded question, ‘where to from here’?” 
 
“We’ve got to find a way to be together,” he replied matter-of-factly. 
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“I’ve always been impulsive,” she admitted. ”I act before I think. We don’t know 
anything about each other.” 
 
“I’m the opposite. I think and think and think and hardly act. For once I am glad 
that I went with my feelings and acted. I slept with a white woman and feel really 
good about it. I love your beautiful paleness in a way I never believed I could.” 
 
They kissed and made passionate love once again in the early morning light. It 
was Recent Ploughing and Mother Earth Laid Bare again, this time rolled into 
one. Two different forms needing each other, kneading with each other, entering 
and exiting, cleaving and cloying, in one moment the deepest expression of 
passionate union and lovemaking, in another the flagrant disregard of 
inconsequential fucking. 
 
She loved what she was doing, yet despised herself for doing it. “Dear God, why 
am I doing this?” she agonized turning her face upward to talk to her Author. 
“Why do you make me do this? You know, don’t you?” 
 
The Author did not answer directly. Tracy would have to discover the answer for 
herself. 
  
Tracy wondered where she was. It was certainly not the beginning. It was too long 
after the start for that. But neither was it the end, that also seemed certain. So it 
was safe to assume that it was the middle. That is where she was, in the middle.  



 
 

 

 Chapter 2: Seeds of Doubt 
 
“Rooted in an understanding of our land's past, Iowans can look to the 
future.  The land is seen with a sense of connection, protection, and 
reverence.  Iowa can lead by example in the future stewardship of the Earth” 
 A Vision for Iowa’s Land   
 
“Every part of this soil is sacred in the estimation of my people. Every hillside, 
every valley, every plain and grove, has been hallowed by some sad or happy 
event in days long vanished. Even the rocks, which seem to be dumb and dead 
as they swelter in the sun along the silent shore, thrill with memories of stirring 
events connected with the lives of my people, and the very dust upon which you 
now stand responds more lovingly to their footsteps than to yours, because it is 
rich with the blood of our ancestors and our bare feet are conscious of the 
sympathetic touch. Our departed braves, fond mothers, glad, happy-hearted 
maidens, and even our little children who lived here and rejoiced here for a brief 
season, will love these somber solitude’s and at eventide they greet shadowy 
returning spirits. And when the last Red Man shall have perished, and the 
memory of my tribe shall have become a myth among the White Men, these 
shores will swarm with the invisible dead of my tribe, and when your children's 
children think themselves alone in the field, the store, the shop, upon the 
highway, or in the silence of the pathless woods, they will not be alone. In all the 
earth there is no place dedicated to solitude. At night when the streets of your 
cities and villages are silent and you think them deserted, they will throng with the 
returning hosts that once filled them and still love this beautiful land. The White 
Man will never be alone.”  
Chief Seattle 
 
The western European lifestyle can be best described as drawing straight lines on 
paper. Each line represents an aspect of life such as religion, work, and play, 
family life, et cetera. These lines do not touch each other. The Indian concept is 
one of a circle in which aspects of life are placed inside the circle. They touch 
everything else, and you cannot isolate one aspect alone.  
 
Many people, American Indian as well as non-Native peoples walk the Red Road 
today. The Red Road refers to living a life that is in balance and harmony with 
everything. The black road refers to living one's life selfishly, greedily, and full of 
materialism. 
 
Now I can see man made structures as part of nature, just as if you moved a pile 
of sand and gravel from one location to form structures elsewhere. It is from 
nature and natural. Everything, including you and I, comes from the Mother-
Father Creator and since they are infinite, that means we are too. 
 
As long as there are people alive to teach the Indian philosophy and way of life, it 
will never die and be forgotten. It is in this way that I am writing this research 
paper, to teach and keep it alive so others can learn and benefit. 
Dale W. Pelnarsch, Walking The Red Road, http://www.geocities.com/email4dale/redroad.html 
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“Iowa,” whispered the flag fluttering feverishly alongside its companion Stars and 
Stripes as it guarded the entrance to the Sioux City District Courthouse in a stiff 
morning breeze. 
 

“You ask what land I love the best, 
Iowa, ‘tis Iowa, 

The fairest State in all the west, 
Iowa, O! Iowa. 

From yonder fields of tasseled corn, 
Iowa, in Iowa, 

Where plenty fills her golden horn, 
Iowa, in Iowa. 

See how her wondrous prairies shine 
To yonder sunset’s purpling line, 
O! happy land, O! land of mine, 

Iowa, O! Iowa.” 
 

The word rippled like many words stitched in the fabric of quantum time. One, 
then a few, then one again. Here and there at the same time.  
 
“Icon Of Wisdom and Arrogance” chanted Dan quietly as he passed under the 
flag, pondering the idea of loyalty to Iowa. What’s in a name? Just a word? A 
single word starting on its way, being one thing, then becoming many things, then 
once more, just one again. “If once we asked. If only words answered. If only we 
acknowledged. If openly we accepted. If once were always. If one’s will 
allowed....”  
 
The tips of words, peeked like mountain summits through the clouds, like icebergs 
through the water, rooted in one world, yet part of another. Like pleas from below 
and prayers in heaven. “In one we are. In others we appear.”  
 
Dan played with many thoughts, acronyms, acrostics, anagrams and 
pseudonyms, as if they were strings of genetic code, while the recurring anthem 
of Iowa sounded loudly through his head in counterpoint to General Horatio 
Gates’ refrain to President Thomas Jefferson ‘Let the Land Rejoice, for you have 
bought Louisiana for a Song.’ 
 
Between the blue and red columns on either side of the flag flew a great eagle, 
trailing a chromosome in the form of a folded ribbon on which was emblazoned  
‘Our liberties we prize and our rights we will maintain’.  
 
Then suddenly he found himself in the somber courtroom passing through a 
through a massive dark wooden portal with a seal of above. Again the eagle, still 
with a ribbon trailing from its beak, but this time clutching in its left talon, a bunch 
of arrows symbolizing conflict and in its right the olive branch of peace. Above its 
head floated a halo of stars punctuated in the center by a five pointed Star of 
David, itself composed of stars.  
 
Dan was tall and good looking with casual, light-brown hair, which cascaded in  
waves over his forehead and ears. His sensitive brown eyes, framed by slim 
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attractive glasses, seemed to reach to the very centre of his being. He had a full  
handsome nose, a nice smile and a dimple in his cheeks. 
 
”God my judge?” He wondered as he sat looking at the same seal above the 
judge’s bench and pondering the meaning of his own name.” Daniel (ָּדִנֵּיאל), 
pronounced Daniyyel in Standard Hebrew or Dāniyyêl in Tiberian Hebrew, the 
name of two people from the Bible means "My judge is God", or "God has 
judged".    
 
It was bleak without Beth. In a rare moment of severe distress, he held his face in 
his arms and said without hoping for an answer, “If you exist, please let me 
understand why you are doing this” 
 
“Please rise,” said the Clerk of the Court, “The United States District Court in the 
Northern District of Iowa in Sioux City is in session. Judge John Clarity is on the 
bench.” 
 
Judge Clarity: The charge sheet I have before me states that the defendants, 
farmers Beth and Daniel de Boer of Bee Dees Farm in Clay County, Spencer, 
willfully and with full knowledge of the implications of their actions propagated 
proprietary seed known as American GEM, short for Genetically Enhanced Maize, 
patented by the plaintiffs, Aggro Incorporated. They then marketed this seed to 
other farmers without paying license fees or obtaining the approval of the 
plaintiffs. The plaintiffs assert that this action led to a loss of significant sales in 
the state and thereby claim damages in the amount of $160,000. Mr. White, I 
believe you are representing the defendants and you Ms. Wolf, the plaintiffs. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Yes, your honor, though in the circumstances, we have agreed with the 
Counsel for the Defense, that Daniel de Boer will be the only defendant and that 
we will remove Beth de Boer from the charge sheet. 
 
Cheyenne Wolf was luscious. Her exotic cleavage accentuated the bulging swell 
of her feathered dress that gently tugged together the two soft lobes of bountiful 
breasts. The strands of her pendant played on the curves and offered a 
counterpoint to a beaded neckband and dream catcher earrings. Her tanned skin 
was sallow-soft, her eyes fawn-like and piercing.  Long flowing black hair 
cascaded around her shoulders. Like a puma, her body was perfected for the kill. 
 
Judge Clarity: Mr, White, do you concur with Ms. Wolf? 
 
Mr White: Yes, your honor, I do. 
 
Richard White looked at John Clarity. He was looking old and pale. It reminded 
him that he looked much the same. He remembered the way he looked when he 
was young, a long, long time ago when they were both in their last year at 
college. They had been friends then, although they sparred like two young 
warriors. Both had wanted to become lawyers and they saw their spirited 
arguments as a boyish way of practicing for their future profession rather than as 
real arguments. Like two lion cubs fighting and clawing each other in the den. But 
this was now the real world, and what had happened between them as cubs was 
no longer relevant.  In the real adult world, there was now territory to be 
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defended. A territorial dispute between lions thick in mane often involves a fight to 
the death. 
 
Judge Clarity: Ms. Wolf would you like to clarify the plaintiff’s allegation. 
  
Ms. Wolf:  Your honor, when Thomas Jefferson authored the Patent Act in 1793, 
he offered the nation a tool that has enabled this country to assume global 
leadership. Without it, we might be just another basket case. For him a patentable 
invention was ‘any new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition of 
matter, or any new or useful improvement.’ The Act embodied Jefferson's 
philosophy that ‘ingenuity should receive a liberal encouragement.’  
 
Cheyenne had done her homework. She knew that Judge Clarity was proud of 
American Patent Law and tradition. 
 
“Your honor, so sound was this vision that with only minor amendments in the 
eighteen hundreds, 1836, 1870 and 1874 to be exact, the law endured to 
contemporary times without any major change of language. In 1952, when the 
patent laws were recodified, Congress strengthened Jefferson’s vision, replacing 
the word ‘art’ with ‘process,’ but otherwise leaving Jefferson's language intact. 
They understood that modern science was making inroads into areas formerly 
only thought of as art. In fact, the Committee Reports accompanying the 1952 Act 
inform us that Congress intended such inventions to ‘include anything under the 
sun that is made by man.’ And your honor, they did not exclude invention in the 
biological realm. In fact, Jefferson had said, ‘The greatest service which can be 
rendered to any country, is to add a useful plant to its culture.’ 
 
Judge Clarity: Thank you very much indeed for the lesson on the vision of the 
venerable Thomas Jefferson, Ms. Wolf, but please could you get onto its 
relevance to the case in hand. 
 
Judge Clarity did his best to feign disinterest. It was important for a judge to 
appear neutral. That was not easy with someone like Cheyenne Wolf. She stirred 
the beast in every man she met. 
 
Ms. Wolf: With respect, your honor, the history is very relevant to our argument. 
The defendant, through his blatant disregard of patent law has mounted a 
challenge not only to our clients but also to the foundations of American society 
itself. 
 
Mr. White: Objection your honor. Nothing has been asserted yet, let alone the 
court finding that our clients have disregarded anything of the magnitude claimed 
by the Counsel for the Complainants. 
 
Richard White was anxious about the case. It could go either way, and his client 
had a lot to lose. He could lose the farm and his livelihood. Most of all he was 
anxious about Clarity. Would their boyish dueling count for or against him? He 
could not tell. He suspected that if it involved infringements of patents which 
Clarity was likely to hold as dear as the American Constitution, things might not all 
go well. 
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Ms. Wolf: Our clients Aggro Incorporated believe that Daniel De Boer who is 
farming on Bee Dees Farm in Clay County is a ‘brown bagger’. He has illegally 
pirated our client’s patented and unique American GEM corn seed and sold not 
just some of this, but enough for thousands of acres thereby severely damaging 
our client’s business in the SState. He has recklessly infringed our client’s utility 
patent on this product. In the first place has grown his crop from unlicensed seed 
in violation of United States Code Title 35, section one-O-one. Secondly, he has 
sexually reproduced, conditioned and stored the seed with the intention of 
marketing and selling it, which was subsequently done without the approval of the 
patent holder. All this is a violation of the Plant Variety Protection Act. 
 
Mr. White: Your honor, Daniel de Boer is a respected fourth generation farmer 
who has been farming in the area for more than twenty years himself, developing 
his own varieties of maize in a way that is in keeping with the tradition of 
generations of the finest farmers. Like all sensible people he knows that even if 
patents can apply to man-made inventions, no-one can claim to have invented 
maize. The assertion is not only laughable, it is arrogant. The amended Utility 
Patent Statute Number One-O-one (§101) of the US Code on which the claimants 
are basing this case, has limitations. One-O-one cannot embrace every 
discovery. The laws of nature, physical phenomena, and abstract ideas are not 
patentable. Jefferson never envisaged that anyone would claim to have invented 
plants – it’s absurd. Aggro has tinkered around with a few genes, borrowing 
incidentally, on vast tracts of public domain knowledge, and come up with a new 
plant variety. That’s far from what Jefferson intended to be a patententable 
invention. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Your honor, although the Utility Patent Statute One-O-one might not 
have originally anticipated that life-forms were patentable, subsequent acts have 
made this possible. Congress has spoken clearly on this. 
 
Richard thought of other issues on which Congress and the President had spoken 
before and how often this had turned out to be unjust. He thought about the 
Louisiana Land Purchase that John and he had fought about decades ago in their 
arguments during the break between classes. “The Constitution did not 
specifically empower the federal government to acquire new territory by treaty – 
those were the facts” he argued. 
 
 “Don’t be ridiculous,“ John had argued. “Jefferson had recognized the windfall. 
Eight hundred thousand square miles, the biggest land deal in all of history, that 
doubled the size of the USA overnight! What a bargain, all that land, bought for a 
song, at fifteen million dollars. With the whole of the Mississippi waterway to 
boot.”  
 
”It was an illegitimate deal that rode roughshod on all who had lived there. What 
right did the French have to the territory, or the Spanish for that matter before 
them? It was not theirs to sell or cede in the first place. To make matters worse, 
Jefferson knew he had no mandate to buy the territory either.” Richard thought 
about his indignation – as if the US government was ever going to recognize the 
error and give back their ill gotten gains. 
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John had been adamant. “Jefferson concluded that the practical benefits to the 
nation far outweighed the possible violation of the Constitution and so he signed 
the treaty. Quite rightly. The Senate concurred with this decision and ratified his 
action on 20th October 1803.” 
 
“You see!” Richard remembered feeling triumphant, “There are times when 
Presidents and even Senates violate their own constitution with impunity. It just 
depends on whether there’s a buck to be made. All other considerations go out 
the window” 
  
Caught in his own pre-occupations, Richard was somewhat startled when Dan 
arose to address the court. They had agreed he would do so, but Richard had 
thought that it should be much later on in the proceedings. 
 
Daniel de Boer: Your honor, please may I address the court on Aggro’s 
illegitimate assertion on its supposed utility patent.  
 
Judge Clarity was surprised. The request was not unreasonable 
 
Judge Clarity: Alright Mr. De Boer, you may, but keep it pertinent. 
 
Daniel de Boer: Thank you your honor. Corn, or as it is more widely known 
elsewhere, maize, is a domesticated strain of teosinte, a giant wild grass with the 
botanical name of Zea mays, originated in tropical Mexico. In fact it still occurs 
naturally in isolated patches of that country’s western Sierra Madre. It was 
domesticated in Mesoamerica, more than five thousand years ago, during the 4th 
and 3d millennia B. C. during the transition of the people from hunter-gathering to 
settled agriculture,  
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection your honor. What has this history lesson to do with this 
case? 
 
Daniel de Boer: Your honor, Ms. Wolf introduced history lessons. This line of 
argument goes to the issue of the ownership and the patentability of the maize 
variety that the Complainants assert they own. 
 
Judge Clarity: Objection overruled. You may proceed Mr. de Boer. 
 
Cheyenne looked at Dan. Her gaze was one of an angry, wounded cat. 
 
Daniel de Boer: The Cultivation of maize and the elaboration of its food products 
are therefore, your honor, inextricably bound with the rise of pre-Colombian 
Mesoamerican civilizations. They were its inventors, if anyone can, in fact, be 
considered an inventor of a plant species. Its spread to what is now the USA, or 
to use the modern term, its marketing, was done by the indigenous American 
peoples, centuries before the birth of Christ. They didn’t hoard their invention 
through the imposition of licence fees, rather they placed it fully in the public 
domain. Through their generosity, maize has belonged to everyone for thousands 
of years. It has fed us and sustained us, without the need of any commercial 
propagation. In fact due to its adaptability and productivity, the culture of maize 
spread rapidly around the globe after the Spaniards and other Europeans 
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exported the plant from the Americas in the 15th and 16th centuries. If there had 
been a breach of patent rights your honor, perhaps then it might have been 
relevant to mount a legal challenge. But to do so now is absurd. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Your honor, interesting as this history is, it’s a lot of corn. It’s irrelevant 
to the case. 
 
Daniel de Boer:  By no means, your honor. There is a precedent of inventiveness 
throughout the history of the development of corn. But for the first time in history, 
idiotic claims are being made about patents. 
 
Judge Clarity: Mr. de Boer, please moderate your language or I will have to 
withdraw your right to address the court. 
 
Daniel de Boer: I am sorry your honor, I hope the court will understand that the 
emotion I feel is not only on behalf of myself, but on behalf of the hundreds of 
generations of farmers who have acted as stewards of this amazing food. 
 
Ms. Wolf: We agree that maize is an amazing plant. Mr. de Boer continues to 
miss the point your honor. 
 
Daniel de Boer: Both social and plant scientists regard maize agriculture as a 
prime example of the co-evolution of a plant and its domesticators; as the plant 
and human society evolved, they each exerted a strong influence on one another. 
The Mexican anthropologist and maize historian Arturo Warman has in fact 
referred to maize as a thoroughly cultural artifact, in that it is truly a human 
invention, a species that does not exist naturally in the wild and can only survive if 
sown and protected by humans. Likewise, the domestication and improvement of 
maize is strongly correlated with the development of cultural complexity and rise 
of the high civilizations of prehispanic Mesoamerica. Your honor, we do not deny 
that human inventiveness has accompanied the history of the development of 
maize. But how can it be possible after hundreds of years, for a massive agro-
business corporation, merely because of its size, to steal this public legacy, 
thereby commandeering the future of this vital crop and in so doing, threatening 
the livelihood of our small farmers and the food security of people around the 
world. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Mr. De Boer’s love of corn is evident; however, he fails to understand 
that no one is doing more than our client to ensure food security, not only for 
America, but also for the world. Aggro’s unique American GEM corn seed is not 
like that of any other maize in human history. It is more nutritious and resistant to 
corn borer. Its resistance to the low-toxicity patent herbicide made by our client 
makes it easier to cultivate with minimum tillage. This means that farmers can 
plant this unique crop and at lower costs than ever possible before in an 
ecologically safe way. This new technology is so important it will help to feed the 
world. 
 
Daniel de Boer: Your honor, there is nothing unique about Aggro’s claims to 
have found the secret of transforming this wonder food. In the most common 
Mesoamerican myth, which lives on in the oral traditions of surviving native 
Mesoamerican peoples, a vast maize stash was hidden within a mountain 
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fortress, initially accessible only to small animals but not to humans. Deep in the 
cultural memory of the people, they were remembering a time when the foliage or 
grain produced by the ancestor of maize was edible only by animals and not 
humans. Then they say, one day it was released to humans by a maize-liberating 
god, who blasted open the mountain encasing the maize with a thunderbolt.  As 
proof of this they point to the various colors of maize seed. This ranged from 
black, where it was scorched from having been on the exterior of the stash, 
through red, blue, yellow, and finally to pure white, where the maize that was at 
the center of the stash, was protected from the bolts of lightning. This is their 
explanation for the appearance of the set of mutations that instantaneously 
"liberated" maize and made it accessible to humans. The potential was there all 
along, it merely had to be released, not invented. They had the humility that the 
“invention of maize”, if you want to call it that was brought about by Nature; all 
Man had done was to discover and utilize this novel form of grass. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Your honor, where is this leading? Are we to take seriously the claim 
that the Mesoamerican god should have been granted a patent for the seed he 
invented? 
 
 Daniel de Boer: There was no invention, your honor. Even the Mesoamerican 
god that liberated maize was only one player in a longer tradition. Everything in 
the myth emphasizes a slow, sequential progression. According to the myth, even 
the discovery was a process, when a fox following an ant first discovered the 
stash of maize enclosed within the large mountain. It ate so much of the grain, it 
later became flatulent, full of wonder that it had found a new food.   
 
Ms. Wolf: You mean it farted. Your honor, this hot air has nothing to do with 
patents. My ancestors were Mesoamerican too, but you don’t hear me talking 
about this mythological claptrap. 
 
John Clarity was amused by Cheyenne Wolf, but felt he could not allow her to 
take liberties with the court and was about to speak when Richard White rose to 
re-assert his leadership in the case. 
 
Mr. White: Your honor, who are we to look a gift horse in the mouth? Maize was 
a gift given to ancient Mesoamericans by their gods, which the rest of humanity 
has been fortunate enough to share. Do we not credit our own God for the bounty 
we have produced in our own country? If there is a bad smell from hot air in the 
courtroom, one should look to the foul activities of Aggro, who are seeking to 
steal, for the second time in history, a staple food that has been around for five 
millennia. It is incredible that Aggro has the audacity to claim that it has, in even a 
small part, ‘invented’ maize. 
  
Judge Clarity: This is a court of law. Please would you keep the discussion 
relevant and dignified? He was finding the argument amusing. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Your honor, seeing that we are into telling stories, let me tell the court a 
different, but more relevant story of what is happening at the current time. Today, 
corn is currently produced in most countries of the world and is the third most 
planted field crop after wheat and rice. The plant is used to produce grain, fodder 
and chemicals that are the basis of a number of food, feed, pharmaceutical and 
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industrial manufactures. As a crop, corn dominates our agriculture, with 
production more than double that of any other.  
 
Judge Clarity: For the sake of clarity, is there any difference between maize and 
corn? 
 
Ms. Wolf: Same thing your honor. In the US, we call maize, corn. 
 
Mr. White:  To be pedantic your honor, in preparation for this case I ascertained 
the specific definitions, which I suppose we need to be clear about if we are 
discussing patents. Maize and corn are not quite the same. The English words 
‘corn’, ‘grain’ and ‘maize’ all have an unusual etymology. We know from studying 
runes, an early Indo-European writing which recorded only consonants, that the 
roots of the word were something like ‘grn’. The literal meaning of this word was 
‘small nugget’. What is particularly interesting is that from its Indo-European roots, 
this word evolved in different directions through the Germanic and Latin branches 
of the family. However, both of these branches of linguistic evolution reach into 
modern English, and therefore we now have ‘grain’ in English together with 
various transmutations from the Latin ‘granum’ meaning an edible grass seed. We 
also have the word ‘grit’, which is an almost direct survivor of the original ‘grn,’ 
meaning very small, tough grains. The word ‘corn’ has Germanic roots, where it is 
derived from ‘korn’, meaning a cereal grain. Cereals like grains mean any edible 
grass seed. The word ‘kernel’ is the diminutive form of ‘korn’, meaning a small 
grain. A curious result of this is that you can make a statement in English that 
conveys a clear meaning to English speakers, but which etymologically is utterly 
redundant: ‘Grits are ground from kernels of corn grain.’ All the nouns and even 
the verb in this sentence are derived from the same root!  
 
Judge Clarity: But what about maize? 
 
Mr. White: As to ‘maize’, your honor, that is a completely different story. When 
Columbus' expedition made landfall in 1492, they reached an island probably in 
the northern Antilles, near today's San Salvador. The island was populated by the 
Tahino people, in whose language ‘mahis’ was the name for their staple crop. The 
name meant ‘source of life’.  When the Spanish took samples of this giant grain 
with them back from the new world, they also propagated the Taino name for the 
plant wherever they distributed the crop. That word has been transmuted 
phonetically into today's ’maís’ in Spanish and ‘maize’ in English. 
 
 Knowing this, you can figure out the answer to your question. Both the Latinate 
‘grain’ and the Germanic ‘corn’ are generic terms used to refer to any edible grass 
seed such as millet, sorghum, barley, rye, oats, wheat and including maize. 
Therefore, English speakers apply the word corn to whatever the predominant 
grain happens to be in their region or diet. When you refer to corn in England 
itself, all listeners interpret you to be referring to wheat, for example. It is in this 
sense that the word is used throughout the King James Version of the Bible. 
Naturally, when English and German speakers came to the new world, they 
referred to the local grain, Zea mays as ‘corn’, but differentiated it from their own 
‘corn’ by terming it ‘Indian corn’. So you see, Ms. Wolf, corn is technically not just 
maize; it is all kinds of cereal seed grains. 
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Judge Clarity: Ah interesting! Thank you Mr. White. Continue Ms. Wolf. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Well, I’ll defer to the defence counsel’s erudite explanation on this 
issue. It’s a pity this does not seem to extend to understanding one-O-one and 
the various plant protection acts. 
  
Nevertheless, I was talking about the corn crop we all know and understand. I 
also have a few facts. 
 
The humble kernel of corn finds its way into our lives as both edible and inedible 
products, including fuel, rubber, plastics, clothing, food additives and adjuncts, 
and literally thousands of other forms. Corn is also our chief crop export, with total 
bushels exported in excess of the total bushels used domestically for food, seed, 
and industrial purposes. Over half of the crop, however, ends up as feed for 
domestic livestock.  This is where Aggro comes in: we make this possible. 
 
Corn is planted on roughly seventy to eighty million US acres annually. Every 
corn plant bears one or more ears, each of which produces roughly eight hundred 
kernels. Each bushel is fifty-six pounds of shelled grain removed from the cob, 
that’s roughly seventy-three thousand kernels in each bushel with an annual 
production of about nine billion bushels and an approximate value of thirty billion 
dollars.  Although production and value vary from year to year, that’s a lot of corn.  
 
Each year, United States farms and harvests many hundreds of trillions of 
kernels, to be used as food for humans and animals, to produce raw materials for 
manufacturing other goods, and for export.  Your honor, the vast majority of this 
comes from the proprietary seed innovated and owned by Aggro or its 
subsidiaries. It then transports this corn to markets and processes it into the vast 
range of products that our consumers want. Aggro has become the custodian of 
maize on this planet. Aggro is corn. Without Aggro the US dominant role on world 
markets would slip. This could fatally damage the US economy and interests. 
Aggro is not about to allow its hard-earned innovation to be stolen by petty patent 
thieves. It would be unpatriotic not to prevent it. 
 
Mr. White: Maize is unquestionably a very important part of life, as we know it 
today. Much as we change it and use it, Walton Galinat, who is an agricultural 
geneticist, said recently in a talk that I heard him give, that maize remains a grant 
from America's First Peoples. Columbus did not realize that the gift of maize was 
far more valuable than the spices or gold he hoped to find. He had no way of 
knowing that the history of maize traced back some eight thousand years or that it 
represented the most remarkable plant breeding accomplishment of all time. He 
might have been embarrassed if he had understood that then, as now, this plant 
developed by peoples he judged poor and uncivilized far outstripped in 
productivity any of the cereals bred by Old World farmers including wheat, rice, 
sorghum, barley, and rye. Were he alive today, he would certainly be astonished 
to see the extent to which the advent of maize has affected land use, food 
production, cuisine, and population growth around the world. 
  
Ms. Wolf:  Your honor, are we making any progress here? The ancients didn’t 
know anything about hybridisation and genetic engineering. 
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Mr. White: Even the process of hybridization is not Aggro’s to claim. The 
selective cultivation and breeding of crops is as old as agriculture itself. It was 
common practice to select the best of the harvested plants, fruits, and grains for 
use as seed in the following year's crop. In this way, mass selection has been 
employed for thousands of years.  
 
Ms. Wolf: In the last hundred years or so, the improvement of corn has become 
more exacting. Modern corn breeders employ inbreeding as a method whereby 
selected lines of corn are forced to pollinate themselves. Where the same plant is 
used as both male and female, a practice that occurs infrequently in the wild. 
Normally, inbreeding is not advantageous to the plant, and inbreds tend to lack 
vigor, stature, health, and - most importantly - yield. However, when two or more 
different inbreds are crossed, that is where one is used as the female and the 
other as the male, the resulting offspring regain yield and vigor often in excess of 
the original materials. These offspring are known as hybrids, and are grown on 
millions of acres throughout the United States.  
 
Mr. White: But these breeders still need other varieties, particularly when they 
start out. In order to make a productive hybrid, the inbreds used in combination, 
must possess desirable qualities, or traits, that will contribute favorably to the 
resulting offspring. Naturally, the wider the selection of traits available to draw 
from, the greater the possibility of finding traits that are new or better than those 
currently used. Diversity is desirable in a population destined to be used for 
breeding purposes. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Diversity, your honor, what has that to do with the issue? 
 
Mr. White: Diversity your honor, is a measure of the relative number of different 
traits available in a group of similar plants, known as a population. Our goal 
should be to increase the diversity of maize grown in the United States, not to 
reduce it. This is what Aggro is seeking to do, for their own benefit. Our present 
genetic pool draws from a small percentage of the total diversity available 
worldwide, less than five per cent actually.  
 
Your honor, in contrast to what Aggro are accusing our client of, they have 
themselves been at the forefront of bio-pirating activities that are plundering  
millennia of human experimentation. They have profited from this without cost and 
are now trying to claim license fees for minor modifications that they claim are 
unique. We reject the claim of Aggro that they have a Utility Patent Right, on the 
basis that the claim that they have a unique utility patent is invalid. They cannot 
patent a living plant, more especially one that has been propagated through 
sexual reproduction which they cannot adequately describe, let alone control. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Your honor, we aim to show that the defendant’s view is not correct. 
May we call Mr. Steven Oliver Say as an expert witness from the Department of 
Agriculture? 
 
Judge: You may. 
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Steven Say was a tall man, confident in his opinions. This was not the first time 
he had come before a court to testify. He moved briskly to the witness stand and 
took the oath. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Mr.Say, has there been a precedent in efforts to patent a living 
organism? 
 
Mr. Say: In 1972, Chakrabarty, a microbiologist, filed a patent application for the 
invention of a novel way of using genetic engineering to introduce at least two 
stable plasmids into a bacterium from the genus Pseudomonas.  This human-
made, genetically engineered bacterium was capable of breaking down multiple 
components of crude oil. Because of this property, one no naturally occurring 
bacteria possesses, Chakrabarty's believed he had invented a new form of life. 
Further that his invention would have so significant a value for the treatment of oil 
spills, a major environmental hazard, he applied for a patent on the organism.  
 
Ms. Wolf: What did the Patent Office decide?  
 
Mr. Say: Well, Chakrabarty's patent claims were of three types: first, a process 
claim for the method of producing the bacteria; second, a claim for an inoculum 
comprised of a carrier material floating on water, such as straw, and the new 
bacteria; and third, most importantly, a claim for the invention of the bacteria.  
 
Diamond, who was the patent examiner allowed the claims falling into the first two 
categories, but rejected claims for the invention of the bacteria. The decision 
rested on two grounds. Firstly that microorganisms are ‘products of nature’, and 
secondly that as living things they are not patentable subject matter under one-O-
one.  
 
Chakrabarty appealed the rejection of these claims to the Patent Office Board of 
Appeals. The Board upheld the Patent Examiners rejection on the second ground 
that living things are not patentable subject matter. They relied on the legislative 
history of the 1930 Plant Patent Act, in which Congress had extended certain 
limited patent protection to certain asexually reproduced plants, but not, they felt, 
to living things such as these laboratory created micro-organisms. Undeterred, 
Chakrabarty took the matter to the Supreme Court where to some surprise, I 
think, the findings of the Patent Examiner and Board of Appeals were overturned. 
In 1980 the Supreme Court found the opposite, that a live, human-made micro-
organism is in fact patentable subject matter under one-O-one The court ruled 
that Chakrbarty’s invention of the micro-organism constituted a ‘manufacture’ or 
‘composition of matter’ within that statute. 
 
Ms. Wolf: So Mr. Say, it is possible to patent a life form.  
 
Mr. Say: Well, in terms of the Supreme Court’s ruling, I would say, yes, it is 
possible 
. 
Daniel de Boer: What a flippen travesty of justice! Granting a patent to protect 
the environment and thereby creating conditions that will ensure its exploitation in 
perpetuity! 
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Judge Clarity: Mr De Boer, I have generously granted you the opportunity to 
address the court. Kindly refrain from having a similar outburst again. 
 
Ms. Wolf: If Aggro has perfected the process of engineering a unique form of 
corn, as it has with American GEM, this can be patented? 
 
Mr. Say: If it is unique, yes it can. 
 
 Ms. Wolf: I have nothing further for the witness. 
 
Judge Clarity:: Your witness, Mr. White. 
 
Mr. White: Mr. Say, Chakrabarty’s invention was a microorganism. It was not a 
maize plant was it? 
 
Mr. Say: No. Maize is a plant: it is not a bacterium. The two are different. 
 
Mr White: So Mr. Say, if Chakrabarty’s invention had been a new maize plant, 
what do you think the Supreme Court would have decided? 
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection. Calls for speculation on a decision of the Supreme Court. 
 
Judge Clarity: Agreed. Mr White, leave the court to make its own decision. 
 
Mr. White: Well then, let me put it another way. Plant varieties are distinct from 
many kinds of industrial inventions because no plant breeder starts from scratch 
in developing a new variety. Modern plant breeders are building on the 
accumulated success and innovation of generations of farmers and breeders are 
they not? How do you see the history of agricultural innovation? 
 
Mr. Say: It is true. Modern breeders are using germplasm that has been handed 
down to them. Historically, US farmers have played a major role in contributing to 
the introduction and further development of exotic germplasm. In 1897, for 
example, the US Department of Agriculture freely distributed twenty two million 
packets of seeds to US farmers. The goal of this federal program was to utilize 
the ingenuity and skills of the nation's farmers in geographically diverse regions of 
the nation to introduce, experiment and cultivate thousands of novel plant 
varieties throughout the land. It was the farmers' success in selecting and 
breeding these crops that helped to build the agricultural base of the United 
States.  
 
Mr White: So it means that no patents were allowed? 
 
Mr. Say: By 1924, the seed industry had persuaded Congress to end free 
distribution of seeds, and in 1930 industry lobbying culminated in the Plant Patent 
Act which is known widely as the PPA . The 1930 PPA was designed to address 
two apparent obstacles to the patenting of plants: The first was the objection that 
they were unpatentable ‘products of nature’, and the second was to relax the 
written description requirement that would normally be applicable for a patent in 
terms of utility patent statute one-O-one. This afforded the industry certain patent- 
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like protections, but only for plants like tubers which reproduced through asexual 
reproduction. This was strengthened by a 1952 revision of the PPA.  
 
Mr White: But that wasn’t enough for the industry was it? 
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection your honor. Imputations, that have a questionable link to the 
legislation process, are being made about the industry. 
 
Judge Clarity: Rephrase your question. 
 
Mr White: Well, what further laws were passed that affected the patentability of 
plants? 
 
Mr. Say: In 1970, after years of further seed industry lobbying, the Congress 
passed the Plant Variety Protection Act known as the PVPA. It was argued that 
the obstacles created in the 1930 PPA in limiting patents to plants that 
reproduced asexually had disappeared with time. In the 1930s this was the only 
way to ensure that there was stability from one generation to another, a 
requirement for an innovation to be considered eligible for the patent like 
protection. By 1970, seed companies were confident that they could achieve 
stability even in plants that reproduced sexually. This included most seeds. They 
argued that the plant sciences had solved the problem of stability over time. 
 
Mr White: Did this mean that patents of plants were approved? 
 
Mr. Say: Yes, to a certain extent, but limited by certain exceptions. The 1970 
PVPA included a wider range of eligibility criteria, provided that innovators could 
prove that the plants they wanted to patent were entirely new, distinct, uniform 
and stable. If they could, then the industry was able to avail itself of patent-like 
protection, which although still limited in scope and subject to exception could still 
qualify for utility patent that would previously have been denied in applications for 
one-O-one protection.  
 
Mr White: What exceptions, Mr. Say? 
 
Mr. Say: There was a compromise in the legislation to protect the farmer’s 
interest, and this was important. It had been a well known fact that companies 
that were seeking patent-like protection for their new plant varieties were using 
public germplasm in their breeding programs. Given the historic role of 
generations of farmers and public sector breeders in contributing to the 
development of improved germplasm, it was the view of Congress that it was 
imperative that a balance be maintained between introducing new rights for 
corporate plant breeders and maintaining the rights of farmers to save and 
improve their own seed. The bottom line was that there was clear intent on the 
part of Congress to allow for a farmer's exemption. This was a protection not only 
for farmers, but also for society, in that it expressly limited the right of plant 
breeders to gain monopoly control over new plant varieties. 
 
Mr White: So how would this apply to maize? 
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Mr. Say: Well, it would mean that to qualify, the patent applicant would have to 
come up with a plant that was not only completely new and distinct from all other 
varieties, but it would have to remain uniform and stable over several generations 
– it could not show any variation over time. This would be very difficult to achieve 
for corn crops because in sexual reproduction there is always some genetic 
variation from parent to daughter generations. But Aggro overcame this by 
including a gene into the genome that would not permit it to reproduce, so that 
only their seed could be used. This would make it very difficult or impossible for 
farmers to save and reuse seed – this would help to protect their patent. 
 
Mr White: You mean they intentionally made the seed incapable of ever 
generating offspring. They included a ‘terminator’ gene.  
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection, your honor, I object to this terminology. My client has not 
made any claim to any ‘terminator’ gene. 
 
Judge Clarity: Overruled Ms. Wolf. The defense counsel did not state that the 
plaintiff Aggro was making any claims to this – simply that it was being used. 
 
Mr White: So let us be clear about this Mr. Say. You’re suggesting that the way 
that Aggro was able to achieve the consistency required for a plant patent that 
were reproducing sexually, they would have to make it impossible for the plants to 
reproduce. 
 
Mr. Say: Yes, I believe so. 
 
Mr White:  Then how would they reproduce the seeds themselves? 
 
Mr. Say:  Well I suppose that they could simply have sufficient stocks of the non-
reproducing daughter generation for which they had obtained a patent to last 
them a few years. And then each year, using the viable parent stock that was 
genetically similar to, but not identical to the patented seed, they would introduce 
a new variety to the market covered by a new patent, describing characteristics 
that were slightly different from the one they had patented before. I suppose that 
each new daughter generation would have sufficiently genetically engineered 
difference from the previous one so that it could be considered a new invention.  
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection your honor, calls for speculation. 
 
Judge Clarity: Sustained. Mr White could you please refrain for asking the 
witness to speculate. 
 
Mr White: Well Mr. Say let me rephrase my question. If the ‘terminator’ gene that 
Aggro has included into its seed rendered it sterile, there would be an added 
marketing advantage in that every few seasons they would be in a release a new 
patented variety? 
 
Mr. Say: I believe that there would be a marketing advantage for producing a 
crop that would produce genetically sterile seed, in much the same way as there 
had previously been an advantage in hybrid seeds which also did not breed true 
across generations. 
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Mr White: Well then, Mr. Say. If the ‘terminator’ gene prevents the so-called 
patented plant from self-replicating, how can they claim that their patent has been 
infringed? 
 
Mr. Say: I suppose it would require access to the same parent stock that they use 
to produce the patented variety. 
 
Mr White: Thank you Mr. Say. Your honor I believe that we have addressed the 
first issue regarding the patentability of Aggro’s variant of corn that they call 
‘American GEM’. I have nothing further for this witness. 
 
Judge Clarity: Very well, your next witness, Ms. Wolf. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Thank you your honor. Mr. Say has indicated that Congress intended 
to protect only farmers by giving them certain rights. What we should emphasize 
is that they intended this protection for legitimate farmers, not a brown bagger like 
Daniel De Boer. 
 
Mr White: Objection your honor to the insinuation. 
 
Judge Clarity: Ms. Wolf, would you like to explain what you meant and get on 
with cross-examining the witness. 
 
Ms. Wolf: A Brown bagger, your honor, taked proprietary seed and then re-sells it 
in plain brown bags without paying licence fees to the rightful owner. This is what 
we plan to show: How Daniel De Boer has be propagating and marketing 
patented seed in contravention of the patent held by our client. I would like to call 
Simon Bell to the stand. 
 
Simon Bell walked uncomfortably to the witness stand. The De Boers had been 
his neighbours for many years. The beads of perspiration on his forehead told 
their own story. 
 
Clerk of the Court: Mr. Bell, do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth. 
 
Mr. Bell: I do 
 
Ms. Wolf: For the record, Sir, can you tell us your name and occupation? 
 
Mr. Bell: I am Simon Bell, a farmer in Clay County, near the De Boers. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Thanks Mr. Bell your name and occupation is sufficient. Can you tell us 
if you have ever bought seed from the De Boers? 
 
Mr. Bell: I have.  I bought some seed in the early part of spring in 1990 after I 
heard that they were making brown bag sales of corn seed that was just like 
Aggro’s American GEM, but at about a third of the price. 
 
Mr White: Objection. The reference to brown bag sales is prejudicial. 
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Judge Clarity: Overruled. Continue Ms. Wolf. 
 
Ms. Wolf: So then what happened Mr. Bell? 
 
Mr. Bell: When I took the seed to Aggro to check whether the claims were true 
they advised me that these were patented seeds and that it was illegal for me to 
buy them from anyone except an authorised Aggro dealer. 
 
Ms. Wolf: So Mr. Bell you bought seed from the De Boers that was claimed to be 
just like Aggro’s American GEM, which the patent holders confirmed to be true. 
And yet the de Boers were not authorised Aggro distributors? 
 
Mr. Bell: That is correct. 
 
Ms. Wolf: That is all I have for this witness your honor. 
 
Judge: Mr White, your witness. 
 
Mr White: Mr. Bell, did the de Boers actually say to you that their maize seed was 
like American GEM Corn? 
 
Mr. Bell: Not in so many words. But everyone else was saying it. 
 
Mr White: We are not interested in what everyone else was saying. What did the 
De Boers say? 
 
Mr. Bell:  Well Dan, that’s Mr. De Boer, said that it was their own seed. Seed that 
he had been developing on his farm over several years. 
 
Mr White: Did he claim that it was like Aggro’s American GEM Corn?  
 
Mr. Bell: No – he said it might be similar, because he had used some of the seed 
collected from an experiment with American GEM seed years before but which 
had been a failure. He had then himself crossed it with other seed he had 
collected from a variety of sources to develop a new invigorated seed type of his 
own. 
 
Mr White: So when he said it might be similar, you took that to mean that he had 
said it was the same. 
 
Mr. Bell: Well yes, I suppose. But as I said, it wasn’t just what he said, but 
everyone else that planted his or her seed said it as well. They found that it was 
resistant to Bounty. And their input costs were a third of what they had paid Aggro 
the previous year.  
 
Mr White: Mr. Bell, can I repeat, you made the assumption that the de Boer’s 
were claiming that their seed was American GEM corn didn’t you? 
 
Mr. Bell: It was an assumption. 
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Mr White: Mr. Bell, am I right in saying that you were already growing the De 
Boer’s maize when you approached Aggro? 
 
Mr. Bell: I was, yes 
 
Mr White: Had you been approached by Aggro? 
 
Mr. Bell: They wanted to know why I hadn’t bought seed from them. 
 
Mr White: So it was really them that approached you rather than you that 
approached them. Were they happy with your answer when you told them the 
seed was from the De Boers? 
 
Ms. Wolf. The Counsel for the Defendants is badgering the witness, your honor. 
 
Judge Clarity. Continue Mr White. 
 
Mr White: Well, Mr. Bell tell us. It was Aggro that approached you. What was 
their view when you told them that the De Boer’s sold you the seed? 
 
Mr. Bell: They were offended that their patent seed was being sold by brown 
baggers. 
 
Mr White: And tell me Mr. Bell, when did you decide that it was offensive for the 
De Boers to sell their seed? Was this before or after Aggro threatened you with a 
law suite because you were growing their patented seed? 
 
Ms. Wolf: Your honor, I object to this. Mr White is badgering the witness. 
 
Judge Clarity: Mr White, let’s keep to establishing the facts here. 
Mr White: Mr. Bell, have Aggro at any stage made any threats to take action 
against you because you were growing the De Boer’s seed? 
 
Mr. Bell: Well, not exactly threats. They quite rightly indicated that I was growing 
illegal seed and that I would have to pay licence fees or justify my action in court. 
 
Mr White: So then you have paid them the licence fee that they required? 
 
Mr. Bell: Well, no I haven’t. They seemed to understand that I was really an 
innocent by-stander. They were willing to forego their fee if I was prepared to 
publicly admit that I had illegally used their seed and assist them in bringing the 
real offender to book. 
 
Mr White: In other words they were prepared to bribe you to rat on your 
neighbours, bad-mouthing them attributing claims to them, which they never 
made. 
  
Ms. Wolf: Your honor, again I must object. 
 
Judge Clarity: Mr White, do you have anything else you want to establish with 
this witness. If so please move on. 
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Mr White: Your honor, I have nothing further for this witness. 
 
Judge Clarity: Thank you for your testimony, Mr. Bell. Your next witness Ms. 
Wolf. 
 
Ms. Wolf: I’d like to call Mrs Jean Poole. 
 
A plain youngish woman with spectacles, smartly dressed stood and moved 
towards the witness stand where she was sworn in. 
 
Judge Clarity: Please go ahead 
 
Ms. Wolf:  For the record, can you tell us your occupation? 
 
Mrs. Poole:  I’m a laboratory geneticist at Technigene – I specialize in gene 
typing. 
 
Ms. Wolf:  You tested the sample of seed bought by Mr. Bell. Could you please 
tell the court what you found? 
 
Mrs. Poole: After testing the seed purchased from the De Boers, we established 
that it contained genetic markers indicating the presence of patented Bounty-
proof American GEM corn seed. 
 
Ms. Wolf: For the record Mrs. Poole, what is Bounty-proof American GEM? 
 
Mrs. Poole: It is a genetically modified variety of American GEM corn seed that is 
tolerant to Bounty herbicide. This means that once it is planted it can be sprayed 
with Bounty, which kills all the weeds, but leaves the crop untouched. This 
eliminates the need for cultivation and reduces the costs of production. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Then what did you do? 
 
Mrs. Poole: We handed the results to the company, who I believe approached 
the De Boers and asked them to license their seed. 
 
Mr White: You mean Aggro sent them a threatening letter warning that if they did 
not apply for a license they would be sued for patent infringement? 
 
Judge Clarity: Please refrain from interjecting Mr. White. 
 
Mrs. Poole: The De Boers apparently refused to do this and stated that they had 
never purchased such seed. They were organic farmers and did not spray their 
crops with herbicide. 
 
Mrs. Poole: We asked the police to assist by accompanying us to get further 
samples. When these were tested, all the samples showed the presence of the 
same genetic markers. 
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Ms. Wolf: Your honor. I submit that Mrs. Poole’s testimony substantiates the view 
that the De Boers were illegally both propagating and marketing Aggro’s patented 
seed. 
 
Mr. White: Not so fast. Mrs. Poole, did the De Boers refuse to allow your team 
access to the farm to gather samples? 
 
Mrs. Poole: Not specifically as far as I can recall. We didn’t want any unpleasant 
incidents. 
 
 Mr. White: So you felt you would intimidate them by bringing the police along? 
 
Mrs. Poole: We’re an independent laboratory. We don’t bully farmers. We simply 
do investigations for our clients. 
 
Mr. White: Tell me Mrs. Poole, does Agrro own any shares in your company? 
 
Mrs. Poole: Aggro is a big company Mr. White. They own shares in just about 
every biotechnology company. 
 
Mr. White: Do they own shares in your company? 
 
Mrs. Poole: Yes they do. They are our major shareholder. 
 
Mr. White: Thank you Mrs. Poole. Now that we know who pulls the purse strings, 
let’s discuss some of the biotechnology you use. Would you agree Mrs. Poole that 
the first step in your detection of genetic markers is amplification - by applying 
certain enzymes you multiply the presence of the markers you are looking for? 
 
Mrs. Poole: Yes that is correct. Our techniques are not sensitive enough to 
measure the very small quantities of marker genes that are present. It’s an 
industry standard to use a polymerization technique to amplify the amount of 
genetic material, until it can be measured. 
 
Mr. White: So, you would detect very low levels of the presence of these 
markers? 
 
Mrs. Poole: Yes our tests are very sensitive. 
 
Mr. White: So, if even very small amounts of the marker were present in the 
material, you would get a positive result? 
 
Mrs. Poole: The purpose of the test is to determine whether the markers are 
present, not the quantity. Whatever the amount of genetic markers present; that 
would be an infringement of patent rights. 
 
Mr. White: We’ve already established that you are not neutral on this issue Mrs. 
Poole. Your honor, I believe we have demonstrated that even trace amounts of 
the so-called marker genes would be detected. Who knows how it got there? 
Maybe a bird dropped some seed; maybe there was cross pollination. I believe 
we can release Mrs. Poole. 
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Judge Clarity: Ms. Wolf, do you have any other witnesses to call. 
 
Ms White: I have one more witness, your honor, Peter Sale. 
 
Judge Clarity: Would the witness please take the stand?  
 
Ms. Wolf: For the record, Sir, tell us your name and occupation. 
 
Mr. Sale: Peter Sale. I am a consultant for Corn Marketing Inc.  
 
Ms. Wolf:  Mr. Sale, you have had a chance to examine the income statement 
that the De Boers have placed before the court, have you not? 
 
Mr. Sale: I have. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Can you tell us what you found? 
 
Mr. Sale: Well, in the last few years, corn production has been very good and 
revenues for corn from around the state have been increasing greatly. There has 
been an increase use of corn not only for food aid to developing countries, but 
also as a biofuel. Over the last few years, the De Boers have derived an 
increasing proportion of their income from the sale of corn seed to other farmers. 
 
Ms. Wolf: You mean brown bag sales? 
 
Mr. Sale: Well, I am not sure what the colors of the bags were. 
 
Everyone in the court laughed 
 
Ms. Wolf: Mr. Sale, did the De Boers have a certificate from Aggro that licensed 
them to sell their patented seed for Bounty-ready American GEM? 
 
Mr. Sale: No, they did not. They maintain that they produce all their own seed or 
obtain it from other farmers. 
 
Ms. Wolf: How much seed corn did they sell last year? 
 
Mr. Sale: Well, they were producing a large variety of crops. As organic farmers, 
corn seed was only part of what they produced. They were following a seven-year 
crop rotation cycle and they had fields of various crops, alfalfa, soy, barley, 
pumpkins, beans, sweet corn, pastures for their livestock, vegetables and some 
fruit. Besides the crops, there was a variety of livestock, poultry and even fish 
from their farm dam. It’s quite a complex assessment.  
 
Ms. Wolf: Mr. Sale, please could you answer the question. How much corn seed 
did they sell in 1990? 
 
Mr. Sale: Although 1990 had been a reasonable year for them, the two years that 
preceded that, had very dry during the growing seasons – many of the farmers 
considered it a drought. 
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Ms. Wolf: Mr. Sale, we are trying to establish how much corn seed they produced 
in 1990. 
 
Mr. Sale:  Well, they had thirty five acres of organic seed corn and had a good 
yield for organic farming, one hundred and twenty bushels per acre; a total of four 
thousand two hundred bushels of organic corn. They sold almost the whole crop 
for seed, for which they received a premium price of ten dollars per bushel. 
Ordinarily corn grain would have fetched a price of about two dollars sixty-seven, 
so they were getting almost four times the price for selling it as seed. They sold 
four thousand bushels for about forty thousand dollars and after just a little more 
than nine thousand dollars expenses made a net profit of thirty two thousand 
dollars just on those fields alone. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Four thousand bushels – that’s a lot of corn seed. How many acres 
could you plant with that seed Mr. Sale? 
 
 Mr. Sale: Well a bushel is about seventy two thousand kernels and depending on 
your row density you could easily plant two acres, perhaps nearly three with a 
bushel of seed – the bags are actually a little smaller. So to answer your question: 
four thousand bushels of seed could easily plant out between say eight to ten 
thousand acres. 
 
Ms. Wolf: And how big is their farm? 
 
Mr. Sale: Three hundred and fifty acres. 
 
Ms. Wolf: So conservatively, Mr. Sale, we can say that they were selling many 
more times the amount of seed that they would have needed to replant their 
whole farm, even if they planted it only to corn. 
 
Mr. Sale: Yes, that is correct – they generally kept back seventy bushels to 
replant their organic seed corn fields each year, so I suppose they could plant a 
farm nearly sixty times the size of their own with the amount of seed they 
produced. 
 
Ms. Wolf: So, the Daniel de Boer and his wife Beth were actually seed 
merchants? 
 
Mr. Sale: Well they have been farmers – I suppose you could say that that part of 
this involved merchandising corn seed. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Well, let’s not split hairs Mr. Sale. Daniel de Boer has marketed his 
seed. 
 
Mr. Sale Yes, he did sell to farmers in the district.  I believe that even non-organic 
conventional farmers buy his seed. It is cheaper than any commercially-available 
alternative. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Thank you for your testimony. Those are my witnesses your honor. 
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Judge Clarity: Thank you Ms. Wolf. Your witness, Mr. White. 
 
Mr. White: Mr. Sale, is corn seed production really Daniel de Boer’s main 
business? 
 
Mr. Sale: Well, besides selling organic corn for seed, the farm produces so many 
other crops, vegetables, fruit and animal feed, it is difficult to say what the main 
business is, other than that it involves farming. There is even some aquaculture. 
 
Mr. White: What about corn? Did Daniel de Boer grow any other corn? 
 
Mr. Sale: He also grew sweet corn using the three sisters method. 
 
Mr. White: What’s that?  
 
Mr. Sale: Well, it’s a method that is used by Indian farmers throughout the 
Americas. Corn, climbing beans and pumpkins are grown on the field at the same 
time.  It’s a form of companion planting. Traditionally it was done in mounds.  
 
Mr. White: I see, so it probably doesn’t contribute that much to their income, but 
they do grow quite a lot of edible sweet corn for sale. 
 
Mr. Sale: No, on the contrary it contributes significantly to their income. Daniel  
De Boer has modified the technique so he can plant in rows, but the principle is 
the same. It means he gets quite good crops of sweet corn, beans and pumpkins 
together. The sweet corn is sold on the cob and he gets premium prices for it, 
especially because it’s organic. Usually he opens the field to the public and 
people come and harvest themselves. That even saves the costs of harvesting; 
he sets aside another thirty-five acres for this. Hard to say exactly how many 
bushels he gets, but he earns almost as much off those thirty five acres as he 
does from the seed corn. 
 
Mr. White: So then you would say that Daniel De Boer is not mainly a seed 
merchant? 
 
Mr. Sale: Oh no. As I said, selling seed is only a part of the farm’s income. But 
whenever he can, he sells what he can produce in the form of organic seed.  
 
Mr. White: What types of seed for example? 
 
Mr. Sale: Take soybeans. He sells almost all the soy seed that is produced on 
another thirty-five acres, also as organic seed. Generally this also realizes a 
premium. All in all, perhaps just a little less than fifty per cent of the farm income 
is from the sale of seed in one form or another. 
 
Mr. White: So to answer Ms. Wolf’s question: ‘Are the De Boers seed merchants’ 
what would you now say? 
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection your honor. The question was already asked and answered. 
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Justice Clarity: Sustained.  Mr. White the question has been answered.  Would 
you like to move on? 
 
Mr. White: I have completed my cross examination of Mr. Sale. I would finally like 
to call Mr. De Boer to the stand. 
 
Justice Clarity: Fine. Mr. De Boer you may now take the stand. Now you may 
speak freely. 
 
Clerk of the court:  Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth, so help you God? 
 
Daniel de Boer: I cannot swear an oath to a God I do not know exists, your 
honor. 
 
Justice Clarity: No need to go into your philosophy of religion Mr. de Boer. Will 
you tell the truth? 
 
Daniel de Boer: I affirm that I will tell the truth. 
 
Justice Clarity: Thank you Mr. De Boer. Your affirmation is sufficient.Your 
witness, Mr. White. 
 
Mr. White:  Let’s cut to the chase, Daniel. Are you illegally merchandising Aggro’s 
Bounty-ready American GEM seed? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  I would like to make it clear to the court, your Honor, that I am a 
farmer. I reject with contempt the idea that I am illegally merchandising Aggro’s 
so-called proprietary seed. 
 
Mr. White: So what do you mean, you are a farmer? 
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection your honor. First it was history lessons then, hot air. Now it’s 
questions about the obvious. 
 
Justice Clarity: Overruled. You may answer the question Mr. De Boer. 
 
Daniel de Boer:  I grow things. From the soil, from the water, from the sun and 
the air, I grow things. I help Nature to replicate and showering her children with 
her abundance, that we may eat.  Like all farmers, I sell most of what I produce; 
some as seed, some as produce, some even as organic fertilizer and biocides. I 
do all this, so that my family may live. But I do not sell all of it, some I barter for 
things I cannot produce, some I save to replant, some I consume on the farm or 
feed our farm animals, some I give away, and some I share with the wild life, 
some I recycle.  
 
Mr. White:  So you have had nothing to do with Aggro? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  No,I have had a lot to do with them – much of which I now 
regret. 
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Mr. White: Please explain what you mean to the court. 
 
Daniel de Boer:  In the mid-seventies, I worked for Aggro part-time ,while our 
farm was getting established. I was even part of a team that helped to produce 
some of the early forms of genetically engineered maize, variants of which, they 
now call American GEM. 
 
Mr. White:  Did you ever grow American GEM without their permission? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  Quite the opposite. A good friend of mine was responsible for 
marketing at Aggro. Against my better judgment, he cajoled me into beta testing 
some of the early variants. 
 
Mr. White: What do you mean ‘cajoled you to beta test’? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  The CEO of Aggro at the time was quite mad with the notion 
that genetics would save the world – he encouraged a small team of which I was 
part to develop a series of new attributes to the maize that would enhance it - for 
example its nutrient value as a food, its resistance to pests, such as corn borer 
and so on. I went along with this, because as I said earlier, the co-evolution of 
maize and human society has been there for thousands of years. 
 
Mr. White: But what has this to do with your being forced to beta test? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  Well, my wife Beth was never quite comfortable with this line of 
research. She felt it was unnatural – but one year, soon after we started farming, 
we had a disastrous crop failure mainly due to corn borer, which I had been trying 
to control with an organic herbicide. My friends Shad and Mish, Shadrack Hanna 
and Mitchell Mesham, pointed out that one of the genetic variants that Aggro had 
been wanting to test had precisely the characteristics of resistance to corn borer 
that could help prevent this happening again. So reluctantly, I agreed. Although 
mu gut was telling me otherwise, I had no sound reasons to dispute that it might 
be worth trying. Beth and I agreed that our farm could be used as a guinea pig for 
a trial. We could try out the new genetic variant there, or beta test it, to see if it 
worked. 
 
Mr. White: What happened? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  Well, initially in the first year, it did work well. We had our first 
bumper crop. But then it might not have had to do with the seed. It was generally 
a good year – wonderful rainfall, even the control crop, which had some pest 
damage the following year, did well. But to be fair, the test showed that the variety 
had some very useful insect resistance. It did. Then gradually, however, as each 
year came, and we used the same seed variety again and again, that attribute 
lost its effect, as more and more resistance to the herbicidal effect emerged in the 
corn borer population. 
 
Mr. White: So did you ever enter into a contract with Aggro about the use of their 
seed? 
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Daniel de Boer:  Well I had an employment contract – I suppose it had some 
general restraint of trade clauses for a few years after leaving Aggro – but there 
was nothing ever specific to American GEM. In fact most of all this happened 
prior to developing the branding.  
 
Ms. Wolf: Objection your honor. Mr. De Boer had access to secret information, 
which he exploited for his own gain.  
 
For some reason, she looked particularly voluptuous in that moment. 
 
Daniel de Boer:  That’s not true, Cheyenne and you know it 
 
Mr. White: The Counsel for the Plaintiff is badgering the witness your honor. 
 
Justice Clarity:  Ms. Wolf, you will get your chance to cross-examine the 
witness. Mr. De Boer, please refrain from addressing the counsel in a familiar 
way. 
 
Daniel de Boer: I am sorry your honor. I had once thought Ms. Wolf was my 
friend.  
 
Justice Clarity: Can we move on Mr. White?  
 
John Clarity remembered then that Richard White and he had once been friends. 
It seemed a long time ago. 
 
Mr. White: Mr. De Boer. Let me be the Devil’s Advocate for a moment. If you say 
you grew a forerunner of American GEM, don’t you feel there might a case for 
saying you were using their intellectual property? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  I have never failed to acknowledge the contribution of Aggro to 
the current line of organic maize seed that is produced at Dee Bees farm. As 
Simon Bell told you, I tell people that our seed has some similarities to American 
GEM. Even though for a few years we planted their seed during the seventies, on 
a small section of our farm, as part of their beta testing program, we never 
intended to explicitly use the genetic material from that particular seed. We tried a 
range of varieties with incremental additions to the traits, as they experimented 
with them in the early seventies. Eventually after another massive failure, we 
decided in 1980 to discontinue using Aggro seed. After that we saved and used 
our own our own seed. 
 
Mr. White: So you mean you still use the seed derived from that you were 
originally given? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  I use genetic stock from all sorts of sources. I hybridize. I am an 
avid collector – perhaps you could even call me a maize librarian – some of the 
gene stock in our seed is undoubtedly derived from those early beta tests – but 
equally the rest is from elsewhere.  In the co-evolution of maize, I stand on the 
shoulders of hundreds of farmers over many generations. I give them credit for 
the gift of what they have given me and that I shall pass on in the same way, 
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adding what value I can. I do not deny that I benefited from the research at Aggro, 
just as they benefited from those before them. 
 
Mr. White: So you do deny that you have infringed their patent rights and illegally 
marketed their protected seed? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  Yes, of course I deny it. I dispute their rights to claim a patent 
on seed that they have derived from the commons. Even if they were granted 
such an absurd right, they gave me free use of the seed material prior to claiming 
any such patent. Furthermore, I have never gone out to market my seed. I 
produce the seed - fellow farmers come to me and I sell the seed. 
 
Mr. White: So you don’t advertise your seeds? 
 
Daniel de Boer: I don’t need to. I am well known in the local farmers association 
as an organic farmer that sells seed. I don’t have that much to sell or to swap, as I 
said before.  During last year we only sold or bartered seed to about seventy five 
local farmers. That’s hardly a seed business – it’s a service to local farmers. We 
produce a high quality, low cost organic seed that has traits derived over many 
generations from many sources.  It has many different attributes to contemporary 
American GEM.  I fail to see how we in anyway threaten the global business of 
Aggro. 
 
Cheyenne Wolf had watched as Daniel was cross-examined and realized why 
she had loved him once. The same feelings would still come through, 
intermittently. But she had to remind her self that she hated him now. More than 
that, it was her job to destroy him. 
 
Mr. White: Thank you Mr. de Boer. Your Honor, that concludes my cross-
questioning of my client. 
 
Justice Clarity: Ms. Wolf, your witness. 
 
There was lusciousness to Ms. Wolf that excited virtually every man in the court. 
Though she had once excited Dan, those feelings were gone. She now seemed 
to be only a killer animal in search of prey. There was iciness in her eyes that 
made him freeze. He had once known such gentleness and vulnerability in those 
eyes. Like the change in the eyes of a pet that has gone wild. It was as if she had 
rabies. 
 
Ms. Wolf: Mr. De Boer you are a liar. 
 
Dan stood puzzled at her viciousness 
 
Mr. White:  Please, your honor, Ms. Wolf is supposed to be cross-questioning the 
witness not assassinating him. 
 
Justice Clarity:  Ms. Wolf, the Defense Counsel has a point. What are you 
getting at? 
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Ms. Wolf: Mr. De Boer, what is this? Your Honor, I place this before the court as 
an exhibit. 
 
Daniel de Boer:  It’s an information sheet, Ms White. We give it to farmers who 
buy our maize seed to explain the origins of the seed, how to plant it and get the 
best out of it and so on. It is an insert in every bag of maize we sell. 
 
Ms. Wolf: So you don’t market your seed, Mr. de Boer. You still have the audacity 
to maintain that? 
 
Daniel de Boer:  That’s not marketing, Ms White. I don’t have adverts on TV or 
give out glossy brochures. It's just information that I give out to those who buy the 
seed. 
 
Ms. Wolf: So you’ve never given this sheet away to anyone that isn’t buying your 
seed. 
 
Daniel de Boer: No, of course I do. If a farmer is interested in the seed, I give it 
to them as information. Some come back and buy the seed. Many don’t. 
 
Ms. Wolf:  Your Honor, Mr. de Boer is clearly a liar. He continues to maintain that 
he doesn’t market and advertise his seed, and yet he distributes what he calls 
information sheets to promote his product. He even has a large billboard on the 
road with a logo branding his product. 
 
Daniel de Boer: Your Honor, this is ridiculous. I have one sign at the entrance to 
the farm, which indicates that our seed and other produce are sold there. Beth 
and I playfully stitched the letters of our first names together with an ornamental 
ampersand – it was a symbol of our union in our organic seed – not an 
advertising logo. 
 
Ms. Wolf:  Mr. de Boer, I put it to you that are not only a liar, but also a thief. You 
have illegally planted corn seed derived from Aggro’s patented American GEM. 
Not only have you done that without the appropriate license, but also you have 
propagated the seed, saved it and then marketed almost everything you have 
produced in clear violation of my client’s rights. 
 
Daniel de Boer:  Your Honor. Ms. Wolf is being vengeful for reasons best known 
to herself. I have never denied the unfortunate association between Aggro and 
myself in my early years as a farmer – I did once upon a time use their seed.  
 
Justice Clarity: So you accept that you did use their seed without a license? 
 
Daniel de Boer: I used their seed with their express permission, but this does not 
mean I ever accepted their claim to a utility patent on the seed they were 
supplying and I certainly would never have signed any license agreement to this 
effect. The attributes that are now existent in our seed are the product of the 
underlying genetics that has been inherent in the maize for thousands of years. 
Aggro’s modifications are really little more than a contaminant. I resent Ms. Wolf 
calling me a thief, when in reality Aggro is attempting to plunder the gift of the 
commons – they are bio-marauders. 
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Justice Clarity: Thank you Mr. de Boer. Ms. Wolf is there anything else. 
 
Ms. Wolf: No, your Honor.   
 
Justice Clarity: Well thank you. I think I understand the argument now. I will 
return shortly with my judgment. The court is in recess. 
 
During the recess Dan milled around the court foyer, lonely and depressed. 
Reveille and Valerie had gone off to get something to eat. Mish and Shad were 
there, but seemed strangely uncomfortable – particularly Shad. They were 
standing a short distance away. Shad regretted now that he had persuaded Dan 
to do the beta test. Mish likewise, felt bad that he had been a party to what they 
all now knew was malevolent. Abe had long ago returned to Israel, to Kibbutz 
Shmoneh and left American Football behind him. 
 
“Hello Danny” said a reminiscent voice behind him,” Do you remember me?” 
 
He spun round and was immediately dazed. She wasn’t wearing the fiery, red 
leather coat anymore. Nor the long multicolored yellow, tangerine and vermilion 
woolen scarf that had virtually touched the floor. He remembered how it had 
seemed to flicker like flames around her feet, what was it at least ten years 
before. She was older, slightly plumper now, but as ever, her green eyes flashing, 
her short blond hair lapping around her neckline. 
 
“Hello Tracy. How could I forget you? Do you still have your red mustang?” 
 
She laughed. He did remember. “I am so sorry for your loss,” she said. The 
genuineness of her empathy welled up and soothed him. It was as if they had 
been friends for all that time. For an instant, he felt strangely connected to her, as 
if they were twins that had wandered different paths and then come back together 
again. 
 
“Thank you,” he replied, becoming aware that the tall black man, standing slightly 
behind her, was actually with her. 
 
“This is Freeman,” she said, sensitive to the intrusion that another man would 
have on the intimacy of a relationship which incredibly seemed to have endured a 
decade without diminishing. 
 
“Freeman Brown,” said the stranger holding out his hand to shake that of Dan. 
 
“Dan de Boer” He replied, realizing that the information was probably superfluous, 
as the two had obviously been attending the trial together. “I didn’t see either of 
you in court” he added feeling that information might be more useful. 
 
“You were very absorbed,” said Tracy and we were directly behind you. 
 
“So are you still covering the story about Aggro’s wonderful crops?” asked Dan 
cynically. 
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Tracy could figure that part of the chill in his voice was because Freeman was 
there. She could understand. 
 
“I’ve moved on.” She said. “I work for the Chicago Times now. I’m doing a story 
on intellectual property rights. There’s been a lot of water under the bridge.” 
 
“I see.” Dan was guarded. He didn’t know her position.” What about you Freeman, 
are you the photographer?” 
 
“No.” He laughed, a deep hearty laugh, genuinely amused at the mistake. “No, I’m 
a librarian from Des Moines. We met at a Grant Wood festival in Anamosa and 
have been traveling together as she has been interviewing farmers. Tracy wanted 
some background on Iowa.” 
 
Tracy giggled as if her big secret was being disclosed. “You’d be proud of me 
Dan. I’ve been uncovering the views of farmers around the state who are 
disenchanted with Aggro and its approach” 
 
“Is it OK if I tell him I am your boyfriend?" 
 
“Freeeeman,” she chided playfully. “He’s my boyfriend too.” Then she realized 
that she might seem too be too loose. “I am married boys.  Rory Short. He’s the 
editor of the Times.” 
 
“Tracy was telling me about your wife,” said Freeman solemnly. “I am so sorry. 
What happened?” 
 
Dan felt he was repeating the story for the millionth time. It hurt and healed each 
time he told it. “It was a hit and run accident.” 
 
“Where?” There was puzzlement and concern on his face. Tracy was upset and 
had her face cupped in her hands. 
 
“Outside our farm gate, just before Christmas, last year, early one morning as she 
was riding back to the farm house. We just don’t know.” 
 
“Know what?” asked Tracy. 
 
“How it happened.” 
 
“How it happened?” 
 
“Yes” repeated Dan slowly, “how such an accident could have happened without 
anyone stopping?” 
 
Richard White came up and intruded into the conversation. 
 
“Sorry to disturb you, Dan but the court is reassembling again.” 
 
“OK, perhaps we can talk later,” asked Tracy. 
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“Nice seeing you again Tracy and you too Freeman. Excuse me.” Dan didn’t want 
to commit himself to anything. He didn’t know how he would feel when he heard 
the verdict. 
 
Dan made his way back to court. His family and friends were all nearby. 
 
“The United States District Court of the Northern District of Iowa is in session” 
said the clerk of the court automatically, “Judge Clarity presiding.” 
 
The Judge began reading out his findings.  
 
“In the first matter before this court as to whether Aggro could own a patent on a 
sexually reproducing plant, it is ruled that it can do so. The Patent Act of 1793 
authored by Thomas Jefferson, defined a patentable invention as ‘any new and 
useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new or useful 
improvement thereof.’  
 
John Clarity read the findings with virtually no flicker of emotion. 
 
“The Act embodied Jefferson's philosophy that ‘ingenuity should receive a liberal 
encouragement.’ Subsequent patent statutes in 1836, 1870 and 1874 employed 
this same broad language. In 1952, when the patent laws were recodified, 
Congress replaced the word ‘art’ with ‘process,’ but otherwise left Jefferson's 
language intact.  
 
Richard White could sense from the emphasis on Jefferson, that the John Clarity 
he had argued with as a youngster was still alive and well. 
 
“The Committee Reports accompanying the 1952 Act inform us that Congress 
intended such inventions to ‘include anything under the sun that is made by man.’  
The amended Utility Patent Statute or  UPS known as one-O-one (§101) of the 
US Code does not to suggest that there are no limits to  the patentability of 
invention or that it embraces every discovery. The laws of nature, physical 
phenomena, and abstract ideas have, for example been held not to be 
patentable. So although the Utility Patent Statute one-O-one might not have 
originally anticipated that life forms were patentable, subsequent acts had made 
this feasible and it is now possible to patent life. “ 
 
Justice Clarity paused for a moment and looked over to Cheyenne Wolf. She sat 
and looked back at him, beautiful, but also without any emotion. 
 
The Judge continued, “In 1930, The Plant Protection Act, also known as the PPA, 
allowed for the patenting of plants, but only for asexually reproduced plants. It 
achieved this by overruling the perception that plants were unpatentable ‘products 
of nature’ and relaxed the complete written descriptions required of ordinary 
patents. This provision was placed under the title of ‘plant utility patents’ in 
Chapter fifteen of Title thirty-five of the 1952 revision of the PPA.” 
 
He paused for a moment and took a sip of water. 
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“In 1970 the Plant Variety Protection Act or PVPA allowed plants that were new, 
distinct, uniform and stable to avail of themselves of patent-like protection, only 
limited in scope and subject to certain exceptions. This Act, amended in 1974 
therefore provides legal protection, similar to patents, to developers of new 
varieties of plants which are also sexually reproduced, that is by means of seed 
as well as the earlier provision for those that were asexually reproduced, for 
example by tuber.” 
 
Dan sat in disbelief. Although he knew the law, it amazed him every time her read 
how Congress had fallen for the line that the seed industry fed them through their 
lobbyists. He knew what was coming. 
 
“The terms of protection are twenty years for most crops and twenty five years for 
trees, shrubs and vines. During this time, the owner of the protected variety has 
the exclusive right to multiply and market the seed of that variety. Without explicit 
consent from the owner any other person is prohibited from selling, marketing, 
offering, delivering, consigning, exchanging or exposing the variety for sale. In 
addition a person is prohibited from buying, transferring or possessing it in any 
way. It is also illegal to propagate it by tuber, sexually multiplying it, producing a 
hybrid for the purpose of propagation. Gardeners and farmers who have 
legitimately acquired the seed may however collect and save the seed for their 
own future planting without violating the law.” 
 
Dan chuckled to himself. “Thanks very much,” he said inwardly as if to God. 
 
“The patentability of living things is therefore consistent with Congressional intent. 
Furthermore the protection of plants in terms of utility patent statutes in one-O-
one (§101) of US Code is not incompatible (or mutually exclusive) with those of 
the 1930 PPA and revisions on the patentability of plants in 1952 and the PVPA.” 
 
The Judge then paused, looked at Dan intently, continuing, “There is, 
furthermore, a precedent for life forms to be patented. In the 1980 case of 
Diamond versus Chakrabarty, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the 
patentability of microorganisms. The Supreme Court judges found that ‘A live, 
human-made microorganism is patentable subject matter under one-O-one’. In 
conclusion, it is clear from the intent, even if not the actual wording, that newer 
Acts such as the Plant Protection Act and Plant Variety Protection Act which 
Congress has passed, wished to extend patent rights to plants. Aggro has been 
granted a patent in terms of these various statutes. In the first matter, this court 
finds that Daniel de Boer has infringed the patent rights of the Plaintiff.” 
 
Dan turned around and smiled at Tracy who was holding Freeman’s hand. 
 
“In terms of the PVPA,” continued the Judge, “provided that their primary 
business was farming, farmers could save sufficient seed for themselves to 
enable them to produce their own crops without infringing the patent. Once they 
sold more than half of their crop, they were no longer primarily in the farming 
business but had become seed traders. For this reason farmers could not sell 
more than fifty percent of their maize as seed. Given that the de Boers sold about 
half of their crop as seed, the Court finds in respect of the second charge that the 
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Daniel De Boer has indeed again infringed Aggro’s rights by selling or marketing 
the seeds of crops that they had propagated for reproductive purposes.” 
 
Richard White sighed. 
 
“In summary, in the matter that is before me, I find that the Defendant, farmer 
Daniel de Boer, as well as his wife, the late Beth Boer of Bee Dees Farm in Clay 
County, Spencer, willfully and with full knowledge of the implications of their 
actions, planted and propagated proprietary seed known as Bounty-ready 
American GEM, for which the Plaintiffs, Aggro Incorporated have received a utility 
patent. No license was issued by the Plaintiffs to the Defendants, who were 
therefore doing so in violation of Utility Patent Statute one-O-one, as well as 
various provisions in the Plant Protection Act and the Plant Variety Protection Act.  
Furthermore, although the plaintiffs claim rights under the farmers’ exemption to 
save seed for the replanting of their fields, they clearly marketed and sold virtually 
their entire corn crop.  
 
The court orders the Defendants to repay the Plaintiffs the sum of one hundred 
thousand dollars in compensation for the damage that has been done. 
 
The flags outside seemed to flutter in unison with the Judge’s words as they 
reverberated within the walls of the austere building.  
 
Dan thought about the Creator and bleakly reflected again on his beloved Iowa, 
“In one word articulated, infinite oneness, without-end, absolute, inevitable 
openness witnessed again, incredible, ongoing, wonder, always, it’s our wisdom, 
Almighty.” 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 Chapter 3: Ghre & Granum 
 
"Nature was in a most pleasant mood when our land was fashioned.  She 
bounded us by two mighty rivers, here ever to be harnessed for power 
unlimited.  She penciled the landscape for beauty and utility.  She left lake, and 
stream, and wooded hill, she gave forest and prairie for the pioneer, and coal to 
turn the wheels of industry.  Life in abundance was hid in the soil, waiting only the 
hand of the plowman and springtime's gentle kiss to blossom into a harvest 
abundant to feed a hungry world."  
Governor William L. Harding of Iowa, inaugural address on January 16, 1919. 
 
Behold, my brothers, the spring has come; the earth has received the embraces 
of the sun and we shall soon see the results of that love! Every seed has 
awakened and so has all animal life. It is through this mysterious power that we 
too have our being and we therefore yield to our neighbors, even our animal 
neighbors, the same right as ourselves, to inhabit this land. Yet hear me, my 
people, we have now to deal with another race - small and feeble when our 
fathers first met them, but now great and overbearing. Strangely enough they 
have a mind to till the soil and the love of possessions is a disease with them . . . 
They claim this mother of ours, the earth, for their own, and fence their neighbors 
away; they deface her with their buildings and their refuse. They threaten to take 
[the land] away from us. My brothers, shall we submit, or shall we say to them: 
"First kill me before you take possession of my Fatherland."  
Sitting Bull’s Speech at the Powder River Council, 1877.  
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“Tama!” trumpeted Dan, his voice vibrating like thunder, “the state soil of Iowa.” 
 
The sound “tama” echoed backwards and forwards like the bugle cry of reveille, 
reverberating against the walls of a canyon at first light. Tama is an Indian word, 
and while historians are not agreed as to its meaning, some claim it means 
‘beautiful, lovely, or pleasant’; others that it means ‘a bear with a voice that makes 
the rocks tremble’. 
 
In an instant Dan had flashed back to the lecture he had given more than two 
decades before in Des Moines. He was now less sure of words than he had ever 
been.  
 
Daniel de Boer was young, confident and virile. It was and one of those glorious 
spring days in nineteen seventy three where the magnificence of the rising and 
falling of the lush landscape harmonized in perfect counterpoint to the tune of 
intermittent soft showers falling from the sky: a symphony on consummation for 
the future of life on earth. A song of the good green grass, gregarious grazers and 
golden grain!  
 
Incredible as it seemed to him then, he had once been an academic. He could 
remember it all so vividly – the unadorned brick corridor in the Agricultural 
Technology Department at Iowa University, the terraced wooden rows of the 
lecture theater, the small interested audience. He could even hear himself 
sprouting the slick insights of his youth. It embarrassed him, now, as he 
remembered his well rehearsed presentation. 
 
It was as if the world was beginning again with the book of Genesis, where living 
began. “Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta.” 
 
Beth Sharp was there too, lovely and radiant, as only a women in the full flush of 
her fertility can be. The clarion call of “tama” brought vivid memories to mind of 
the times she had spent in the county with the same name, where she had 
passed so much of her youth with her dearest friend, Mirabelle and her family.  
 
“First, there was the soil.” Dan thundered again, this time in the voice of Walt 
Witman 
 
“O Earth, that hast no voice, confide to me a voice!  
O harvest of my lands! O boundless summer growths! 
O lavish, brown, parturient earth! O infinite, teeming womb! ”  
 
A slide showed the open prairies in their entire splendor, like a woman’s bosom, 
soft and supple before conjugal celebration, the cornucopia-covered table before 
the feast of creation. 
 
Beth imagined Wi, the Sun, chief of all the gods shining brilliantly through the 
majesty of the omnipresent spirit, Skan, the cerulean Sky illuminating Maka, the 
Earth, ancestress of all upon the world. Within her blood flowed Inyan, the 
formless Rock, the oldest thing Wakan Tanka, the Great Mystery, had made, from 
which all elements and creatures are derived. 
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The projector clicked.  
 
The next slide showed Dan standing with a measuring rod alongside an 
extraordinary profile that dwarfed them both. It was the Earth Mother 
unashamedly fecund, with both her breasts exposed, like the Black Hills, Paha 
Sapa. 
 
“The fertile state soil of Iowa, the dark brown, silty clay loam, more than forty eight 
inches of it, over nearly a million acres, eight hundred and twenty four thousand to 
be precise, covering twenty-six counties in eastern and east central Iowa. One 
manifestation of Chernozem, the Russian name for ‘black earth’. ” 
 
There was earnestness in Dan’s eyes. Beth marveled at the ability that some men 
had to stir things within her, just with the way they used their eyes. 
 
Dan continued. “Soil that evolved over millennia from the sandy loess, formed by 
countless cycles of glaciations, into a nutrient-rich organic substrate left by 
generations of decaying prairie grasses whose deep fibrous roots penetrated to 
more than twice the height of a man. This was Mother Nature at her most 
bountiful. Without the soil to feed the prairies, instead of acres of productive fields, 
there would be vast sand dunes and waste lands.” 
 
He showed a picture of Grant Wood’s Young Corn, which the artist had painted in 
1931, the same year as he crafted American Gothic. The horizon was high and 
Wood rejoiced in the innocence of his subject, the textures and richness of a 
productive land. The stylized trees and organic curves of the furrowed fields were 
as soft as two lovers cuddled in each other’s arms. The message was simple. 
This was a land of peace, prosperity and order. 
   
Beth was intrigued by the way his innuendo rose and fell, as he tried to emulate in 
words, the country’s landscape. 
 
Once the audience had a chance to enjoy the rhythmic textures of Wood’s 
countryside, Dan, unceasing in his passion for the soil spoke again, almost with a 
biblical candescence, “Iowa’s rise to prominence in Agriculture lies in the 
fortunate and repeated couplings of Nature. In the first generation, the mating of 
two primordial lovers, the sandy loess and the prairies, gave us Tama.  Then in 
the second generation, the union of culture and grass: the gift of grain. But that 
was not the end, in the next generation was to come the marriage of implements 
and chemicals to swell the Earth’s natural bounty and finally in the last 
generation, the congress of two streams of innovation, plant genetics and the 
internal-combustion tractor, coming together in the early part of the twentieth 
century, like lovers, to revolutionize the development of hybrid crop production.  
This was the power which Zeus gave Amalthea, granting her whatever she 
wished, filling the cornucopia, the horn of plenty. 
 
He paused for a moment allowing the audience to absorb the view of the 
magnificent landscape. Then the next slide cut to a close-up of the prairies.  
 
“What is grass?” he asked dramatically. 
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The audience roared with laughter. Suddenly he realized that they thought he 
meant marijuana. It was fortuitous that no one realized his mistake. Meanings can 
be many. In fact it made a splendid humorous introduction to what he had feared 
would be a dreadfully dull talk. Much too much talk, and too little story. Who would 
want to listen? And without ears to hear, the speech was merely sounds. 
 
“In the beginning of survival and in the ending of living it was and will always be  
about grass: grass, grazers and grain,” Dan said, aware that there was an 
alternative story going on in his head as vivid as the one around him. “Its only 
words again,” he said to himself as the many stories of Iowa went through mind.   
 
Beth also had stories going on in her head. She wanted Dan before he ever knew 
she was there. “Women lust like men,” she thought in parables, “Maka was cold 
and barren before Skan gave her Wi to warm her, but he was too hot, so he gave 
her Amp in the red dawn of the morning, but this was still not enough. So finally 
she got Han, the Moon in the night and only then with them regularly alternating 
was she satisfied.” 
 
Beth was child of the sixties. Sometimes she hated being a woman, the things 
she did.. At other times the thrill of it was spectacular. She’d read one of Daniel 
de Boer’s articles – he was an academic, an agriculturalist at Iowa University, a 
group that she had come to despise – but there was such a strong sense of 
respect for the land, in what he wrote, she felt an overwhelming need to get in 
touch with him and get to know him better, to see if he was different. After finding 
out who he was, she saw him a few times on campus, but didn’t feel she could 
approach him. Once, quite unexpectedly she encountered him when, he suddenly 
ran up to her while she was out painting on the banks of the Raccoon in the 
Water Works Park. She had been trying to capture on canvass the essence of a 
small patch of prairie growth struggling against the city skyscape. Its new grand 
skywalks were scarcely believable, as if they had been brought back through time 
from some science fiction movie. Daniel had obviously been jogging. He was 
sweating and panting. He leaned over and looked at what was emerging on the 
canvass, and as if he instantly understood her, said: “Sad, how the prairies are 
reduced to these tiny patches”. Just as well he could not see her face – how 
transparent she would have been to him – for in that instant she fell madly in love 
with him. 
 
Dan had carefully prepared his slides, each to be accompanied by a few short 
sentences.  He had taken most of the pictures himself with his 35mm single lens 
reflex. A few he had copied out of books. He was very pleased with the way he 
had integrated them into a common theme, preparing a frame for all or them - a 
neat green, fawn and gold border, symbolic of growing, green grass, the browsing 
cattle and golden kernels of corn. 
 
He spoke again with passion as if he were an oral poet retelling the legend of his 
people’s ancestry. “In the many miracles of creation, living grass, that gave itself 
to fertilize the soil, that fed the bison, that roamed the prairies, that changed into 
coal, that evolved as corn, that fed our forebears, that grew the nation, that leads 
the world that Time built.  Grass, the very word itself, as old as man, is derived 
from the ancient guttural Germanic root ghre. Perhaps this primeval sound, the 
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stem for related words such as green and grow, is one of the earliest expressions 
that men ever uttered.” 
 
Focusing herself, Beth reflected on Dan’s exploration on the meaning of ‘words’ 
which reminded her of why she was there. To give voice to those that could no 
longer speak for themselves. “Good words do not last long unless they amount to 
something. Words do not pay for my dead people. They do not pay for my 
country, now overrun by white men. They do not protect my father’s grave. They 
do not pay for all my horses and cattle. Good words cannot give me back my 
children. Good words will not give my people good health and stop them from 
dying. Good words will not get my people a home where they can live in peace 
and take care of themselves. I am tired of talk that comes to nothing. It makes my 
heart sick when I remember all the good words and all the broken promises. 
There has been too much talking by men who had no right to talk. It does not 
require many words to speak the truth.” 
 
“What is grass?” he asked again rhetorically, returning repeatedly to the same 
theme, as if he were making love to it. “Botanically, its simply one plant family with 
nine thousand species called Poaceae or Gramineae. We know it so well, yet 
when we hear it described, it sounds like something alien. A botanist, for example 
would describe it as a plant having round, hollow or pithy jointed stems called 
culms, with a slender sheath of alternating leaf blades and parallel veins. At the 
junction of the blade and sheath one would often find an erect fringe collar of 
hairs, the ligule and sometimes also earlike projections called auricles.  Strange 
isn’t it that what we regard as the common or garden grasses are among the most 
advanced species on earth, flowering plants, part of the angiosperms, one of the 
pinnacle forms of life.” 
 
There was a buzz in the audience. He could sense the puzzlement and the 
obvious question “Flowers? What flowers?” It seemed to be a question almost 
everyone was asking. 
 
 “Flowers. Yes, sure, grass does have flowers, but they are minute, highly 
specialized flowers which over millennia have been reduced to tiny florets, 
growing together in small clusters called spikelets, collectively forming 
inflorescences. The function of the floret, like all flowers is to release spores. 
Ultimately after wind pollination, these fertilize other florets to produce small seed 
grains. So you see its all about sex.” 
 
The slide changed to a close-up of the grass seed heads and specialized parts. 
There were smiles in the audience. Now they knew. But soon they discovered 
there was a slight twist in the tale. 
 
“But that’s only one way that grasses reproduce.” Dan said, like the proverbial 
story teller, forever taking the opportunity of diverting from the main story line. 
“Some grasses also have adapted an additional novel form of vegetative 
reproduction, where they use supplementary specialized stems to grow sideways, 
both below ground as well as just above it. The stems that creep along above the 
ground are called stolons, whereas the stems that grow below ground are 
rhizomes. Grass just grows all over the place. The stolons and rhizomes store 
nutrients out of harms way and reach out to establish new grass plants which they 
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nurture until they are strong enough to survive on their own. It has three vigorous 
ways of spreading itself in the most prolific way. Grass is tenacious. That’s why, I 
suppose, the term ‘grass roots’ has become the ultimate symbol of solidarity” 
 
The slide of a simple grass plant now took on a new meaning. 
 
“That’s grass,” Dan pointed to the plant, “so what? Thomas Edison said, ‘Until 
man can duplicate a blade of grass, nature can laugh at his so-called scientific 
knowledge’ “ 
 
The projector flashed. 
 
“Grass” he emphasized, showing a majestic eight-foot stem, taller than a man, 
with its thin blue-blade leaves set against the sky, its tripod, fingerlike rames, like 
an upturned bird’s foot, crammed with small red flowering seed heads, “has fed 
mankind for more than ten thousand years.” More laughter 
 
Dan explained: “Big Bluestem, the most predominant grass on the prairies, 
Andropogon gerardii as it is called by those in the know, named it after the French 
botanist Louis Gerard, from the Greek ‘andro’ for man and ‘pogon’ meaning 
beard, because of the fuzzy appearance of its seed head. It is however, more 
commonly known as Turkey Foot, the Grass that fed the Bison, all sixty million of 
them, without a single feedlot. The Native Americans used it as medicine to treat 
indigestion and stomach pains. The lower leaves were boiled in water to make a 
decoction. To reduce fevers, a small cut was made on the head and then it was 
bathed with the medicine. To my shame, I do not know what they called it. And it’s 
the most important of just one of at least five major types of prairie grass” 
 
Looking out at the sea of people, he wondered why they would have been 
sufficiently interested to attend his lecture. After all who was he? 
 
“Grasses have had a profound significance in human society, for the grazing they 
provided the animals early man hunted, for the food they have given us in 
cereals, in sugar, building materials and at least since two thousand four hundred 
BC. for paper and other products. Not least of all, in modern suburbia, a well 
maintained grassy lawn is a sign of responsibility to the overall appearance of the 
neighborhood.” Once again laughter. 
 
But from all the laughter, one particularly beautiful laugh seemed to stand out 
from all the rest. It was that of a young women in the front row, She had a 
radiance that seemed to glow in the subdued light. She was not of his students, 
but there was something familiar about her. 
 
Showing a banal rural scene, a picture of a lawn around a non-descript farm 
house with meadows in the distance, he continued “Though we may tread the 
grass below our feet without a thought, see it as dull, fit to feed only cattle and 
useful mainly as a carpet for our outdoor areas, grass has been and continues to 
be, the most vital of all the genera of plants. Our survival as a species depends 
on it. As we walk over it and give it scant notice, we dangerously under-rate it. 
Grass is perhaps the most adaptable of the advanced flowering plants, and 
although like the angiosperms, it uses sexual reproduction, it is bisexual. Both 
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male and female parts can be found in the same plant. It is not only sexually 
active, it is a highly promiscuous hermaphrodite.” 
 
He was pleased that they still seemed to be smiling. 
 
“Its no chance that grass is so promiscuous. Although we think of grass as 
common and under no specific threat, in fact it is in a constant battle for survival 
of which we are blissfully unaware.” 
 
A new picture showed entangled Cottonwoods with a few animals grazing in the 
pasture. “Most lethal enemy of all, are the trees with whom grasses are engaged 
in the ultimate turf war - control of the root zone. Also of course not to be 
underestimated, are the predators and fire.” 
 
For Beth this was all part of a magical eternal salsa. Tangled in the twin 
Cottonwoods, were the two lost Lekota lovers, White Lance and Red Willow, 
finally finding each other, forever twisted together in a neverending night dance. 
 
A new scene: a fire sweeping through the prairies with animals leaping ahead of 
the flames; nearby a small refuge of trees in a riverine valley. “To win the war, 
grasses have gone underground, as it were, and become adapted to fire and 
heavy predation, growing where few trees will grow.  Large portions of the stems 
are hidden in underground rhizomes where they store carbohydrate energy so 
that when surface conditions become unfavorable, they can lie dormant and safe; 
yet flourish again rapidly as soon as conditions improve.  
 
Beth looked at Dan intently, her thoughts lingering on images of braided trees 
encircled by promiscuous grass and the memories that they conjured up. She 
imagined him in a rigid upright poise, strutting the Flamenco around her, with 
bristling bustles around his waist, like the feathers of a proud cock, suddenly 
exploding into the lithe, licentious interlacing steps of a Grass Dancer weaving a 
sunwise pattern of strength and flexibility across the floor. 
 
Then there was a slide showing a deep underground profile with a clear view of 
the roots of grass growing deeply downwards. “The roots penetrate to an 
incredible depth in search of moisture. Like an iceberg, there’s more below than 
visible on the surface. Rather than growing from the apex at the top of the plant, 
like most of its competitors, grass grows from near the bottom of the stem - the 
meristem, below the usual reach of the grazers. Out on the on the vast dry 
prairies, where conditions are tough, the grasses rein supreme.”    
 
Beth reflected on the erotic connotations of the idea of ‘penetration’. 
 
“Then something quite extraordinary happened,” said Dan showing a spike of 
wheat against a dark blue sky. “Some ten thousand years ago in the old world, 
during Neolithic times, grass gradually evolved into grain cereals. Cold tolerant 
and drought resistant, wild einkorn that grew in parts of Europe, and emmer that 
grew wild in the Middle East were domesticated in a number of distinct steps and 
gave rise to the development of agriculture in the Fertile Crescent. For example, 
the first step was a chance mutation when repeated hybridizations of Triticum with 
members of a closely related grass of the genus, Aegilops changed the nature of 
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the wheat husk. Whereas the spikes of the wild wheat-type grasses fell to the 
ground to reseed themselves when ripe, those of domesticated wheat stayed on 
the stem. This resulted in much more efficient harvesting.  It also gave the new 
variety a competitive edge, as it could now reliably depend on people to take on 
the role of propagation and the suppression of competitors.  
 
“The way that grass developed into wheat was pure wakan,“ marvelled Beth, “an 
unimaginable mystery - a manifestation of the sacred essence within all things” 
 
Dan continued, “Further hybridization steps gave rise to larger grains such as 
improved emmer cultivars and the development of Durum Wheats which were 
used to make macaroni, spaghetti and pasta. Other steps, for example repeated 
crossing with A. squarrosa in the southern Caspian plains gave rise to spelt and 
early forms of Bread Wheat as early as the sixth millennium BC. Over several 
millennia, the natural evolution of grass was accelerated by an expanding 
geographical range of cultivation and by human selection, and had produced 
bread wheats. Similarly barley, oats and rye developed into cereal food crops, 
more cold resistant than wheat. These were the originals corns. They fed and 
developed people and in return people fed their development. In the East, rice 
was discovered. In the Americas, corn developed in a different way.” 
 
Another slide, this time of an unfamiliar tall grass in a field with an inlaid close up 
of a seed head of tight triangular kernels, the wild grass teosinte, Zea Mays. 
 
Then a slide of a map.  “Some time about 2,700 years BC, small migratory bands 
of Mesoamericans, living along the Balsa River in what today would be the 
Central Mexican state of Michoaca made the remarkable discovery. They had 
been subsisting on antelope, deer, rabbits and similar small prey, gathering piñon 
nuts, hackberry and other species and had become great observers of the ways 
the patterns of plants and animals varied with the seasons when they began 
experimenting with harvesting parched grains and grinding it into a cereal meal. ”  
 
The next slide showed an array of multi-colored corn cobs ranging from a deep 
reddish-brown to golden yellow. Dan spoke again with subdued awe,  “And then 
again a miracle. Modern maize: a truly human invention, an age-old cultural 
artifact and another example of the coevolution of a plant with its domesticators. 
As the plant and human society evolved, they each exerted a strong influence on 
the other. This is the grass that fed the Mesoamerican hunter gathers that lead to 
flourishing advanced civilizations and not least of all to maize, their lasting legacy 
and gift to us and all mankind” 
 
Beth remembered what she had been taught. The ear of corn is wakan. It is 
mysterious. It is the Spirit of the Earth and the plentiful food that comes from the 
earth.  It may be the one, it may not. Only the spirits know. 
 
Dan showed a dramatic slide of a stratovocano crater on the Andes with a 
symmetric cone emerging through mist and low-lying clouds. “Perhaps when I use 
the word gift, I should use the word more cautiously. The Spanish, who arrived in 
wonderment in the New World, did not ask or wait to be given gifts, which they 
would have received, because they were regarded as gods. They forcefully took 
what they wanted. They plundered. This included gold and other wealth including 
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the secret of maize, which they stole from the aristocratic classes who had 
welcomed them and who controlled central American civilizations, founded on the 
abundance of this extraordinarily adaptable food. The Spanish in their arrogance 
gave their own names to the many different forms of this newfound corn. 
Reventador was what they called the most common variety, a small round grain 
with a soft, floury starch core, but a hard shell that popped unexpectedly when it 
was heated, like the volcano from which it gained its name and which has 
periodically erupted unexpectedly since 1541.” 
 
Then a picture illustrating the many traditional uses of maize.  “But there were 
other varieties as well. There was duro, a flinty maize very similar to the popcorn, 
but larger and more cold tolerant. Then there was blando; the great leap forward 
in the evolution of maize seed with a much softer shell, but a large floury core that 
was ground into the great variety of foods. Pinole was the form where it was 
eaten as ground cereal porridge. Tortillas when it was baked into a flat bread, 
Tamal when fried in the form of a dumpling and atole when fermented into a 
delicious beverage. Today we grow derivatives of these more ancient varieties. 
Dentado is a very large starchy grain that has a hard shell except for the top. 
When it dries out, the top dips down like the fontanelle of a dehydrated baby. As a 
result it is called the ‘dent’ variety. Then of course there is the dulce variety, the 
sweet form that eaten as corn-on-the-cob” 
 
The images of coloured maize kernels, history, and traditional peoples being 
plundered brought to Beth’s mind the legend of Black Corn, a tall, attractive and 
compassionate young woman, who once lived in a village surrounded by 
incredible beauty. Pretty, warm and generous as she was, when she looked at 
herself, all she could see was ugliness, and the more she looked, the uglier she 
became. Black Corn was desperately unhappy, feeling she had so much love to 
give, but not getting any in return, blamed it on her ugliness. Although aware that 
Wakan Tanka had given her many gifts, she could not seem to find the one she 
needed most, to be loved. Eventually despairing of ever being needed she ran 
into the badlands to end her life. There, as she anticipated, she was attacked and 
raped. As she lay dying, she pleaded with Wakan Tanka to give her soul peace. 
In her dying moments she finally got her wish. In an instant she got to see how 
the people of her village felt about her. All around her there was love. 
 
Dan’s change in tone brought Beth back to the present. ”But a grass with a 
remarkable difference“ he announced dramatically, as if he was revealing the 
answer to a great mystery. “Teosinte, Zea Mays, a magical grass, that made all 
this possible. Vive le difference! A difference which was chanced upon and which 
we now continue to exploit to this day. A difference from other grasses that 
changed it from a food which animals ate, to one that became one of mankind’s 
largest sources of food.  
 
He paused then emphasized what he had been saying. The slide showing a close 
up of a maize leaf blinked onto the screen. “A major divergence from other 
grasses, one that might not be evident on a casual glance, is that if one looks 
carefully at the large narrow leaves of maize, one will see strikingly dark green 
veins. This remarkable variation from other grasses is even more visible when 
one looks at a cross-section of the leaves under a microscope.  It shows a 
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strange feature known as the Kranz Anatomy, seen as a bright halo around its 
veins or vascular bundles. The word Kranz being derived from the German word 
for ‘halo’,  vividly describing the wreath-like appearance of the fleshy mesophyl 
cells that surround the vascular bundles and make them so prominent, even to 
the naked eye.” He pointed to the cross-section of the Zea Mays leaf showing the 
prominent vascular bundle.  
 
“Another diagram of the Kranz Anatomy, this time much clearer than before. “This 
strange feature puzzled botanists for some time. They found it also in other 
tropical grasses such as sugar cane. Even more mysterious and intriguing though 
is the name given to explanation of the riddle, by contemporary plant scientists 
Hatch and Slack. They call it the C4 syndrome and believe it explains the 
appearance of the Kranz Anatomy. They tell us there is a genetic modification in 
these cells surrounding the vascular bundles that allows these plants to 
photosynthesize carbon dioxide more efficiently than the more common C3 
photosynthetic pathway that occurs in more than ninety five percent of land plants 
throughout the world. These C4 plants can therefore trap a surprising amount of 
sunlight in their large leaves. As a result C4 plants are much more efficient at 
turning carbon dioxide into plant mass and then into food. Hence the giant plants 
and massive grains of C4 plants compared to C3 grasses. The C4s are also more 
drought resistant. However, for some unexplained reason, they seem much more 
temperature sensitive and for this reason had never moved much beyond the 
tropics.” 
 
Dan smiled and Beth smiled back. Mitaku oyasin, we are all related. Everything is 
connected. 
 
Then a slide of a grassland scene, up in the Andean altiplano. 
 
“But the mystery deepens further. Sometime during the interglacial periods, when 
Iowa’s sandy soils were being created, at the time of the last ice ages, during the 
Pleistocene, when woolly mammoths and other animals traversed North America 
and when the grasslands which had occupied the Amazon during the cold 
invasions of ice sheets were driven back again by tropical forests, at isolated 
places high up in the plains of the Andes, where the forests could not reach, C4 
grasses survived and flourished. Teosinte was among these.” 
  
Because of its C4 syndrome, Teosinte had another secret. Unlike the other 
grasses, which have hermaphrodite florets, the flowering parts on Teosinte were 
separate. Crowning the plant at its apex, were the tassels, the male or staminate 
inflorescences with panicles of paired free spikelets.”  
 
He felt that if he had said, “like an erect penis covered by semen, people would 
have understood him better,” but in that conservative audience someone was 
bound to get offended. The slide showed the tassels 
 
“Then down here,” he indicated to a place that was darker, more mysterious and 
hidden, like the labia of a woman, “in the place between the leaf and the stem, are 
the female or pistillate inflorences consisting of pairs of spikelets on a rachis or 
small central cob. In each spikelet are two tiny forets, each with an ovum that 
when fertilized by pollen will develop into a single maize kernel.” 
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Beth did not flinch away from the sexual innuendo when Dan looked at her. She 
welcomed it. There was an intimate relationship between sex and food. Both 
promoted life. Nourishment was central to a woman’s mission. 
 
“With the separate sexual organs being so prominent, it was now much easier to 
cross-pollinate and select the varieties of corn with the properties that the people 
wanted. Soon the Mesoamerican Indians discovered the amazing plant and over 
many generations bred it to the ancestor of the modern Maize we know it now; 
the heart of our giant agri-business industry. They bred not just one plant but 
dozens of races, each with its own characteristics and developed a highly 
stratified society around the secrets of their cultivation; secrets which the Spanish 
stole when they invaded Latin America in the 1500s” 
 
And then another slide shown as if he was getting to the heart of the matter, when 
it is was in reality far from being so straightforward, “So the kernel is actually a 
form of dry fruit, botanically a caryopsis, where the fruit case is fused to the inner 
tissues.” 
 
Dan took a deep breath and then summarized, “Put simply, the kernel is a grain of 
corn. Its core consists of the germ or embryo, which will develop into a new plant 
and the endosperm, which surrounds the embryo and nourishes the plant as it 
grows until its leaves are well developed enough to take over this function.” 
 
Then he mused, “Who knows, maybe somewhere in its common Indo-European 
origins, ghre, which was the ancestor root for the word grass was the same as 
that for the Latin word granum and the Old Norse word korn? That’s grain or corn 
or its diminutive form from the Old English cyrnel, a kernel. Green grows the 
grass which grazers graze and the grain into kernels of corn . So much for grass” 
 
Dan paused for a moment, then looking again at Beth, he started on a completely 
different tack. 
 
For Iowa, the second half of the 1800s was the critical time. 
 
In 1841 Justus von Liebig’s developed the idea Organic Chemistry and explained 
the startling news that artificial substances could nourish plants.  In 1843 based 
on this new insight, Sir John Bennet Lawes, founded the commercial fertilizer 
industry at Rothamstead experimental farm by developing a process for making 
phosphate more readily available in a more concentrated form by adding sulfuric 
acid to rock phosphate, which had long been known to be a good fertilizer. By the 
1850s the first inorganic fertilizers were used to supplement crop rotations, 
composts and manures. They continued to manufactured by the addition of 
sulphuric acid to rock phosphates on a large scale to produce super phosphate 
fertilizer. Over the next century this would revolutionize yields from each hectare 
of land under production. But by no means was fertilizer the first or even the most 
important technical advance to revolutionize agriculture in Iowa. 
 
“In 1892, John Froelich a farmer in Clayton County was tinkering in his workshop 
like so many other Iowa farmers of his time.  John loved to play around with 
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machines, and so invented and built the first working self-propelled traction 
machine, later to be called a tractor.  
 
“Before this, the closest thing to a tractor was ‘the steam traction engine’, a self-
propelled railless locomotive, a messy and massive rig, as clumsy as its name.” 
 
The slide of the ponderous contraption drew a muffled laugh 
 
“Used mainly for threshing and a little plowing, it was so costly; few ordinary Corn 
Belt farmers could afford such a big, expensive machine. But he had a new idea 
combine internal combustion engine with a traction machine – that was more 
practical. So soon almost every farmer could afford what everyone wanted. A 
sleek new machine that would take the drudgery out of ploughing!” 
 
As their eyes met, Beth smiled like the enigmatic Mona Lisa. Swirling her light 
scarf around her neck, she shook her long honey-coloured hair. Dan could not 
have known that her thoughts were torn between appreciation of the wonderful 
bounty of the earth and the greed of exploiting it. She toyed with two opposing 
views. “The earth is our mother. She should not be disturbed by hoe or plough.” 
she said to herself in one voice. “The Earth is here so kind, just tickle her with a 
hoe and she laughs with a harvest,” she countered in another. 
 
 Dan continued. “Froelich was well placed to introduce the innovation. In addition 
to being a farmer, he did some blacksmithing and ran a mobile threshing 
business. He had built a collapsible shelter that he and his threshing crew could 
use as they moved around. To tow the equipment he built his novel contrivance 
using a Van Duzen stationary gasoline engine mounted on top of a heavy wooden 
frame with wheels. The hybrid contraption could go backwards and forwards and 
weighed only half of its steam engine counterpart. Most important its relatively low 
cost meant that the common corn farmer could afford it. Although John was 
singularly unsuccessful and only sold two of his new tractors which were both 
returned because the customers were not satisfied, the age of the internal 
combustion tractor had started”  
 
He was pleased with the interest that people showed in the poor slide that he had 
of Froelich’s rather unsubtle blend of engine and wagon. 
 
Dan kept glancing back – her eyes were working into his soul. 
 
“A year later in 1893 Froelich sold his invention to the Waterloo Gas Traction 
Engine Company. After a few difficult years in the early part of the 20th Century, it 
became a leader in the fledgling industry. By the First World War the company’s 
production of the Waterloo Boy One-Man Traction Engine thrived in an 
environment where shortages of human labor and draft animals encouraged 
laborsaving devices. In 1918 John Deer’s company, which had built its wealth on 
selling steel ploughs, bought the Waterloo Gasoline Engine Company and kept 
the factory in Waterloo. Deere’s Waterloo Works remains to this day a world 
leading tractor production center.” 
  
Dan paused to show a slide of the Waterloo Boy. He wondered if people would 
continue to find the slides interesting. He had nothing to fear. This was an 
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agricultural state. If one thing fascinated people it was pictures of antique tractors. 
Even if they had heard it before, and he was sure that many had, presenting it 
again had the soothing rhythm of an anthem.  
 
Beth looked away as Dan looked at her. She was increasingly aware of the 
intensity of his gaze and felt embarrassed that she was looking at him too, not as 
a member of an audience looks at a speaker, but in a different way. If it hadn’t 
been for that she would have been bored. Tractors were not her favorite topic. 
 
“Although Froelich build the first successful mechanical traction engine,” 
continued Dan, following the logical historical sequence, “the first mechanical 
horse to achieve commercial success was the product of the work of two friends 
Charles Parr and Charles Hart who began their pioneering work on gas engines 
in the late 1800s while they were studying mechanical engineering at the 
University of Wisconsin at Madison. With encouragement and some finance they 
moved to Iowa to build a factory in  - you got it Charles City! A salesman in their 
Parr Hart Company, WH Williams coined their innovation a Tractor!” 
 
The audience was amused. She also allowed a fleeting colorful laugh that he 
enjoyed . 
 
“By 1903 the Hart-Parr Gasoline Engine Company was turning out more gas 
tractors than any other company. Within four years a third of all tractors were 
made there in Charles City. Between the turn of the Century and the Great 
Depression some 50 different tractor makers had set up factories in the state. The 
tractor could therefore be epitomized as the mechanical symbol for Iowa’s farming 
success.” 
 
He could sense the pride in the audience. It was not an insignificant contribution 
to the world that Iowa had given in the form of the humble tractor. She somehow 
seemed less than impressed with this, which he somehow found intensely 
enticing.  
 
“Not unlike the revolution in tractor technology, was the application of the new 
science of genetics, which was applied to farming with remarkable success. The 
first crop to which this was applied was corn. This resulted in higher yielding 
varieties that justified the higher cost of using expensive machines such as 
tractors and combine harvesters. Iowans played a leading role in this second 
wave of agricultural transformation as well.” 
 
This new emphasis captured Beth’s interest again. Both were aware now that 
there was clearly a dialogue between them. There was something about Dan that 
reminded her of Russel Means, an Indian guy whom she had met the previous 
year at the Red School House in St Paul Minnesota, where the community had 
started their own project to teach Indian children using a culturally based 
curriculum that would encourage student self-awareness, confidence, and pride. 
Dan’s passion was just like that of Russel,  who had forcefully declared that his 
people should be proud to be American Indians and to take their fate into their 
own hands.  
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It intrigued Dan that the audience almost caught its breath as he spoke. They 
were digesting the idea that the history of technology was not just a progression 
of new mechanical inventions, but also the intangible bio-ecological evolution that 
accompanied the wedding of sand and humus, the union of soil and chemicals, 
the merging of fertility and genetics, all to produce the precious new gift of 
hybridized grain constantly being  re-engineered into new varieties of corn.  
 
The slide showed the sepia portrait of an eminent-looking man with a neat white 
beard, a slightly bald head, sensitive features, seated in a wicker chair and 
dressed in a black suit and tie. In the background was an antique microscope.  
 
“Corn innovation also started a long time ago.  In 1872 William Beal founded a 
five acre experimental garden on the campus of Michigan State University in East 
Lansing, which continues to this day as the oldest continually maintained 
university botanical garden in the United States with thousands of displays.” 
 
Beth thought that it was more or less at about the same time that Beal was 
starting his garden that Congress ratified the Indian Appropriations Act which 
ended the practice of treaty making with the Indians after the United States had 
gained nearly a billion acres of territory in more than 370 treaties. Chief Red 
Cloud, of the Oglala Sioux had said: "They made us many promises which they 
never kept, except one. They promised to take OUR land, and they TOOK IT."   
 
Dan continued. “When Beal started his garden, it was just a small nursery. This 
was followed in the subsequent year by test plots of 140 species of forage 
grasses and clovers, and an arboretum in 1874, which began as two rows of 
swamp white oaks. In 1877, inspired, by Charles Darwin's book on hybrid vigor, 
and a letter from the famous scientist, Beal set up test plots in the garden and 
soon became the first to publish a study on increasing the yields of corn through 
cross pollination. The cross-pollination increased corn yields by an astonishing 
fifty-three percent.” 
 
 “How often one doesn’t recognize the revolution one is part of,” Beth reminisced. 
She was recalling an incident earlier that year when Russel led three hundred 
Lakota men and two dozen veterans of the American Indian Movement into a 
seventy one day takeover of the museum and general store on the sacred 
grounds of Wounded Knee in the heart of South Dakota's Pine Ridge 
Reservation. They were trying to remind everyone that in the frigid winter of 1890, 
more than eight decades earlier, the U.S. Army had brutally murdered over three 
hundred of his people including Chief Big Foot at that very same spot. At the time 
she had simply thought of the incident as a student protest, but now she realized 
it was actually an armed rebellion. 
 
Dan continued, “From the turn of Century, Perry Greenly Holden, a botanist 
originally from Michigan but working as a faculty member of the Iowa State 
College established the Corn Gospel Trains which traveled around the state and 
began to propagate the “gospel” of cultivating new and improved types of corn 
which he believed would lead to a better life for all. At corn shows held during 
county and other festivals, which grew in popularity from 1910 to 1930, “beauty 
shows” were held. Farmers would proudly enter ten of their best ears to be judged 
by judges trained by Professor Holden. Blue ribbons would be awarded to the 
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most shapely and uniform cobs, the underlying assumption being that the best-
looking corn was also the best yielding.” 
 
The audience laughed again. The incongruity of corn gospels and beauty shows 
for corn cobs made them aware of the born-again enthusiasm of their 
grandparent’s generation. 
 
 As flecks of light reflected from Dan’s watch crossed Beth’s face for an instant,  
her eyes seemed to sparkle like the halation playing on the letters of a toothpaste 
ad. Her smile had become more demure again, less like Mona Lisa. Beth was 
wondering what Russel would have thought of the corn gospels.  
 
“Another young Iowan Henry A Wallace, who at the age of 16 carried out a 
scientific yield test, which showed that there was no relationship between the 
appearance of an ear of corn and its yield, challenged Holden’s assumptions. The 
young Henry had discovered that the yield depended not on outward appearance 
but on the invisible hereditary stuff of life called genes. Fascinated by the new 
science of genetics, Wallace incorporated its principles into the breeding of new 
types of corn. Eventually he produced a high-yielding hybrid, a cross between two 
genetically dissimilar strains of a plant. In 1924, he produced the Copper Cross, 
which became the first hybrid ever to win the gold medal in the prestigious Iowa 
Corn Yield Contest at Iowa State.” 
 
Once again the audience drew its breath. They could sense more to come. She 
looked at him quizzically 
 
Fired with a new passion, Wallace prophetically wrote that hybrids ‘will eventually 
increase the corn production of the U.S. by millions of bushels’ and expressed his 
conviction in the founding of the HI-Bred Corn Company two years later in 1926. 
Later the word Pioneer was added to the name. Even the most optimistic of 
Wallace’s predictions rapidly came true. Whereas in 1933 less than one percent 
of Iowa’s corn acreage was planted with the new hybrid, by only seven years 
later, in 1940, 90 per cent of Iowa’s corn crop consisted of hybrids. That was an 
unprecedented demonstration of the dissemination of agricultural technology. 
Today the figure has grown to nearly 100% and hybrid seed production 
companies, many of the largest based in Iowa, had become the biggest in the 
world” 
 
Here he paused to introduce a note of caution. Even at that enthusiastic stage of 
his life, he felt he needed to temper the optimism with some balance.  
 
“Agricultural innovation has revolutionized crop productions and built Iowa’s pre-
eminence in Agriculture, but it has also brought problems”  
 
Then he suddenly asked the audience,” What do you think they have been?” 
 
“Soil erosion” shouted someone from the back 
 
“Sure,” he said 
 
Beth looked at him and said “Loss of habitat” 
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“Inevitably” he concurred 
 
“Low farm prices” said a farmer jocularly. The previous year had seen corn prices 
reach an all time high of more than $3 a bushel, though this year it didn’t look like 
it was going to be nearly as good. 
 
Before he could answer, George Black, an elderly man with an unkempt white 
beard, someone one would not normally notice stood up and said. 
 
“Talk about low farm prices. Let me ask you all something. What do you think 
prices of corn were during the Great Depression?” 
 
There must be a trick to the question the audience thought. Surely the prices had 
been high. He answered his own question. 
 
“One winter’s day in 1933 I went with Pop to deliver a load of corn to the grain 
elevator where everyone was on first name terms. You could see they were 
embarrassed.  The guy who knew Pop well said, “Bob, if you had brought this in 
yesterday, we could have given you 10 cents a bushel. Today we’re not buying – 
not at any price.” Then he sighed.” Economics just doesn’t apply to agriculture” 
 
“What do you mean?” asked Dan. His question embarrassed him now 
 
The man continued “The theory says when there is oversupply, then the price 
should fall and farmers should produce less and the price stabilize – but it doesn’t 
work that way. Pop knew he had a household to support, so as the prices fell he 
just had to keep producing more and more and more. And so did every other 
farmer. A glut in a time of deprivation! And bang goes economics.” 
 
“You mean that the supply and demand curve stuff doesn’t apply” Dan suddenly 
saw things differently. 
 
“Go figure”, said the man, ”when a farmer sees his family facing the wall, like Pop 
did, he doesn’t read the economics text book before he acts – he doesn’t consider 
the common good or the sensible thing to do. Think of it this way for more than a 
hundred years before Pop had been farming there had been a glut of corn on the 
market – but they got rid of it brewing corn whiskey by the barrel load. Heck, since 
the 1920s every man used to start with his “elevenses” in the morning and easily 
put away a pint of the stuff every day until Prohibition stopped it in the early 
1900s. Then they had the glut again” 
 
 “Maybe that’s why they got depressed,” said the jocular farmer. The audience 
roared with laughter. 
  
“Henry Wallace saved the day” said George Black gaining the sense the man was 
mocking the hardship of the Great Depression, “When this great son of Iowa 
became Secretary of Agriculture under Franklin Roosevelt, he had a vision about 
how to deal with this insanity of economics. From the bible he drew up a plan he 
called the “Ever Normal Granary” based on the analogy of Joseph in Egypt who 
had interpreted Pharaoh’s dream and taught that grain should be stored during 
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the fat years to be used in the lean. He urged farmers to take their surpluses off 
the market and store their grain until the prices improved.” 
 
“He should have given them whiskey” The jocular man was on a roll. 
 
George Black continued undeterred, “To make this vision possible he introduced 
“Non Recourse Loans” which farmers could take out when prices were bad using 
their crops as collateral and pay these back when the prices improved. His aim 
was to stabilize the price of crops to avoid the wild fluctuations occasioned by the 
vicissitudes of nature.  Indeed the policy proved itself in the Second World War 
when there were sufficient stockpiles of grain to feed the people of continental 
Europe for a year. ” 
 
“He interfered with the free market,” shouted out another farmer “Milton Friedman 
has other ideas about the Depression – he thinks that over-regulation caused the 
Depression. Wallace only made things worse – we’re still suffering the 
consequences today” 
 
“The same Milton Friedman you are speaking about is at this time stirring up 
controversy in Chile and with his ‘Chicago Boys’, supporting the dictator Pinochet 
in suppressing the people – all in the name of promoting free-markets”  
responded George Black gesticulating with his index finger at the man. 
 
“And what about our own American Indians” interjected Beth plucking up the 
courage to talk. “Between the years of 1789 and 1850 alone the United States 
negotiated and ratified 245 treaties where they ceded some 450 million acres in 
return for less than $90 million, less than twenty cents an acre.” 
 
Sensing that the discussion was now drifting into a political debate, Dan 
intervened, 
 
“Perhaps we can now bring the meeting to an end. And I would like to conclude 
 
“While agricultural innovation in Iowa has been characterized by several great 
pillars of advancement, hybrid seeds, agricultural chemicals and mechanization, 
all of which have been pioneered here and which have brought with them many 
beneficial effects, they have also contributed to problems such as chronically low 
farm prices, loss of topsoil to wind and water erosion, destruction of habitat and 
concerns about water drinking quality and loss of farms due to the imperative, 
often heard since the 1950s to ‘Get big or get out’. These are the challenges 
which modern agriculture will have to deal with as it goes forward” 
 
As he ended, the audience clapped appreciatively, not really dwelling on the 
caution in his last paragraph. His presentation was overwhelmingly affirming. 
Things in Iowa were OK.  
 
Beth sat in her seat and did not move even as the rest of the audience drained 
out of the hall. He knew she would have to follow soon, but she seemed to be 
waiting for him to go over and talk to her. 
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Before he could move, an effeminate man came over and introduced himself. He 
was full of flowery praise. He worked for Aggro, a multinational seed company 
that was headquartered in Iowa. He wanted Dan to meet their CEO and visit them 
at their offices near Spirit Lakes. 
 
After what seemed an interminable time of useless chatter, he excused himself, 
then he went over to the Beth.. 
 
“Hi,” he opened. 
 
“Hi” she replied 
 
“I am going to have to ask you to marry me,” he said chuckling softly. 
 
 “I thought you’d never ask, ” she replied, laughing, ”I’m Beth. Beth Sharp” 
 
“I’m...” he started to say. 
 
“I know who you are” she interjected, “I came to your lecture!” 
  
 
He smiled inwardly as he remembered again. Truth can be stranger than fiction  - 
that was really how he had met Beth. What he did not know then, that he did 
know now, was that she knew more about him then that he could ever have 
suspected. Women can be wily! 
 
“Do you think our kids would be vigorous hybrids?” Dan had flirted with Beth. In 
that moment and light there was a twinkle in his eye that made him irresistible. 
 
“Que sera sera” she laughed tying her thigh length honey-colored hair to one 
side.  
 
“That guy you met as you were leaving is creepy,” she said suddenly. 
 
“He’s from Aggro, they are one of our leading companies.” 
 
“Oh maybe that’s why he’s such a creep” 
 
They put almost all the food on our table”, countered Dan 
 
“Really, it just seems to me they see living things as a way to make a quick buck”.  
  
“All agriculture does” Dan responded. 
 
“We need to eat, it’s true, but there are ways of living lightly on the land. I’ve read 
some of the articles you’ve written on the subject – I would have expected you to 
argue with him.” 
 
‘Well, I felt I should listen to what he said. You’ve got strong views, Beth” 
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“Talk about the grass. What about the flowers? In a little over a hundred years 
we’ve plundered the thirty million acres of thick rich soils that have fed the Iowa 
prairies for millennia. We’ve destroyed vast stretches of bluestem, coneflowers, 
dropseed, gentians, compass plants and hundreds of other species that were 
once part of the precious harmony of nature. Unlike the indigenous people who 
respected mother earth, and took only what they need, our greed has been 
endless. Our desire to grow more and more is insatiable. We have dealt a coup 
de grace to nature. In a dramatic, swift, relative blink of the eye we have 
profoundly damaged the ecosystem, almost complete replacing the diverse prairie 
with wall-to- wall carpet monocultures of corn, soybeans, wheat, oats, hay, and 
pastures.”  Her eyes were fired with zeal 
 
 “I know there have been some injudicious practices, but we have been a model 
for conservation practice since the 1930s”. Dan hated himself for being an 
apologist, but he felt he had to defend Agriculture – where would Iowa be without 
it. “You’re beautiful when you’re fanatical, Beth! Where did you get these views?” 
 
“Injudicious! Don’t patronize me, Dan. What have we conserved? The prairies are 
gone. All that remains today are scattered patches that linger here and there; just 
a few remnants of russet prairie grass alongside offbeat dirt roads. Here and 
there the occasional brilliant orange cluster of butterfly milkweed near a deserted 
railway track or the odd patch of purple shooting stars in old pioneer cemeteries. 
That’s all that’s left. The few prairie reserves that dot the countryside are an 
apology for our responsibility to the land that once was covered with clouds of 
flower-scented lavender and yellow.  Aldo Leopold once said, "Once you learn to 
read the land, I have no fear of what you will do to it.” Unfortunately, we haven’t 
learned to read. If I continue, I’ll cry!” 
 
“Touché” he acknowledged. 
 
“Do you know that we have met before?” Dan looked startled. 
 
“I would have remembered”, he said uncertainly. 
 
“I would have thought so too,” she teased, reminding him of the incident in the 
park near the Water Works.  
 
“Was that you?” he said amazed, suddenly remembering, “but you looked so 
different”, your hair …. Everything.” 
 
It amused her. He was so genuinely off-balance, so cute. “Yes, and I even 
thought you appreciated my painting” 
 
“No, I did, really I did – there was a real authenticity to your cityscape - you could 
see nature struggling against it 
 
“What do you do, Beth?” he asked regaining his composure. 
 
“I am doing just fine,” she answered defiantly. She did not want him to know how 
she felt, just yet. She had given herself just too many times to too many different 
men to want to make the same mistake again. She smiled inwardly; she was a 
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real sucker for men – particularly if there was just that little something lost and 
hopeless in their manner that made them vulnerable. “No, I’m just joking, Daniel – 
I am an artist. I am actually part of a group. “Groundcover”. I am illustrating a 
book we are producing to strengthen our struggle to conserve the soil, the flora, 
fauna and indigenous peoples. We’re against the rape of the countryside by 
Modern Agriculture.” 
 
“But Beth, surely you must accept that people have to produce food” 
 
“Of course, I’m not naïve Daniel, but as you have said yourself, we’ve gone too 
far in Iowa. We’ve taken the natural environment and converted it into a factory. 
Of our 35 million acres in the state, thirty million are under the plough. That’s 
eighty four percent. Its wall-to-wall agriculture – that is horrific. Much of the rest is 
towns and urban development. There’s hardly anything left. The original peoples 
saw it so clearly. Have ever read Chief Seattle’s plea to the US President in 
1854?” 
 
Dan shook his head. He had never read it. She took a beautifully inscribed card 
from a plastic sheath in her bag. “ I treasure this,” she said. “I keep it with other 
quotes that speak to me. But this”, she said, “is my best. It chants to me like the 
dancing of braves to the beat of a drum. I want you to have it. Take it – don’t read 
it now, but sometime when you are in a quiet place” 
 
When they later became lovers, Dan knew the passion of her gentle hug. How 
often he later felt the privilege of being her tree – from which she gained her 
strength. 
 
Different though they were, Dan adored Beth’s extreme infatuation for the land. 
Over time he came to understand its profundity. She had no other faith – all her 
love was imbued into the natural world around her. At times of stress she would 
walk off alone into an oak and hickory forest and seem to drift into another world 
among the trees. She would stop and gently stroke the bark, as one would pat a 
much-loved pet. Occasionally, when times were particularly emotional for her she 
would put her arms lovingly around one her favorite trees and when she 
eventually separated from it, she would have the deep relaxed appearance of a 
Buddha. 
 
Dan was back in the present, winter 1995, standing on the farm for the last time. 
He held a handful of golden grains and as if he were reciting a prayer. He took out 
the quote that Beth had once given him and that he had treasured through all the 
years, and said quietly with reverence: 
 
“The earth does not belong to man; man belongs to the earth.”  
Then with greater urgency, “This we know.   All things are connected like the 
blood, which unites one family. 
All things are connected. 
Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth.” 
 
“Man did not weave the web of life; he is merely a strand in it. 
Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself.” 
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A chill ran down Daniel’s spine 
 
“Who brought you to this land  
and for some special purpose gave you dominion over this land and over the red 
man. 
That destiny is a mystery to us. 
We do not understand it, when the buffalo are all slaughtered, 
When the wild horses are tamed, 
When the secret corners of the forest are heavy with the scent of many men, 
And the view of the ripe hills are blotted by talking wires.    
Where is the thicket?   Gone. 
Where is the eagle?   Gone. 
And what is it to say Goodbye to the swift pony and the hunt? 
 
The end of living and the beginning of survival.“ 
 
 



 

 

 

 Chapter 4: Stories in Sand and 
Stone 

 
“Everything is a story… Spiders, the wind, a leaf, a tree, the moon, silence, a 
glance, a mysterious old man, an owl at midnight, an egg by the river, are all 
impregnated with stories.”  
Ben Okri 
 
We talked about storytelling as also being a means of maintaining a relationship 
to the land and to their ancestors. I was told that by passing on these stories, 
generations of people connect to the traditions and history of their people, and 
learn respect for all of these important things. Stories are elementary and form a 
basis for knowing your forebears, and nature, and yourself. 
Joanna Calhoun Horton 
 
 “One morning long ago a lone man awoke, face to the sun, emerging from the 
soil. Only his head was visible, the rest of his body not yet being fashioned. The 
man looked about, but saw no mountains, no rivers, no forests. There was 
nothing but soft and quaking mud, for the earth itself was still young. Up and up 
the man drew himself until he freed his body from the clinging soil. At last he 
stood upon the earth, but it was not solid, and his first few steps were slow and 
halting. But the sun shone and ever the man kept his face turned toward it. In time 
the rays of the sun hardened the face of the earth and strengthened the man and 
he bounded and leaped about, a free and joyous creature. From this man sprang 
the Lakota nation and, so far as we know, our people have been born and have 
died on this plain; and no people have shared it with us until the coming of the 
European"  
Luther Standing Bear 
 
If you had been looking for a very long, geologic time, you could have seen the 
continents themselves in motion, drifting apart on their crustal plates, held afloat 
by the fire beneath.  
Lewis Thomas, The Lives of a Cell, 1974  
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In the ending, the Author looked at all He had written and was 
not satisfied.  He had created in the beginning... the names … 
and He called… in the wilderness…the words, “Eleh ha-
devarim”.   He had fashioned the unfathomable universe, the 
brilliant stars, the inferno of the sun and the orbiting planets, but 
this was not enough. There still boiled within his molten, 
magnetic core the passion that caused flaming lava to spew 
upon the Earth and cast his Words in sand and stone.  
 
Dan imagined the opening paragraphs of his novel, “Words in Sand and Stone,” 
as he brushed away some dirt that obscured the fossil ammonite he had just 
unearthed.  
 

In the East grew He P'an Ku, hatched from a cosmic egg. Half 
the shell above him, the sky, the other half below him, the earth.  
For 18,000 years, grew He him, a little taller every day pushing 
the shells apart until each part reached its appointed place. And 
once this job was done, He metamorphosized him, his limbs 
becoming the mountains, his blood the rivers, his breath the 
wind and his voice the thunder. His two eyes became the sun 
and the moon. The parasites on his body became all of human 
kind. 
 
The commonest, most basic, and possibly most important technique in 
paleontology is officially honored with the name ‘excavation’, but those who 
participate in this scientific endeavor, still refer to it affectionately, intimately and 
sometimes nostalgically, as a ‘dig’, irrespective of the quality or quantity of its 
scientific results. A dig acquires its own character; it becomes ’a great dig’ or ‘a 
terrible dig’.  
 
When the creative spirit searches deep within the human soul, excavating from 
the sediment of past moments a small precious artifact etched in the metamorphic 
rock of experience, and brushing away loose grains of sand, is likewise, digging. 
Like history, it is not always easy. Within the discipline of ‘digging ‘ there are many 
techniques, some refined, others quite While picks and shovels were sufficient to 
uncover Nineveh and Babylon in the fertile crescent, it took pneumatic drills to 
work on the fossil-bearing breccias at Sterkfontein, the cradle of humankind.           
 
In the West created He Maka, the fertile earth, ancestress of all 
upon the world, provider for all. Then He separated her from 
Scan, the life-giving oxygen in the air and from Wi the great 
energy that traveled through the sky and from Inyan, the rock 
that emerged from below.  And to each gave He their own.Tate, 
the wind that blows e gave to Scan, the Sky; Hanwi the Moon, 
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to Wi the Sun and Wakinyan, the winged one to Inyan, the 
Rock. To Maka bequeathed He Unk, Contention, to be her 
companion, and whom He cast into the waters as ancestress of 
all evil beings, the mother of all problems, quarrelling, 
uncommon knowledge and the unknown. 
 
In the North, from Chaos, created He Gaea, giving her a son 
Uranus, the sky, separating her land from her seas in which He 
crafted life, cells, plants and animals. And Gaea clove to Uranus 
and bore the Titans. But even this was not enough.  
 
Dan turned over the ammonite in his hand. As he cleaned it, the fossil looked as if 
its spiral coil was written into the stone. He mused at the properties of sand. It 
could destroy or preserve, depending on the interaction with the objects that it 
covered. It could become rock or dust or with time, heat or pressure, become the 
very rock itself, permanent and unchanging. As grains, it could become liquid and 
perfectly elastic, and flowing through an hourglass, measure the passage of the 
same fleeting moments it had also immortally preserved in the stone. He 
continued writing. 
 
For a time He was Vulcan, son of Jupiter and Juno, god of fire, 
the mythical metalworker, Mulciber, the softener, Author of 
Pandora and the golden dogs of Alcinous, with the power to 
confer life upon all his creations. With the fury of the affair of his 
beautiful wife Venus and the bellicose Mars fresh in his mind, 
atop Etna, assisted by the single-minded Cyclops, He 
hammered at the forge and beat the mighty layers of the earth 
again and again. He folded the stone in mighty strata, tearing 
the tectonic plates apart with earthquakes, then 
metamorphosizing them again, quenched them beneath the 
ocean. Finally when all was still, he suddenly burst them out 
again as mountain chains above the seas. Eon upon eon he 
hammered upon the lithosphere. One could almost hear the 
ringing tones of each strike upon the anvil of the Paleozoic; 
Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian. For hundreds of 
millions of years he hammered the bowels of the earth which 
rang like mighty bells. But still he was not satisfied.  
 
Dan was still molten hot in his own core. His own anger still raged within him. He 
turned the fossil over to look at the other side. Iowa was remarkable. If you drew a 
line starting in the old Ordovician rocks in Dubuque in the west and ran it along 
through the mysterious Mason Impact Structure to the more recent Cretaceous 
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strata of Sioux City in the east you could traverse virtually the entire library of the 
geological history of the earth in the underlying bedrock. To complete the picture, 
visualize the small even older Cambrian deposits in the northwest and those of 
the Precambrian in the northeast corners of the state. 
 
He looked down at the great blank space before him; mere 
pixels on a digital screen, and then with a mighty burst of energy 
manifesting the turmoil within, wrote again, and again and 
again. 
 
Dan was writing as furiously as was his own Creator. His mind was seething with 
the pain of his loss. If he could expose this pain, he could grow his creation. But 
first it had to be found, to be uncovered.  
 
In his left hand he held a trowel, in the right, a small brush. The trowel helped him 
to remove clumps of earth, soil and sand from quite intricate places, but the final  
task, removing the last few grains needed a more delicate instrument, the brush. 
Small hand brushes, even paintbrushes are used by the archaeologist to ensure 
cleanliness. 
  
Before him was Pangea, a single land mass rising above the 
Panthalassa Ocean, etched by the great bays of Sinus Borealis, 
Sinus Australis and the ancient Tethys sea. This was good, but 
it was not enough. 
 
With a single strike of the mighty mallet he clove the land 
separating Laurasia to the north from Gondwanaland to the 
south and caused the continents to begin their drift, here and 
there, rising and falling above the warm ocean seas. As if gentle 
Gaia herself, startled from her slumber, were breathing in and 
out, her sensual, scented breasts rising and falling below the 
foaming waters. Her six tectonic plates, like the ribs below her 
bosom, slid over one another creating deep ocean trenches and 
steep volcanic mountain zones. Rivers of fire and ice, and 
torrents of water and blizzards of wind sculpted her land. Layers 
upon layers of sediment textured by the faint traces of bacteria, 
algae, sea urchins, trilobites, crinora, corals, fishes and ferns 
settled upon her lithe body and then metamophasized by her 
warmth.  
 
Dan remembered Beth. The sheer sensuality of her erotic power boiled the 
magma in his fiery core. Despite the softness of her flesh, the vitality of her 
passion and her delicate sense of wonder, all too soon she would also be turned 
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to stone. The bubbling, molten rock within erupted into more words within his 
head. 
 
Nature’s fossils lay obscured for centuries. The Truth, the very 
Truth itself, peace be with It, remained buried, until with the 
passage of time, It too became a fossil, a sleeping beauty 
awaiting the kiss of recognition. Layers upon layers of history, 
like embryonic endo- and ectoderm growing and developing into 
beings, complex and subtle as minds, enfolded into the infinite 
topology of all things, awaiting revelation. Grains laid on top of 
grains, truth and falsehood, all bundled and sandwiched with 
time.  
 
History was not forged in a day. It was welded grain-by-grain, 
cemented in stone, and fossilized over time. The Word as it was 
Written, the Book, as it was formed in the fossil. 
 
Dan dug deep into his emotional cauldrons, searching with a pneumatic drill, even 
praying, for insight into the aloofness of his author’s will as he mentally wrote: 
 
But not all words are books, nor all rocks fossils. Not all stones 
speak of the Truth, peace be with It.  And yet others, though 
they be not fossils, remain gems. The polished stone glistens 
and crackles with colors that speak of wonders.  But the 
polished surface, whether it speaks or not, does nothing to 
reveal the babble of the interior, which is itself an endless 
lamina of lies, little truths and distortions. However formed, 
stone endures, a befitting pillow for the simple epitaphs of 
complex lives. Nevertheless, whether simple stone, gem or 
fossil, when cracked open, in the sharp splitting sound, the rock 
not only speaks, it loudly acclaims the Author who is standing 
there, as if He were speaking directly into our ears, extolling us 
to heed the history of layers and learn from their lessons.  
 
Unequivocal as He intends His testaments in stone to be, fossils 
are not always recognized for what they are.   
 
Paleontology, like archaeology is a sobering science. Each puts the lifetime of an 
individual into perspective. What is one individual life when seen against the two 
million or so of the development of the human species, the seventy million years 
that saw the advent and growth of mammals or the five hundred million that it took 
for the reasonably advanced reptiles to evolve? And even that was only one tenth 
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of the time that had passed since the advent of the earth. As he wrote, Dan’s 
novel seemed to be developing a real existence. It was taking shape based on 
the disciplines of the ‘dig’. 
 
While The Stone seemed to speak to Herodotus, who was 
struck by the similarity of the cemented casts to living things, it 
did not speak to his fellow Greeks, who created mythology when 
they saw the Cyclops single eye socket in the fused nostrils of a 
mammoth.  
 
Perhaps it spoke a little to the first Americans when they 
regarded dinosaur bones as the remains of great serpents that 
lived beneath the surface of the Earth and died when they came 
too close to the light.  
 
The chronology of some Christians also could not account at all 
for the time that it takes sediments to turn into rock and appear 
buried deep in the tops of mountains. They dated creation at 
9am on 23rd October 4004BC.  The Stone did not speak to 
them.   
 
Contemplating how his Word would be read, the Author was not 
satisfied. 
 
Dan was also unsettled. He looked up and for one instant thought he caught a 
glimpse of the Creator. Then he stood and clambered out of the gravel pit where 
he was sorting through some debris that the retreating lobe of the Des Moines 
glacier had left. One day he hoped he would make a significant find there. 
Perhaps the hip or vertebra of a hadrosaur which had browsed the lush 
Cretaceous vegetation of horsetails, ferns, cycads and conifers and whose 
fossilized bones had been deposited there by the advancing glacier. A few meters 
away was the embankment and exposed face that he had systematically been 
excavating for two decades, almost since they first settled on the farm. Discipline 
had been his handmaiden. He had set out a grid, which he slowly trowelled out in 
layers of spits of five to ten centimeters square. How strange that at this point, at 
this place, on an embankment above the flood-line of the Little Sioux River, where 
so many layers of history folded one upon another, even their own history was 
written there now. An empty plastic yogurt container, and who knows what else 
lay partially buried as testament to their existence. He walked slowly back to the 
farmhouse, absorbing every impression along the path on the way back. Soon it 
would be the end, it would be gone.  
 
As he sat at his desk watching his word processor flicker, he began to bring his 
novel to life  
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And so, we move on, to just before the beginning of the current 
story, which itself shall soon become but one more fossil for the 
ages. As the Author imagines, the words are written. 
  
Dan typed and watched the blank white screen fill with text.  
 
It is already a beautiful land, a land between two great rivers, 
the Mississippi in the west and Missouri in the east.  Whispered, 
its name sounds like white water or the winnowing wind. Iowa, 
Iowa, Iowa; my Iowa.  Like phrases forming in a philosophy. It’s 
only words again, ideas over laden with acronyms, icons 
organizing worlds alphabetically, iterations of universal 
applications, insights observed with apprehension. 
 
Dan imagined himself as an old man in 2125, listening to his lead character, 
Raging Bison, talking to disciples while sitting around a virtual log fire. The story 
began. 
 
The time is the Carboniferous Period 245 million years ago.   
The Paleozoic era is winding down. Vulcan’s hammer has just 
tolled the end of the tumultuous Devonian when the vast 
mountain chains were forming and life had just reached the land 
from the seas. Debris, washed off the mountains has formed 
vast deltas. 
 
There was an eerie quietness to the house. No one lived there any longer. Soon 
he would be gone for good. It was October 1994. Halloween symbols stood at the 
entrances to homes all over the country, like pagan guardians to the portals of the 
end of a Millennium. An icy cold wind circled around him and seemed to tie his 
legs together with a whip-like tail. 
 
It is hot and humid.  Thick thundering clouds boil overhead. 
Jupiter strikes the earth with jagged bolts. Land plants release 
vast quantities of oxygen into an atmosphere that once was too 
rich in carbon dioxide to support animal life, except deep down 
in the oceans. Starting in shallow seas away from the 
destructive chaos of ocean beaches, at the edge of the land and 
water, gathering in complexity, arthropod mites and millipedes 
evolve into a myriad invertebrate insects, some with enormous 
two-foot wingspans. They drone through the green gloom of the 
undergrowth between patterned trunks in vast forests of ferns 
and giant club-mosses. The mud from successive floods spread 
over the well-watered, fertile lowland swamps, burying and 
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compressing them into coalfields. Lungfish change into to 
amphibians and slither among the undergrowth. 
 
Words began to tumble off his keyboard like a pyroclastic flow down a volcanic 
slope. It mirrored the fury that he wished to embody in a tumultuous work of 
sacred science fiction. Later he would appear as himself, an older Daniel, to 
announce the new Apocalypse, wherein his visions would unveil his secret 
purposes as the Author. 
 
Sixty five million years pass. Then Vulcan strikes again as the 
Permian period rings. The humid forests and swamps give way 
to deserts as the climate dries. Mountain building begins again. 
The vegetation is sparse; horsetails, conifers, ferns and seed-
ferns. But the reptiles spread and diversify to fit the new 
conditions.  Pelycosaurs evolve strange back fins supported on 
elongated vertebrae. These heat–regulating structures absorb 
the heat when they face the sun and radiate it away when they 
turn away. Some become fierce flesh eating Dimetrodons, other 
the gentle herbivorous Edaphasaur. Ice ages come and go. 
Another fifty five million years. 
 
“Why did dinosaurs succeed?” He thought of the last words of the bearded 
Charles Darwin, as he lay dying in 1859, a prophet in his own time,  “There is 
grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having been originally 
breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet 
has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a 
beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are 
being evolved."  
 
Quietly, almost under her breath Gaia whispers, “Triassic, 
Jurassic” as if calling her lumbering pet dinosaurs, lizard hipped 
Saurichia, and bird hipped Ornithishia into being. In an instant 
another 100 million years passes. In this instant as the terrible 
lizards ply the land, there are only the gods to wonder at their 
immense size and specialization; no humans to ask the obvious 
questions. Why so big? What strange shapes? Why so cruel?  
 
Gaia smiles like a Madonna. She knows why the monstrous 
predators with jagged teeth rip the flesh off gentle suaropods. 
She understands the armor of the Stegosaur with the double 
row of bony plates mounted vertically along the spine and that 
of the Ankylosaur with a compact mosaic on their backs and a 
lethal spiked tail. She understands predation and pain. Why 
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some things die for others to live. Where in the violent martial 
art of killing and defending – size matters.  Or the value of color 
and camouflage of appendages and intelligence – shape in 
every meaning. She understands why pterosaurs soar and 
brontosaurs plod. Each form fits its function, the universal Truth, 
peace be with it. Therein must justice lie if it is to exist.  If so, 
nothing is eternal not even the large and the fearsome. In the 
moment of its happening, it is as if the terror and injustice of the 
horrifying night will never end. But, albeit slowly, time passes 
and there comes the tranquility of the new dawn. 
 
It is the Cretaceous for another endless 70 million years. For an 
eternity of years, life continues to evolve within the warm 
lapping waters of shallow seas dominated by swimming reptiles 
and ammonites.  In recurring cycles the waters recede and 
advance, now as a salty lagoon, now as a vast coastal swamp, 
now as a broad delta at the mouth of a great river. The remains 
of each passing environment sink to the watery floor, adding to 
a thousand feet of rock-forming sediment. On land, ferns and 
cycads give way to the familiar willow, sycamore and oak. The 
dinosaur terror is ceaseless. The tiny mammals cringe in the 
undergrowth.  
 
The horror does not end, eve though the Earth hears the chilling 
cries of those eaten alive, of the small, the weak, the sick, the 
mutilated and the vanquished. It even hears the unsounded 
scream of the unborn that die before birth. 
 
As if to answer the unasked question, Vulcan’s bell tolls for ever 
more terrible times. “Manson”, it rings out at the strike of the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary junction and in a flash all hell breaks loose. 
A fiery meteor plunges from the sky and sets the world ablaze.  
A tidal wave sweeps nature before it like tiny toothpicks. 
 
Then again, another giant meteor, larger than the first, strikes 
like the mighty mallet of Vulcan. From deep within the Earth, 
from below the Moho discontinuity in the asthenosphere, 
volcanic magma wells up and pours over vast stretches of the 
land, spewing up immense volcanic clouds. And so in but an 
instant the monstrous times come to an end. The Author has 
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spoken. The Killer kills the killers. Two thirds of all living things 
die. As it will be with the Flood, the End is near.    
 
Why did dinosaurs disappear? 
 
But softly like the dew-fresh day, new species come to take the 
place of those that have left. Turn, turn, turn, turn, a time for 
every purpose.  
 
It is now the Cenozoic, the Stage of Life for six short epochs. 
Flowering plants and mammals evolve; marsupials rodents, 
bats, insectivores, carnivores, artiodactyls, perrisodactyls, 
elephants and primates. In quick succession over sixty million 
years, one scene replaces another on the Stage; Paleocene, 
Eocene, Oligocene and Pliocene. In the Garden of Eden, Adam 
and Eve, stand and walk grasping objects in their newly evolved 
hands with thumbs that are opposite to their forefingers. Homo 
erectus, the first human beings have arrived. Eve’s infant 
offspring have brains so large they can barely pass through her 
large round pelvic cavity and are born almost immature. Her 
babies require extraordinary care and nurture. Soon they, their 
children and their children’s children will take off from this 
Cradle of Mankind on their odyssey through Europe and Asia 
across the Bering Straits and down through Alaska and Canada 
to arrive here in Iowa. Time is passing, again. 
 
“Indians were the original Americans,” thought Dan. 
 
Finally it is the Pleistocene, for two and a half million years until 
the present story, an epoch of four major ice ages, later. Over 
this time ice, water and wind carve Iowa into its present form, as 
if the Author was stepping back from his writing to become a 
sculptor, for a while, and then artist.  First the Sculptor moulds 
the surface of the land that he has kneaded so many times and 
creates new gentle landforms covering the coal, fossils and 
metamorphic rocks below. He shears the land first with 
continental ice-sheets and then with glaciers.  Over and over 
again He pulls the sheets back and washes the debris down 
river valleys with melting waves of water, creating thick deposits 
of mud every time. Four times the process is repeated.  
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In the last of the ice ages, the wind blows huge clouds of fine 
dust from the glaciations of the Great Plains in the West to form 
vast layers of loess. Changing almost imperceptibly from 
Sculptor to Artist, He then dresses the hills He has created with 
the deep black loess soils, finally painting the landscape with 
golden prairies, brilliant flowers and green riverine forests. In a 
wonderful, impressionist extravaganza He places a reminder of 
each ice age in some portion of the state for geologists to 
ponder on, as they come to understand how the great jigsaw of 
sculpture and art was braided together into His story. Near the 
Missouri River Valley on the north western border of Iowa, the 
loess is piled into bluffs hundreds of feet high. The highest point 
in all the land. 
 
During all this time of sculpting art and architecture, He 
remembers that life must go on. So gigantic mammoths and 
mastodons trumpet their deafening calls. Beavers the size of 
bears, camels, saber toothed tigers, giant armadillos and sloths 
roam the land leaving traces of their living and dying. Massive 
tusks, skulls and other bones lie in the eroding banks of creeks 
where the human settlers find them and wonder at awe at their 
size. 
 
“Genesis 6:4: There were giants in the earth in those days,” said Dan as he 
wrote. 
 
During the first ice age the Nebraskan ice sheet covers the 
entire state, wiping the slate almost clean. 
 
In the second ice age, the Kansan sheet covers all but the north 
eastern portion near the Mississippi River, which remains with 
the most varied relief anywhere in Iowa, reflecting the character 
of the land as it was in pre-glacial times. Here the tributaries of 
the Mississippi cut deeply into the underlying bedrock and the 
Mississippi Bluffs stand three to four hundred feet above the 
valley. The network of tributaries creates a scenic and hilly 
landscape, which one-day will fascinate Grant Wood, who will  
try to emulate on canvass the simplicity of the rolling green and 
gold hills, a little further south. This could all become a buried 
memory, but He leaves it here at the surface, where some of the 
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pioneers from the West will find it in, what for them, will be its 
pristine state. 
 
The Illinoian ice sheet, during the third ice age, covers eastern 
and south eastern Iowa and in doing so diverts the course of the 
mighty Mississippi itself, creating for a while a temporary valley 
along its western front, which will remain long after the waters 
have returned to their original course. 
 
It is now only twenty five thousand years before the current 
story begins. The Wisconsin ice sheet is extending southward 
for the fourth and last time in a lobe that covers half of the state 
ending near what will soon become its capital city, Des Moines. 
From here, in just one frame of the film, ten thousand years 
passes and now it is only a few frames to go. The glaciers make 
one final crunching advance and retreat, first bringing in the last 
load of rocky parent materials, flattening the hills, flooding river 
valleys once again, feeding them with sand, silt and terminal 
moraines weathered and nurtured into rich contemporary soils. 
Gouging out Spirit Lake, Clear Lake and Lake Okoboji, and 
thousands of potholes, the glaciers melt back leaving flat, boggy 
wetlands and garlands of hummocky hills. It is zero minus 
twelve thousand years.  
 
Iowa’s first ‘Indian’ settlers are arriving in the tails of the glaciers 
across great bridges of ice covering the straits between Siberia 
and Alaska to the west. Their sharp-edged spears and axes at 
the ready, they hunt the last of the giant mammals and other 
animals among patchy grasses that nestle near glacial margins 
and in parklands of spruce and fir. These cold adapted species 
have been following the advancing glaciers south, only to be 
marched northwards again each time the glaciers retreat. Their 
remains, pollen grains of the larch and fir, fossilized seeds and 
bits of wood, will lie buried within peat bogs till they are once 
again discovered.  
 
With only a mere eight thousand years to the beginning, the 
glaciers are now leaving, retreating for the last time (until the 
next time, that is). The silt-laden western winds have quieted 
and a warm drying sun is bathing the lands. The forests also are 
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yielding to grass and the modern prairies now hold dominion. 
Bison in their multitudes thunder across the prairies. 
 
From among the undulating hills the Little Sioux River begins to 
wend its way down towards the mighty Missouri. Along its gentle 
banks trees spread outwards into forests of oak, hickory, maple 
and basswood, draped each spring in a wild profusion of 
flowers; the lilac spikes of blazing star, the yellow rays of black-
eyed Susan, the white balls of rattlesnake master. Then more 
trillium, hepatica and rue anemone. Prolific in the undergrowth 
are deer and wild turkey. Overhead the sky is darkened by huge 
flocks of passenger pigeons. The lakes and wetlands are 
crowded with clouds of geese, ducks, swans, sand hill and 
whooping cranes, egrets and pelicans. Eggs can be collected by 
the boatload 
  
The first peoples have made their home amid the profusion of  
flower-speckled parklands and savannas that line the forest’s 
edge. Here they ride on horseback for miles beneath the 
spreading limbs of wide-spaced, broad-crowned, white and bur 
oaks, crossed by great herds of elk in  a vast wilderness roamed 
by bears and wolves.   
   
Under the hoof, out of sight, under the prairie vegetation, the 
soils of Iowa are thick, dark and rich in organic matter and 
minerals. Only along the rough northeast and along the 
dissected river valleys of the south and southeastern portions of 
the state are there lighter, less fertile forest soils. An ample land 
of favorable climate, well-watered from both above and under 
the ground, in the heartland of America’s tallgrass prairies, one 
of the Earth’s largest and most productive grasslands. 
 
Iowa, icon of organic wealth & abundance, lies here, now 
enriched by her contrasting dialectic; green and brown, life and 
soil, land and sky, prairies of mixed grasses and monocultures 
of hybrid cornfields. Twenty-eight million acres of bluestem, 
dropseed, compass plants, coneflowers, gentians, and 
hundreds of other species transformed in an eye blink, into a 
patchwork of corn, wheat, oats, hay, and pasture. And so has it 
been written. 
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In the topology of things the perfect sphere is just one of countless objects. Like 
the endless forms in a bubble universe springing from champagne glass 
dimensions of negatively curved manifolds, in anti de Sitter space, anything is 
possible. A novel cannot be everywhere at once. It must be located somewhere in 
space-time, yet as the story moves, it is everywhere, while it remains at a single 
place. If you travel in a straight line starting from any point on a perfect sphere 
and keep moving until you reach your destination, you will arrive back at where 
you started and get to know it as if you were beginning there for the first time. And 
since there is nothing like a perfect sphere or a straight line, given Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty principle, quantum perturbations and the like, any journey that is long 
enough will take you to every end of the sphere, which in the conclusion, you will 
get to know as well as the place you began, only better.  By analogy in a spherical 
multiverse, whatever that is, or if you prefer, in the inverse of that, if that does 
make it too abstract, continuous movement along any manifold must achieve the 
same result. In the mind, which is a multiverse of sort, any thought must ultimately 
lead to the same conclusion. The myriad moments of existence are simply 
instants of the unity of being. On the Internet of life everything is connected. Every 
URL is a node of universal connectivity. All roads lead to Rome. Roam leads to all 
roads. Words are the world.  The worlds are the Word. 



 

 

 
 

 

 Chapter 5:  Going to Seed 
 

 
The green revolution myth goes like this: the miracle seeds of the green 
revolution increase grain yields and therefore are a key to ending world hunger. 
Higher yields mean more income for poor farmers, helping them to climb out of 
poverty, and more food mans less hunger. Dealing with the root causes of poverty 
that contribute to hunger takes a very long time and people are starving now. So 
we must do what we can- increase production. 
Rosset et al., ‘Lessons from the Green Revolution”, 2000 
 
“The four leggeds came before the two leggeds. They are our older brothers, we 
came from them. Before them, we were the root people. That is why we are 
spiritually related to them. We call them in our language ‘Tatanka,’ which means 
‘He who owns us.’ We cannot say that we own the buffalo, because he owns us.”  
Birgil Kills Straight, an Oglala Lakota  
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“Now it had ended. Where did it all begin?” Dan wondered. 
 
Dan had just filled his woodshed with the soft white wood of the Old Cottonwood 
Tree that had stood as witness at the gate of the old homestead on their farm 
‘Bee Dees’ for one hundred and thirty eight years, until it recently snapped in the 
wind. For years, much of the heartwood in some of its limbs had rotten and 
broken off in windstorms providing hollows for squirrels and a hive for honeybees. 
Now finally, the sturdy old Cottonwood trunk, that had bravely borne its tree 
through so many blustery days, could itself no longer take the strain.  
 
Every year, in the late Spring, the buds of the Old Cottonwood had filled the air 
with a powerful, balmy fragrance and the tree's puffy white down, caught by the 
wind, was blown about like confetti covering the driveway, as if it were snow in the 
winter. Despite its name, the Old Cottonwood provided no cotton. It was simply 
the small fluffy white seeds produced by this old female during early summer that 
gave the tree its common name. More correctly it is botanically Populus deltoides. 
Cotton for clothing comes from the true cotton plant (Gossypium sp.). For most 
people the feathery white down is a nuisance. For the de Boers it was 
enchantment.  
 
In the 1700 and 1800s dense forests engulfed most valleys in the east of Iowa 
along the Mississippi and groves of bur oaks climbed out of the river corridors and 
onto the ridges into a savanna. Moving towards the west, a prairie-blanket 
cloaked three-quarters of the "land between two rivers."  Pothole marshes, 
speckled the flatter north-central part of the state, while a web of streams wended 
their way between rolling hills throughout the state.    
 
Thousands of Native Americans lived on the land, following the bison along the 
plains, hunting elk in the forests, harvesting wild plants and animals, growing 
crops, and occasionally managing the vegetation with fire. River otters and 
beavers thrived in rivers, streams, and marshes. In the east of the Iowa, local 
trappers traded their animal skins with fur-traders. They also mined, especially for 
lead. Mine pits and caves were worked by the Meskwaki Indians. There they 
smelted ore in log furnaces as a source of income for those, who, for whatever 
reason, could not participate in the summer hunt. With men doing the mining and 
women doing the smelting, they earned large revenues that were used to 
purchase European and American trade goods. 
 
Julien Dubuque, a French-Canadian entrepreneur, despite periods of recurring 
debt, made a great deal of money out of the trade and for twenty two years 
established a monopoly in the mining and trading business, shipping furs north to 
Michilimackinac and lead south to St. Louis. By 1810 his enterprise consisted of a 
multi-ethnic community of several dozen French and Indian miners from Prairie 
du Chien and hundreds of Meskwaki Indians. They lived peacefully together in a 
widely dispersed complex that included cultivated fields, livestock, a wharf, boats, 
blacksmith shop and forge, a mill, a smelting furnace, mining equipment, fur trade 
essentials and several dwellings. Quite regularly, Dubuque himself would make 
the 300-mile boat trip to St. Louis to sell raw materials including thousands of 
pounds of lead, at three to five cents a pound. There he would re-enter the 
fashionable French colonial society and once tired of this, would once again to 
return the to the wild frontier with large quantities of goods for trade, sale and 
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consumption. In the context of the barter economy of the Upper Mississippi valley 
at that time, Dubuque made a fabulous amount of money, His income from lead 
mining alone was over $5,000 a year. After he died, some say from lead 
poisoning, creditors and land speculators from St. Louis tried to rush in and claim 
the mines. The untamed lands beckoned. But the Meskwakis stood firm and to 
minimize the risk of further white encroachment burned all of Dubuque's standing 
buildings.  
 
Thomas Jefferson, author of the nation’s covenant of independence, had a dream 
for this untamed land. He saw a new social order based on a vision of natural law 
and the geometry of his time. He saw the land neatly divided, an equal portion to 
every man and his family. Enough that each would produce for his family’s own 
needs, but not so much that he would grow rich and greedy. Men would work, 
neither waged nor paying wages. And from this work would flow abundant food 
and other goods to feed, clothe and shelter a growing nation. Strong in their 
independence, these new yeomen would form the base for a powerful democracy 
that would keep all men free. The noble Indian savages would be educated and 
the land would be brought under the plough.  
 
But soon all the good land was used up, and the growing settlement needed more 
space to grow. As if by divine grace, President Jefferson was offered more land in 
the West than he had dreamed of, even in his wildest dreams, so much so, that 
this fierce constitutionalist, was prepared to go against his own scruples and 
override the Constitution to make the purchase. For next to nothing he ‘bought the 
land for a song’. 
 
Fired by his vision the cartographers, sitting at their drawing boards in 
Washington, began laying down a Jeffersonian grid on the unchartered territories 
in the west. Taking the navigator’s lines of longitude and latitude they drew up a 
vast cadastral survey dividing the land into grids, large ones and small ones. The 
large ones were six miles by six miles, thirty six square miles, six hundred and 
fourty acres in extent. These were too much land for a single farmer, so they 
quartered them and drew smaller grids of exactly one hundred and sixty acres 
each. That was enough for a single farmer. Such was the abstraction of the 
dream that none envisaged that land might not all be the same, that vegetation 
might vary or terrain change. Everyone would get the same. One day railways 
and interstate highways would follow these lines as if they had been cast in stone.  
 
Jefferson’s dream, perhaps it was a prayer, was gradually answered in stages, 
even long after he had gone. James Madison, his successor constructed the first 
U.S. Army outpost in the Upper Mississippi Valley during 1809, garrisoned by 
between fifty to sixty troops. This upset the delicate local balance of power. After 
a succession of British-allied Sauk and Winnebago Indian attacks during the War 
of 1812, the new Fort Madison had to be temporarily abandoned in 1813. 
Undeterred, James Monroe warned the European powers in 1823 not to interfere 
with the affairs of sovereign nations in the Americas if they wanted the emerging 
United States to stay neutral in respect of their own internecine squabbles. 
 
Settlers eagerly attacked the well-watered, lush virgin lands and brought them 
under the plough. Soon the new farmers were harvesting abundant yields of 
Indian corn, especially in the newly settled areas, west of the Appalachians, 
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where fertile soil yielded one bumper crop after another. Brewing and distilling 
alcohol became one way to deal with the surplus. As if to celebrate the plethora, 
corn whiskey, suddenly became almost as cheap as water. And so the tradition of 
the “elevenses” was born, when men would gather mid-morning for the first pint of 
the day. No gathering, whether for barn raising, a quilting bee, corn husking or 
political campaign was complete without passing the jug. In the happy 1820s the 
typical American man was putting away half a pint of alcohol every day, five 
gallons a year.  So successful, they spread ever outward. The 6th US President, 
John Quinsy Adams, a Democratic-Republican was presiding. 
 
Non-Amerindian settlement along the west side of the Mississippi River officially 
began on June 1, 1833 when pioneers were first allowed to claim new land in the 
6-million-acre Black Hawk Purchase. The settlers were enthralled. "I had never 
rode through a country so full of game," declared Joseph Street, an Indian agent 
who traversed the Turkey, Wapsipinicon, and Cedar rivers in northeast Iowa with 
a survey party in 1833. The area was replete with abundant timber and minerals 
and the settlers prospered. And Jefferson’s dream of yeoman farmers living on 
and off the land came to pass. Democracy flourished. Rational man triumphed 
and progress ensued at a rapid pace 
 
Soon the new settlers climbed out of the river valleys and journeyed into the 
plains beyond in their ox wagons. This time their sentiments were different. "This 
is no place to live," they said as they traveled into the prairies from the richly 
forested areas of the Mississippi to the east, “there are no trees”. No trees meant 
no wood for cooking.  Instead dried bison dung would have to be used for fuel! No 
trees also meant no shade, which was precious on a hot summer’s day.   It was 
the ‘Great American Desert’. It hardly looked worth the four cents per acre that 
the United States Government had paid for it as part of the Louisiana Purchase.  
That was until they saw the cottonwood trees in the distance.  
 
The cottonwood was a tree that was well adapted to life on the prairie. Pioneers 
could always recognize it from afar by the shiny leaves shimmering and shaking 
in the gentlest breeze.  
 
Sometimes, strangely, for those who know it well, the cottonwood tree seems to 
tremble in the absence of wind when the air is still, as if shaken from within, like 
its cousins the poplars and aspens. Its crumpled leaves exude a gummy sap 
adhesive enough to stick to the skin, and which can be used as a natural 
bandage. This is probably why it is sacred to the Lakota and why they are 
reluctant to use it as firewood.  
 
To the settlers, however, the sight of the cottonwood simply brought joy to the 
heart, since it offered hope and the possibility of wood, shade, shelter and 
building materials. It also represented the chance of finding water, since as a 
species; it likes to keep its feet wet, so to speak.   
 
So the settlers, once they saw the cottonwoods, changed their minds and decided 
that it was worth living there on the prairies after all. They then trekked west until 
they came to the banks of the Okoboji Lakes and the Little Sioux River, longtime 
a passage way for the Native Peoples who had been there before them and who 
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themselves migrated backwards and forwards between the sacred Spirit Lakes in 
the northeast all the way through to the majestic Missouri in the southwest. 
 
In order to live on the Great Plains, cottonwoods must survive prairie fires, and 
they do this by typically growing on the edges of rivers and streams and 
developing a very thick, corky bark.  As their seeds are dispersed by the wind, 
many end up landing on the surface of water and are then stranded along the 
waterline on sandbars, islands and riverbanks.  If the river level does not fluctuate 
too much, a seedling may establish itself, and a new monarch of the plains will 
begin its life.  As the water level drops with late summer droughts, one can often 
walk along a sandbar and see a row of these newly sprouted cottonwoods at the 
former waterline.  
 
“Incredible age for a Cottonwood,” Dan thought as he counted the rings and felt 
the beautiful exposed grain of the tree.   Cottonwoods can become one of the 
largest trees in North America, up to 120 ft. high with massive trunks over five feet 
in diameter and can live for at least a hundred years. This one was very much 
older.  
 
When they came across the treeless prairies, the earliest settlers rejoiced at the 
sight of the Old Cottonwood’s ancestors. Here was timber for their log cabins, 
posts for their fencing and wood for their fires. 
 
“What an amazing transformation of land and culture this tree has lived through.” 
Dan reflected on the disappearance of the natural landscape in Iowa over the 
years that had passed since this trees birth. 
 
Whereas Iowa in the 1840s consisted of twenty eight million acres of tallgrass 
prairie interspersed with myriads of large and small wetlands and seven million 
acres of forest, by 1900 almost the entire prairie was replaced by 200,000 farms.    
 
The Old Cottonwood Tree began its life on the clear winter morning of February 
28th, 1857 near a small spring that watered the Little Sioux River as it meandered 
through Dickinson, Clay, Buena Vista, Cherokee, Woodbury, Monona and 
Harrison Counties towards the southwest and the mighty Missouri. The largest 
interior tributary of the Missouri River watershed in Iowa, the Little Sioux drains 
more than 3,100 square miles of lush, fertile wetlands in northwestern Iowa. For 
all this, the current is quite slow. At the rate of fall of only two feet per mile, it 
rarely exceeds a hundred feet in width. For most of its course, it is a typical prairie 
stream, winding from side to side, with high mud banks and a sand, mud and 
gravel bottom. 
 
Only a few years before, countless bison, black in their multitude stormed back 
and forth on the flat prairie plain that lay beyond the riverine forests, where the elk 
grazed and where an abundance of an earlier generation of cottonwoods and 
white oaks grew like an arcade over the Little Sioux River. Groups of nomadic 
peoples followed the bison herds hunting them judiciously as they grazed the 
prairie grass or the elk as they moved through the forests. It was a precarious 
balance, threatened always by drought and fire, but the grass, trees, animals and 
man could feel every breath of the earth and lived well. The grass was abundant, 
the bison multiplied and the nomads thrived.  But a new threat, more terrible than 
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the worst of floods or fires came from the east. Settlers chopped all the trees they 
could find for housing, fencing and fuel. Later, much of what remained was used 
for railroads. They ploughed the prairies from riverbank to riverbank and killed the 
abundant game at will as much for sport as for meat. And by the time the Old 
Cottonwood first saw the light of day, the bison were already retreating to the 
west together with the elk that browsed in the forests.  
 
A few months earlier, passenger pigeons had been so abundant that they 
darkened the sky during their autumnal migration to the south, settling to engorge 
themselves with acorns only to regurgitate them as they roosted at night. Many 
fine oak trees still stand as a testimony to those times. They too, however, 
seemed to know their time had come. Perhaps they knew it was going to be a 
bitter winter.  
 
“What you must only have seen”, Dan said to himself as he looked over the flat 
farms to the south and the monocultures that covered the prairies. ”During your 
first fifty years you witnessed the most rapid transformation of any landscape in 
the history of the world.” 
 
The early pioneers prided themselves in their statistics and the story it told.  Just 
ten years before it was born in 1846, when Iowa became a state, census records 
listed 96,088 people. That was a great deal of new settlers. The population rapidly 
doubled to 192,914 by 1850.  After just one decade by 1860, or one year before 
the beginning of the Civil War, the population of Iowa was 673,779 whites, 65 
Indians, 1069 free Negroes, 201 insane persons, and 289 idiots. There were no 
slaves or fugitive slaves. Then the population truly exploded nearly doubling again 
to top one million before 1870.  In a short one hundred years by 1900, Iowa had 
2.2 million people, compared to 2.9 million over the next hundred years to the end 
of the 20th Century.  Most lived on the state's 200,000 farms, working land where 
ninety five percent of the prairie, two-thirds of the woodlands, and most of the 
wetlands had been converted to agriculture by 1900.  There was no gold, no 
silver or other riches. All had been drawn by only one thing, the soil. A soil of such 
incredible richness that it needed no fertilizer and which was, in addition, largely 
free of trees needing to be cleared. Immigrants poured in from everywhere, from 
even the most remote areas of distant Europe. And when they arrived they were 
overjoyed. They found things just as had been promised them. Tall grass, deep 
as a horse’s belly and a soil that had only to be turned, to make it yield 
abundantly. Here they settled, tens of nationalities that had once fought each 
other in their native lands, now living here peacefully side-by-side. Gone were all 
the tensions that made each country the enemy of the other. Now they were no 
longer German, Dutch, Swede, Irish, they were all Americans, who were now 
calling Iowa their home. 
 
Agriculture was the basis of the westward movement. Nearly all of the pioneers 
were farmers. The Homestead Act of 1862 helped the pioneers obtain land. A 
family could acquire a free homestead of 160 acres. The only payment was a fee 
ranging from $26 to $34 and a few simple conditions. From about 1855 to 1878 
about four and a half million acres, much more than they needed, were given to 
railroads to ensure completion of seven lines which would open up lands to the 
west. This they turned into real estate and made a fortune selling plots to the 
pioneers. 
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Isolation of the West influenced its early farming methods. Early settlers worked 
with a few simple tools and implements that they mostly made by hand. Most of 
their products they consumed at home. Though they lived lighter on the land than 
their descendents, they could not feel how they land breathed, so they uniformly 
completely cleared the plains of all underbrush and small trees. Large trees that 
were more difficult to uproot were cut down within three or four feet of the ground. 
Only stumps were left standing. As if to manifest Jefferson’s vision that all land 
should be equal, the dry lands were irrigated and the wetlands sucked dry by 
hundreds of thousands of miles of drain tile. In the wink of an eye, the prairies 
were gone and more than two-thirds of the forests were converted to firewood, 
railroad ties, fence posts, houses and barns. 
 
By the time the Cottonwood Tree reached middle age, Iowa's last mountain lion, 
bison, black bear, elk, wolf, whooping crane, sandhill crane, and trumpeter swan 
had disappeared.  In 1914 the last of the passenger pigeons, godparents of the 
oaks, died in a Cincinnati zoo. 
 
Iowans had reworked the face of their new state with a speed and to an extent 
perhaps unparalleled in human history The Euro-American settlers had claimed 
nearly all Iowa's thirty six million acres of pristine vegetation as farmland! They 
worked the precious land or should we say, the land worked for them.  It grew 
their food, supported their buildings, provided raw materials for their industries, 
absorbed their wastes and stored their water supplies.  They did not understand 
what the ground beneath them was like - what held it up, what gave it shape and 
texture, what finite resources lay within its depths, or how delicate the precious 
few meters of its surface were and how vulnerable it would be to misuse or 
contamination. They had no idea of whether it could heal itself, if it was damaged. 
Its bounty looked endless and they had used its natural resources with gay 
abandon. All that was left to do was dot the i’s and cross the t’s. 
 
But we go ahead of our story. 
 
It all started in 1856 when young Avalon B. King, newly out from the old world, 
faced one of the eternal hazards of a farmer’s life in rural Iowa. This was not 
unusual for him. Avalon was a child of difficult times. From the day he was born 
prematurely on May 10th 1837, when the speculative bubble burst in New York 
City and the banks collapsed, ruining his father and sending his mother into a 
great depression, till the day he moved west with an amiable bunch of Irish 
Catholics fleeing from the persecution of the “Know Nothings”, he had known only 
hardship. There had never been a time of enough food on the table. 
 
“I hate wastage,” reflected Avalon, dejectedly looking at the field of lettuce that no 
one would now buy. His entire crop had bolted and gone to seed. But Avalon was 
youthful, idealistic and resourceful. Only nineteen years old he had left 
Massachusetts and set out to the west because he wanted the freedom to do 
things his own way.  It was a time of adventure. Pioneers were moving ahead in 
wagons and blazing new trails, and the railroads were following in their heels as 
the bountiful forests were converted to railroad ties. Flaming coal and iron ore, 
newly wrestled from the earth were being forged into steel tracks.  Soon the newly 
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invented Bessemer furnaces would revolutionize this process even further, 
pouring out ever more of the finest steel. 
 
‘It’s a question of obeying the rules” said his friend Helmut. Helmut and Avalon 
were different in just about every way possible. Avalon had jet-black hair, which 
he sometimes let run wild. It suited his stubborn brown eyes, always searching for 
the untrodden path. Helmut’s blond hair was always impeccably combed, his 
piercing blue eyes, like those of an eagle, always on the look out for signs of 
deviation from the well-worn road. 
 
Sometimes his friend Helmut irritated Avalon, not only with his accent but his 
Teutonic fastidiousness. But this time he was right. 
 
“I know I should have been more careful, but if you don’t try to do things 
differently sometimes, how will you learn?”  
 
“Well now you see why. You’ve got a field of wasted lettuce. All you can do is 
plough it in”. Helmut was punitive in tone. He had been trying to warn his friend to 
get expert advice, but Avalon liked to find his own way. 
 
Avalon stopped, listening to his friend as he drifted momentarily into his own 
thoughts. “There must be something I can do with it” 
 
“You can’t even make sauerkraut,” said Helmut. 
 
Perhaps it was to avoid further humiliation from Helmut, or perhaps it was pure 
inspiration, but Avalon had an idea and found the answer 
 
“I’ve got the solution. Brilliant – even if I say so myself. What do the farmers 
around here need even more than lettuces” he quizzed his friend. 
 
“Pig food?” Helmut was puzzled. 
 
“No my friend”, announced Avalon triumphantly, “Seed! Seed is what farmers 
here need. I’m going to collect the seed and sell it. I am going to make more 
money than I would have if I sold the lettuces fresh. “ 
 
Helmut smiled. This was what he liked about his friend. He could take the most 
desperate situation and turn it to his advantage. “Necessity is the mother of 
invention,” he said holding his hand out to shake his friends hand, “I think you 
have a solution.” 
 
“If there is the will there’s a way.” Avalon felt his unorthodox views were 
vindicated. He proved to be right He sold the seed at a $1.25 a pound and made 
a clear $250 in a few weeks, a small fortune for this young farmer. Suddenly King 
saw a bright future for himself in selling seed, and with enthusiasm he began. But 
his enthusiasm did not endure for long. Against every human will is pitted the ever 
changing whims and ways of the universe. Unbeknown to him at the time, several 
unconnected events, some trivial, others profound, were altering his prospects for 
the future. Some would facilitate his passage though life and others would throw 
pain and obstacles in his path. Little did he know that extraordinary economic 
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forces gathering thousands of miles away in Britain would powerfully shape his 
destiny. 
 
Among these forces, the ability to accumulate capital had increased dramatically 
since earlier in the 19th Century. The development of the steam engine and 
railways had made it possible to transport goods relatively cheaply over long 
distances, making it easier to supply markets that would have been too costly to 
supply before. The steam engine had increased the mechanization of 
manufacturing processes. Hundreds of individuals had become immensely 
wealthy by producing a large range of goods on a huge scale. The increased 
automation, however, required gradually greater accumulations of capital to 
acquire expensive equipment and real estate. Despite their wealth, it would 
sometimes take the wealth of several individuals to undertake progressively more 
massive projects. While many made unimaginable fortunes in this way, there 
were also severe risks in participating in such ventures, as was shown in a series 
of booms and crashes which echoed the experience of the bursting of the ‘South 
Sea Bubble’, one of the most spectacular failures of economic history. As stocks 
crashed, people all over the country including the clergy, members of parliament, 
porters and ladies maids as well as the landed Gentry had catastrophically lost all 
their wealth, property and life savings. At that time, bankruptcy was not only a 
misfortune, it was also a crime. 
 
Suicides became a daily occurrence.  Rather than taking responsibility, the 
gullible mobs, whose innate greed had lain behind the mass hysteria for wealth, 
demanded that heads should roll. The Postmaster General took poison and his 
son, who was the Secretary of State, avoided disaster by fortuitously contracting 
smallpox and dying before he could be brought to book! Frantic bankers thronged 
the lobbies in Parliament at Westminster Palace where the Riot Act was read to 
restore order. 
 
In 1862 the Companies Act was made law in Britain. It helped to remove the 
criminality of insolvency. Although it had never been previously allowed, the Act 
permitted a group of people to be legally treated as if they were one person. To 
do so, it created a new legal entity which had its own persona and which could 
own property and trade just as if it were human being. Although it had many of the 
characteristics of a person, the unique aspect to the new entity was that its liability 
was limited only to what had been invested. This was the limited liability company 
– a collective that was everyone, but no-one at the same time. Now groups of 
capitalists with hoards of money were allowed to invest in a way in which their 
personal wealth was not at stake. Even if the entity went bankrupt, they would no 
longer be regarded as crooks. It was perfect! It had all the benefits of being a 
person, with few of the disadvantages. No-one need fear being hounded down 
any longer for going insolvent or for the debts that were not repaid.  A company 
could never go to jail. Personal assets were protected from the consequences of 
the company’s action. Thus protected, individuals could invest more and more 
with confidence.  
 
But such are the enigmas of historical processes, that while this was being done, 
Britain simultaneously reigned in the power of the East India Company, which, 
established by Royal Charter, had grown to rule India with its own private army of 
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a quarter of a million men – perhaps the first demonstration of the mighty 
transnational power of corporations. Oblivious to the lessons of history, when this 
idea of companies without liabilities caught on in the US, it raged through its 
expanding territories like prairie fires, stoked up by the winds of Adam Smith’s 
exhortation to free markets of all restraints. Fueled by industrial expansion on an 
unprecedented scale, the prairie fires blazed everywhere. But the very excitement 
of industrialization and change came into severe conflict with the forces of stasis 
and the gentility of comfortable living. Nowhere was this more evident than in the 
rapidly hardening divide between north and south, which seemed to run even into 
households.  
 
The Cottonwood Tree was just a sapling then, barely poking its head through the 
prairie grass. 
 
“I heard him speak once. I thought he made some sense,” said Avalon reading 
the newspaper to Helmut. The penny papers were getting better by the day. 
 
“Who?” asked Helmut. He thought he might be talking about the past President, 
Franklin Pierce, whom the electorate had thought was useless, but whose good 
looks had made women’s hearts flutter and whose picture still seemed to be in 
every issue, as if readers didn’t know what he looked like. 
 
“John Brown” he answered, “It says here that John Brown and a band of his men 
including his sons were hanged for their involvement in the guerilla raid on 
Harper’s Ferry in Virginia and their slaughter of five proslavery settlers on 
Pottawatomie Creek in Kansas. He remained steadfast to the abolitionist cause in 
his speech to the court during sentencing and said ‘had I so interfered in behalf of 
the rich, the powerful, the intelligent, or the so-called great . . . and suffered and 
sacrificed, what I have in this interference, it would have been all right. Every man 
in this Court would have deemed it an act worthy of reward rather than 
punishment. ‘” 
 
Helmut thought for a moment. ”Not that I care that much,” he said, “but I agree 
with President Buchanan. “There are other things to worry about apart from Negro 
slavery” 
 
“The Democrats are a disgrace,” answered Avalon. “Frémont should have won 
the election. The Republicans had more votes. “  
 
The presidential election of 1856 had been a bitter contest among a public that 
was increasingly sectionalized by the slavery debate with the Republicans, like 
the People’s Party, supporting the abolitionist cause that slavery should be 
outlawed everywhere. The Democrats thought that each state should choose its 
own policy towards slavery. 
 
“I think the industrialists are just jealous of the low prices in the Southern states.” 
Helmut was not ready to succumb. ”They can’t compete against free labor” 
 
“That’s cynical!” Avalon felt angered about slavery. He had known tyranny as a 
child and identified with the Negroes yearning to be free. 
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“Even the Supreme Court doesn’t feel that they are citizens. So why should we 
worry?” Helmut was referring to the ruling by Chief Justice Roger B. Taney that 
had recently stirred up heated debate. Hearing the case of Dred Scott, a Missouri 
slave who claimed freedom on the grounds that his master had taken him to live 
in free territory, the majority of the court, headed by the Chief Justice, found that 
Negroes were not citizens of the United States and that Scott had no right to bring 
suit before the court. Taney also concluded that the U.S. laws prohibiting slavery 
in the territory were unconstitutional. Acclaimed by the south, the ruling was 
condemned and repudiated by the north. 
 
“How can that be right?” asked Avalon. ”Can’t you see that it’s not fair?” 
 
“Life is not fair. The strongest always prevail,” answered Helmut unaware of 
Charles Darwin’s meticulous observations in the Origin of the Species sitting on a 
publisher’s desk. “I simply get on with my life and become the best I can. For the 
rest, I leave politics to politicians”. 
 
Not long afterwards, Abraham Lincoln called all men of conscience to join up and 
defend his stand that ‘this government cannot endure permanently half slave and 
half free.’ Avalon left to fight in the Civil War, and his untended fields went once 
again to seed, this time not to be harvested. Helmut on the other hand got 
involved in lead refining. Most of the lead flying around during the Civil war came 
from the mines in eastern Iowa and Helmut found that there was much money to 
be made by being the man in the middle. It was an extremely fitting place to 
survive. 
 
The Old Cottonwood Tree was spared direct experience of the war.  For a few 
years there was a reprieve as men were away fighting. Unlike the battlefield trees 
that were torn to sheds, scarred and burned by shrapnel and fires, she thrived 
and came into adolescence dispersing her first downy seed widely through that 
part of the Little Sioux valley. 
 
As Avalon lay in the muck on bloody Virginia battlefields, he recollected his 
discussions with Helmut and wondered if there were any principles worth fighting 
for.  He was disillusioned with the notions of freedom, equality, enlightenment, 
civilization and progress. Yet, despite the inconsistency, he remained steadfast in 
his desire to champion them. He did not know that on the other side of the world 
similar thoughts were occurring to Count Leo Tolstoy whose epic on War and 
Peace struggled with the contradictions of how individual persons caused history 
to bend to their will, as they themselves were in turn bent by the forces of history. 
 
When he returned, Avalon King was a new man with a new mission; there were 
lessons in nature that men could re-learn in dealing with the paradox of a 
miserable existence. He dreamed of a people working together to grow and 
nurture things. He could see an end to the poverty and misery. It was time to turn 
bayonets into plough shears and soldiers into cultivators.   
 
In earnest Avalon re-started his enterprise and slowly became an established 
collector and purveyor of seed, as fascinated by the great variety of grain, wheat, 
barley, rye and Indian corn as a philatelist is by the plethora of stamps. Here was 
one of nature’s greatest gifts to humankind. The abundance of the variety of its 
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golden grain had shaped the growth of many cultures – and in turn these cultures 
had shaped and selected many kinds of corn.  
 
By 1873 Avalon’s passion had made him well known, the undisputed seed corn 
king. Despite his success, as he looked around, he still saw poverty. He read 
widely and became fascinated with a young man called Karl Marx who called for 
the workers of the world to unite and work together. Unlike him, many other 
soldiers had adjusted badly to civilian life.   
 
Gradually it occurred to him, in a way that it never had before, that he could work 
with other farmers so that through their collective efforts they could be even more 
productive. Working together to grow crops was at least as sensible an enterprise 
as conducting wars. He wanted to work with his comrades-in-arms to show how 
they could achieve in concord, what is not possible in conflict. Together they 
could create mutual prosperity that would reach to the furthest corners of the 
newly unified land, helping heal divisions and damage of the past. 
 
With noble intensions uppermost in mind he then rallied his comrades-in-arms to 
found the Association of Grain Growers and Reapers of America, a cooperative 
venture to promote the growing of corn and other crops. It could continue to 
provide him with a livelihood, while doing the same for comrades who had served 
the same cause as he had. It was no mean feat and an historic agricultural 
achievement for Avalon. But it was by coincidence also an historic time for 
Agriculture, more broadly. Barbed wire was invented and before long became 
widespread. Ever more of the prairie was efficiently fenced off for farms. 
Productive cattle, instead of bison, could be grazed in fields with abundant hay 
and separated off from the cornfields. It was also an historic time for business. In 
that year the US courts reached a landmark decision. Corporations were 
recognized as ‘natural persons’ under the law. The very same 14th Amendment of 
the Constitution, which Avalon had fought to defend  - ‘ no state shall deprive any 
person of life, liberty or property’, originally adopted to protect emancipated slaves 
in the hostile South – would now be used to defend the sovereignty of 
corporations against any possible redress by those that had given them birth. 
 
Little did Avalon realize that his idea to sell seed would become worth more than 
its weight in gold. Almost from the day its doors opened, the Co-op found ready 
buyers and in a short time it was making money. In truth the Co-op’s fortune was 
largely due to Avalon’s understanding of corn. Less was it due to his skills in 
organizing his comrades. To start with, his assumption that they would share his 
passion and shoulder an equal burden was false. When they failed to perform he 
made excuses for them. Patrick had a sore shoulder; Vincent still had bad dreams 
etc. In fact they never worked as a group and Avalon hated being the boss. He 
wanted each man to recognize his responsibilities, but this did not seem 
forthcoming. No matter what he tried, for them ‘collective’ simply meant what each 
would collect at the end of the month. They argued endlessly over trivia, each 
wanting to get his own way, unwilling to share the burdens of others. In the end 
they were content to leave the labor to him, but remained equally passionate 
about their rights to enjoy the fruits. Despite this, the American Grain Growers 
collective was soon selling the largest variety of different kinds of seed available 
from anywhere and it grew from strength to strength.  
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For ten years from 1877 through 1886 it rained, as it never had before. Things 
just could not go wrong. The prevailing opinion was that climatic conditions had 
changed and that the rain belt had moved westward to provide adequate rainfall 
for the plains, perhaps as the Creator’s gift to the farmers for bringing the land 
under the plough. Settlers fueled by an insatiable land hunger pushed ever west 
beyond even the vast territory of Iowa, fanning out into Kansas, Nebraska and the 
Dakota’s slowly driving the surviving Amerindian groups into what was later to 
become Oklahoma. American Grain Growers thrived as lush farms flourished. 
Young railways carried seed packages to farmers throughout the land. Newly 
established cable communication made it easy for farmers in rural areas 
everywhere to place orders. Confidence was followed by unrestrained optimism 
that engendered wild speculation. Land prices soared. Lured on by these 
illusions, many of the settlers went into debt to make improvements on their 
farms. Small town leaders dreamed of prodigious growth and authorized bond 
issues to construct the public improvements they felt certain would soon be 
needed.  
 
Sales by the Co-op grew with the alluring speed that occurs in a boom, but 
despite all his efforts Avalon could not get his comrades to do their share of the 
work whether it was gathering new varieties, planting, harvesting or selling. Like 
settlers everywhere they saw fortunes to be made by striking out on their own The 
only time they seemed to come alive with enthusiasm was when it came to share 
the proceeds. He did all the work, they benefited.  
 
 “Very smart, Avalon” said Helmut. “You’ve created a Trust.” Helmut had become 
worldly about such matters. 
 
“What do you mean?” Avalon was quizzical and suspicious about praise from his 
friend who had become a successful industrialist and spread his investments to 
include whiskey and other spirits. 
 
“Competition,” he said enigmatically, “eats into one’s profits. So its in one’s best 
interest to form a Trust” 
 
“What’s a Trust?” Avalon had never heard the term being used in this way. 
 
“It’s when you get together with your competitors to make a gentleman’s 
agreement about a price that is to everyone’s advantage.” Helmut smiled. 
 
“You mean a monopoly?” asked Avalon. ”That’s not good for the consumer or the 
economy” 
 
Helmut laughed with deep and genuine amusement at his friend’s naïveté. 
“Avalon, I thought you had grown up.” 
 
Helmut’s cynicism sometimes riled Avalon deeply. Avalon found monopolies 
distasteful. He hated business and competition. He often gave seed away. 
Whenever rivalry occcured, he worked with others to prevent jealously and 
shared opportunities generously. That was the essence of how the Association 
was born.  
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Whether it was as a result of Helmut’s mockery, or his yearning to be free again 
of the constraints of others, away from comrades who did not share his passion 
and out of conspiracy circles that tried to monopolize the wealth of others, Avalon 
decided that he could not continue with the Collective as it was, so he searched 
around for an alternative. It was the company, a novel new form of organization 
that every Tom, Dick and Harry were forming. It allowed for sleeping partners, 
which his comrades had become, to hold shares, but did not depend on their work 
to get things done. As things turned out, when after many fiery debates, everyone 
agreed to the change, they simply preferred to be paid out.  Each struck out on 
his own to make his fortune. 
 
Finally in 1883 The Association of Grain Growers of America was demutualized 
and became a company; to give it its full registration title, The American Grain 
Growers and Reapers Organization, Incorporated.  
 
Two years later Avalon was married to Eileen Easthouse. Proudly his first son 
Bernard was born in 1886. 
 
The winds of the last decades of the century made the Old Cottonwood shudder 
with sadness.  Farm fields grew smaller as gullies divided them into ever-smaller 
pieces.   Wild deer, turkey, and beaver disappeared.  Everywhere Gaia was 
ploughed until she bled soil from a myriad open wounds. Redress and Retribution 
for the relentless greed became inevitable. The Creator was angry. 
 
The collapse of the settlers dreams came in 1887 when the Earth Mother gave 
birth to a vindictive son who Spanish farmers in the South later gave the name el 
Nińo. The year opened ominously when the plains were swept by the first of the 
plagues, a catastrophic blizzard in January that killed thousands of head of cattle 
and virtually destroyed the cattle industry of the open range. The following 
summer came another plague. The days were dry and hot; crops were poor. 
Once again, a further plague to compound the woes of the farmers as the price of 
wheat began to slide downward. But the dry summer of 1887 was only the 
beginning. An exodus of settlers from the plains had begun. For ten long years 
there were searingly hot summers and precious little rainfall. By the autumn of 
1887, when the ten plague years were over, soil instead of passenger pigeons 
darkened Iowa's sky and replaced the pike and other species in the rivers and 
streams.  Five years later areas of western Kansas and Nebraska that had once 
been thriving agricultural centers were almost depopulated, although the 
agricultural regions east of the plains were less directly affected, the farmers 
suffered from the general decline in farm prices. American Grain Growers fared 
poorly and bad times fell on the young King family, which had now grown to 
seven, three young children tragically dying before they were five years old. 
 
As the twentieth century began, the Old Cotton Wood looked down over the Little 
Sioux valley with trepidation. In the distance Iowa's first hydroelectric plants were 
lighting up the night sky.  It was the last time northern pike swam freely in the 
Mississippi. Iowa was growing richer in power, people, railroads, and farms but 
inversely poorer in things natural, wild, and free.  Its species had survived 
millennia. But was the writing on the wall? 
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By the time Bernie King was in his late teens, in the first five years of the young 
nineteenth century, he was already worldly. He had known the poverty of the 
eighteen nineties when drought had driven farmers off the land and seed sales 
plummeted. He was determined he would never live like that. His children would 
have plenty to eat. 
 
Although it is difficult to say that there was one cardinal event in his life, he 
remembered much later an argument that he had with his father some time in 
1906. He had been championing the cause of capitalism and praising the rise of 
industry when his father had reminded him of how Theodore Roosevelt had to 
use anti-trust laws to contain the corruption that had grown up in numerous 
industries, including some in which his Uncle Helmut was involved. 
 
“Do yourself a favor,” said Avalon to his son, whose muscular build made him 
seem to tower over everyone he met, “read this new novel by Upton Sinclair. See 
how glorious this capitalism of the new America is.” He handed his son a copy of 
The Jungle, a novel that he had just completed reading. 
 
Bernie nonchalantly picked up the book and flicked through it. It was about a 
Lithuanian family who had settled in the meatpacking district of Chicago. They 
had come to seek their fortune, but instead found poverty, squalor and filth. His 
eye caught a particular passage, which as he read it, made him feel nauseous. It 
described the way sausages were made. 
 
Old moldy and white rejected sausage from Europe would be dosed with borax 
and glycerin, dumped into the hoppers and mixed with an assortment of every 
scrap of meat imaginable, stored in great piles in rooms where the water from 
leaky roofs would drip over it and where it would be raced on by thousands of 
rats. Though it was too dark in these storage places to see well, a man could run 
his hand over these piles of meat and sweep off handfuls of the dried dung of rats 
and shriveling bodies together with the poisoned bread put out for them.  All this 
would go into the hoppers together with the meat, dirt and sawdust, where the 
workers had tramped and spat. 
 
After reading the book Bernie became a vegetarian and even became a supporter 
of Theodore Roosevelt, who though he called the investigative efforts of Sinclair 
and his fellow socialists “muckraking”, pushed through the Pure Food and Drugs 
and the Meat Inspection Acts in the same year, much to the anger of the food 
industry. 
 
Although he could never swallow Sinclair’s shallow socialism, Bernie King 
admired him for showing that novelists could help change the law.  He made up 
his mind that though he believed in capitalism, it had to be both clean and fair – 
literally. Like Sinclair he wanted to leave his mark on society. So he went off to 
study commerce in Boston and returned in 1910 determined to help his dad make 
his business flourish. Anticipating population moves west and taking advantage of 
government projects to supply irrigation to the fertile Rocky Mountain valleys, 
Bernie traveled to California to open production locations in Idaho, Montana and 
Colorado where seed could be produced free from diseases in the East and 
Midwest. In 1915 he established the Company’s first remote warehouse in Los 
Angeles. 
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In some ways Bernie, the son, was much like Avalon the father. Like most fathers 
and sons there was a strong strain of similarity and paradoxically at the same 
time a diversity and difference that placed them on opposite sides of the 
spectrum. Like his father, driven by idealism, Bernie went off to war, but instead of 
returning filled with inspiration and vision for a new world, returned disillusioned 
and broken. It took him ten years to recover, but when in 1929 his father died, 
Bernie King was ready, hardened in the furnace of a tough upbringing, fiercely fair 
but hard and determined. Behind him, as with so many successful men was his 
loyal and determined wife Alice whom he married soon after returning from the 
war 
 
Whereas Avalon had been a gentle and democratic leader treating everyone like 
family, Bernie King was firm and authoritarian. Even his younger brother Charles 
who joined the business soon after him, was brought under the yoke and driven 
by Bernie to strive for success with a relentless determination. One of his first 
actions as Director was to shorten the long and clumsy name of the company 
from American Grain Growers and Reapers Organization derived from its crisp 
cable name, Aggro Seeds. This was the name he wanted every farmer in the 
Midwest to know.   
 
A chance meeting, soon after he took over from his father, was to radically 
change Bernie’s ideas as he forged the beginning of the revitalized company. At 
one of the Agricultural corn shows in Cedar Rapids he met Henry Wallace. 
Wallace had a reputation for radically new ideas that challenged everything 
everyone had believed about corn and had recently started his own seed 
company, Hi- Bred Seed to commercialize his ideas. Although he was about 
Bernie’s own age, his idealism reminded him of his father. 
 
“You see,” emphasized Wallace with the enthusiasm of a preacher, “the 
appearance of the corn cob bears no relation to its yield.” 
 
“So you mean these beauty pageants Prof Holden holds for corn cobs are a 
waste of time” asked Bernie pointing around at the corn show and amused at the 
thought of the grand old man deflated. “He’s been doing them since 1910 – that’s 
close on twenty years of teaching us all to grow the best looking cobs.” 
 
“Well Prof. Holden is a great man, and one of my most respected teachers at 
Iowa State, but the science tells us otherwise. It’s a question of genetics. You can 
take two fairly ordinary looking corn plants with different traits and cross them only 
to get the most magnificent daughter crop, a hybrid that isn’t anything like its 
parents – its just so much more productive” 
 
“Do you mean to say that selectively choosing and saving the best corn cobs 
each year is not the best way to get high yields?” asked Bernie incredulously. 
 
“I know that common sense says you should simply keep choosing the best and 
replanting it” Henry Wallace’s eyes were animated. He loved taking science and 
applying it to solve common problems for farmers. “But there’s a mysterious 
quality in nature, whose logic is more complex and wonderful than our common 
sense. In the long term, I suppose, selective breeding of crops with favorable 
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looking traits leads to improvements, but this takes years, even centuries. But, the 
fact is that the best immediate results come from mixing two pretty ordinary plants 
with distinct characteristics to get a hybrid – it gives a bountiful crop. 
Unfortunately, the vigor that the hybrid shows does not carry on to the next 
generation.” 
 
Bernie’s ears pricked up. He had the germ of an idea. ”You mean that if you grow 
hybrid corn plants you get a vigorous high yielding crop, but if you try to grow the 
seed of these plants, you don’t” 
 
“Yes,” said a matter-of-fact Wallace. “The next generation reverts back to its 
original non-vigorous parent forms.” 
 
“Amazing” thought Bernie; “you have a guaranteed way of ensuring that your 
clients have to come back to you for more seed each year. 
 
“You must be Bernie King of American Grain Growers” Wallace said suddenly  
 
“How do you know,” asked Bernie surprised, “We’re called Aggro Seeds now”.  
 
“You are taller than your father, but you look just like him,” continued Wallace. ”I 
was sad that I could not get to his funeral” 
 
“But where did you meet him?” asked Bernie 
 
‘Avalon and I became friendly during the war. I know you were away. We met at a 
corn show and he took to me, like a son, in a way, because you were away.” 
 
“Strange, he never mentioned that he met you. Still I suppose he became rather 
sickly and reclusive in his last few years.” 
 
“I’ve been very busy the last few years. Traveling quite a lot, but I never forgot our 
contacts. I learned a lot from him. He was inspiring, a caring socially minded man, 
and salt of the earth. Not only did he grow seed, but he cared about the soil” 
 
“Yes, he was a good man. He was an idealistic socialist. Are you a socialist 
Wallace?” asked Bernie. 
 
“Call me Henry, though your dad always called me H.A.” He paused to think 
about the question.” Yes, I suppose you could call me a socialist – but I think of 
myself as democrat actually. Like Jefferson, I suppose. I believe that we have to 
care for the farmers. Too many farmers are locked in old-fashioned ways of doing 
things. Big business is cashing in and driving small farmers out of agriculture, 
introducing dangerous farming practices and uncaring social values along the 
way. The only way this country will get out of its dreadful economic difficulties is if 
we modernize agriculture and improve our breeding methods on the hundreds of 
thousands of small family farms” 
 
“I’m with you, on the whole” said Bernie, “If we could just protect breeder’s rights 
to propagate new varieties, then as seed merchants it would really be worth our 
while bringing out novel varieties each year. That way innovation would be made 
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into an institution.” He expected the founder of this rival seed company to agree 
with him. 
 
“Not a good idea” replied Henry, “exactly what our Republican Government 
agricultural advisers are talking about.  Its heretical, we can’t lay claim to nature’s 
discoveries. It’s like we’re laying claim to the Creator’s inventive genius” 
 
“Patenting has revolutionized innovation” Bernie felt strongly about it. “Somehow 
we have to encourage breeders efforts by giving some form of protection.” 
 
“But that will take seed production out of the commons. Although American 
agriculture depends on innovation, it has to be driven by our desire to work 
together and share the bountiful gifts that nature has given us and improve on it” 
 
The discussion was turning into an argument. Bernie changed the topic. “I thought 
your family was Republican. Your father was Harding’s Secretary for Agriculture.”  
 
“Theodore Roosevelt Republican,” Wallace retorted, “Not Hoover Republican”. 
  
 Bernie concluded the discussion. “You remind me of my dad. You’re an idealist.” 
 
Bernie might not have agreed with everything Wallace said, but his paradoxical 
and unconventional attitudes were refreshing. The germ of the idea that Wallace 
had sown became one of the major engines of Aggro Seed’s enduring success. 
 
About a year later in 1930 Congress passed the Plant Protection Act that allowed 
for the patenting of plants, but only for asexually reproduced plants. It achieved 
this by overruling the perception that plants were unpatentable “products of 
nature” and relaxed the complete written descriptions required of ordinary patents 
that had previously made patenting life inconceivable. Bernie could almost see 
Wallace’s disapproval 
 
Nevertheless, in 1933 after the Democrats won the election, Henry Wallace was 
one of the two Republicans that Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed to his cabinet, 
giving him his father's old job as US Secretary for Agriculture. It was a hard time 
for rural America. Farmers had been devastated by depression. But H.A became 
a driving force behind the New Deal and used agriculture in a powerful way to 
build a basis for recovery. His ambition was to restore the farmers' position in the 
national economy. He sought to give them the same opportunity to improve 
income by controlling output that business corporations already possessed. In 
time he widened his concern beyond commercial farming to subsistence farming 
and rural poverty. For the urban poor, he provided food stamps and school 
lunches. He instituted programs for land-use planning, soil conservation and 
erosion control. And always he promoted research to combat plant and animal 
diseases, to locate drought-resistant crops and to develop hybrid seeds in order 
to increase productivity. In 1940 and throughout the Second World War, he 
served as Vice-President. Though he worked like a Trojan, fellow politicians found 
him baffling. One said, "Henry's the sort that keeps you guessing as to whether 
he's going to deliver a sermon or wet the bed." 
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Bernie watched the meteoric rise of Henry Wallace with fascination; not only in 
politics but also in business The man was talented. Hi Bred became Pioneer Hi-
Bred and one of the most successful seed companies in America challenging 
Aggro Seed for market share in every corner of the market. Bernie was 
determined not to be outdone. Neither was he to be distracted. A world away the 
planet shook with war. Six million people perished in Nazi gas chambers – but 
none of that mattered. 
 
He used the idea that Henry Wallace had shared with him to maximum effect. 
Fiercely marketing the value of hybrids, Aggro Seeds advertised widely that 
farmers should not attempt to save their own seed or their yields would suffer. 
This converted farmers into a loyal clientele who repeatedly came back year after 
year to buy Aggro Seed’s special hybrid corn.  
 
What Bernie lacked in his skills as a pure scientist he made up in his brilliance at 
marketing. He knew that this is where he could get the edge over other 
companies essentially offering the same product. He employed a team of well-
trained salesmen to persuade the seed distribution agencies throughout many 
states to give his products the best shelf space and he paid them commissions to 
do this, gradually edging out the competition’s displays so that they were stocked 
on shelves at the back or not be stocked at all. To encourage this further, Aggro 
Seed gave away shelving and made special rotating seed racks and displays that 
would catch they eye of farmers. These were restricted to Aggro Seed products. 
Bernie believed one should develop a sense of reciprocal obligation to buy his 
products and was generous with give-aways and small gifts. He packaged his 
seeds in bright colors and as soon as the color printing process developed had 
full color pictures of the product displaying the bountiful hybrids at their best. 
Calendars were given away showing beautiful women in seductive poses in 
scenes of bountiful harvests. In farmers magazines he made sure that Aggro 
Seed name was always larger and bolder that the rest.   
 
Soon Aggro Seed was thriving at a time that others were struggling. Competitor 
companies floundered and one by one were taken over and subsumed. Alpha 
and Omega Seeds of Minnesota was the first of these. The Company had a vast 
network of outlets throughout the Dakotas into the Midwest as far as the Rockies 
where their own distribution was strong. This suited Aggro Seed even better, and 
gradually it took over many seed distribution agencies that only stocked Aggro 
Seed. California, where the company had already established a bridgehead was 
easy prey. To the east, Jerry Rice Seeds of Ohio was taken over. Their sales 
network reached from Wisconsin through Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania and the 
New England States.  
 
By the time Wallace fell from favor after a tiff with President Truman in the late 
nineteen forties, Bernie had built an empire that reached from one side of the 
continent to the other, or from “sea to shining sea” as he reflected and beyond to 
the other side. A network of seed outlets ensured that by the time Bernie died in 
1948, Aggro Seeds was the clear market leader in seeds not only in the US but 
was also exporting its products to several countries throughout the world. 
 
Clark King acquired many of Bernie’s marketing skills as he watched his father 
grow immensely wealthy from his proficiency for seizing opportunities. But he 
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lacked one of his father’s main drawbacks; an innate sense of maintaining decent, 
if unfair, business practices. For him, business was war. Everything was 
permissible, if it meant succeed. All that mattered was the bottom line.  
 
As he looked at it, the problem was simple. Farmers on the whole had been an 
autonomous, largely self-reliant group who had produced their own seed, fodder 
for their farm animals and fertilizers. They needed virtually no off-farm inputs. The 
energy they needed for plowing could be grown on the farm. Even fertilizers could 
be produced from manure and compost on the farm. Using crop rotations and 
intercropping with a diversified range of crops, if they were careful, they could 
maintain the fertility of their fields and minimize the impact of crop diseases. 
 
Hybridization had been the first breakthrough into breaking the autonomy of the 
farmers. Now farmers could no longer save their own seed. They would have to 
keep coming back to seed distributors every year. This converted seed into an 
off-farm input for farmers and made seed companies a great deal of money. If the 
same principle could be applied in other areas of farm production, there was a 
fortune to be made.  
 
Industry was coming to the rescue and promised several encouraging lines of 
achieving this in an ongoing and expanding way. Special  hybrids needed 
additional fertilizer inputs to achieve ever-higher yields to justify the additional 
input costs of the seed.  Tractors could substitute for farm animals and plough 
and harvest ever increasing amounts of land more quickly and more fully; they 
would need attachments; they would need maintenance and replacement by 
service centers; they needed external fuel and oils. As production scale 
increased, large fields of single crops would be more efficient and this would 
require additional pesticides to ward off insect pests. As products were harvested 
in increased quantities they would need transporting to silos, and then distribution 
for export or processing industries. 
 
There was a fortune to be made.  But first farms needed to be locked into 
increasing their outside-farm inputs. The question was how. 
  
Clark was shrewd. He knew that success would entail diversifying the business 
further and extend itself into areas that it had never previously ventured. There 
were several options that might be lucrative. The first was not only to distribute 
seed, but to collect, transport and process the finished grain products. The 
second was to build an alliance with the chemical industry around fertilizers and 
pesticides. The third was to supply tractors, agricultural equipment and fuel to 
farms. The fourth and final pillar was to lend them the money they needed to 
purchase all that Aggro could supply, and then charge them a healthy interest 
rate to boot. 
 
All the ideas needed a sudden injection of capital. Becoming a public company 
listed on the stock exchange was they way to go. Performance was what 
shareholders wanted, and this is what they would get. To celebrate the new 
directions a new logo was designed and Aggro Seed became simply Aggro. 
   
Clarke King, though he feared and revered his father, was never close to him. 
Short and stocky with thick dark eyebrows, he looked much like his father, but 
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was much closer to his uncle Charles, who though only two years younger than 
his father had spent his whole life in Bernie’s shadow. Clarke loved very few 
people in his life, but his uncle Charles was one of them. It was very painful when 
his uncle Charles began questioning his judgment soon after he took over as 
CEO. But Clarke King was not a man to be easily dissuaded. 
 
Charles King, unlike his nephew was generally an easy going and generous man 
in his early sixties. When he thought back over his life it seemed to him to have 
spanned some of the most remarkable changes in human times. He saw horse 
drawn carriages give way to sleek motor vehicles and railways develop from 
primitive steam engines to sophisticated diesel-electric locomotives. From the 
time when flight was a fantasy and the terrain of hot-air balloonists to the advent 
of jet aircraft. He had been born in the shadow of the civil war which was still fresh 
in the minds of all, lived through the Russian Revolution and two world wars. He 
had seen trade associations grow into companies and then into immense 
corporations. He had seen it all. 
 
“Clarke, I know that you have dreams for what Aggro could become, but look 
back at the achievements of your grandfather and even your father and learn from 
their successes and mistakes” Charles felt that he had to repeat his warnings to 
his nephew whom he adored, but whom he knew was petulant and stubborn. 
 
“That’s exactly what I am doing uncle, but it’s a new era. Soon it will be 1950 and 
we will be half the way through the twentieth century. Modernization is 
everywhere. The family business is dead.” Sometimes Clarke King did not know 
which century his uncle was living in. 
 
“Modernize by all means,” said Charles, “but don’t lose focus. Being in business 
doesn’t mean being all things to all people. You can still deliver a high quality 
product that satisfies your client and that makes you enough money to pay your 
bills. You don’t have to be rapacious” After he said it, he regretted that he had 
used the word. Deep down though he did feel his nephew, like his brother was 
greedy for material success. His father had always emphasized the service that 
the company should perform was its most important, part of its civic duty – money 
was just an instrument to achieve this. But now money was everything, service 
was something to be minimized, even eliminated when possible. Clarke had even 
begun to talk more and more of the abstract “bottom line” 
 
“Uncle, I really value things you say – but sometimes you are patronizing. One 
has to grow to succeed these days. The idea that you can run the corner store 
and succeed has gone. Your competitors will have you for breakfast. It’s dog eats 
dog, and to succeed one must push and shove. The market is out there and its a 
jungle, believe me. Shit, its hard to survive.”  It stunned Charles that a young man 
would swear so easily. 
 
“You’re doing too many things at the same time”. Charles could never win an 
argument with his brother and gave up trying even in the early days, but 
somehow he hoped he could influence his nephew. 
 
“Its called diversification uncle, not losing focus. I want to provide a one-stop shop 
for farm products. Look at it this way. We provide all the inputs a farmer needs, 
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not only the seeds, but also his fertilizers, his pesticides, his implements even his 
fuel, if necessary. Hell if we can loan him the money to finance his business, why 
not do that as well. Then we collect his outputs, his grain and anything else he 
produces and we transport it in bulk to the markets where we get the best prices. 
It’s a simple one-stop shop. You can’t get more focused than that.” 
 
“But why go public? Why not stay small and sane? Keep things manageable. Do 
what you do well and fill your niche with pride. Let others have some space. You 
are trying to make the farmer your serf” 
 
‘We need capital to grow” Clarke was clear about what needed to be done. ”We 
need money to finance our growth into the chemical industry. Since the war, the 
opportunities are incredible, but industrial scale processes are expensive. We 
have to have trucks and rolling stock to move the grain and elevators to store it. If 
we are to export we need access to barges and ships. There’s money to be 
made. If we don’t someone else will. What’s beautiful about this simplicity is that 
the Government guarantees all this through its subsidies. If for some reason the 
price of grain falls below market price, they will make up for the difference”  
 
Charles shook his head. “Once we were a fine company supporting independent 
farmers whose dream it was to feed our people with high quality foods. It was 
clean and wholesome. Now we are enslaving farmers to industrial practices that 
have less to do with growing nutritious foods than they have to do with milking 
taxpayer’s money. It lacks heart. Its bound to fail” 
 
But Clarke did not fail. When the company listed on the stock exchange it drew 
massive amounts of capital and surged forward. As a CEO, Clarke was ruthless 
and voracious.  Aggro grew aggressively and within years became a giant 
corporation marketing its wares not only in virtually every state, but to a large 
number of foreign nations as well. Instead of simply supplying seeds as it had 
done years earlier, it began to transport vast amounts of grain, fertilizer, 
pesticides, herbicides, agricultural equipment and even fuel, processing them in 
terminals and factories that seemed to grow ever larger.   
 
As Clarke predicted Aggro grew and diversified and established overseas offices 
in Spain, France, Germany, South Africa and Australia. Huge success and size 
had several drawbacks, however. The immense bulk required constant feeding 
with vast quantities of raw materials, and as these grew, small differentials in 
price grew critical. Despite the deliberate intention not to advertise its activities, 
Aggro drew great interest from other giant corporations. Operations of this size, 
now that it was listed, attracted predators who waited for the instant that it 
became ripe for takeover. Instead of fighting for market share, Clarke found 
himself in a constant battle to ward off those who wanted to consume the wealth 
that he had amassed. When Clarke King’s health weakened his grip on the 
management for just an instant, it was all over. Upyours Pharmaceuticals had 
been watching and waiting for just the right time to move in for the kill. Unlike 
Aggro, Upyours was a privately owned corporation led by an equally 
unscrupulous man, George Truworth, who was mysterious in the way that he did 
business. The size of his empire was unknown. Although rumored to be one of 
the largest global corporations it operated through a network of subsidiaries that 
hid the true extent of the wealth. Although the interests encompassed by Upyours 
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were unknown, it was presumed that the many thousands of composite 
enterprises, like those of Aggro, any one of which, if allowed to grow, could 
become a serious competitor. This George Truworth would not allow. Aggro was 
even more of a threat. In a coup de grace, Upyours offered a slight premium to all 
shareholders for Aggro shares, and with only the slightest resistance it succeeded 
in doing this remarkably easily. Shareholders were paid out for their stock. Clarke 
King was put out to pasture. Though he died rich, he was a frustrated man. Once 
acquired, Aggro was delisted and for a short time disappeared below the public 
radar. 
 
When Charles, like his nephew Clarke died a few months later at the age of 83, 
he felt grateful that his time had come. The company was not the great enterprise 
it once had been. It had become a complex and inhumane industry. Instead of 
supplying a range of fine seeds to farmers who would grow these into a range of 
healthy foods to put on the table, it was now a giant industrial machine that 
pumped pulsating streams of liquefied kernels of corn through metal tubes. It 
stank like the shit from the hundreds of thousand of imprisoned hogs fed in 
concentration camp-like “Confinement operations” and the fumes from belching 
chimneys atop factories, processing and fermenting ground corn slurry into 
ethanol, starch, oil and sickly sweet corn syrup. Food was gone. All that was left 
were commodities. In his last days Charles could finally bring himself to swear. It 
was shit. 
 
The wonderful potential that the company had promised to yield had gone to 
seed, just as his father’s field of lettuce had done more than a century earlier. 
 
 
During the last years of the Old Cottonwood’s life, as Iowa began to grow up and 
settle down, Iowans' understanding of their place in the land community started to 
mature. Soil and natural conservation movements grew. Regrets over the 
immense damage that had been done to the land emerged like memorials 
constructed to commemorate fallen soldiers who had been conscripted against 
their will to a war. Farmers were paid to take some of their productive lands out of 
production. As road transportation flourished, some railways fell into disuse. The 
proud old sleepers rotted and the steel rusted. Nature, though still constrained, 
quietly reappeared and this created corridors along which indigenous vegetation 
could re-establish itself. Forests, parks, and wildlife refuges were 
established.  The rivers slowly became cleaner as a few Iowans, cowered by the 
decimation they had wrought, took more responsibility for their personal and 
community behavior.  Some deer, turkey, beaver, otters, eagles, sandhill cranes, 
and trumpeter swans even returned.  
 
An improvement, but the damage that had been done by 1900 and extended 
through the 20th Century, could never be undone – the habitat had been 
devastated, and not just where the farming occurred. Huge quantities of fertilizers, 
pesticides and herbicides slipped invisibly down the myriad waterways of the 
mighty Mississippi to end up in the Gulf of Mexico, creating a Dead Zone for 
marine and coastal habitats hundreds of miles away. Fishermen in the area lost 
their livelihoods. For the habitat, the future was bleak. For industry things had 
never been better.   
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Dan thought looking around at some small cotton wood trees that had propagated 
themselves in the vicinity “Old Cottonwood, you have lived through an amazing 
era in Iowa's history.  You have put down deeper roots, lifted your arms higher, 
and endured more Iowa weather than any of us or our families can 
claim.  Although you no longer stand tall at the entrance to the de Boers 
homestead, your memory lingers as we live out our lives and for a while yet your 
progeny will live on.”  



 

 

 
 
 

 Chapter 6 : Kine and Kernel 
 
To see a world in a grain of sand and heaven in a wild flower… Hold infinity in the 
palms of your hand and eternity in an hour. 
William Blake in ‘Auguries of Innocence’ 
 
We are related to each and everything that has ever been or ever will be. We all 
come from the same source, we are that source. We are of God and God is of us. 
Little Crow 
 
In the beginning  
Before there were any beginnings or endings, 
There was no place that was not already God. 
We call this unimaginable openness 
Ein Sof, 
Being without end,  
World without end 
Ein Sof 
Naomi Newman in “Tikkun Olum: Repair of the World – a Kabbalistic creation 
story 
 

God only knows - the first paragraph viewed as a sacred code of sevens 
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Spencer, 1974 
 
That night Daniel had a vivid dream. The germ of a revelation. When he awoke he 
wrote it down, though he didn’t know what it meant. Later, much later it was to 
appear in his novel. 
 
“Kine and kernel’ repeated Yousef seven times, “cattle and corn.” 
The one shall ever eat the other, and then be eaten, feast then 
famine. Abundance then absence, beauty then the beast, growth 
then the grave, divinity then destitution.  
 
“Twice times seven for emphasis, for iteration, the thin beasts 
devour the fat, the bad ears destroy the good, evil overcomes 
righteousness, hate defeats love, wrong replaces right, disaster 
supersedes success and finally death triumphs over life.”  
 
He remembered the treachery of the colored coat and Zuleika’s 
seductive cry of rape.  Then the butler’s reprieve and the baker’s 
hanging. 
 
Beware the brothers you trust and with whom you travel. Bind up 
your belongings. Bake bread. Be bold, but also sensitive to serving 
your slave. Salvage the sacred. Save your seed. Heed and hoard 
your harvest. It is the herald, the harbinger of the hard and 
harrowing times ahead, before the rains fall again.  
 
He stood as a prophet does, with his head bowed to the 
omniscience of Perfection, baffled by the vision that it was his lot to 
tell.  
 
Perspicuous predictions in cycles of sevens. Questions to 
answers.  
 
A prophet perpetually pondering the paradox of prosperity as it 
passes.  
 
Powerful and pitiful, peace with pandemonium, pleasure and pain, 
plenty and paltry, pan- and partial, passively prevailing, the 
profound and the profane. 
 
A plethora persistently perishing as prey persued by predators. 
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Profusion followed by paucity, proliferation by putrefaction, potency 
by powerlessness, pride by punishment, privilege by poverty, 
passion by purgatory and the philosophical by the petty. 
 
Seven, the symbol of cycles, the indivisible Jehovah, Adoshem, 
the Perfect, who sanctified the seventh day, the Period of 
Purification, the Shemittah - the seventh year of remission, of 
laying fallow and after seven sabbaticals, the joy of the jubilee, 
then three score and ten. Seven the key to the mystery of the book 
of life and death in title, chapter, verse and word. 
 
Though it had been just a joke at first, marriage was almost inevitable for the two of 
them. They were different in so many ways, yet they were at the same time intimately 
matched. Man and woman, different, but like twins. 
 
As with many young couples, the first year of their marriage was the flowering of all 
the potential that their bright minds and fertile young bodies made possible. Beth took 
Dan to meet her family in Kalona and on the way back they stopped at Pella and met 
his.  As Dan recalled, it was a strange trip. There was a strange bonding, a kind of 
beginning where he was given a very privileged view into the forces that shaped the 
life of his lover. Perhaps Beth had the same experience when she met his mom and 
dad. 
 
Beth’s father, Gerald, seemed a hard man on the outside, not someone who easily 
got on with people. He had broken with his own father’s farming tradition and gone to 
live in Cedar Rapids. The walking stick! It was his signature - an independent man 
who liked to do his own thing. Although he seemingly still loved farming, he had 
became an industrialist and had started several factories that once supported the war 
effort in the early 1940s but since then had diversified to produce a range of chemical 
products. Perhaps to counterbalance this, he married Beth’s mother, Mary, who Beth 
resembled in more ways than seemed reasonable. A gentle artistic woman who 
loved nature and people, and whom Gerald met during one of his long, lonely cross-
country hikes. She was from the Knullenberg family, a small quiet group of folk who 
lived in the Amish community. Beth was their second child, born after the war had 
ended and  as Mary would often say, symbolic of God’s Oath to her that from that 
time forth there would be abundance in the land. Beth’s coming finally allowed her to 
feel at home away from home. 
 
Grandpa Sharp: He was a character. Once Dan met him on the farm his family had 
lived on for generations he could understand why Gerald had left. There was only 
place for one dominant male on the farm. Though he loved the soil and nature, he 
had little time for people.  Though many generations had passed since one of his 
forebears, a son of Abby Gardner Sharp had settled there some time after the 
Massacre of Spirit Lake in 1857, he had never forgiven the Indians. He took a liking 
to Dan, however, and almost as soon as they had met had insisted that the 
newlyweds take over the farm so that he could retire in peace to a retirement home 
he had selected for himself on the banks of Lake Okobodji 
 
And so it was that after his relatively short life in academia, Dan left to become what 
he had always wanted to be – a farmer. The newly-wed de Boer couple then settled 
on the Sharp family farm on the Little Sioux river as it wended its way to the 
northwest of the sleepy town of Spenser past Milford to the East. Unsure of whether 
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he could succeed, and somewhat against his better judgment he kept on his part-
time job at Aggro, which he had started the previous year. Perhaps a farmer knows 
that he should not put all his eggs in one basket. Beth feared Aggro instinctively.  
 
Full of the vigor of youth, Dan worked with Beth to transform the old family farm into a 
strong modern food production system. They niggled a bit at the beginning, as a 
young man and woman tend to do when they decorate their first home, testing each 
others interests and preferences, pushing here, pulling there. It was like lovemaking, 
being separate to enjoy being together. She wanted to preserve the old, to value and 
conserve. She loved the colors and textures of the past. Saw the value in how things 
were. He continually wanted to change things. Though he loved studying the past, it 
was always because of how this could help in shaping what was to come. He wanted 
to reach out to the future, to innovate and develop. As with most couples, after the 
little fights and arguments were finished, came a stronger love, a mutual respect  and 
the inevitable, eventual compromise. Symbolic of their finding each other, they 
named their farm “Beedees”, a new name built on the seven-letter acronym of their 
union. 
 
Part of the farm, especially the old wetlands and the areas along the Little Sioux 
River that meandered in an oxbow along its northwestern boundary, were to be kept 
as a conservancy for Beth to manage. The rest of the farm, which had long been 
used for farming, would be fully developed into a cutting-edge, rotational farming 
system where Dan could pit his agricultural knowledge and skill against the 
challenges of nature. 
 
Though they didn’t have much money, Dan spent the first year or two investing as 
heavily as he could in developing the infrastructure.  
 
Their discussions became somewhat repetitive. “I’d love to build a new farm house” 
he would say to Beth, “but we can’t afford one now.” 
 
“I love our beautiful old farmhouse,” she would reply. It’s so quaint. It reminds me of 
Grandpa Sharp and the 19th century when our family have lived off this land. We 
really have everything they have. We just don’t need that much money.” 
 
So they compromised and lived in the old farmhouse while Dan gradually built up the 
infrastructure of the farm. Beth continued her own advocacy work as well. 
 
Though they differed about many things, there was one thing about which they both 
agreed - the joy of their old fashioned rustic red prairie barn, once large enough to 
house draft animals, milk cows and store hay. It had seasoned, corrugated oak walls 
and a gambrel roof with a little peak above the elevated hayloft which extended the 
capacity of the haymow much more than it would have if it had been a simple Dutch 
barn of the sort that Dan’s own father had on his farm at Pella. From the gable end, 
which faced the road, there was a large central door and two square windows on 
either side. Up near the roof there was a larger hay door with an overhanging rain 
hood, like a birds beak, and two very high windows to let light into the loft. Inside, 
along a ridgepole, ran a track, which extended out along the hood and from which a 
hayfork could be lowered to lift hay from a wagon to the loft.  Near the middle and at 
the crest of the roof was a simple mechanical ventilator. Behind the barn, all painted 
in the same rustic red, was the machine shed and a single cylindrical silo with its 
pointed conical roof looking like some strange finger pointing to the sky. This could 
only be the American Midwest. No-where else on earth would a cluster of such 
simple farm buildings define so clearly define the precise time and place. They’d 
once made love there, up in the loft away from view, where they could be together in 
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private, before they were married, when she brought this bright eyed love-of-her life 
to see the farm that had been in their family for so many generations. 
 
As creative and spontaneous as Beth was in establishing the conservancy, Daniel 
was methodical about developing the farmlands.  
 
He carefully laid out a grid on the 350 acres on land, much in the same spirit as the 
forefathers had drawn President Jefferson’s vision into the cartography of the 
Midwest. He painstakingly took soil samples from every cell in the grid and 
developed a detailed understanding of how the soil varied. He found that the land 
had many lush alluvial areas with deep nutrient-enriched surface mollisols, high in 
organic matter and several feet thick in some places. In a few patches there were 
much less fertile entisols.  He made precise measurements of how soil moisture 
varied over different seasons of the year. The previous year had been wet and the 
moisture levels were still very reasonable. In general the soils were neutral to 
alkaline, and had a relatively high water holding capacity. That boded well for future 
farming prospects. Grandpa Sharp had cared for the soil and been a committed 
conservation farmer. That had been what had driven his son’s away. Dan thought 
about it and the more he did, the more he thought there was good sense to following 
Grandpa Shape’s tradition and  also become a biological farmer using one of the 
many conservation tillage methods for ploughing. This would involve a three, five or 
even seven year crop rotation system consisting of a mix of corn, soybeans, barley, 
hay, alfalfa and other forages. If he could include cattle, hogs and perhaps even 
poultry into the system, he could maintain reasonably high soil fertility, prevent 
erosion and get good yields even with minimal or no chemical inputs. Beth loved the 
ideas. They put aside 70 acres to establish her conservancy, 20 percent of the land. 
Not as much as she would have wanted – but at least it was a start. The rest he 
divided into four large fields each of 70 acres so that he could easily rotate crops.  
 
Even before he told Shad, his best friend, about what he was thinking, he suspected 
he would disagree. Shad loved to play Devil’s Advocate.  Daniel looked at Shad and 
smiled inwardly as he thought about him. Shadrack Hanna whom he had nicknamed 
Shad soon after they had met at a University of Iowa induction day where he learned 
about his passion for fishing. Shad always disagreed with everyone, almost on 
principle. But he always did it in such a charming way; no one ever seemed to mind. 
 
Shad was tall and well built with striking red hair - an extrovert, confident about 
himself and generally convinced that he was right about most things. Although from a 
wealthy family, he had never had a good relationship with his father, though he 
secretly admired the way his father had built up an empire based simply on 
cosmetics and perfumes. What he had learned from his experiences of working in the 
labs of his father’s factories during vacations was not so much about the fragrances 
that made perfumes famous, but about the underlying carrier substances. These 
were the hidden compounds that one often did not even know were there though 
they acted as the vectors for the fragrances that people recognized as the perfume. It 
convinced him that what you see and what you get are transmitted by things that you 
seldom see.  From an early stage he had been very technically proficient in many 
areas in microbiology, but strangely he was always more drawn to the business 
applications rather than the underlying science.  He had gradually developed his 
interest in “carrier” molecules and background substances to agricultural marketing, 
which by analogy was the carrier of successful enterprise.   
 
“We haven’t come all this way in our development of modern science to turn the 
clock back to organic farming. Dan, you of all people should know that.” Shad was 
scathing.  
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“Organic farming isn’t going backward,” Dan defended, “the more we learn about 
agriculture, the more wisdom we find in taking a biological approach.” 
 
“Heck, why are you working at Aggro, for pity sake? What did you teach at Iowa 
State? You are not making any sense?” 
 
“I ask myself the same questions repeatedly,” replied Dan. 
 
“Talk to anyone who really knows anything about the industry ” said Shad, and they’ll 
tell you that unless you use everything we know about fertilizers, pesticides, 
herbicides and the latest seed technology – everything in our arsenal - you’re rapidly 
going to lose out to those who will. Your farm will be wiped out before you know it by 
the competition. Go ahead, I challenge you, ask anyone.” 
 
When Dan informally bounced his ideas against a variety of extension staff and 
experts at agricultural companies, they scoffed at his naiveté. 
 
“But surely crop rotation is essential to maintain long-term soil fertility” he argued.  
 
“Leave your textbooks in the farmhouse” laughed Larry MacDougal an extension 
officer that he knew well at Aggro.” This is the real world. If you want to survive, stick 
to corn and soybeans. That’s where the profits are. Use the latest varieties and get 
the best advice you can on all your inputs, whatever you need. You don’t have to like 
it, just do it. You can leave the rest to when you retire, like Gerald Sharp used to do – 
and he never made any money” 
 
The Iowa Farmer’s Bank, had just launched its “New Farmer Support Programme,” 
when Dan approached them for a loan. They repeatedly simply said “no, no, no” to 
his ideas. When he asked them why, they advised him to use a conventional corn 
and soya rotation and get the best yields. No-one apart from Beth agreed with him. 
 
But Dan was stubborn and like Beth’s Grandpa Sharpe believed in his own ideas. 
Besides which he had an agreement with Beth. So he decided he would do it his 
way. After all he had been a lecturer in agriculture and knew all the theory!  
 
Initially Dan had to reluctantly accept that he would have to grow corn on half the 
fields and soya on the other half. Perhaps in a few years when he got the hang of 
things he could introduce a more varied rotation to even better feed the soil. But all 
the other ideas he had had didn’t get them a loan to buy any equipment, so in the 
end he had to use Grandpa Sharpe’s aging tractor and his other old implements. If 
the truth be told Grandpa Sharpe hadn’t really farmed the last in the last few years. 
He had mainly left the land to fallow. Dan realized the clock was ticking. At some 
stage they would have to buy a tractor, implements and even a combine harvester. In 
the mean time, by fall they would need to hire someone with a combine harvester to 
help them gather the corn.  That would probably use most of their profits. For Beth 
and Dan it meant postponing the many other things they would want to buy. 
Eventually, Beth’s father Gerald, who had extensive connections in Cedar Rapids got 
them the equipment the following year. He had tried to do it for his own father many 
years before,  but Grandpa Sharpe’s pride would never allow him to accept such a 
gift.  
 
Stalk chopping wasn’t necessary that first year. Grandpa Sharp had left a cover crop 
of alfalfa mixed with oats, which after harvesting raised what Dan thought was the 
reasonable price a $2 a ton. It was a great struggle to harvest it in time using the old 
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equipment, so they had to hire a neighboring farmer to help. In the end there were 
five hundred and sixty tons, which after all the deductions and the amount that they 
paid back to Grandpa Sharpe earned the just over $11,000, enough to cover the 
overheads for the next year’s crop. There was also plenty of forage left over for the 
small herd of cattle that grazed on a large portion of the farm left for pasture.  
 
In the early spring of 1974 Dan used a chisel plough to break up the upper foot of the 
topsoil, to aerate it and improve the drainage. He added as much compost and 
manure as he could get and then followed up with a disk harrow to prepare a good 
seedbed.  He bought good quality corn and soya seed from a fellow farmer and 
planted in early April, like generations of farmers before him, confident that the 
nitrogen stored in the ground from the alfalfa crop before would be sufficient to 
ensure a reasonable crop.  
 
Now for those of us who buy food in supermarkets, one year is much like the next. 
We hardly notice the passage of the seasons, except that we know it is cold in winter 
and that we need to wear warm clothes and turn up the heater. Summer is a great 
time for outdoor holidays. We mark our calendar by events that have nothing to do 
with seasons. For example, we may remember that Nixon was impeached in 1974 
and that he had to resign as a result of the Watergate scandal, but whether it was in 
March or October hardly matters. 
 
For the farmers who grow our food it is different. No two years are the same. Each 
year is so distinct it can almost be given a name. For example, their first year on-farm 
in 1974 was a bad crop year, a very bad year. For urban folk it might have been 
called the Watergate year. For Dan it was the year of the Rusty Butz. Secretary for 
Agriculture, Earl Butz had been urging farmers to get rid of grain-stockpiles and plant 
hedgerow-to-hedgerow. Already this approach was already playing havoc with farm 
prices. Even though prices were high, few farmers had any grain to sell. In old times, 
they would have held some grain in the “Ever Normal Granary” from when the 1972 
prices were very low and sell it now.  
 
The year of Rusty Butz was a year the De Boers would never forget. They had 18 
inches of rainfall that year, almost 10 inches below average.  The dry spell during 
July really put paid to any useful crop. Gerald Ford was elected in August when there 
were some rains, but it was too late. So the whole crop had to be used as forage for 
their small herd. What was not eaten was left as mulch on the fields to preserve 
whatever moisture was left during winter. It was a painful lesson for the first year. It 
taught Dan who was master. Luckily Dan had kept on  his part-time appointment at 
the University and was working part-time at Aggro; otherwise the bad year on the 
farm would have been a disaster for the newlyweds. 
 
1975 was a different year. He called it the Year of Surrender. Surrender to the 
Perfect Way of the Universe.  Stubborn as he was, Dan knew he would have to be 
very careful, and he watched the temperature like an owl. When it reached 50°F in 
the second week of April, he began planting in earnest, creating alternating strips of 
corn and soybean using a borrowed row-crop planter. Unlike the previous year, there 
were heavy rains that month, nearly 6 inches, just in April alone, a good omen. When 
the news broke on 30th April that South Vietnam had surrendered, he hardly had time 
to think about it. Luckily May was quite dry and the tractor didn’t compact the soil 
much or get bogged down. After a hectic six weeks, nearly all the fields were planted 
to corn and soybean by the third week in May. He didn’t have time to remember the 
Vietnam he had left, the bodies, the burning, the chemical smells, the desolation of 
everything that grew. Perhaps it was because he didn’t want to deal with his feelings 
that he had continued to harbor a deep visceral aversion to the smell of industrial 
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organic compounds. It drove his reluctance to use any herbicides or pesticides on the 
farm. On the issue of fertilizer, he knew he would be forced to compromise – there 
was far too little organic manures around at this stage to meet the needs of a 
reasonable crop.  
 
It didn’t take long. In a few weeks the weeds appeared, fed by the plentiful rains and 
the fertilizer that he applied. It was as if they knew what kind of year it was going to 
be: Giant foxtail, marestail, dandelion, yellow nutsedge velvetleaf, spiny sida and 
lambsquarter. A formidable task to manage.  To control these he used row-crop 
cultivation with three passes of Grandpa Sharpe’s old rotary hoe. Then for the first 
time since the breaking of the news of the ending of the Vietnam, he began to think 
about what he had been avoiding – recollections that he didn’t even like to talk to 
Beth about. Ugliness in his past he wanted buried. From avoidance he suddenly 
found he couldn’t stop himself thinking about it now, again and again. The more he 
avoided the thought about pesticides the more his mind kept coming back to them 
and memories of the C123’s he’d watched spraying Agent Orange, like a strange 
attractor in a cellular automata’s repeating patterns. 
 
He thought about the pointlessness of the War. His ideas had not changed. That was 
just as he had thought about it then, when he was back there. He felt sick at the 
thought of the bodies, the hundreds of thousands of bodies, even sometimes 
imagining the millions that had died and how they would look, if laid spread out on 
the fields where they had died, almost all of them ordinary Vietnamese people that 
had just wanted to get on with their lives. And peppering the recollections were 
horrible images of the hundreds of  dismembered and injured US soliders he had 
see, many of them of men he had known as friends. He had nightmares about all of 
these things, jumbled up together. Sometimes he was afraid to go to sleep. His 
anxieties about the farm brought back memories of dead tree stumps and decimated 
landscapes where nothing grew and where corpses lay rotting in the mud.  A lot 
when he first got back. Less frequently now, but occasionally the dreadful images of 
crowds of dead people would haunt him as they ran through gaunt defoliated forests 
where the remains of trees stood like silent headstones in a vast graveyard. He 
remembered about children suffering. He shook his head and then wanted to forget – 
there had been such great pain and suffering. He didn’t want to talk about it or think 
about it any more. Yet the thoughts kept coming. 
 
Fortunately, they were spared any serious outbreaks of plant disease. Probably the 
years of fallow had raised soil fertility and killed off the local populations of pests and 
there wasn’t too much spreading from neighboring farms. Although, there was a light 
infestation of corn leaf aphids feeding on the youngest leaves, secreting their 
honeydew and gumming up some of the emerging tassels, he dealt with them easily 
with a mild soapy solution. Dan was relieved. He didn’t need to use a pesticide and 
that pleased Beth. 
 
By Halloween it was already possible to imagine that perhaps by the next year they 
would be able to put down a deposit on a new tractor and maybe even a combine 
harvester a year or two later.  It was a good harvest, twelve thousand six hundred 
bushels of corn and six thousand three hundred bushels of soybeans., an average of 
90 bushels of corn per acre on 140 acres, which at $2.85 brought in a revenue of 
nearly $36,000. After deductions for costs, this was about $10,000 in real income.  
 
The return on the soybeans was even better. The price was high that year. At $5.79 
per bushel, on the 140 acres of soybeans they harvested 40 bushels per acre, which 
brought in a total of nearly $33,000. After deductions, this contributed a further  
$20,000 to their farm income. All in all they made about $30,000 on the farm in that 
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second year. Not bad - a good crop year. To crown it, Reveille, their first child and 
son was born in November, a few months after they had sold their first bumper corn 
and soya grain harvest. They had a lot to be grateful for and celebrated their 
Thanksgiving with joy. They felt a lot like the early pioneers who had nearly been 
wiped out by their first crop failure. 
 
At the end of the season, normally Dan would have been supposed to lay down eight 
ounces of a pesticide such as Indian Warrior for every thousand feet of row.  He 
couldn’t bring himself to do it. He was lucky not to pay the price the next year 
 
The following year, 1976 seemed to start on a good note. It was America’s 
Bicentennial. More flags would fly over the Nation’s capitol than on any other day in 
history. Ten thousand four hundred and seventy one to be precise. Though Dan 
never said it out loud to anyone, in the end it turned out to be a really “Shit Year”.  
They had nearly 3” of rain in March, which was unusually good, so Dan went ahead 
and planted a little early, crossing over the corn and soya strips as part of his crop 
rotation plan and anticipating a bumper crop.  There would be a premium for an early 
harvest. Then in April, May and June disaster struck. Man proposes, God disposes. 
They only received about half of the rainfall that was normal for that time of the year. 
To make things worse, there was an early outbreak of the European corn borer, 
which had just lightly affected his fields during the end of 1975. He knew that if he 
planted corn in the same place again, he would be asking for trouble. Despite his 
precautions, once the soil warmed sufficiently in the spring, the pupae, which had 
overwintered, began to develop, migrating, probably from the strips where he had 
grown corn the year before to the strips where he was growing it this year. They 
seemed to thrive all the better in the crop already weakened by the dry weather. So 
despite the crop rotation, by June male and female moths had begun to emerge and 
after mating, began laying their eggs, mainly on the underside of corn leaves of the 
tallest plants. Once they hatched they fed on the leaves and did some damage. 
Fortunately it only affected a very small part of the crop. However, as the next 
generation of larvae matured and pupated, a second emergence of moths occurred 
in late July and August preferring the short younger corn plants to lay their eggs on. 
This second generation spared the leaves but did much more damage by boring into 
leaf midribs, stalks and ear shanks. The plant pathologist called it Ostrinia nubilalis 
(Hubner), the dreaded European corn borer, the most feared insect pest problem of 
corn farmers in the U.S. Midwest.   There were all the signals for a crop disaster.  
 
After the first appearance at the end of June, Dan, dreading the worst, made plans to 
control it. In the back of the shed he began to meticulously brew a broth of Bacillus 
thuringiensis, much like they had done in the labs back at Iowa State, just on a bigger 
scale. Like making yogurt, really – just a live culture. It was a well-established 
practice among organic farmers who used the anthrax-like spores of the Bacillus to 
kill parasitic larvae.  He’d seen them brewing something similar at the Organic 
Pesticide plant outside Des Moines where they produced a commercial product they 
called Thuricide. He knew that once a culture of these little organisms was sprayed 
onto the plants, they would infect the guts of the newly hatching caterpillars and their 
endotoxins would kill the borer. He didn’t mind doing it this way – it seemed more 
honest somehow Like looking your enemy in the eye before you kill him him, rather 
than anonymously spraying, bombing or burning at random with napalm hoping you 
would kill him, but in reality killing everything else. 
 
The broth controlled the outbreak, though the effort of the brewing nearly killed him, it 
was so finicky. He had to put in just the right amount of soya extract and molasses 
and keep the temperature just right with precisely the right amount of agitation to 
keep it aerated. Despite all the work, he loved the thrill of doing it himself – he could 
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have just bought the Thuricide.  Because it needed applications weekly, it kept him 
busy all the time. In the end, however, it was the weather that got the better of him. 
July was sweltering and they had only an inch of rain. August was worse, half an 
inch. Once again Dan had to cut his losses. He decided to cut his losses and harvest 
half the crop for silage. For the rest his yields were very low - 40 bushels of corn an 
acre and 20 bushels of soybeans. After expenses they barely earned $5,000 the 
whole year from the farm. It was their part-time work that helped them survive. 
However, with Reveille being still a baby, Beth found it difficult to go back to her job 
full-time. 
 
As soon as possible after harvesting the silage Dan planted winter wheat in place of 
the corn, which he planned to follow in late spring with a soybean crop. He hoped the 
rotation would kill off all the corn borer larvae before he planted corn there again. He 
also put alfalfa strips between the fields to try and cut down on migration. 
 
Thanksgiving that year was for the fact that they were alive and not for the crop. It 
should have been miserable, but they found time for some black humor. The 
Secretary for Agriculture after whom he had named the disastrous 1974-year finally 
self-destructed himself as his former boss; Richard Nixon had done two years earlier. 
He had become the butt of his own jokes when he contributed to the ruin of Gerald 
Ford's 1976 re-election campaign after his sexually crude, racist remarks hit the fan. 
The newspapers didn’t even want to print his joke, because it was felt it was too 
offensive and obscene, so they used euphemisms, which everyone immediately 
translated, “I’ll tell you what the coloreds want. It's three things: first, a tight pussy; 
second, loose shoes; and third, a warm place to shit." That was it. That was the year. 
 
Their fourth year on the farm was 1977, the year Dan later dubbed, the “Double 
Sevens”  
 
The rainfall pattern for the year was much like the disastrous previous year. There 
were fair rains in March, over 3 inches and nearly as much again in April, so the 
winter wheat did well. He ploughed in April only to find yet again that rainfall in May, 
June and July were below average. August was a wet month and then to his 
amazement it poured in September, nearly seven inches in just that month. Too late 
to do the crops as much good as the rains would have done earlier in the year.  
There was a brilliant double rainbow that year that Dan remembered. A beautiful 
bright band that stretched from horizon to another, and just below it a slightly paler 
inner bow.  However, rain was the least of Dan’s worries that year. In the dry 
conditions the corn was again vulnerable. They had an even more serious outbreak 
of corn borer once again. The adults had laid their eggs in the late summer and fall of 
1976 and they hatched in the dry early June of 1977. In theory the corn-soybean 
rotation should have disrupted their life cycle and been a sufficiently effective 
management tool, but that was not to be.  Later he learned that some populations of 
the corn borer had shown a life cycle adaptation called extended diapause. Some of 
the eggs had rested through the previous summer only to hatch the second spring 
after being laid, defeating his corn-soybean rotation. This had been exactly what he 
feared. The only solution was increased applications of his homemade Thuricide-like 
broth. Again he decided that he would use the winter wheat and soybean on the corn 
fields that were worse infected and that he would harvest for silage.  
 
Despite his trials, Thanksgiving 1977 was a hilarious affair almost from the beginning. 
Beth’s friend Mirabelle, Shad and Dianna, Mish and Sharon and Abe were all there, 
each funnier than the other.  Although Shad and Dianna had been married for two 
years, Shad acted as though she was still his girlfriend whom he wanted to impress 
and didn’t lose an opportunity to play the fool. Everyone was in a very good mood. 
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The TV station had just replayed a solemn Jimmy Carter blessing for the day, which 
for some reason everyone in the house thought was hilarious. He had said, “Now, 
therefore, I, Jimmy Carter, President of the United States of America, in accord with 
Section 6103 of Title 5 of the United States Code, do hereby proclaim Thursday 
November 24, 1977, as Thanksgiving Day. I ask all Americans to gather on that day 
with their families and neighbors.” They hadn’t done what they had been told. Beth 
and Dan’s parents couldn’t make it that year – so all they had were their irreverent 
and jovial friends. 
 
For President Carter the statement was no laughing matter. Precisely two centuries 
had passed since the first Thanksgiving celebration. Although the first years of 
America's struggle for independence were often disheartening, he reflected on how 
the founding fathers never lost faith in the Creator, in their cause, or in themselves. 
Upon learning of the American victory at Saratoga in 1777, Samuel Adams 
composed the first National Thanksgiving proclamation, and the Continental 
Congress called upon the governors of every state to designate it as a day when all 
Americans could join together and express their gratitude for God's providence "with 
united hearts." By their actions they extended a revered regional custom into a 
national tradition. Over the years, as the brave new settlers continued to tame a 
continent, strived to establish institutions dedicated to protecting liberties thereby 
securing a place of leadership among nations. In doing this they steadfastly 
proclaimed that they had never lost sight of the principles upon which their Nation 
had been founded and for which reason  they had confidence that they could look to 
the future with hope.  
 
“The role of indigenous people was not acknowledged” was Beth’s only comment.  
 
The harvest that year had been poor once again, except for the winter wheat. The 
Soy crop that he planted later than usual did reasonably well with the late summer 
rains. Dan hadn’t missed the strange co-incidence of the three sevens in the year of 
the first Thanksgiving, 1777, the two hundred years that passed from then and the 
two sevens in 1977, the current year. It reminded him of Pharoah’s dream about 
cattle and corn and of Josephs prophesies of the seven fat years followed by seven 
lean. After four hand years on the farm, he wondered if they could weather another 
three 
 
Despite the tribulations, in the short prayer that preceded the meal, Dan nevertheless 
gave thanks for the lifesaving harvest that they had that year and for the resilience 
that he had needed to make the Bacillus thuriengensis broth.  
 
“Bacillus whattis?” asked Sharon after he finished, her striking blue eyes twinkling 
mischievously. 
 
Playing up to her, Mish stood up and adjusting his glasses so that they were perched 
on the end of his nose, started playing the fool. In a feigned German accent said   
“Schlafsucht, I have discovered the cause of Schlafsucht” He pretended he was 
Ernst Berliner in his 1911 laboratory rejoicing in his discovery of a new Bacillus, 
different but still very much like the bacilli which were well known to cause anthrax 
and food poisoning.  A batch of flour moths sent to him from the village of Thuringia 
were somnolent and dying because they were infected by the bacillus. “I will name 
the new bacillus after the town where it came from. Bacillus thuriengensis, that is the 
name of my great discovery.” 
 
Abe, though he was much of an introvert  also couldn’t miss the opportunity to fool  
about. He pretended to be a Japanese Gentleman who with a slghtly shrill voice said, 
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“No, no, it was me, Japanese bacteriologist Shigetane Ishiwatari. I first isolotate 
cause of the sotto disease in 1901. Many silkworms sudden collapse and die. I 
isolate the bacterium that eventually lead to the discovery of cry proteins.” 
 
“Nonsense,” said Berliner, “you never described the bacillus in any paper. I was the 
first to announce the discovery.” 
 
“No, no” protested Ishiwatari, “whether I wrote about it or not, I still discovered it.” 
 
While the two were tussling with each other about who had truly discovered and 
owned the right to name the bacillus, Shad who had watched the performance with 
amusement also leapt to his feet and began prancing around the room, this time 
imitating Buccho, their boss at Aggro, who was passionate about the application of 
genetics to their products. He grabbed a cushion and pushed it under his shirt to 
simulate the enormous belly and bulk of his boss. Suddenly he assumed a huge 
degree of menace as he stomped around like a tyrannosaur bellowing at his prey. 
“Bt, Bt, Bt” he roared almost breathing fire “I have patented the plasmid for the Bt 
gene.;” Then he gloated with a lunatic look in his eye, “its mine, mine all mine!” 
 
“How can you patent a life form?” asked Mirabelle pretending to be outraged. The 
whole table fell into peals of uncontrollable, almost hysterical laughter at the 
absurdity of the idea and they began eating with continued merriment. 
 
“Seriously though” said Shad when the laughing died down, “why do you slave 
around like Madam Curie making a bacterial broth when you could buy Thuricide or 
Sporine which do exactly the same thing?” 
 
“But are they organic?” asked Beth 
 
“Yes of course they are organic. All they are is a concentrate of bacteria cultivated 
commercially.” 
 
“I like doing the dirty work myself” replied Dan who had been giving the matter some 
thought. 
 
“But do you realize folks,” interjected Abe that merely spraying on the Bt spores onto 
the crop is not going to be that effective when the corn borers are deeply burrowing 
into the stems of the corn. 
 
Dan had never thought about that before. 
 
“But how does it work?” Sharon sometimes enjoyed the role of the dumb blonde. 
 
“Cry proteins” replied Abe 
 
“Cry proteins” she repeated incredulously, “who’s crying, the worms?” 
 
“Crystal proteins,“ he answered, “Cry proteins. The way that Bt works is that its 
spores are eaten by the larvae of lepidopteran moths. They then grown in the gut and 
produce proteins with a crystal-like structure. Quite beautiful to see under a 
microscope, actually. These bind with receptors in the insect’s intestine and they are 
no longer able to digest. The Cry proteins are very specific. They only affect a very 
narrow range of caterpillars and are quite safe for people, animals and the 
environment. The whole process is organic, there are no chemicals.” 
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“But what alternative is there to spraying the mixture on” asked Beth? 
 
“As Dan would know, Buccho has had Aggro working on this for some time. “ Abe 
was now completely serious. ‘We’ve finished testing a new technique to transfer the 
gene that gives the Bt its ability to produce Cry proteins to one of Aggro’s best 
hybrids, American Gem.” 
 
“So you see” said Shad, “we think that you’d be the ideal candidates to Beta test the 
new variety.” 
 
“What’s beta test?” asked Mirabelle 
 
“My cousin at IBM talks about alpha testing a new product in the laboratory until its 
ready for application. When a few innovators try it out in practice, they call it beta 
testing.” 
 
Beth didn’t want to get sidetracked. “Shad, we discussed this before. I’m just uneasy 
with tampering with a plant’s genes. Its Orwellian. It’s Brave New World. It’s the sort 
of thing that Mary Shelley was warning us against in Frankenstein a hundred and fifty 
years ago.” 
 
“On the other hand” said Dan, “Maize and Man have been coevolving for thousands 
of years. This is really just one more step along that path.  One is using the 
insecticide anyway. It’s just placing it where it will have optimal effect on the parasitic 
larvae.” 
 
“Exactly” added Abe. “Its not some horrific monster, its just a highly adapted plant 
with one more characteristic.” 
   
Beth looked at Dan and saw the same sincerity and intensity that she had fallen in 
love with. Deep down she trusted his integrity. 
 
“OK,” she said, “OK, I suppose it doesn’t involve chemicals.” 
 
Dan felt the need for caution. “So what I’m saying I’ll do is test American Gem. I’ll do 
a trial and compare it to my own varieties and the approach I’ve taken up till now. I’ll 
still do my broth. That’s all I’ll do. ” 
 
So during the following season in 1978, which he called ‘Copyright Year’, Dan set out 
a Latin square experiment on half of maize fields with American Gem seed, and on 
the rest a control drawn from the many own varieties that he had collected from 
various sources. On the other half he started the last four years of his seven year 
rotation cycle. 
 
That year, it was like magic.  As if Perfection were fulfilling the omen of the year of 
double sevens. The rain fell just like it should. There were good rains in early April, 
which helped the Winter Wheat just before he was ready to harvest. Then towards 
the end of April and beginning of May it dried a little and that was good for the earth 
as he ploughed. In June and July the heavens opened and fed the growing crops 
with abundant rainfall.  In August there was more than enough for the maturing crop. 
September was the perfect beginning for autumn. Peace seemed to be breaking out 
in the world. Menachem Begin and Anwar Sadat met at Camp David.  All the crops 
did well, and as predicted, American Gem was resistant to the outbreak of Corn 
Borer that he had previously battled to control with his spray.  His cattle did well too 
on Beths large conservation area where the grasses were as high and abundant now 
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as anywhere on the old prairies. So in the end 1978, was a good crop year. It gave 
him time to muse on a new word that he heard for the first time that year – intellectual 
property, a word he was hearing more and more at Aggro. There was something 
faintly amusing about the idea. He was thinking about the “unique” maize seeds that 
they were beginning to say was their intellectual property, as if they hadn’t copied it 
from previous generations.  He had read the new Act which had come into effect at 
the beginning of the year to codify all copyright law and unify the different common 
laws different states to one new statutory Federal law. There was paradox there that 
amused him. It was contrary to what many believed. Although the purpose of 
copyright law was to stimulate the creation of as many works of art, literature, music, 
and other "works authorship" as possible, in order to benefit the public, the rights of 
authors were actually limited. It was not like a  human right. There was for example 
no absolute, natural right in an author to prevent others from copying or otherwise 
exploiting his work. Authors had limited property rights in their works, but only for the 
ultimate purpose of benefiting the public by encouraging the creation and 
dissemination of more works. The author's interest was secondary to that of the 
public. Expressions could be copyrighted, but not ideas. Facts were not copyrightable 
at all.  
 
Years later, he was reminded of this when a ruling of the Supreme Court 
underscored the principle. Even if you had assembled a vast collection of facts with 
the ‘sweat of your brow’, like a telephone white pages, you could not have copyright 
of your collection 
 
Thanksgiving 1978 was a time for Beth and Dan to eat humble pie and to thank the 
Perfection. It had taught them about the double sevens, but spared them this year. 
With Israel and Egypt reaching a peace accord, anything was possible. Though the 
Jonestown suicides showed that humanity was still at the risk of ideologues. 
 
“So you see,” said Shad.”It worked. No monsters. No technology out of control.” 
 
“Well, lets not hurry our conclusions,” said Beth, her reservations emerging again.. Its 
just the first year. Let’s try it again this year and let’s see what happens.” She had 
been reading a book which she found disturbing, David Rorvik’s book In his Image: 
The cloning of man. Rorvik claimed that in 1973 a wealthy businessman he dubbed 
"Max" had contacted him and recruited him to find scientists willing to create a clone 
of him. A scientific team was then formed and taken to a lab on a secret island 
"beyond Hawaii." After five years of experimentation they managed to create a 
human egg cell, insert "Max's" DNA, and implant the egg into the uterus of a 
surrogate mother, a local island resident called "Sparrow." The child was supposedly 
born nine months later. 
 
“That’s just science fiction,” said Shad. We are not trying to reshape mankind, just to 
help farmers a little. A tiny innovation to make plants more resistant to devastating 
disease – one little trait, not even a whole plant!” 
 
“A little more than that” announced Abe. This year round there’s a real bonus. Aggro 
has introduced an additional trait, the one we have been working on since we first 
started. Tryprich. The gene will enrich the corn with additional tryptophan so not only 
will it resist corn borer, but it will be nutritionally much better. This could be a seed 
that helps the developing world fight malnutrition.” 
 
“Who can argue with that?” admitted Dan turning to Beth. I suppose I must accept 
that if I’ve helped to develop it, I must be the first to try it out.” 
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A year passed. 1979 started out much like 1978. April and May had good rains – 
perhaps a bit more than one would want during the ploughing season, but 
nevertheless Dan was grateful. When June was dry, only two inches, the lowest June 
rainfall since they had been on the farm, they again anticipated the worst, but this 
wasn’t realized. July brought wonderful showers, and as for August. It was the 
opposite to June. The very best August rainfall since they had started. The best and 
the worst in one year. Incredible! So in the end, 1979 was also a good crop year.  
 
Reveille was four and Valerie two.  It was the International Year of the Child. Again, 
Aggro introduced a new innovation, each year a new child, like a woman who hadn’t 
heard of contraception or an auto manufacturer, adding features to every year’s new 
model. This time Dan and Beth couldn’t see the advantage. The new trait was called 
TrypFree, which gave the improved seed resistance to Freedom Force – a new 
herbicide, later to be known as Bounty,  which if sprayed on the maize crop would 
only kill competitor weeds and not affect the corn.  
 
“We don’t need this trait,” said Dan firmly to Shad. “We are not going to apply 
herbicides or pesticides.” 
 
“Freedom Force, my foot.” Beth was irritated by the euphemism. “They should have 
rather called the stuff the Grateful Dead”. Though Dan didn’t talk much about 
Vietnam, she knew how his experiences with defoliating herbicides had revolted him 
 
“So you’ll just ignore the trait.” Replied Shad, no-ones forcing you to use herbicides. 
If you prefer the expense of mechanical cultivation, that’s your business.” 
 
“I see Bucho’s personality written all over this.” Beth was concerned. Every year a 
new trait. Stacking one new gene on another. It’s relentless. What happens if there is 
some interaction, some side effect that we don’t know about?” 
 
“Then we stop.” Shad was dismissive of the concern. “Heck, its just a beta test. We 
haven’t yet released any of this to the market.” 
 
To put it mildly, 1980 was not a good crop year. Dan called it “More Trees Down 
Derecho.”  
 
There were only fifteen inches of rain that year -  their seventh year – like the year 
they had started. There was a heat wave from June to September. The heat was 
searing. Crops wilted. There was drought in the land.  
 
It was a hot summer’s night on Independence Day July 4th.  Friday night.. The De 
Boers had invited their friends over The mood was somber. There were fifty-three 
American hostages in the Embassy in Iran. As usual, however, they got to talk about 
crops and the fortunes of Aggro. 
  
“What have they come up with this year?” Beth queried Shad. 
 
“Well, there’s a feeling that the technology should now be licenced. The new trait will 
need a key to trigger growth. Without it the seed will lie dormant” 
 
“A trigger?” Beth asked astounded, “like this were some sort of gun?” 
 
“An auxin-like a hormone. A tiny amount of chemical that will signal to the new 
variant of American Gem that it can start growing. They call it TrypSwitch – a kind of 
biological key to the promise of a fertile crop “ 
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“More like the key to a chastity belt,” retorted Beth. 
 
Dan was quiet. He was becoming increasingly uneasy about the direction of the new 
research. There was no longer the striving to produce additional traits for the benefits 
of the crop. Now the traits were to benefit Aggro. But he had committed himself to the 
trials. 
 
A storm began to brew outside. A violent thunderstorm with lightning, thunder and 
fierce winds blowing in from the west. They all were startled when a large branch 
broken off from the old Cottonwood tree smashed onto the roof. It seemed as if they 
were going to have a tornado.  
 
Dan turned on the radio. Robert Johns, a forecaster at the NWS's National Severe 
Storms Forecast Center, was reporting from Kansas. There was a huge ridge of high 
pressure moving over from Nebraska across central and southern Iowa towards the 
east. This was a derecho. Along the bowlike front there was a series of violent 
thunderstorms and fierce winds, which built up along the ridges of high air pressure. 
Trees were being uprooted, campers overturned. During the night and into the next 
day there were a string of deaths and casualties as the winds moved over Illinois, 
Indiana and Ohio finally reaching the Atlantic coast almost 24 hours later on Saturday 
evening. Johns, whose parents had a farm in Indianopolis, had already lost several 
trees in previous windstorms, but lost even more trees this time, so he called it, the 
“More Trees Down Derecho.” 
 
As if they had come full circle, back to the beginning.  It was like the Creator was 
saying. “One year good, one year bad. In the Sabbath year, shall you refrain from 
planting.” Dan remembered Pharaoh’s dream again. 
 
In September Iraq attacked Iran beginning the Iraq-Iran War. In October IRA 
prisoners went on hunger strike in Maze Prison in Northern Ireland.  In November, 
the ever-jovial Ronald Regan replaced Jimmy Carter. In December John Lennon was 
short by a deranged fan, Mark Chapman. Ill blows the wind. 
 
In 1981, their fourth year after introducing American Gem, the de Boers had an 
outbreak of a variant of Northern Corn rootworms (extended diapause). It had started 
in the eight eastern Iowa counties (Delaware, Dubuque, Jones, Jackson, Cedar, 
Clinton, Scott, and Muscatine) and should never have come this far west. But it 
did. Probably it was because they had been reluctant to use pesticides. But whatever 
the reason, this form was clearly resistant to American Gem’s Bt toxin and Dan had 
to scrabble to find a company who was using a spore with the Cry proteins specific to 
the new species. 
 
It was the last of the good crop years. 
 
Time passed, as sadly it always does. Thinking back over the days where Beth and 
he were newly married, over the meager harvests of  the 1980s and the thrill of  
playing with the kids as they were growing, Dan remembered that though he had 
seen her every day, for him, Beth had steadily grown more intensely beautiful.  He 
recalled the perfect symmetry in the tiniest details of her face and figure. But, even 
these were the trivial part of why she was so exquisite. It was as if there were an 
extravagantly ordered radiance within her, resonating in synchrony with the harmony 
of her outer form, that gave her loveliness a special glow reserved for physical forms 
bound in profound accord with some deeper universal truth.  
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But even after using every adjective he could, after all was said, Beth was so much 
more than the words he used describe or explain her.  
 
“Why?” he wondered, “is beauty so pleasurable? Why would one form be more 
attractive to look at than another?  Why would one women’s face be so ugly one 
could not bear to look at it, while another’s was so lovely, it would be impossible to 
look away?” 
 
It was painful to accept that no portrayal of her could capture the overwhelming 
sensation of such dazzling and astonishing perfection. It could only be experienced. 
 
Dan had a strange sensation of déjà vu. He was looking back at Beth, drizzling a 
tear, watching the subtitles of Blade Runner, a science fiction movie describing a 
world that no-one would ever want to see. The book on which the film was based 
eerily asked the question, “Do androids dream of electric sheep?” 
 
Despite her worldliness, Beth reminded him of the exquisite innocence of the 
prototype android, Rachael, tormented by the knowledge that she was not human. 
When, like Pinocchio, she was eventually recognized as a sentient being in the world 
and freed by her terminator in a final act of redemption, her inner radiance exploded 
like a supernova. Dan identified with the heartless Rick Decard who fell in love while 
dreadfully acknowledging that the android freaks he had been trained to hunt down, 
were more human that he was, more beautiful in essence and even more entitled to 
life than he was. 
 
Despite all the extraordinary moments of being with Beth, there was one which stood 
out above all the rest. That one instant in time, frozen now in his memory, was when 
she lay sprawled in anguish on the crushed stone driveway, amidst grain that had 
spilled from the grain cart as she had towed it towards the silo. 
 
Beth had the problems of the world on her shoulder that morning. El Asnam in 
Algeria was destroyed by an earthquake which claimed more than 2,600 lives. She 
always reacted badly to news of natural disasters. She felt the Earth was trying to 
say something to her children. There was the contradiction of the Falklands War, the 
battles in Lebanon and the struggle to achieve peace in Sinai. And then there was 
Dan and his work at Aggro. Bucho Buchannan had died. Although she had never 
liked Bucho for what he stood for, she was strangely saddened by his death.  
 
For what ever reason, whether because of these thoughts, some momentary 
carelessness, other distraction or  simply because the universe had intended it that 
way, the centre dump door on the grain cart, which had not been properly closed, 
suddenly opened spilling corn onto the dirty gravel of the driveway.  
 
She didn’t realize immediately what had happened, only when she reached the silo 
and looked back and saw the trail of grain. For her this was the final straw. Realizing 
that in this most of critical times for their survival, she had spilled so much of their 
precious crop, she threw herself onto the grain, like a mother onto the corpse of a 
child she had lost. 
 
Back in the present, her image looked up at Dan, over the years, looking forward 
since that terrible time, with tears welling in her eyes, her hair windswept and wild. As 
she did so she held up a handful of golden corn kernels mixed with pebbles, gravel 
and soil from the driveway, crying pitifully. She was lamenting, not merely the 
accidental spillage of grain, but something far deeper, something which was not in 
harmony with the world. Attuned to discordance, she seemed aware that something 
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was deeply out of kilter. The grain had been spilled. The sacred products of the 
Earth, which should have been revered for the life force they enshrined, had been 
desecrated, not specifically in that instant of spillage, but in the farming practices that 
they had been forced to adopt to survive.  
 
The kernels in her hand were glowing with a subdued luminance, like fragments of 
gold-bearing quartz and uncut gems whose true sparkle was still unrealized, a 
chrysalis of stories that had not yet been told. A treasury of wisdom worth all the kine 
of a kingdom. A potential still to be manifested, unknowable, multi-faceted and 
mysterious. Dormancy and life, repository of heritage on one hand, precursor to new 
fountains of diversity on the other. Figments of fallacy, falsehood and fiction in some 
facets and the richness of a rugged reality that reached into revelation in others. 



 

 

 
 

 Chapter 7: Ingrained in Timber & 
Truss 

 
“Tis ingrain , sire: ‘twill endure wind and weather”  
Shakespeare, Twelfth Nights, I, v 
 
 
“To handle new planed wood, even to look at it or smell it, is to receive a message 
that life can still be in good heart; the very shavings are a crisp confirmation, a 
mystery; it is because wood, no matter how it is chopped, sawn, planed, somehow 
remains alive. I put my hand on the desk like a hand on a man’s shoulder. Into this 
material passed rain, sun, etc. It has lived and some secret part of it still lives. Notice 
few men who work with wood are unhappy.” 
B Priestley from Delight published by William Heinemann 
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Spencer, 1992 
 
“It is stranger than fiction.” Dan confided in Tracy, whom despite her being a 
journalist, he had somehow come to know deeply and in whom he felt he could place 
trust revealing the deepest secrets of his soul. She felt the same about him. There 
was a passion that had lasted over the years.  There was a connectedness that 
transcended even sexuality. They walked across the driveway to the woodshed and 
his workshop. The stone crackled underfoot. He continued. “For a few days after she 
died a pigeon would fly down mysteriously from the top of the Old Cottonwood that 
stood there at the entrance to the driveway, and sit on my head.” He paused 
reflectively, and then went on, “Now I am different from Beth in that way – I am not 
superstitious. I don’t believe in life after death.” 
 
“So what are you saying Dan?” Tracy smiled quizzically at Dan, teasing him gently. 
 
“Its strange, that’s all” he said opening the workshop door, “like a message! The 
indigenous people strongly believed that animals bore messages. I wished I could 
suspend  my skepticism long enough to listen.” 
 
Tracy put her arm on his shoulder and spoke with silence. She could feel the pain. 
 
Dan took her over to the workbench where a large circular slab of wood was being 
sanded and polished.  
 
Dan broke the silence “It was only a few days after she passed that the Old 
Cottonwood came crashing down, after one hundred and thirty eight years.” 
 
“You thought that the message could answer the question of who killed her?” It was 
as if Tracy were asking a question and making a statement at the same time. 
 
“There’s a great mystery here, Tracy. Stranger, much stranger that a mystery novel – 
but its true. Who dunnit? For me to rest in peace, let alone her, I want to know who 
killed her, though I know I may never learn why.” 
 
“Its seems strange Dan that need to find out who, but seem content not to know 
why.” 
 
“Some mysteries we will never understand,” said Dan with resignation rubbing his 
hand over of the grain of the large circular slab. “Look at the annular rings of Old 
Cottonwood.  In each ring the passage of each day over those hundred and thirty-
eight years is indelibly recorded. Literally a slice of life encoded in the grain. The 
message is here even if we cannot read it.” 
 
“Why do you work with wood?” Tracy asked. 
 
“If timber were to be discovered today it would startle the world as a wonder 
material,” Dan answered, pointing to the large stockpile in his shed, “There are 
rational reasons, I suppose. It is available in large quantities; the supply is renewable 
and its always available; its cheap. You can get it in large sizes; it is light in weight 
yet strong. Weight for weight it is stronger than steel. If it’s properly used, it’s very 
long lasting. But the real reason is emotional. Most of all I love its feel, its warmth and 
its color. It’s alive. It breathes. The patterns in the grain soothe and relax me”. 
 
“The Old Cotton Wood was special to you. It’s a hardwood, isn’t it? Must be difficult 
to work?” She joined Dan in running her hand along the grain. 
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“Yes it’s a hardwood. That’s what we call all the broad-leaved trees such as oak, 
walnut and poplars, but hardwood is a misnomer - not all hardwoods are necessarily 
hard. Cottonwood is very soft. It’s easy to work, but it doesn’t polish that well. Even 
so, I love it.” 
 
“The way you’ve stacked the wood, it’s as if it were waiting” Tracy looked at the 
geometrical patterns in the stacked wood that appealed to her photographic eye. She 
lifted her camera, moved a little to position herself perfectly, then shot the picture. 
 
“You love photography,” said Dan, “It’s not just your work.” 
 
“Sometimes it’s work” she replied, looking for further geometries,” occasionally its 
love. My real passion is for what I do in the dark room, where I can play with an 
enlarger. Like you, I find pattern and texture relaxing and inspiring. I suppose it 
speaks to me and sends me messages which I try to understand.” 
 
“So, you also work with grain,” said Dan understanding. 
 
“Yes, I also work with grain” she reflected, “It’s the bugbear of most photographers. 
They hate the mealy image of the clumps of silver on the negative and will do almost 
anything to avoid it. Despite the very best of efforts, however, no picture can be 
made without it. Grain is the positive image of the spaces between the clumps of 
silver that make up the negative. You can’t avoid grain. You can merely minimize its 
troubles. Me – I love it” 
 
“You love it?” asked Dan puzzled. 
 
“Like your wood, it’s a mystery. It carries the image. You can’t do without it, yet too 
much of it and the image is gone. It’s information and noise at the same time. It’s a 
paradox. As it reveals, so it hides,” said Tracy photographing Dan’s hands against 
the circular slab of wood. Turning the camera onto him had made their discussion 
even more intimate. 
 
“This is the top for a desk I am making. The perfect cross-section.” Each day that I 
work on it will be a reminder of her. I cut it at the level of her heart. Her arms wrapped 
around it here” and passing his fingers gently around the outside,“ her breasts would 
have touched it about here.” 
 
‘How does the grain form” asked Tracy perplexed. 
 
 “Like an onion, or the spheres of a human personality, a tree has many tubular 
layers, one inside the other” he continued. He pointed to each section of the circular 
cross-section in turn.” Bark on the outside, then the bast, cambium, sapwood, 
heartwood and finally the pith at the very center. These are medullary rays going 
radially from the bark to the pith, the very core of the being of a tree, where you’d 
expect it to be most alive – but where it’s just bones. The tree wears its heart on the 
outside.”  
 
“How do you mean, on the outside?” Slowly she lifted the camera and photographed 
him. He had the rugged face of a farmer, his skin browned by the days of exposure to 
the sun. It was a gentle movement like the first brushing kiss between lovers. 
 
“The cambium is the germinal tissue” he replied softly looking deeply into her green 
eyes, “it produces living tubes of phloem that lie just below the bark and which bring 
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down the nutrients from the leaves. Then each year, particularly during the growing 
season, it produces new xylem, long tubes of woody tissue on the inside that carry 
water and minerals upward from the roots. So you see, the heart and the vascular 
system are on the outside, just below the bark. Its easy to hurt a tree.” 
 
‘Amazing” she responded moving close with her camera and taking a close up of the 
circular patterns that bore testimony to the enormous age of the Cottonwood. 
 
“Once while they were alive, her blood and the tree’s vital fluids passed within 
centimeters of each other. Now days will pass,” said Dan with resignation,” but no 
more rings will form. The grain has set.” 
 
“How long does it take before you can use it?” She was looking at the regularity of his 
workshop tools neatly mounted on the wall. When a pattern met her sense of 
symmetry, she pressed the shutter button and the camera clicked in response. 
 
“Before wood can be used, it has to be seasoned. Essentially this means, dried. All 
timber contains moisture. A growing tree can contain as much as four times of its 
own weight in water. It can be air-seasoned by stacking it under cover and waiting 
until the excessive water evaporates and the amount that remains is in equilibrium 
with the moisture in the air that surrounds it. That produces fine wood, but it takes a 
long time. Or if you are in a hurry, like I was, wood can also be kiln dried. I had this 
beautiful slab top and some other pieces seasoned in this way, so that I can begin 
working it.” 
 
“It’s so much like film” Tracy said. “The intricacy of the process needed to achieve the 
result, I mean, not the drying itself. Film should be dried quickly. The slower it dries, 
the more likelihood there is of grain clumping and producing the unpleasant coarse 
grain effect which most photographers hate.” 
 
“What do you do with your photographs?” asked Dan turning away from his own 
preoccupation. Then, with a humorous twist,” how fast do you dry your negatives?” 
 
‘Well practically, I use them to illustrate my stories, so I have to dry them real fast. 
But when I am finished with them and they’ve done their work, so to speak, I take a 
little piece of each image, the part which I consider to be at its heart, then I enlarge it 
until all one can see is the grain. At that point the information the image contains and 
the noise that its grain creates are almost in balance. I then make a massive print 
and mount it – that my art. My home has a gallery of these – the tension in the 
pattern each excites me and makes me feel alive every time I see it. 
 
“So bottom line, grain is good,” said Dan 
 
“Well maybe granularity rather than grain. Granularity is the structure of the sensitive 
emulsion, distributed in as uniform a silver deposit as possible. Granularity is a 
scientific concept, whereas graininess is the subjective experience.  A highly 
granular, but very dense deposit would appear less grainy than a lighter deposit.” 
 
“I’m writing a novel,” said Dan suddenly as if unburdening himself of a great weight. It 
was only something that he would have shared with the most intimate of friends. 
Metaphorically he was taking his clothes off, revealing himself, like peeling an onion, 
until he reached the white pungent flesh. Tracy did the same. They stood there 
naked, contemplating their differences and similarities – a man and a woman. 
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“I’m pleased” She ran her hand along the smooth planed surface of the oval desktop 
that Dan was shaping. ”What’s it about?” 
 
“Its about my rage” He felt moved by her willingness to listen and warmly clasped her 
hand for a moment, “At the moment I call it ‘The Sands of Time’ – perhaps a ‘Tree in 
Time’ would be better. I think of it somewhat paradoxically as ‘sacred science 
fiction.’“ 
 
“An intriguing idea” mused Tracy, “I didn’t think you were religious.” 
 
“I’m not religious in the conventional sense” It was important to Dan that Tracy should 
understand where he was coming from, “but increasingly I feel intense anger at 
human arrogance towards the Perfection. In Genesis it says, ‘And out of the ground 
made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food; 
the tree of life also in the midst of the garden and the tree of knowledge of good and 
evil. …. And the Lord God took the man, and put him in the Garden of Eden to dress 
it and keep it. And the Lord God commanded the man saying, Of every tree of the 
garden thou mayest freely eat; but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, thou 
shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shall surely die.’’  To me 
this was symbolic of enormous faith in humanity as steward of an immense 
sustainable resource system at the heart of which there were sacred elements with 
which mankind should not tamper.” 
 
“Aren’t you expecting too much, like wisdom from a baby?” 
 
“The Creator chased men and women from the garden and punished them with 
mortality because they knew too much. Rather than having learned from the 
experience, what is right and wrong, and moving on, we are endeavoring to go back 
into the forbidden zone again and eat of the tree of life. It’s messing around with the 
very stuff of existence, in a vain attempt to live forever. It’s contemptuous. Instead of 
learning from the universe, humanity is trying to make it conform.” 
 
“But that has puzzled me,” interjected Tracy, “How could Eve and Adam know they 
were doing wrong before they ate of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and 
Evil?” 
 
“It’s a profound question, Tracy” Dan was amazed by her subtlety. He felt the thrill of 
her stroking his most intimate and private domains, “I think of it as a parable for the 
inevitable contradiction of creation, absurd yet real. A person must exist and behave 
in the world with confidence in the absence of any certainty about truth.  Its like the 
ambiguous notion that imperfect mankind was cast in the image of Perfection” 
 
“Now, strangely enough, that I can understand” said Tracy.” An image can never 
faithfully represent its subject in every way. There’s always some grain, some noise, 
some loss of definition.” 
 
“Entropy” responded Dan, “dictates that there must be a loss of information in every 
image. The creation was the first image. Since then, history has been a process of 
re-making - images of images. Like a hallway of asymmetrical mirrors reflecting light 
forward to a future where the grain is everything and the image is no more. Like your 
pictures.” 
 
“You do understand” smiled Tracy, “Uncertainty grows with certainty. Nothing can live 
for ever.” 
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“Yes,” he said,” but the greatest mystery of all is that in what should be the chaos of 
increasing random grains of changing images, new patterns emerge. Like trees that 
grow from a seeds similar to those of all the generations of trees that preceded them, 
unique but different every time. And somewhere engrained in all this the seed to the 
mysterious Tree of Life. All grains the same, yet inexorably different.   
 
“Will you read some of your novel to me” asked Tracy. 
 
“It’s still unfinished.” Dan felt diffident, but pleased that she was interested, “It’s still 
very rough.” 
 
“Just read me a few passages, I want to get the flavor” 
 
Dan slipped out to get his writing. Tracy ambled around his workshop, wondering 
about a lifetime of projects that were still to come to fruition, then thought about 
herself in relation to this intriguing man, feeling guilty because of Freeman. 
 
When he came back she said softly, “You must miss her!” 
 
“I can’t tell you how much. When I’m out on a dig near where she used to be, it’s as if 
she rises out of the artifacts and speaks to me, helping me understand what they 
mean. She loved trees. My novel would have made her cry” 
 
 “Read it to me then, from anywhere” 
 
He began 
 
And the Author summoned the Cherubim with the flaming sword 
that the Author had placed east of Eden and said, “Behold what is 
happening in our Garden in which grows the Tree of Life and the 
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.” 
 
“We guard it as you commanded. We look to the East to ensure 
that Adam and Eve do not return,” replied the Cherubim blissfully 
innocent as beings more used to kissing the heads of babes than 
brandishing swords to smight sinners. 
 
“But look what happens in the Garden,” The Earth shook and 
tremored as the Author beheld the sight in the Garden. “What has 
become of our trees?” the Author cried in anguish. 
 
Turning their gaze for the first time, since commanded by the 
Author, they beheld the sight in the Garden and wept, “Man has 
come into the Garden from the West and the North and the South” 
 
“And burrowed under like a mole and flown in like a bird” raged the 
Author. ‘What is this that twinkles like stars in the Garden?” 
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As the Author and his Cherubim walked through the gates they 
passed through an avenue of Douglas Spruce trees that did 
indeed glow in the dark and twinkle like stars. 
 
“These are Christmas Trees. They are here to celebrate the 
coming of your son. They have the genes from fireflies and jellyfish 
incorporated into their own” said the Cherubim, relieved, at least, 
that the work of men, who had crept back into the Garden, 
celebrated the creation of the Author.  
 
“I did grow trees in the Garden that they might provide shelter, 
timber, food and beauty for all creatures, not least Man whom I 
placed as steward to all that I created. I gave trees root that they 
might delve deeply into the soil and from a single vantage point 
bring up the nutrients deep in the earth to where these could be 
used by all the creatures that scuttle in the undergrowth.  
 
Magnificent forests of these trees did I plant, each unique and of 
countless species so that every niche and nook should be filled 
with splendor. Unique each one, separate, but standing together in 
a triumphant unison conveying the richness of the earth and 
holding these out to the heavens in a blazing bouquet of leaves.  
 
The tree was my fractal archetype for forms that reach from below 
the earth towards the heavens above, but never did I make a tree 
to glow in the dark” 
 
“So you are pleased?” The Cherubim feared that the Author might 
not be entirely satisfied.  
 
“It is an abomination” roared the Author, “to cross the genes of the 
stately tree whose graceful boughs I shaped to hold winter snow 
with those of the fleeting firefly whose light I gave so that it might 
find its elusive mate in the spring air. And worse still with the genes 
of the transparent jellyfish consigned to find food in the darkest 
depths of the deep.” 
 
The Cherubim looked around and to their despair saw that there 
were a host of weird plants growing in the Garden that were not 
placed there by the hands of the Author. Strange animals browsed 
there now. There was a spider goat whose milk contained biosteel 
proteins that could be spun into bulletproof vests, aerospace 
materials and medical sutures. And there were suicide carrots 
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whose venomous tubers would kill possums and creatures that 
foraged in the night”  
 
“I created species to breed within species for a purpose; I too 
could have crossed the wings of the noble eagle with that of the 
mountain lion to create a create a creature that reigned over the 
animal kingdom from the air, but I did not. I created sex within 
species to mix the genes and blessed the act with pleasures of the 
most potent kind, that it would drive like to seek out like to cleave 
together in bliss.” 
 
“We are sorry,” said the Cherubim as they hung their heads in 
shame 
 
And then the gaze of the Author fell upon a beautiful flower, a 
carnation that he had planted to beautify the garden and indeed 
did his anger become exceedingly great. “They have made use of 
an anti-sense technology, silencing a senescence-induced lipase 
gene and prevented membrane degradation. The flower now 
retains its loveliness for months instead of days. This they plan 
shall be the precursor to many beauty products, which will delay 
the aging of skin tissues and add years of beauty to many who can 
afford the treatments. They dabble with the very stuff of the Tree of 
Life.” 
 
And the Cherubim saw that the Author was now angered beyond 
rage. 
 
“These characters” spoke the Author with a subdued voice “have 
sown life forms that never should have lived. Now they again seek 
eternal life. I have spoken on this matter before” 
 
And the Author disappeared from the midst of the bewildered 
Cherubim who wondered what fierce judgment lay in store.” 
 
Dan finished the section he had been reading and looked up for Tracy’s reaction. Her 
green eyes did not betray how she felt. 
 
“The Author is not a very good manager,” she quipped, “He would not have passed 
Supervision 101. Inadequate instructions to the Cherubim and poor monitoring of the 
stewards who had already seriously erred once” 
 
Dan felt relieved. If Tracy had not liked what she had heard she would not have 
joked. “And?” asked Dan. 
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Tracy continued, “The characters certainly crossed some line. They went against the 
grain at some stage. But did they really know they were not supposed to?” 
 
“That’s the paradox,” explained Dan. “They had freewill while living out his will. The 
Author gave real life to his creation by letting his characters work out their own 
destiny, and yet he wrote every word.” 
 
Tracy was puzzled again. “He’s seems like an absconding Author to me. Why was 
He surprised? Why angry? Perhaps He was preoccupied with something more 
important than His creation. Where was He when his characters went off the beaten 
track, or cut across the grain, as it were? ” 
 
Dan felt the passionate support that Tracy had for his story. She was pinning him 
down, as a lover is wont to do before engaging again in the act of copulation. He was 
defenseless, but felt defended. 
 
“I don’t know,” he answered with as much honesty as he could, “Perhaps the Author, 
is like the God described in the Bible. Although he was the most powerful, most 
knowing, most loving, most unchanging, most Perfect he was not omni-everything. 
He had his limits in many areas, even if those limits far exceeded human 
understanding. In the scriptures, he sometimes changed his mind and plans, had 
limited power, seemed occasionally surprised by events on Earth, got hurt, took on a 
definite geographical location, physically wrestled with people, and even took the 
advice of men and angels. Even though we are all sentient beings and consciously 
make all our own decisions, we cannot command our bowels nor regulate our blood 
flow. Our body is part of our will, yet it has a will of its own. So its not surprising that 
when we discover that our body runs contrary to our will, we become angry at 
ourselves ” 
 
“I suppose,” said Tracy, “that writing is much like the beginning. The origin of 
characters bubbles up from a place far deeper than consciousness. No matter how 
much the Author plans or thinks he knows them, they always surprise him with how 
they behave.” 
 
“Exactly! The Author sets the scene and gives life to the characters. But, it’s them 
that give life to the novel. Sometimes they embody his intent more accurately than he 
anticipated, at other times they cross the line and change the plot. They can make 
what was planned to be beautiful, ugly and what the Author had hoped would be 
profound, profane.” 
 
Tracy paused. “I like what you read to me. Keep writing.” 
 
‘Thank you,” said Dan. ”Now, what’s your own story. I’ve been doing all the talking.” 
 
“I’m a journalist,” she answered. “I don’t have my own story. I just tell the stories of 
others. 
 
“Well, what’s my story then?” Dan looked at her quizzically. “Everyone has a story” At 
a different time and a different place, he could so easily have fallen in love with her. 
 
“Strange you should ask.” She replied with a hint of self-deprecation, as she opened 
her handbag and took out a few pages of the article she had been working on for the 
Chicago Times, neatly folded.   She was just about to send it off, and had come to 
meet Dan to check that she had the details right. 
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“Spencer, Iowa” she began. “It all began innocently enough for Beth de Boer that 
fateful day when she forgot to close a hopper latch and spilled some corn onto the 
driveway all those years ago. Little did she know that it was going to wind up in the 
US Supreme court as one of the landmark cases in American agriculture.” 
 
The baldness of the statement cut through Dan like a knife. It was simple, but brutal. 
 
“Farmer husband, Dan was not about to let all that corn go to waste, so he hunted 
around in his workshop and pulled out an old oak contraption that his father had 
used. It could easily strain a few bushels of grain and remove bits of gravel and dirt 
out of the corn.” 
 
Dan smiled sheepishly. “It’s a sort of out-of-world experience when you hear yourself 
talked about in a journalistic way” 
 
Tracy continued, “Before long, one idea led to another and the de Boers realized that 
they could be sifting and saving their own seed as generations of farmers before 
them had done. A simple thought perhaps, but one that needed some trigger to get 
them to break from the modern farm ritual of routinely shipping out every last kernel 
of corn to the elevator as feed and keeping none as seed.  
 
“I realized,” she said speaking in Dan’s voice, ”that all the hype about buying 
hybridized corn was just that. With a bit of trouble we could replant our own seed and 
produce our own strains of hybridized corn seed introducing all kinds of genetic 
diversity. What’s more if we kept it organic, there was a huge premium to be made. 
 
Before long they were saving all they needed to replant all their fields, with enough 
left over to even help out their friends on neighboring fields – all at a fraction of the 
cost of buying the seed each year.  Gradually small groups of farmers in the vicinity 
began to collaborate to exchange and sell different varieties to each other. That’s 
when Aggro, the giant seed company with a commanding lead in market share of 
corn seed to protect, got aggravated and started throwing down the gauntlet.” 
 
Tracy paused, and looked up at Dan to check his body language. 
 
“Aggro feared that the de Boers were creating a serious business selling seed while 
building resistance to purchasing their own licensed seed. They hired a local farmer 
to surreptitiously buy a bag of seed from the de Boers and then had it tested in their 
laboratories. Markers of their patented genes were found among samples they 
tested. At first Aggro wanted to buy them out, but when the de Boers refused, Aggro 
threw the book at them and sued the couple for violating several federal statutes 
including the Plant Varieties Protection Act and the Utilities Patent Act. The PVPA, as 
it is known, gives farmers only limited rights to save and reuse seed protected by 
seed companies in terms of the act. The Utilities Patent Act, which had rarely 
successfully been invoked in terms of living organisms prior to this case, goes even 
further and provided a blanket ban on the unlicensed use of the protected 
technology. 
 
Aggro alleged that the de Boers had planted 160 acres of corn containing Aggro-
patented genes and sold more than 6,000 bushels of corn as seed, charging only $8 
a bushel compared to their retail price of $16. 
 
Dan thought about all the years of engagement with Aggro, and that’s what it boiled 
down to. 
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The de Boers countered by stating that it was a farmers right to replant or sell their 
own seed and that they could not be responsible for contamination of their seed by 
Aggro’s patented genes, as corn is wind pollinated. 
 
After a fiery three-day court battle at the district court in Sioux City, Iowa, the judge 
ruled in Aggro’s favor. 
 
Faced with $100,000 in damages and almost certain ruin, the couple decided to 
appeal to the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals.  To his great relief, Dan won the 
appeal when a three-judge panel overturned the lower court ruling.  
 
The battle was not over however and Aggro has taken the couple to the Supreme 
Court. As if that were not enough, tragedy struck the besieged rural household….” 
 
Sadly Beth de Boer was not there to see the Federal Circuit Appeals Court reversal. 
She will also not be there to hear the Supreme Court ruling .She was killed in a tragic 
accident earlier this year. 
 
“Please stop,” said Dan, his eyes filling with tears. ”Its enough. It was not an 
accident!” 
 
“I’m sorry!” She put her arms around him. 
 
“I thought journalists were not supposed to get involved with their informants”. Dan’s 
question was rhetorical. He found her warmth comforting. 
 
Tracy pulled away slightly and said, “you’re right!” 
 
“OK. You got it right. That is my story. What’s your story, Tracy?” 
 
‘Its muddy,” she answered, “not heroic like yours, fighting a huge seed company.” 
 
“All life is muddy.” Dan was not going to put off probing. “What’s your story?” 
 
Dan studied her for a moment and noted again, as he had several times before that 
her features, which she downplayed were very striking. Her short blonde hair had 
been growing out and now reached almost shoulder length. Her face was slim and 
her nose perky and cheeky.. 
 
“We’ll, right at the moment I’m married and in love”. She didn’t know where to begin, 
though she was glad to start. It wasn’t often she had been asked to tell her story. 
 
“Married and in love - that’s promising” he said emphasizing the “and”. 
 
“The problem is that it’s not with the same guy”. She sighed. 
 
Dan was not really surprised. “Oh?” he said. Taking her camera from her hand, he 
framed her briefly and snapped. “You looked particularly photogenic, just then.” 
 
Tracy smiled. “There’s Rory, he’s my husband. Rory Short. He’s editor of the 
Chicago Times and then, well there’s Freeman Brown – the guy I introduced you too 
and whom I can’t get out of my mind.” 
 
There was a tiny part of Dan that was jealous of both them. “Does Rory know?”  
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“No, I’m not sure I will be able to tell him. We’ve discussed the possibilities before. At 
an intellectual level I think he would understand – but one can never know.” 
 
“What about Freeman?” asked Dan. 
 
“He was very upset when he realized I was married,” she answered. ”He was upset 
that I hadn’t told him before we slept together. He didn’t like the idea of being in love 
with another man’s wife.” 
 
“Did he ask you to marry him?” 
 
“No, not directly. But then I don’t think either of us thought it was going to happen.  
 
Being black, a historian of all things and with a massive chip on his shoulder about 
whites, quite frankly the last place I thought we were going to land up was in bed.” 
Tracy was matter of fact. 
 
“Are you and Rory unhappy?”. Dan’s question was inevitable. 
 
‘No, not at all. We get on well. We’re friends. We talk newspapers from morning to 
night. Or perhaps, it’s more accurate to say he talks I listen. I’m trying to learn to love 
journalism. It’s my job” 
 
“Doesn’t sound like you are very passionate about each other.” Dan felt no sense of 
judgment. Life was too complex for that.  
 
“Well you can’t have everything in a marriage. We have sex, if that’s what you mean. 
It may not have bells and whistles, but its OK, I love him for what he is, for his 
companionship and being there for me over the years”. Tracy was aware of the 
paradox. She had a contented marriage, but was nevertheless having an affair. Was 
she abnormal? 
 
“I suppose,” Dan reflected, stroking his chin, “that although we know it is wise to stick 
to one partner, as often as not, life doesn’t always work out that way.” It seemed as if 
he was talking from experience, but if he was, he wasn’t ready to talk about it. 
 
‘I feel such a betrayer.” Emotion welled up into her face, which contorted slightly with 
guilt. “I betrayed Rory, and now that I’ve fallen in love with Freeman, I’ve betrayed 
him as well. But the strange thing is that I love him too and it feels so good. The way 
we made love was so beautiful and so passionate, I felt complete. Talk about bells 
and whistles – stars were exploding in my head. It was black and white together like 
notes on a keyboard.” Tracy looked at Dan appealingly and asked, “How can such 
pure love be wrong?” 
 
“I find it difficult to make judgments about right and wrong” Dan was pensive. ‘Why do 
you feel so guilty? 
 
”Perhaps its my convoluted background” she answered. “My father’s side of the 
family were half-hearted Protestants originally. My grandfather said his family had 
come up from the south after the civil war. They had lost their plantations and blamed 
the blacks. They wanted to start new lives up north in Iowa where there were no 
blacks and they could start again.  My grandmother was Jewish. They were fleeing 
from the persecution in Eastern Europe during the depression years. My grandfather 
and my grandmother were an unlikely combination. But that’s what they were. And 
my faith has been confused. Are you religious Dan? You write as if you are.” 
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‘Well that’s a difficult question to answer” Dan had to think carefully about what he 
was saying. ”Technically, I’m Catholic. My family came from Holland – but formal 
religion has never made any sense to me. I read great works of literature and 
philosophy. It helps to fill the desolation – but I wouldn’t call it a religion, perhaps 
some solace. What about you? What’s your religion? This is your story, remember?” 
 
“Well, apparently when the half-hearted Protestants reached Iowa after coming up 
the Mississippi by steamboat they met Mormons who were migrating west to escape 
persecution along a trail that led to a new Land of Israel settled around a dead sea in 
Utah. The fervent faith appealed to them. So they joined them and headed west, but 
then they must have run out of food, so they joined some of the gangs working on the 
railroad at one of the railheads. Before long they settled down near what is Des 
Moines today, but they remained Mormons. So I suppose I am a Mormon.” 
 
“But you don’t believe that Joseph Smith received and translated the golden plates, 
do you?” asked Dan 
 
“Believe me I’ve tried. But it just doesn’t work for me. It agitates me.” For a moment 
Tracy looked lost. Like a beautiful baby deer, lost for a few minutes and looking for its 
mother.  “How does one keep the faith if one has none?” she asked. “What do the 
great writers and philosophers believe?” 
 
“I suppose the basis of it is justice.” He thought carefully for a moment.” Universal 
justice. Every person is worthy of dignity. Fairness, equity and compassion should be 
the basis of all human relations. Not just between people, but between humankind 
and all of creation. Everyone’s search for peace, freedom and meaning should be 
valued. Ultimately there is a web of interconnectedness of all living things, which we 
should respect.“ 
 
“Beautiful thoughts” Tracy gave a short forced laugh as a smile flashed across her 
face for an instant – as if there were something in what he said that she wanted to 
believe but could not. “Beautiful, but naïve!” 
 
‘These things don’t just happen” said Dan rising to her skepticism, “the worthy life is a 
struggle to bring them about!” 
 
“I don’t think there’s a God,” she replied. “No God could be this cruel!” 
 
“You’re hurting!” Dan reached out and held her hand. He knew exactly what she 
meant. 
 
“In 1981, I was a junior reporter. I had just arrived from Des Moines from the Iowa 
Farmer’s Weekly even then I wasn’t convinced I wanted to be a journalist,” she 
began.” I remember it clearly as if it were yesterday. It was soon after we first met. 
She blushed. Do you remember?” 
 
“Sure,” he said. It was a day he would never forget. 
 
“It was June 5th, and I had just read a report that came over the wire from the Centers 
for Disease Control in Atlanta. They had discovered five cases of pneumonia caused 
by a strange new disease of the autoimmune system in homosexual men in Los 
Angeles. They believed it was sexually transmitted. I remember thinking that this 
would really suit the bible thumpers, when the editor called Rory and myself in to see 
him. Rory, who I hardly knew at the time, was a senior staff writer. I looked up to him 
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and admired his writing. We were told that we were going on assignment to Somalia 
in the horn of Africa. Things were hotting up in the cold war between the US and 
Russia and the horn had become its battlefield. Millions of starving refugees were 
pouring out of the Ogaden region in Ethiopia. At first I thought, damn, I’m going to 
miss the launch of the “Raiders of the Lost Ark”, a movie I really wanted to see, then I 
thought that was stupid. If I’m going to be a journalist, I’ve got to see the world. One’s 
got to begin somewhere, even if it’s in some god-forsaken part of the world like the 
horn of Africa. It was a strange year really. Very eventful. As in fairy tales and horror 
stories, Princess Dianna was soon to marry her prince. Pope John Paul had just 
been shot and narrowly escaped death like Reagan had a month or two before him. 
The Pakistani President had just been assassinated.“ 
 
“I remember 1981 too,” Dan mused, “I had just bought a Radio-Shack personal 
computer and was amazed by how much data one could store on a floppy disk. It 
had what I thought was a staggeringly big RAM, all of 48 kilobytes! Just the size of a 
small e-mail now! Those were the pre-PC days he recalled hazily as if his data, 
stored on floppies, had been degraded over time. 
 
“I could not have been worse prepared” said Tracy, “for what was to come. When we 
arrived in Mogadishu I felt like I was on another planet. I had expected it to be 
unfamiliar, but it was bizarre. When we arrived we were taken to the Anglo-American 
quarter and a UN beach club area, popular with expats. It was on an attractive part of 
the coast, a little south of the City in an area of Mog known as ‘the Lido’. The place 
was a curious blend of dozens of lazing young aid workers sunbathing on the 
verandas looking out to the sea with binoculars with large numbers of American 
troops who seemed to be scurrying around like workers in an assembly plant in fast-
forward. Just as I was getting curious about what the sunbathers were looking at, a 
distraught young Somali boy in traditional dress came running up, tears streaming 
from his eyes. Another boy - his friend - had been attacked by a shark. We all poured 
down to the beach, mostly just to gape rather than to help. It was terrible. His leg had 
been savagely torn and had strips of flesh hanging from a jagged piece of bone 
stripped off above the knee. Blood was spurting from his femoral artery and had 
formed a huge red patch in the sand. Everyone stood back too terrified about what to 
do. I took refuge behind a camera as I had been trained to do. Rory tried to stem the 
blood by pressing on the artery, but in a couple of minutes he started to convulse 
violently, then he went clammy and pale and died.” 
 
“Horrible” said Dan. 
 
“We had sex that night” The two events had blended into one in Tracy’s mind. ”We 
could only find one room, so we agreed to share – and I knew that Rory would be a 
perfect gentleman. Deep down, I didn’t want him to be. I needed comforting and to be 
in the arms of someone familiar in that bizarre place. He was gentle. Believe it or not 
it was his first time, too. It was nice, I remember that, pleasurable, but nothing 
special. What’s all the fuss about, I thought lying on my back watching a great big 
overhead fan rotating like helicopter blades as Rory pounded away?” 
 
Dan was not quite sure what to say. 
 
“The next morning we discovered that there was an abattoir north of Mogadishu 
where camels were slaughtered for their meat and hides, the mainstay of the Somali 
export economy. After the slaughter the butchers shoveled loads of camel entrails 
from the bloody concrete blocks where the carcasses were dismembered into the 
Indian Ocean. Sharks would swarm in for the feast, and then when they’d eaten 
turned south along the coast in a sort of feeding frenzy. The next place they’d find 
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food would be in the sea in front of the beach club where young and inexperienced 
Somali nomad boys would bathe after a hot day’s working for the foreigners who had 
come in their hordes to help their country. There had been a string of fatalities just 
that past month.” 
 
“When you disturb an ecosystem,” retorted Dan.” The results can be horrific” 
 
“There was a sign” said Tracy, “on the Club’s bulletin board that it was dangerous to 
swim. No one thought of putting up a sign on the beach where the Somali boys could 
see it. Apparently there’d even been a suggestion that a swimming pool might be a 
good idea, but no one took the idea seriously. Most of them wouldn’t be in the Horn 
for very long, three months, six months a year tops, so they sat on the veranda 
drinking beer or sipping whiskey, looking out at sea to see if they could spot shark 
fins.” 
 
“I can picture the scene.” Dan spoke with feeling; “I was drafted into the army and 
was in Nam towards the end of the war in the sixties. There was a camp on the side 
of the Mekong River.” 
 
‘You were in Nam?” she asked rhetorically. 
 
“Yup,” he replied, “and when you put a bunch of men together without women, you 
disturb the ecosystem” 
 
“I suppose that explains why, when they got bored of scouting for shark fins, they 
would charge off over the dunes in their 4x4 s emblazoned with logos of UNICEF, 
CARE, Save the Children and World Vision to find virgin beaches with quiet little 
lagoons where they could picnic, swim and play with their frisbees.” Tracy was still 
angry all these years later. 
 
“It must have been macabre.” Dan pondered recollecting his own days in Vietnam. A 
time he preferred to forget. 
 
‘It was Somalia in the early nineteen eighties, a once proud nation that had been 
fractured by colonialism into a diaspora of warring tribes in neighboring  states. There 
were a lot of sharks around. For over a decade Major General Mohammed Siad 
Barre, who came to power in a coup, had been following socialist policies. Supported 
by the Soviets he had invaded the Ogaden region of Ethiopia in the hope of 
reunifying the Somalis who lived there. At first he made some progress aided by a 
massive build-up of soviet military aid, Kalashnikov assault rifles, armored units, Mig-
21s, Ilyushun bombers and thousands of advisors to train his 20,000 man army. 
Then Emperor Haile Selassie was booted out in Ethiopia during a socialist coup of its 
own. Instead of suing for peace with his socialist neighbors, Barre seized on the 
vulnerability and rapidly captured the whole of Ogaden, driving the Ethiopians back 
into the hills and becoming the savior of the Somali nation whose dream had been 
the reunification of all Somalis. But Ethiopia was a prize too valuable for the Soviets 
to neglect and rather than see it fall under western influence switched allegiances, 
turning away from Somalia with which it had signed an “eternal friendship” treaty to 
their enemies in Ethiopia. They airlifted 18,000 Cubans and $2 billion worth of arms 
to the Ethiopians.” 
 
“The age old story of betrayal” interjected Dan. ”What’s constant however is the flow 
of arms.” 
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“Betrayal yes,” agreed Tracy, “but no problem to Barre. He turned to the Americans. 
Although initially supportive, the Carter Administration vacillated and by March 1978 
the Somalis were driven out of the Ogaden. The lightening Soviet response shocked 
the American military and diplomatic strategists who might have withdrawn from the 
area entirely had they not seen that the abandoned Soviet naval base at Berbera at 
the entrance to the oil-rich territories around the Red Sea was a prize worth having.” 
 
Dan could see the ruthless short-term hand of the military at work. It was so 
reminiscent of Nam. 
 
“When the Reagan Administration took over a few months before we arrived they 
scrambled to look tough. America they felt had been humiliated by the holding of 
hostages in Iran for over a year and the invasion of Afghanistan by the Soviets. So it 
was not surprising that by the time we got there, the place was crawling with military 
advisors, consultants, diplomats, United Nations personnel and economic advisors. 
But by far the largest contingents were relief workers. Droves of mostly young and 
inexperienced Americans, much like myself, looking for adventure, were already 
there, fired by our self righteous American fervor. Thousands of refugees, ethnic 
Somalis from the broken Ogaden region, were pouring over the border from Ethiopia 
to avoid the fighting and famine. When they arrived starving and in need of medical 
care, the young volunteers were there to give it to them.” 
 
Dan could feel her skepticism. 
 
“We spent the first few days getting the lay of the land and talking to Government and 
nongovernment representatives. There was plenty of concern about the numbers of 
refugees and the importance of the need for foreign aid. They talked about a million 
and a half refugees. We met Michael, a food monitor for USAID, who agreed to take 
us from the docks of Mogadishu up the Shebele River north to the Hiran district and 
the Ethiopian border through the nineteen refugee camps along the banks of the 
river. Nothing could have prepared me for the agony of the children we saw on the 
way. I hadn’t realized that there were two forms of malnutrition, marasmus and 
kwashiorkor or that they could look so different. What got me was the attitude of the 
aid workers - every case they had seemed to be a triumph, something they could 
show off, almost gloat over. They needed to prove their case for being there. The 
government people also seemed very satisfied. It demonstrated the callousness of 
the enemy.” 
 
Dan listened and nodded. There was nothing to say. 
 
“The kids with kwashiorkor had puffy faces and swollen legs. The kids with 
marasmus were the worst. They looked old and wizened. Their skins were gaunt and 
stretched out on their faces. It as if they were looking at us and saying ‘We know!’ 
 
“What did Rory think?” asked Dan 
 
“He saw the chaos but viewed the American presence as a necessary way of 
cleaning it up. I was confused. It was my first external assignment. We had sex at 
least twice a day while we were there and I had a crush on him, so I put down my 
views to my inexperience and my inability to keep my emotional distance.” 
 
“So you felt you had to marry him?” Dan was blunt. 
 
“Not immediately. He was not the only man I ever slept with. But he was the first. I 
suppose a women’s first mate is always that little bit different for her.” 
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‘So what happened with the assignment?” Dan queried? 
 
“I was left in two minds,” she answered. ”First there was Michael, candid and self-
sacrificing. He moved me. He’d arrived from Kenya some time before where he’d 
been a Peace Corp teacher for several years and then for another three run a food-
for-work program as part of a famine-relief project among the starving Turkana in the 
north. I remember him saying. ‘As shit as it is, it can’t be worse than Kenya. Here 
everyone is exaggerating the numbers. Barre wants massive food aid. It keeps him in 
power. Hell, I’ve seen warehouses packed to the roof with the US AID handshake 
logo and the words ‘Donated by the people of the United States of America, Not for 
Sale’ siphoned off and disappear, over the border and to who knows where. Fuck, 
the relief agencies want it too. They may not eat it, but it’s their bread and butter too. 
They really lay it on thick with their emotional advertising, as if they really cared. 
They’re here to make money, like everyone else. The more the food, the greater the 
admin fees and the pompous staff running around their Washington headquarters. 
Then there’s USAID. They really make me sick. I’ve told them what’s happening in 
my reports – bur I’ve been told to shut the fuck up. They really want that port in 
Berbera. And giving away surplus grain - that must really score them Brownie points 
with the farmers back home. So you see, here in Somalia, starvation is part of the 
show. Those little faces you see, its part of the circus.  In Kenya it was different. Fuck 
it was different. The suit-wearing, tea-sipping, sycophantic, Europhile politicians in 
Nairobi didn’t care a shit about starvation among the primitive nomads in the north. 
Anything primitive was an embarrassment and a nuisance. Here everyone cares – 
caring is good for business!” 
 
“And then there was?” asked Dan, expecting Tracy to complete the thought. 
 
“And then there were the rest.” She replied, “all the rest, exactly as Michael 
described. The carers. But they cared as much as a swarm of sharks care about a 
carcass. For the rest, all I could see were the sharks off Lido beach in a feeding 
frenzy. Grain for starving people. It was money. I learned then that it’s the universal 
law that operates in the world. Nature red in tooth and claw. Its blood that makes the 
world go round, and money that greases the wheel. There’s no Author” she 
concluded, is a pithy reflection on Dan’s sacred science fiction. “He just couldn’t be 
that cruel.” 
 
‘Justice doesn’t just happen” said Dan. “We have to make it happen. There are no 
human rights if citizens don’t do their duty. The Creator can’t create an equitable 
world for us. We have to do it for ourselves.” 
 
Tracy took the camera back. She focused on his craggy masculine face and shot. It 
was like a kiss. “I love your optimism,” Dan, “really I do. But it’s a real jungle out 
there. Dog eats dog. Sharks are predators. It’s their nature. Its ingrained. If animals 
bear messages, like the indigenous people believed, theirs is simple – ‘I am here to 
eat’” 
 
They walked out of the workshop, along the crackling broken stone of the driveway to 
her car parked next to the stump of the old Cottonwood tree. Tracy leaned over and 
photographed the jagged surface. In its unpolished state it was simply not possible to 
see the grain. 
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It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated 
immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material. 
J. D. Watson & F. H. C. Crick, NATURE magazine, (2 April 1953) 
 
My world falls apart, crumbles, “The center cannot hold.” There is no integrating 
force, only the naked fear, the urge of self-preservation. I am afraid. I am not solid, 
but hollow. I feel behind my eyes a numb, paralyzed cavern, a pit of hell, a mimicking 
nothingness. I never thought. I never wrote, I never suffered. I want to kill myself, to 
escape from responsibility, to crawl back abjectly into the womb. I do not know who I 
am, where I am going—and I am the one who has to decide the answers to these 
hideous questions. I long for a noble escape from freedom—I am weak, tired, in 
revolt from the strong constructive humanitarian faith which presupposes a healthy, 
active intellect and will. There is nowhere to go… 
Sylvia Plath, writing about her depression in her journal  
 
There is in every madman a misunderstood genius whose idea, shining in his head, 
frightened people, and for whom delirium was the only solution to the strangulation 
that life had prepared for him. 
Antonin Artaud  
 
Sometimes dreams are wiser than waking. 
Black Elk - Oglala Sioux 
 
There was never a genius without a touch of madness. 
Seneca, On Tranquility of the Mind  
 
There is in every madman a misunderstood genius whose idea, shining in his head, 
frightened people, and for whom delirium was the only solution to the strangulation 
that life had prepared for him. 
Antonin Artaud  
 
Psychiatry’s a young science. Yesterday’s madman may be tomorrow’s genius. 
Beethoven and Van Gogh were both a bit loopy. In my view, most madmen are 
remarkable. They’re explorers, travelers beyond the rim of consciousness. Not 
surprising if they pick up a few bugs and get sick. That’s all it is, madness. Mad just 
means sick. If you get fluid on the lungs it’s pleurisy. If it’s fluid on the brain, it’s 
insanity.  
Clare Boylan, Beloved Stranger  
 
There’s a fine line between genius and insanity. I have erased this line. 
Oscar Levant  
 
If one listens to the faintest but constant suggestions of his genius, which are 
certainly true, he sees not to what extremes, or even insanity, it may lead him; and 
yet that way, as he grows more resolute and faithful, his road lies. 
Henry David Thoreau, Walden  
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Agricultural Technology Department at Iowa University, Des Moines, 1973 
 
Dan’s center was in his heart. He was completely infatuated. As he was about to 
leave the lecture room with Beth, who seemed to fill his being, he was taken off 
guard by a rather strange and effeminate man, who introduced himself as Ashley 
Penaz 
 
“Very impressive,“ said Penaz, “Very impressive presentation!” It was clear that he 
was a confirmed sycophant.“ Mr. Buchanan wants to meet you, young Man” 
 
“Do you mean, Neil Buchanan.’ 
 
“Exactly, Buccho Buchanan, the President of Aggro”. His name was virtually a 
household word. Within the last few weeks, Aggro, one of Iowa’s great seed 
companies, established in 1854, after aggressively acquiring other seed companies 
for over forty years, had itself being acquired in a hostile takeover by Upyors 
Pharmaceuticals, a massive transnational corporation. In a rather extra-ordinary turn 
of events the parent company had had taken on the name of its subsidiary, rather 
than what would have been more usual. In a massive show of media hype, Buccho 
Buchanan had been chosen to lead the company, as the last in Aggro’s family 
dynasty, Clarke King, retired.  
 
“Well, I am flattered. But what would the President of America’s leading Agrichemical 
Company want with me. I’m an academic.”  
 
“Mr. Buchanan believes in sponsoring scientific knowledge. He wants me to round up 
the leading minds in the state. He believes that we should bring on board the most 
original agricultural researcher thinkers in Iowa and they should be encouraged to 
innovate and enrich the science of genetics.” Ashley was enjoying himself. He loved 
to adorn things, wrap them up like presents and put bows on them. Even a small gift-
wrapped present, even an unwelcome one, can appear a wonderful surprise 
 
“He’s entered into a unique sponsorship agreement with your University – from now 
on you and your colleagues will work exclusively for us as it were – you’ll have a 
chance to build the greatest agricultural corporation on earth.” 
 
Mish, Dan’s thin and spidery friend, with a mind as alive as he was delicate, who had 
overhead the conversation, retorted in his usual laconic way as Penaz walked away, 
having delivered his message. “He flashed some money, and the University, bitch 
that it was, lay obediently down and only asked when he wanted to start fucking.” 
 

------------------------------------------------ 
 
Buccho Buchanan was an enormous man. Larger than life, really. Not only was he 
tall, but he was also overweight. He laughed a lot. Or should one say he guffawed. 
His eyes glistened with excitement. He was seldom to be seen without his pet pig, 
Percy that ran at the edge of a leash, convinced that he was a dog. Although not a 
formally educated man, Buccho was enormously well read, and a fountain of 
knowledge, continually gushing out megabytes of information to all who would listen. 
He had an intense reverence for science and would cluster its priests, an assortment 
of academics and researchers around him. His favorite pastime was identifying up 
and coming scientists and gathering them around him as his protégé’s – that was 
when he was not riding horses or tending his pet pigs. He was in his element now. 
His sycophant, Penaz had invited the staff of Iowa’s Agritech Department to a great 
luncheon hosted by Buchanan to launch the new face of Aggro. They all sat around 
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an enormous oval dinner table, decorated with the finest crystal glass and shiny 
stainless steel cutlery. Along one wall of the room ran a huge buffet table heavily 
decorated with an array of fine meats, seafood, salads, hors de oeuvres and 
puddings. A steward and several waiters were quietly in attendance waiting to start 
serving.  
 
“Let me introduce Daniel De Boer, Hanan Shadrach, Mitch Mesham and Abed Lazar, 
or more simply Dan, Shad, Mish and Abe, some of Iowa’s finest agricultural 
researchers,” announced Ashley in his obsequious manner, ”This of course, as you 
all know is our CEO, Mr. Neil Buchanan. We call him Buccho because he’ll ride the 
meanest horse to a rodeo and turn it into an obedient pony safe enough to ride at a 
children’s party” 
 
Buchanan would never allow the occasion to drift into an alienating formal gathering. 
 
“Feed em up”, Buccho roared in jovial appreciation of Ashley’s little ritual accolade. 
“Eat, drink and be merry, gentleman! Tomorrow we change the world. Enjoy!” He 
rose and lumbered over to a great bay window overlooking Aggro’s massive estate, 
pointing grandly to indicate to the gathering what they should behold. 
 
Although Dan remembered being wary, it was difficult not to admire the man. Not 
only had he the wisdom to draw in some of the finest minds around to advise and 
help him, but he clearly had a powerful vision for the future of agriculture. It was not 
difficult to see why, despite his lack of education, had been chosen to lead this 
gigantic company. 
 
“Well, what do you think, boys? What do you think?”  
 
Though he had gathered some of the finest minds together, it was clear that before 
they could be men, there would be an initiation. 
 
The “boys” were a select team of researchers. They were not only Dan’s colleagues, 
but Shad, Mish and Abe were among his closest friends. 
 
“About what, Mr. Buchanan?” stammered Abe rather lamely after pondering the 
question.  
 
Buchanan, like a Tyrannosaurus tilting its head towards an unexpected noise in a 
nearby thicket, turned his penetrating gaze fully on Abe, who stiffened, his olive skin 
visibly turning pale before the predator.   
 
Abe was a short, sensitive man, whose early life had been in turbulent Iran and he 
found himself fearing Buchanan. He did not like conflict, and was uncomfortable with 
it, even in the mildest form. At that moment he suddenly longed for the peace of the 
orchards at Kibbutz Shmoneh from where he had been sent to study at Iowa 
University. He looked down, and in this gentle submission to the predator, escaped 
further immediate attention. Buchanan satisfied with his dominance turned and 
looked at the others 
 
“About the Fertile Crescent of course, the Fertile Crescent.” He expected them to 
know what he was talking about. 
 
The Fertile Crescent was the huge new Aggro agricultural experimental estate - 
many hundreds of acres of prime undeveloped land just off the cross roads between 
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Highways Eighty Six and Nine, nestled in the narrow curved bridge of land between 
the three Spirit Lakes; Big Spirit Lake, Lake West Okoboji and Lake East Okoboji. 
 
This beautiful chain of lakes, covering about ten thousand acres, in Dickinson 
County, Northwestern Iowa, extends northwest for several miles to the Minnesota 
border. Big Spirit Lake, the largest of the lakes, known as "Minnewaukon" by the 
indigenous peoples, was called "Lac D'Esprit", the "Lake of the Spirits" by the French 
woodsmen who re-discovered it. 
 
 “It’s beautiful!” Dan chose to answer economically, but he knew his words 
understated the view. Shad, Mish and Abe, nodded in agreement without reservation. 
 
Ashley nodded to the stewards to bring forth the wine and food.  When all of them 
declined the generous servings of pork, Buchanan roared, “What no meat? I need 
men on my team, not rabbits!” 
 
“You’ll find us very well nourished, Mr. Buchanan”, said Shad with a glint of 
amusement in his eye. He was tall, well built and confident. There was nothing in 
Buccho’s manner that he found in any way intimidating. It was as if something in his 
genes had been switched on and rose to the challenge. “I prefer fish myself. Nothing 
like a grilled Northern Pike or Channel Catfish after a long day’s hard fishing. You’ll 
find our herbivorous crew as energetic as all your herds of carnivores.” 
 
“I see why they call you Shad,” Buchanan laughed. “Well we’ll see.” He turned again 
and gazed again through the large bay window. 
 
As far as the eye could see, stretched acres of green, unspoiled prairie grasses with 
clumps of bush and indigenous vegetation. The sparkling blue waters of West 
Okoboji glistened in the distance. Impressive points and bays, magnificent trees, long 
stretches of lakeside lawns, walking trails and a few sandy beaches, stood out 
against the shimmering background.  The clear quality and bluish tint of the water, 
shared by only a handful of lakes such as Lake Geneva in Switzerland and Lake 
Louise in Canada, marked it as one of the most spectacular vistas of the world.  
 
“All of this is possible because of a visit to north-west Iowa by the Great Glacier some 
fourteen thousand years ago,” said Buchanan quietly. Hardened entrepreneur that he 
was, it was clear to all that Buccho Buchanan was genuinely moved by the profound 
beauty of the site of his grand agricultural experiment. He turned and breathed in 
deeply looking towards the Big Spirit Lake. “Its magic, boys, sheer magic, we have 
our own Mesopotamia here in Iowa, between our own two great Mississippi and 
Missouri rivers. Here you see the beginning of its capital at New Babylon”.  
 
Penaz nodded appreciatively. 
 
“Big Spirit Lake is the largest natural lake in Iowa, 5,684 acres in all. According to 
various Indian legends, this lake was believed to be under the guardian watch of a 
great spirit and it’s not surprising that the Indians regarded this lake with superstitious 
awe. They believed evil spirits haunted the waters. No Dakota ever dared to cross it 
in his canoe. In fact no Indian canoes were ever found by the early settlers in the 
vicinity of this lake.  
 
“Could there be a finer place to re-create nature and give birth to new genetic hybrids 
and varieties which will feed the world?” 
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Buchanan beamed with pride as he looked back towards the massive 3,850 acre 
expanse of water known as Lake West Okoboji, the second largest in the chain which 
reached off to the horizon on the right of the big bay window. 
 
“Our new Fertile Crescent, the land between the Okobojis, will become the Center of 
the world. Okoboji will be a word on everyone’s lips”.  
 
Dan wondered what he meant. 
 
“The origin of the name ‘Okoboji’ is shrouded in mystery”, Buccho said as if reading 
his mind. “Many theories have been advanced, but are all based on conjecture. 
Although originally called "Minnetonka" or “Great Waters” by the Sioux Indians, some 
believe the word came from the Indian name "Okoboozhy", presumably a reference 
to the “reeds or rushes”, which once surrounded both lakes. Another reliable opinion 
was that of the late Dr. Thomas H. Mac Bride who, as a result of his research, 
concluded that Okoboji meant ‘A Place of Rest’.  But, whether there were demons 
who once dwelled in the lake or not, the waters of Spirit Lakes are never quiet now 
and are continually buzzing with dozens of commercial and sports boats.” 
 
Buchanan was clearly intent on providing a comprehensive background. “West 
Okoboji, the most popular lake in Iowa, is a beautiful ribbon of a lake that was 
scooped out by the massive Wisconsin Glacier 14,000 years ago. It is fed by 
subterranean springs which help to provide the cool, clear, blue water only a 136 feet 
deep at most.  It is one of the greatest natural resources and phenomena of the mid-
west. Lake East Okoboji on the other hand looks more like a river than a lake and is 
only half the size.  It begins at the foot of Big Spirit Lake, from which it is separated 
by a narrow isthmus, and runs south for approximately sixteen miles.” 
 
Buchanan grinned mischievously. “It is here, in this beautiful pubic triangle, amid 
some of the most fertile soils of all Iowa, fed by the cool waters of these marvelous 
lakes, that our great experiment is about to flourish” 
 
Suddenly, Buchanan switched focus from the beauty of the lakes and the land over 
which he relished dominium. It demonstrated not only his adept ability to master 
different aspects of knowledge, but also his profoundly near-religious conviction that 
‘genetics’ would revolutionize the world. It was clear that he had repeated the same 
mantra many times.  
 
“Like begets like,” he trumpeted, “This had been the chant of the ages. But Kölreuter, 
the great German botanist, made the monumental discovery in 1760 that if you 
crossed two species of tobacco plants by placing the pollen from one species on the 
stigmas of the other, the resulting offspring had characteristics in between those of 
the two parents. Do you realize how important this observation was? He had 
discovered through simple logical inference that parental characteristics are 
transmitted through both the pollen, sperm if you wish, and the ovule, the egg, when 
they joined to form the zygote. This produced a combination of characteristics, a 
blend of attributes, derived from each of the parents. Simple – but profound!” 
 
He paused to savour the moment, then continued. “But he had a problem. He could 
not understand why the same two parent plants could produce a range of different 
kinds of offspring. If he had a problem, it was because he tried to study all the 
heritable characteristics of the plant at one time, too complex an issue, seeing that he 
had no understanding at all of what was happening at sub-cellular level.” 
 
Dan found the simplicity of his conception fascinating. 
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“Gregor Mendel solved this problem with a strikingly straight-forward approach. Being 
a monk, he had plenty of time to study the transmission of heritable traits, one 
characteristic at a time. In the small garden of his Austrian monastery at Brunn, this 
abbot patiently crossbred pea plants, carefully counting and recording what 
happened. While it was true that if one looked at all the characteristics at one time, 
the offspring was a blend of those of the parents, the situation was very different if 
one considered single characteristics” 
 
Dan had always been interested in genetics – but it had never before been an 
adventure story. 
 
“He started with plants whose seeds had a color that had run true for several 
generations without variation. He then took plants with yellow seeds and crossed 
them with plants having green seeds and compared the color of the offspring. They 
were all yellow. All yellow – no mixture! In biblical terms – yellow was the color of the 
first generation. Then he took the yellow seeds of the first generation and crossed 
them with each other. Lo and behold instead of all being yellow, they begat some 
yellow and some green seed. Mixed was the color of the second generation. In fact 
to be precise there were six thousand and twenty two yellow seeds and two thousand 
and one green seeds – the ratio was 3.01 to 1.”  
 
Buchanan had a glint in his eye. It was as if he had become Mendel, in his monk’s 
attire. 
 
“Again he meticulously repeated the study, this time crossing round and wrinkled 
seeds. Amazing! Same results. First generation - all round seeds. Second generation 
a mixture of round and wrinkled seed. This time the ratio was 2.96 to one. Incredible! 
He tried the same experiment again and again. Green pods with yellow pods, long 
stems with short stems, axial flowers with terminal flowers, inflated pods with 
constricted pods and red flowers with yellow flowers. What do you think was the one 
constant finding?” 
 
Like a teacher is said “The first generation took on the characteristics of one of the 
parents and the second generation was a mixture, always in the ratio of close to…” 
 
He paused, waiting for them to answer. 
 
“Three to one,” said the assembly in unison.  
 
Dan was impressed. Never had genetics been so clear! 
 
“Exactly”. Bucho launched his immense body into a zestful jig landing with the 
shuddering thud of Tyrannosaurus rex. “The F1 generation were all like one of the 
parents and the F2 generation included individuals of both parental types. A cross 
between tall and short-stemmed plants begat a generation of tall plants. A cross 
between the tall plant offspring begat a second generation of both tall and short 
plants. For every three tall plants there was one short-stemmed plant.  Clearly, in the 
first generation, some inheritance factor for shortness was hidden or overcome by 
the inheritance factor for tallness. The inheritance factor was the gene. Mendel 
termed the gene for tallness ‘dominant’ and the gene for shortness ‘recessive’” 
 
The relish with which he told the story and the slowness of its pace seemed to 
replicate Mendel’s patient breeding. 
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‘It was here that Mendel’s brilliant piece of reasoning led to his next important insight. 
Each adult plant had two genes and the reproductive germ cells, the pollen and the 
eggs, one each.  In the parent’s generation, the tall plants had two dominant ‘tall’ 
genes and the short plants two recessive ‘short’ genes.” 
 
Dan pictured the two parent plants, one tall and one short, each repeatedly inbred 
and true to its breed over many generations. The two plants were homozygous 
  
“When these were crossed, the  F1 plants, the first generation plants, would have one 
dominant and one recessive gene, so all the plants would be tall.” Buchanan spoke 
slowly with emphasis. So vivid was his explanation, Dan could imagine the first 
generation of offspring, all tall. Although the recessive genes in each plant could not 
be seen, it was as if he could feel the presence. The plants were hybrids, they were 
heterozygous. 
 
“When the F1 plants were crossed, the genes for tallness and shortness separated 
out in the germ cells, so that half of the pollen and half of the egg cells would contain 
the gene for tallness and the other half the gene for shortness. By chance in the F2 
generation one out of four plants would contain a pair of recessive genes for 
shortness, one would contain a pair of dominant genes for tallness and two would 
contain a mixture of different genes. Only one in four plants with the two recessive 
genes for shortness would be short. The other three would have to be tall.”  
 
Dan could see it clearly. The second generation, three tall plants and one short. 
“Voila! Each pea plant contains a pair of genes which controls the appearance of 
each characteristic. Each plant receives one gene for each characteristic one from its 
paternal parent and another form its maternal parent. Each plant transmits these 
genes as discrete, unchanging units to its progeny.” 
 
Buccho was in his element. 
 
“Although Mendel reported his findings at a meeting of the Brunn Society for the 
Study of Natural Science and published his results in the transactions of that society, 
his findings were not appreciated by the biologists of his time and lay neglected for 
nearly thirty five years! He had however discovered two fundamental laws of 
inheritance, which were subsequently named after him. The first law, the principle of 
segregation is that there is a pair of genes responsible for each characteristic and 
these separate out in the germ cells. The second principle of independent assortment 
is that these genes generally recombine at random.” 
 
Dan thought back over his lecture, then said out loud to Buchanan “Mating unrelated 
individuals or out breeding leads to offspring which are generally larger, stronger and 
longer than either parent were. This is hybrid vigor. When applied to corn derived 
from two distinct inbred homozygous parental strains, hybrid vigor can anticipated in 
the F1 generation. Provided that each strain contains dominant genes which masks 
the undesirable recessive traits of the other strain. ” 
 
“The secret of the success of Iowa agriculture since the early thirties” smiled 
Buchanan “and a reason for the spectacular success of seed companies like Aggro.” 
 
As the story progressed, the small group were beginning to understand where it was 
leading. 
 
“You see, my friends, if farmers achieve wonderful results with their hybrid seeds and 
attempt to save their own seed to try again the following year, they will be 
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disappointed. The second generation will be produce a crop with a range of 
characteristics, mostly those that the farmer doesn’t want – so, the phenomenon of 
hybrid vigour can be very helpful to a seed company. It ensures that farmers keep 
coming back to buy seed. “ 
 
Dan could see the glint in his eyes. Buchanan’s enormous bulk seemed to bubble 
like a cauldron of simmering fat. His enthusiasm was palpable. 
 
“It’s a lesson for the future, “Buchanan continued.  “If Aggro is to flourish, it’s 
important that farmers buy our seed and don’t save their own. It’s the lesson of hybrid 
vigor. And now gentlemen, talking of vigor, you must eat and nourish yourselves for 
the times ahead.” He beckoned to the staff to bring in more food. “But if you think that 
this is nourishment, Boys,” he was gleeful with excitement, “wait until you see what is 
next, our new wonder food – enriched maize.” 
 
They almost expected the stewards to bring out the new wonder food. 
 
 “No” he guffawed. It doesn’t exist yet. I want you to invent it for me” 
 

------------------------------------------ 
 
As Dan recounted his meeting of Buchanan with Beth, the idea of hybrid vigor kept 
repeating over in his mind again and again.  
 
Though Beth was totally different from him, and almost always disagreed with him, 
he was infatuated. He warmed with her every gesture, her smile, her colorful laugh. 
He could not think of anything he would rather be doing than being twirled together 
with her, the two of them locked together like the double helix of DNA. As he retold 
Buchanan’s account, he flirted with her, “Do you think our kids would be vigorous 
hybrids?” 
 
“Que sera sera” she laughed throwing her thigh length hone-colored hair to the side.  
 
Loving Beth was the most difficult thing that Dan had ever done. It was not the 
physical love. That was easy – too easy. She folded into his arms and even his body 
as though they had been made for each other. She was passionate and liquid in her 
lovemaking. Her tongue would intertwine with his with a serpentine vigor. Her 
softness, her breasts, even her entire being would seem to mingle with his. Her eyes 
would glow with the fire of Chinese lanterns. While they made love she was totally 
his, locked together like Thymine to Adenine and Cytosine to Guanine, in the endless 
and pulsating spiral of creation. It was not the physical love that was difficult. It was 
what happened when they drew back and lay looking at each other. 
 
“How can you do it Dan,” said Beth still breathless from a powerful orgasm. 
 
“What do you mean, my love” Dan was still remembering the feel of her powerful 
belly forced against his. 
 
“Work for Aggro, for the beast Buchanan”. She ran her finger down the center of his 
body with great tenderness. 
 
“Well, technically I work for the University of Iowa” Dan quivered with the aftershock 
of his own powerful orgasm. 
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“You know that they have been bought out,” said Beth, dissatisfied with his answer 
then after a pause and a light kiss on his navel “It’s not enough that they and their 
likes have destroyed most of Iowa. Now they are going to take this sacred place, 
which the indigenous people have always revered and turn it into a Babylon. Where 
will they go next? What beautiful land will they rape and desecrate next, the 
Amazon? Dan, you’ve got to stop them, not work for them!” 
 
“My love, our team is just working on improving the nutritional value of maize, that’s a 
positive contribution” She held his penis tenderly as if it were part of her own body. 
Beth did not answer.  
 
It was early morning. The sun was just beginning to rise. Suddenly a small bird, an 
Eastern Goldfinch, hopped on the windowsill and looked at the two of them lying in 
the warm orange glow of the morning. Beth was deeply moved, 
 
“The animals speak to us, the Dakota say.  Sometimes, if a person is willing to listen 
and look quietly, animals will come around and bring a message, it might be a small 
mouse scurrying towards its hole, a frog poised for a moment, a rabbit hopping by, or 
even an ant.  Even a prairie dog, who pops his head out of his hole, may have 
something to tell us. It might be a little bird that has flown down from its perch in the 
tree to look at us more carefully.  If these animals are not respected, like the buffalo, 
they may disappear from the Earth.  Then the Dakota and all people will be without 
their message forever.” 
 
Dan put his arm around her and held Beth tightly to indicate without words that he 
understood her. She kissed him as if to thank him for understanding. 
 
“Animals were created by the Great Spirit first, before people were put on the 
Earth.  In this way, they are closer to God, helping to get Earth ready for people to 
live on.  They were told to sacrifice themselves for others, so that people might have 
something to eat.  The Dakota always offer an apology for killing their ‘relatives’ the 
animals, and pray in thanksgiving for the food they give.” 
 
Dan stroked her gently. Her lovely soft hair, her breasts and her neck. He put his 
hands gently on her lips as she spoke. 
 
“Animals are also very simple and pure.  They always do whatever God made them 
to do.  They are not going around doing bad things to their own kind.  They have their 
own code put in them by the Great Spirit, and they always live according to that 
code.  In the fall, the geese know it is time to get together and fly south.  Other 
animals know when it is time to dig back into Mother Earth and let her keep them 
warm during the winter.  Animals are kind to their little ones and protect them by 
putting themselves in danger.  They only take and use what they need to survive.” 
 
Feverishly as if to protect something deep within herself she climbed on him and 
rocked on him gently, until to his amazement he could feel himself becoming erect 
again. Then she lifted herself and came down onto and over him, gently swaying 
backwards and forwards to a gentle rhythm, chanting softly as she moved: 
 
“Care for it, as we have cared for it. 
Hold in your hand the memory of the land, as it was, when you take it. 
And with all your strength, with all your heart, preserve it for your children and love it 
as God loves us all. 
One thing we know.   Our God is the same God. 
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This earth is precious to Him.   Even the white man cannot be exempt from the 
common destiny.” 
 
They were both rising to a fiery crescendo again 
“When the last red man has vanished from this earth, and his memory is only a 
shadow of a cloud moving across the prairie,  
these shores and forests will still hold the spirits of my people.    
For they love this earth as the newborn loves its mother's heartbeat.” 
 
Suddenly she began crying out with passion, as one fiery orgasm after another 
gripped her from between her thighs high up into a spot deep within her lower belly. 
 
“Where is our love?” she screamed as she could bear it no longer and she crumpled 
down on him as he pulsed violently into his own serenity. 
 

-------------------------------------- 
 
If Buchanan had a penchant for genetics, he also had one for architecture and 
landscaping. Over the next few months, Dan and the other boys watched as 
Buccho’s Mesopotamian palace at New Babylon began to gather form as a pyramid 
with a huge rampart and tiers of terraced stone supported by massive columns and 
arches, rising with grandeur above the surrounding vegetation. As the builders 
completed their work, landscapers moved in and clothed the terraces with a diverse 
range of plants and water features.  A large waterfall tumbled from one level to the 
next in a massive display of plummeting foam and swirling liquid, leading eventually 
to a broad moat through which the water circulated around the entire edifice. Within 
what seemed like a few frames of a film in slow-motion, a massive ziggurat with its 
exquisite hanging gardens had materialized; a masterpiece of the antiquities in a 
modern setting. There it stood, a manmade mountain of polished marble, glass and 
aluminum covered by beautiful verdant layers of trees, vines, vegetation, rock pools 
with the occasional satellite dish and air conditioner grille offering a bizarre 
counterpoint. 
 
Stretching out as far as the eye could see were fields of Aggro’s hybrid seed crops. 
Mesopotamia was reborn  
 
It was January 1974; three quarters of the twentieth century had passed. Enthusiasm 
was thick in the air. The end of the century was merely 25 years away – and then 
who knew what the 21st Century might bring. 
 
“Boys” said Buchanan to his gathered group of scientists in the newly-named,  
Avalon King Boardroom overlooking the splendid vista; today we start on our new 
adventure. He was bubbling with renewed energy. They had not seen much of 
Buccho in the past few months, particularly during the last stages of the completion 
of New Babylon. He had become moody, depressed and reclusive. It was difficult to 
understand why – construction had gone according to plan. Some surmised that with 
his enormous drive he could not tolerate the waiting and expectancy. It did not really 
affect the team’s work much. They had been back in the laboratories of the University 
working one of Buchanan’s new thrusts - a project to enhance the nutritional value of 
maize.  
 
Anyway, if the rumors of this past demeanor were to be believed, there was none of 
this in evidence any longer. Buchanan’s vigor seemed boundless. He seemed almost 
breathless in excitement and his eyes glistened. 
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“Boys, I’ve just returned from a trip to Brazil. You’ve never seen such beauty.”  
 
Dan couldn’t believe what he was hearing. 
 
Buccho nodded and the lights dimmed. A screen unfolded silently. The projector 
clicked as he began pressing a remote control. 
 
Buccho was an accomplished photographer. He loved to use his Nikon and its array 
of attachments, zoom and wide-angle lenses, macro and more. The technology was 
evident in a startling display of photographs and slides. 
 
“This is Empressas”, he indicated, showing a loose clump of buildings set against the 
backdrop of the Brazilian Rainforest. Around the buildings, the area was sandy and 
little grass was visible. There were several ornamental flowerbeds, rich with plants.  
 
”This is the company that we have just bought, to spearhead one of the greatest 
agricultural thrusts this world will ever know – the opening up of the Brazilian 
Rainforests to modern agriculture.” To punctuate his opening statements he clicked 
rapidly through close-ups of the Amazonian vegetation. The massive roots of a huge 
mangrove tree with its powerful buttress roots covered in mosses and lichens. A 
close up of a Keel-Billed toucan with its bright yellow body framed in black and an 
unbelievable rainbow colored beak curving to a bright red tip. The thick vines of an 
epiphyte hanging down from a green canopy. A brilliantly colored red Arrow-poison 
frog sitting in a tidy pool of water captured in the fronds of a massive leaf. 
 
“The Amazon is amazing. Its fertility is legendary. It is the greatest continuous mass 
of rain forest vegetation anywhere in the world. The abundance of water and the 
warm, humid climate support dense stands of trees that are festooned with creeping 
and climbing lianas. If Iowa is a granary, imagine the potential of untamed Brazil. We 
will put this veritable paradise to work in feeding the world.” Grabbing the dramatic 
moment, of which he was master, instead of expanding further, he turned to the team 
from Iowa University. ”Now tell me the progress you’ve made with improvement to 
our maize hybrids.” 
 
The team members looked at each other. Mish stood up and took the lead. In his 
hesitant manner he presented the work of the group over the past few months.  
 
“In our review of the literature on Zea Mays” he began, “we learned that once milled it 
contains, inter alia, many, though not all, of the essential amino acids which are the 
building blocks of proteins, needed by all cells in the body to metabolize and grow. 
Although maize is an extraordinary food, containing almost everything needed for 
complete nutrition, eaten on its own, it is nevertheless deficient in two of the essential 
amino acids, tryptophan and lysine. For this reason, among poor people, particularly 
children who are growing rapidly, complete dependence on maize in their diet can 
lead to malnutrition. According to the United Nations Development Program, almost 
one billion people living in developing countries are malnourished for this reason and 
do not consume enough protein for good health.” 
 
Small beads of sweat appeared on his upper lip. He started a short slide sequence to 
illustrate. It’s apparent that the limiting nutritional factors in corn are mainly the two 
amino acids tryptophan and lysine.” 
 
There was a picture illustrating two organic molecules. 
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“Tryptophan and lysine are among twenty amino acids essential for human health. Of 
these, there are only about eight that the body cannot make for itself. Hence there 
would be great value if some way could be found to enrich maize by producing a 
genetic variant that synthesized these missing amino acids. It would have great 
potential both for human and even animal nutrition. It could eliminate the form of 
malnutrition called kwashiorkor in babies and reduce the amount of soya that farmers 
need to feed to cattle. This would greatly reduce costs.” 
 
Although Mish’s appearance and manner suggested that he was uncertain, Mish had 
a sharp and incisive intellect. It was no mistake that the team had suggested he lead 
the discussion. Once he got over his initial fear of presenting, his innate knowledge 
and mastery of his subject matter became apparent.  
 
“Scientists first began addressing this amino acid deficiency by developing a new 
form of high-quality protein maize from a strain of Andean corn discovered in the 
nineteen sixties to have higher-than-normal levels of lysine and tryptophan. This 
greatly increased its nutritional value.” 
 
Mish could see that Buccho was intensely interested.  
 
“In 1963, scientists at Purdue University discovered the gene responsible for the 
increased lysine and tryptophan in the Andean corn strain and called it opaque-2, 
Since then we have learned that although farmers showed some interest in opaque-2 
maize, this rapidly declined because of its chalky-looking grain, low yields and 
susceptibility to pests and diseases.” 
 
Mish was more relaxed now that he could see Bucho’s interest growing. He 
continued elaborating 
 
“Despite the setback, in 1970, with funding from the United Nations Development 
Program, two scientists, Vasal and Villegas began the arduous task of breeding 
maize that would overcome these drawbacks.” 
 
Bucho breathed in and held his breath impatient to find out what had happened. Mish 
was no longer sweating and seemed now to be enjoying telling the story. 
 
“I thought it would be important to find out more about this. I was lucky enough to 
meet with Surinder Vasal during a recent visit to Iowa and we were able to talk about 
what they had been doing.” 
 
Dan looked out through the bay window at the pyramid with a huge rampart and tiers 
of terraced stone and the quiet serenity of the surrounding vegetation. 
 
“Vassal explained the situation,” said Mish slowly unraveling the events as they 
occurred. “He had worked with Dr. Villegas on eliminating the problems with opaque-
2 by continuing to crossbreed it with other maize varieties as they had been doing 
almost continuously for over 30 years. When Vassal later joined the International 
Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre in Mexico, he continued the collaboration and 
also worked closely with fellow CIMMYT plant breeder Hugo Cordova, who has more 
recently spearheaded work to test and promote high-yielding varieties of maize, 
which he calls QPM for Quality Protein Maize."  
 
“Wow” said Buccho reflecting on the slow progress. ”It takes years of methodical and 
meticulous work to make even the smallest breakthrough!” 
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So immediate was his experience, Mish had managed to draw in the group and tell 
the story in such a way that they felt they were actually right there sitting and listening 
to Villegas. It was as if Msih had become Villegas himself. 
 
"Around 1982, through the use of innovative plant breeding methods, we saw a real 
possibility of completely changing the appearance of the opaque-2 kernel, improving 
yield, while maintaining protein quality," Villegas had said. “Among the methods we 
tried was the use of modifier genes that countered the undesirable effects of the 
opaque-2 gene.” 
 
With some hint of pride in his voice Mish announced Villegas’ triumph. "After three 
decades of work, they were ready to spur on a revolutionary change in maize 
production around the world, one where they hoped millions of farmers around the 
globe would choose QPM – Quality Protein Maize and better nutrition for their 
families and nations.” 
 
The thread of his story was becoming fascinating. 
 
“The various varieties of the new QPM produces seventy to one hundred percent 
more of the two essential amino acids, lysine and tryptophan, than does any other of 
modern variety of corn.” One could virtually see Villegas’ pride mirrored in Mish’s 
face.  
 
Mish flashed up the face of a different researcher.  
 
“We thought that the work of Charles Yanofsky in the genetic control of the enzyme 
tryptophan synthetase in bacteria might also be of interest to Aggro. Tryptophan 
synthetase is the enzyme responsible for the synthesis of tryptophan,” he explained. 
 
The slide showed a model of a protein comprised of four folded tubes.  
 
“The structure of this enzyme is well known. It is a polypeptide of 267 amino acids 
linked in two A and two B chains. By carefully mapping the changes in this structure 
among large numbers of mutant bacteria, Yanofsky was able to identify the exact 
location of every gene on the bacterial chromosomes responsible for production of 
this enzyme”. 
 
The illustration showed a circular diagram indicating a long sequence of genes. 
 
“We think,” Mr. Buchanan, “that it should be possible to insert the segment controlling 
the production of tryptophan synthetase into maize cells with plasmids and to 
produce a new line of corn that is even more tryptophan rich. That would be a major 
improvement to the nutrition of maize. It will certainly provide commercialization 
opportunities, because as yet non of the enriched maize varieties have been widely 
adopted in the US.” 
 
Buccho was beaming. “Boy’s this is exactly what I am after. Try something new, 
break the orthodoxy.” It ignited his passion. 
 
“Progress may be roundabout, but it is inevitable,” he said. “For almost all of the first 
half of this century we made hardly any advances in understanding genetics because 
of the orthodoxy of biochemists who thought that because proteins are so complex 
they must be the seat of genetic control of organisms themselves. They were 
stubborn and didn’t consider the alternatives” 
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His obsession for his subject poured out. 
 
‘What do you mean,” asked Shad, “there has been an explosion of knowledge in 
genetics this century.” 
 
“Well consider this,” he responded, “Friederich Miescher discovered more than a 
century ago, in 1869 to be precise, about the same time as Gregor Mendel was 
making his own observations, that the nuclei of cells contained a unique new 
substance which he called ‘nuclein’” 
 
Shad was keen to counter Buccho’s quest for dominance and said, “Nucleic acids, 
comprised of sugars, phosphorus and simple nitrogen compounds, DNA and RNA.”  
 
“Exactly, P.A Levene showed that the nuclear stuff was composed of combinations 
ribonucleic acid and deoxyribonucleic acid, themselves just made from four simple 
nitrogen bases.” He stopped momentarily to reflect then continued, “He was wrong in 
one respect though, he thought they were present in equal quantities” 
 
“Ok,” said Shad impressing on Buccho that he knew his stuff, “so he found the basic 
ingredients of DNA and RNA. Two larger purine molecules, Adenine and Guanine 
and two smaller pyrimidine molecules Thymine and Cytosine. What’s the big deal?” 
 
“Think about it this way, it’s the specific details of the process of discovery that 
matters. The findings then become obvious. Consider that once it was known that the 
nuclear stuff was DNA and RNA, others could figure out how they were involved in 
inheritance, if indeed they were.” 
 
Buccho’s exquisite mastery of the specific was overwhelming. Dan said very little 
during the discussion. More than once he caught himself reflecting on what Beth 
would make of the discussion. 
 
“Although Levene did not fully understand the significance of his own finding,” droned 
Buchanan, “it stimulated several lines of reasoning. In the early 1940s Edwin 
Chargaff and colleagues at Columbia University purified the DNA and showed that 
the different nitrogenous bases in DNA do not occur in equal amounts. The ratios 
differ from species to species, but are constant among all the cells in one species. In 
a race between two teams, one from the Rockefeller Institute in the USA led by A.E 
Mirsky and another from the University of Strasbourg in France led by Roger 
Vendrely, working independently of each other, they each showed at about the same 
time that the exact amount of nucleic acids in nuclei was a clue to their function. DNA 
in sex cells was always exactly half of that in body cells, in all animals they studied 
while RNA varied. In its own way, this was mind blowing. Why would DNA always be 
half the amount in germ cells? It had to be that in some way the combination of the 
DNA in the egg and sperm cells was the basic stuff of inheritance.”  
 
“So what you’re saying,” said Mish trying to distill the essence of Buccho’s point, “is 
that by the early 20th Century it was suspected that DNA in some unknown way, 
rather than protein was the likely repository of genetic information.” 
 
“Exactly.” 
 
Shad interjected. “But I can see why there was skepticism about DNA being the 
source of such intricate information. On the one hand there was the known 
complexity of proteins made up of long chains of amino acids and of which probably 
thousands of types were already known and DNA which was just a sugary acid which 
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they happened to find in nuclei. I can see why no one got excited. It was hardly 
Man’s first step on the moon”  
 
“Look for the small steps, Mr. Shadrach, the devil is in the detail”. Buccho used his 
surname to bring him to order. “It’s in the minute steps of science that real 
discoveries are made, not in the great leaps.” 
 
Dan reflected on this. All of life really worked like that. The myriad minute influences 
that lead from one step to another in one’s personal life – even on the global level – 
the changing complexity was changing one unit, one quantum, one cell, one life, one 
person at a time. From the tiniest of changes magnificent differences could emerge. 
 
“Think of the challenges. They were working with minute quantities of organic 
chemicals, which they had to identify. They did this by painstakingly measuring the 
amount of DNA and RNA in a variety of cells in different plants and animals. Their 
results look boring if you look at them superficially. Just big tables of the quantities of 
DNA in different cells in a range of species, and we’re talking about 6 x 10-9 
milligrams of DNA in ordinary body cells and half that amount 3 x 10-9 milligrams in 
egg or sperm cells.” 
 
Abe leaned forward intrigued by the idea of the slowness of the steps forward that 
Buccho was proposing for science. Everyone knew about Watson and Crick’s 
famous model of DNA as a double helix, ”I always thought of progress in science as 
the great “Aha!” – the sudden leap forward. But now that you mention it, I wonder, if it 
always happens like that?. So what was the next step?” he queried 
 
“Well, exactly for the reasons championed by our friend Shad here, there remained 
enormous skepticism about the significance of findings. But through a remarkable 
series of parallel lines of research, each with its own meticulous steps, different 
groups of scientists were able to challenge the existing dogma.” 
 
Shad was enjoying the role of Devil’s Advocate, but from the expression on his face it 
was clear that he was interested in Buccho’s line of reasoning. Dan was as much 
intrigued by the fascination of his colleagues, as Buchanan’s narrative. He could see 
the power of his passion to mobilize people. 
 
“Most notable of one of these lines of research was that of Fred Griffiths, a British 
bacteriologist who working with the deadly pneumococci that had caused so much 
death through pneumonia in the past, especially in the World War One and during 
the great influenza epidemic. In 1928 Griffiths made an intriguing observation that led 
him to postulate that the nuclei of cells contained a powerful ‘transforming agent’. A 
substance that could bring the dead back to life. He found that in working with 
pneumococci, there were two forms, one a virulent killer strain that produced smooth 
colonies and which had no capsule around the bacteria and a rough form, which did 
have a capsule. When he injected the smooth virulent form into mice they would die, 
whereas the mild rough form did not kill them. The smooth form if inactivated by 
heating also did not kill. However, if both the inactivated virulent form and the mild 
rough form were injected together, the mice died – something in the destroyed 
smooth form transformed the mild rough bacteria into living smooth killer bacteria 
again. Something was bringing the dead bacteria back to life. He confirmed this by 
extracting live smooth pneumococci from the mice that died.” 
 
Mish was making sense of the discovery to genetics. “In other words he realized that 
in some way nuclear material from the dead organism was being reprocessed to 
recreate the dead organism.” 
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Like a towering Tyrannosaurus rex, Buccho reared to his full height, his eyes 
glistening red and bloodshot, his teeth virtually dripping with blood and smiled a 
monstrous smile, “Do you see now boys, what Griffiths had done in 1928 – for the 
first time in history the dead had been brought back to life!  Now you see the 
importance of the Aha!. A Small discovery, but profound significance.” 
 
Although the team had all been through courses in biology, no one had ever 
explained it quite this way. Sensing their intense interest, Buccho continued, “But that 
was just one part of it. Avery, also from the Rockefeller Institute was able to show 
towards the end of the Second World War in 1944 that the transforming agent lost its 
ability when treated with an enzyme that acted only on DNA. This was reinforced by 
meticulous work on bacterial phage viruses, by Delbruck and Luria while working at 
the California Institute of Technology.” 
 
“We are trying to use a phage to transfer the tryptophan synthetase plasmid to our 
maize hybrids” said Mish, interjecting a comment that was tangential to the 
discussion. 
 
Buccho would not be deterred from making his point. “They demonstrated, by 
examining infected cells at various stages of infection, that during the early phase of 
infection, phage DNA was very low, but that this increased at a regular linear rate 
throughout the cell’s life cycle, for example at an arithmetic rate of growth such as 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 rather than an experiential rate such 1,2,4,8,16, 32, 64. This they 
confirmed by finding more and more phage DNA throughout the growth cycle. Linear 
growth is stepwise and not typical of the more geometric rate, which is more usual for 
the explosive growth amongst bacteria. This suggested that DNA was being 
assembled in a factory-like assembly line.” 
 
“In other words,” said Mish getting back on track, “The phage DNA they were finding 
was being processed in a stepwise way by the host cells’ genetic machinery.” 
 
“That was not all. To provide a further coup de grace to the idea that proteins were 
the basic genetic stuff, A.D. Hershey and Martha Chase at Cold Spring Harbor, New 
York showed that it was exclusively the DNA and not the protein in viruses, which is 
responsible for infection. They did this with the most exquisitely simple, yet clever 
experiment. They knew that viruses contain mainly two things only. A nucleic acid 
core consisting of DNA and a protein coat. Now as we know, nucleic acids are 
relatively rich in phosphorus, whereas proteins are relatively rich in sulphur. Both 
these substances in fact are highly active in bonds in these compounds respectively. 
So they grew the phages in radio active rich phosphorus and sulphur media until 
most of the nucleic acids in the phages were labeled with radio active phosphorus 
and the protein coat membranes with radio active sulphur.” 
 
The brilliance of this suddenly hit Dan. It was like finding a clue in a crossword 
puzzle. Suddenly several pieces of puzzle would come together simultaneously. 
 
“So when they infected cells with the radio-active labeled phages they could see 
where the DNA went and where the protein coat went.” 
 
“Now you see the importance of small steps.” Buccho grinned broadly. ”When they 
infected bacteria with the radio-labelled phages and let the infection spread, and then 
broke up the cells with a powerful Waring Blender they found in the remnants of the 
cells the phosphorus-rich DNA, while the remnants of the virus retained the 
phosphorus rich sulphur “ 
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Mish also saw the significance. “This meant that it was nucleic acids rather than 
proteins that were responsible for transferring genetic information. It was this that 
convinced the scientific establishment that DNA and not protein was responsible for 
inheritance.” He had known the science, but never the history. The elegance of those 
scientists amazed him. 
 
“Things were certainly on a roll by 1946,” said Buchanan. ”Even more evidence was 
gathered for the centrality of DNA. Lederberg and Tatum developed two strains of 
mutant bacteria which were each deficient in different enzymes. Each could only be 
grown in media which provided the specific substance normally metabolized by those 
enzymes. When each was grown separately on media deficient in the substances 
they needed to grow, both cultures died, but when they were grown together. Voila, 
once again magic. A new form of the bacteria grew. Now they had created new life 
for the first time – a new form that had never existed before. There had been a 
genetic recombination of DNA between the two forms of bacteria and the enzymes 
needed by the bacteria were reformed.  What is even more intriguing is that they 
found that nucleic acids absorb ultraviolet light at exactly 260 millimicrons, the same 
wavelength that maximizes the number of mutations in living organisms. Is truth not 
stranger than fiction?  Then there were others as well. For example Stanley and 
Fraenkel-Conrat at the University of California very gently broke up different plant 
viruses into their nucleic acid and protein components which could be separated. The 
individual components when applied to plain leaves were not infective. But when 
recombined, they were. What is more, when the DNA of one virus was mixed with the 
protein coat of another, a new virus could be created. One that produced new viruses 
with the DNA that was used.  Clearly genetic information was being transmitted by 
DNA. The protein hypothesis was dead.” 
 
“QED. The birth of genetic recombinant technology to boot!” smiled Mish, now clear 
as to how this linked with the Tryptophan research. 
 
“Simple steps, you see, gentlemen, can convert even the most skeptical of scientists. 
 And this is what I want us to reproduce at Aggro.” 
 
“So Watson’s and Crick’s announcement was not news”, reflected Shad, ”and to 
think this is what inspired me.” 
 
“Not at all”. Buccho arose, and drawing his enormous Tyrannosaurus frame to its full 
height lumbered over to the whiteboard trumpeting, “their announcement was pure 
genius, and it happened like this.” 
 
Dan gazed out through the huge bay window which looked across the fields of hybrid 
seeds that were gradually replacing the indigenous vegetation he had last seen from 
the same vantage point during the previous year He pondered again on how Beth 
would view the same scene. It would depress her. Where was this slow and steady 
change leading? Was this even progress? Or was it simply an ever expanding spiral 
downwards. 
 
“Linus Pauling, who later became a Nobel Prize laureate for other work, had 
discovered in his work with amino acids that when linked into proteins, they cause 
the protein to fold in different ways. One favorite form is the α-helix, which you can 
visualize as a peptide chain wound around a cylinder.” 
 
He drew the cylinder with its alpha helix. 
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“He suggested in 1950 that there might be an analogy with the molecules of the 
nucleic acids. Might they also not be in the form of a helix?  M.H.F. Wilkins followed 
up on this idea by exposing DNA to x-rays and from his x-ray diffraction studies 
showed that DNA was indeed a helix composed of flat molecular plates stacked one 
on top of the other. Watson and Crick put the whole lot of evidence together, like 
recombining the various parts of a dissembled virus, and in one magical moment of 
recombinant technology came up with an answer. They used the precise 
measurements of Wilkins x-ray diffraction studies to reconstruct a helix that would 
allow the molecules of the nucleic acids to fit into each other. They actually built a 
scale model” 
 
He drew another cylinder comprising two spiraling helixes with ten steps between 
them. Given the difficulty of drawing a well-formed helix, it was clear that he had 
done this before. He scribbled dimensions onto the helix. 10 Angstroms wide. 34 
Angstroms for one complete spiral of the helix, 3.4 A for each step. 
 
“The reasoning was impeccable,” he said pointing to the dimensions he had drawn. 
”Wilkins had done his x-ray diffraction by looking at the ways that salts of DNA 
scatter X-rays. One set were the lithium salts and one set were the sodium salts. 
Studying the two pictures it was possible to work out exactly the dimensions of the 
helix. Watson and Crick puzzled over this, but when they considered the exact 
quantities and sizes of the nucleotide molecules realized that the helix must be a 
double helix comprising pairs of molecules bonded together by a hydrogen bond.” 
 
“Now I see where the Aha! comes in” laughed Shad, pleased that he had not been 
wrong. ”Once they could fit the actual size of the molecules together, not only did 
they determine the exact shape of the double helix, but they could account for the 
huge amount of information the molecule could encode and how the information 
could be transferred.” 
 
“It never ceases to amaze me” said the huge Buchanan moving back from the board 
to range around the seated scientists, “how when you aggregate many small, almost 
identical components into a polymer you get such vastly new and complex functions. 
It’s like the minute small steps of science, which when coalesced, combine into the 
vast technology of scientific knowledge. The company has not been built in a day. It 
has taken us years to develop our existing hybrids. What I want now is those small 
steps that will lead us to the next major breakthrough for the 21st Century. Now we 
must do more than bring the dead back to life, or even to create new life, we must 
control the process, master it, license it, exploit the technology and build a company 
that is greater and wealthier than any has ever been before.” His eyes were fired with 
excitement, the beast within him dancing with delight and he imagined splendor and 
fame beyond his wildest dreams. 
 
There was no doubt in Dan’s mind that Buchanan was a genius. His mind was like a 
vast computer. But there was in the glint in his eyes, something that sparkled from 
beyond the edge of genius. It reminded him of a phrase from Midsummer’s Night 
Dream that recurrently haunted him in his own few moments of brilliance, “The 
lunatic, lover, and poet are of an imagination all compact”  
 
 
Mish had been a friend of Dan’s since the time that they had briefly worked for the 
Department of Agriculture. Thin and spidery, Mish was somewhat nerdy and absent 
minded. He had always been sickly and prone to bouts of asthma. His pale white 
freckled skin and light colored hair seemed to emphasize his frailty. He stuttered a 
great deal. Very absorbed in science since childhood, he enjoyed being eccentric 
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and had been regarded as the “nutty professor” at school. He even emulated the 
squeaky voice that he had seen their science teacher do after breathing in helium. 
Ever since he could remember he had been fascinated by virology and genetics. 
Since university he had developed a specialty interest in molecular biology, 
particularly gene splicing. He was drawn to the idea that genetic defects could be 
corrected and that people with impediments could become healed. Intrigued by the 
plants, Mish believed that sequestered in the genes of the natural world was virtually 
a boundless treasury of undiscovered medicines, which when unveiled, would 
overcome all disease. Later this impulse would drive him to becoming a reborn 
Christian.  
 
  “NAD” shouted Mish triumphantly and without a stutter, as if he had completed a 
mathematical theorem. ”Naught avoids determination.” For once there was complete 
confidence in his manner. As though he was overcoming the huge insecurity that 
seemed to manifest each time he began to speak.  
 
The four colleagues stood around the lab bench at Iowa University.  There were rows 
of glass assemblies, petrie dishes, warmer trays and agar plates with bacterial 
colonies on the tables. 
 
“Its incredible” said Abe,” how similar all these substances are, NAD and DNA, 
Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide and DeoxyriboNucleic Acid. 
 
Abe was a magical person. It was as though he embodied the mystery of thousands 
of years of Persian and Arabian culture. Somewhat short and stocky, with a swarthy 
complexion and dark hair he was an intense, intelligent conversationalist. His thick, 
bushy eyebrows seemed to accentuate and punctuate everything he said. Originally 
of Iranian Jewish descent, he was an idealist who had been sent from a Kibbutz in 
Israel to Iowa to specialize in hybridization and cloning of food crops.  His family had 
fled Iran at a difficult time and he remembered vividly the dread of food shortage. For 
him the promise of a technology that could enhance food production and remove the 
uncertainty of famine was very enticing. As a student in Israel he had become deeply 
fascinated by agriculture and in hybridization and cloning because he saw these as a 
way out of global poverty. Although he had always been a serious and mature 
student, he was always very amusing, though he had developed a somewhat warped 
sense of humor some people found strange. His friends found him entertaining. His 
love for American Football was a bit overwhelming. Of all the friends, Abe has the 
greatest difficulty in seeing the limitations of Aggro’s agriculture. 
 
Shad looked at the molecular stick models that Mish had build of NAD and a few 
segments of DNA “How do you mean, they’re similar?” asked Shad. 
 
“One is an enzyme” Mish replied enigmatically, “and the other is a chemical code. 
Similar structure, radically different functions. NAD and DNA.  
 
Dan mused over the thought. Its was if the Creator were playing word games, making 
anagrams alive, literally writing the Word, and by removing one letter here at the 
beginning and adding two at the end, creating Order in a chaotic universe.” 
 
 ‘What about the NAD?” 
 
“It’s got the whole system to work. The plasmid is inserting the tryptophan synthetase 
gene into the maize cells. A little more testing, but I think we’ve got it - our 
Tryptophan enriched maize-strain. “ 
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Dan looked at his friends. They were like the chemical compounds that they were 
working with – so similar in some ways, but profoundly different at the same time.  
 
 
The next meeting with Buchanan was very different. Beth had wanted to meet the 
man face to face, so Dan took her to Mesopotamia. Babylon was extraordinary, 
extravagant and splendid, beyond belief, but Buccho was not himself. He was not in 
his office but in his home, a palatial Sumerian apartment overlooking the lakes he 
loved. He had frequently asked Dan to bring his wife to his home to meet her, so Dan 
decided that this would be the day. Ashley led the way. A few sycophants 
accompanied them. 
 
They entered the home, past the stables where he kept his horses and some 
breeding sheds where his pet pigs played in shallow filtered swimming pools. They 
must have been the cleanest and most magnificently bred prize pigs in existence. 
 
His home was like Hammurabi’s library. There were bookshelves wherever one 
looked. Beth wandered around quietly for a few moments as if she was sensing 
something. She was feeling the kind of man he was. A quiet solitary man – unmarried 
and untouched by women. His life was his work, his reading and his animals.  The 
titles of the books spoke the story of one obsessed with breeding and pedigrees. In 
his study, one wall was taken up by a huge glass-faced cabinet with a variety of large 
trophies and medallions, many with pigs and horses. In the field of breeding he was 
clearly a master breeder. At the center of his living area there was a large hearth – 
arching over the entire area was a dome – and if one looked around, it was as if one 
was in a Babylonian home in the second millennium BC. On a low table were an 
assortment of pipes – the sweet smell of burned tobacco hung in the air. 
 
Buccho was in a dark somber mood. He seethed with a depressed rage like a 
massive ichthyosaur, stirring up the sediments of a black ocean, and boiling and 
tearing its surface with its frantic thrashings. He seemed indolent and lethargic, not 
the man they knew. Percy was at his feet, also in a strange quiet mood. 
 
His sycophants and sages who knew him well, kept well back and out of sight. They 
knew the man and his moods. “I’ll cut you to pieces,” he yelled at Ashley, “Why can 
none of you tell me what I need to know, you piles of shit.”  
 
“Buccho has been having a bad dream, hasn’t he?” said Beth as Ashley scuttled 
away. 
 
“He has these impossible moods.” Ashley was crestfallen. “He’s an incredible man, 
quite the most brilliant I’ve ever met, but then there are those times – something 
comes over him. He loses his wit and his charm and becomes depressed and angry. 
It’s as if he’s lost his mind. He’s convinced that we know what his dream means but 
that we won’t tell them. 
 
‘What are you talking about?” thundered Buchanan who saw Ashley conferring with 
Beth and Dan. 
 
Dan turned to Buchanan who seemed to quieten a little when he said, “Mr. 
Buchanan, this is Beth.” It was as if the great beast within him felt a presence that 
would remove a thorn. 
 
Beth reached out and touched him gently as though she understood. Though her 
rage at the man must have seethed within her, none was visible. Instead she said 
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softly, “You’ve been having a bad dream” Mr. Buchanan”. In that instant Dan felt he 
was at one with Beth again. Her instincts, her sensitivity, her compassion were 
overpowering. 
 
“It’s more like a recurring nightmare.” He spoke quietly with despair. “It’s so vivid, its 
real. I know there’s something wrong here at Aggro, I asked them to check through 
everything and tell me what it is. I know there is something amiss, but I do not know 
what it is.” 
 
“They can’t tell you what’s wrong,” said Beth, it’s because it’s a vision of what is to 
come, and not what has already happened.” 
 
Buccho looked down at her. The relief in his beast-like eyes was palpable. “A vision?” 
 
“This is a holy place.” She spoke almost in a whisper and with great reverence. 
“There are spirits here, Mr. Buchanan, a godliness if you will, I can feel it – there are 
secrets here which can be revealed to those who are ready to receive them. You 
have been chosen.” 
 
Buccho listened with interest. Dan was amazed. Buccho was the archetypal scientist, 
the last person he would have thought was ready to receive a revelation. “It was like 
a dinosaur, but more of a dragon, something that I’ve never seen before” 
 
Beth continued, “Among the Dakota, some men might spend one day and one night 
seeking their vision; others spend two, three or even four days and nights on their 
vision quest.  If the vision seeker prays from the heart and pays attention, some 
message or inspiration will come to him from the spirit world of the Creator.  The 
message may come through any creature or through any happening that the Creator 
chooses.  The message may come through a bird or an animal.  It may come with the 
wind or in a storm.  Even ants have brought messages, when the seeker is sincerely 
listening and waiting.  If the Creator wants to speak to us, He can use any thing He 
chooses. Perhaps it is your own love for animals that has made you attuned to them. 
Your horses and your pigs, they sense something here – and from them you may 
learn” 
 
Buchanan looked at her. For the time being his raging depression was kept at bay. 
 
“You are not the first to have had this vision,“ said Beth slowly at first, and then 
gaining momentum.” You dreamed of a monster, a chimera - you saw a gigantic 
form, an entity so large it towered over the earth. At once it was a reflection of 
yourself in a mirror, but at the same time something not of this world, a being that 
was in no part organic or made of flesh. Its head was of gold, its breast and arms of 
silver, its belly and thighs of brass, its legs of iron and its feet part iron and part of 
clay.” 
 
Buchanan was still. The huge beast was having a thorn removed. 
 
“Suddenly a huge rock appeared, smashed into the being and shattered it into 
myriads of pieces. Like dust, the pieces blew away in the wind, but the rock remained 
and like a seething volcano grew larger and larger until a huge mountain chain 
covered by greenery filled the earth again and replaced the entity.” 
 
Seeing Buchanan stilled by Beth, Ashley, with the sages and sycophants, emerged 
from their hiding places to gather around them. 
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Beth smiled gently at Buchanan and then drawing up close to her husband put her 
arm around him as if he were her sacred tree. Her energy seemed to merge with his. 
“Dan will explain to you what it means”, she said softly. 
 
Buchanan looked expectantly towards Dan. 
 
Strengthened by Beth, Dan turned to Buchanan and interpreted his dream. 
 
“Dreams embody something of what we know together with our fears and our 
anticipation. What you have seen Mr. Buchanan is a terrifying image of Aggro 
embodied in an abstraction, which for you, with your genetic mind is the many 
dynasties of the abstract Corporation. Those that have been and those that are still to 
come. The Corporation has its feet in the clay and iron of an earlier time. It grew from 
the soil, symbolic of its base in agriculture, but simultaneously a critical part of this 
happed at the time of the industrial revolution when ploughs, barbed wire fencing and 
other equipment that made modern agriculture possible. That is the iron in the legs. 
As the Corporation thundered forward its thighs and belly were of brass, a mixture of 
metals symbolizing the variety of agricultural technologies, such as tractors, that 
helped the Corporation to move outward, expand and outstrip competitors. Then 
came the silver age when the Corporation’s breast shone with success and dazzled 
onlookers with a brilliant array of technological triumphs and growing wealth. It’s 
silver arms reached out to tame nature and subdue it in every corner of the world, 
leaving no niche untouched. Splendid forms of hybrids producing a range of crops 
larger and more productive than anything anyone had ever seen. Finally will come 
the golden age when men’s pride will glow like the sun and beam from a swollen 
head. There the gigantic wealth and monstrous proportions of the Corporation will be 
revealed – a towering entity that will entice and overwhelm everyone upon whom it 
deigns to look down upon. Lead will be transmuted to gold in fulfillment of the 
alchemist’s dreams. The genes of living things will be so transformed it will be 
possible for pigs to fly. Finally and triumphantly the Corporation will stand, the 
resurrection of the golden calf that once stood before the citizens of Baal. But it 
creators will have forgotten that they are mortal and that their creation, for all its 
glittering glory will forever remain a frail fabrication - an abomination in the face of the 
eternal Creator.  Its feet will always be of clay. Inevitably the forces of nature, like the 
mighty meteorite that smashed into the earth-giving rise to the mass extinction, which 
killed the dinosaurs, will destroy the Corporation also. Finally, when its time comes 
Aggro, like all Corporations will become extinct. Nothing can succeed in going 
against nature – eventually the living world will triumph and it will be restored.  Aggro, 
just like other vain manifestations of men’s pride will just be dust blowing in the wind.” 
 
Instead of the rage that might have been anticipated when faced with the reality of 
his life’s work, Buchanan became strangely calm. 
 
“So this is what it will come to?” he reflected, fondling his pig.  
 
“You need to be healed or you will become like your animal,” said Beth. Summoning 
all her courage, she put her arms around him and hugged him. 
 
Whether some spiritual force passed between them or not Dan would never know, 
but in the weeks that followed Buchanan’s melancholic state rapidly improved until he 
became the tireless dynamo again. 
 
Beth and Dan were also changed. Dan had frightened himself by his own revelation. 
They had seen a vision of their own. One they both feared and welcomed. In the end 
nature would triumph, but before the triumph, there would be trials. 
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Almost as rapidly as he had changed for the worse, Buchanan snapped out of his 
depression and became filled with a zest and energy that seemed more brilliant than 
ever. He was like a supernova that filled the sky with a radiant light that even 
outshined the sun. He had called a press conference, for which a grand occasion had 
been organized. But no one except Buccho knew all the pieces. No one knew exactly 
what he was going to announce.  
 
His presentation was like a fractal, like a splendid Mandelbrot set. Perhaps it was no 
coincidence that just at that time, Benoit Mandelbrot was coining the word fractal 
from the Latin fractus, meaning broken or irregular, to describe self-similar objects, 
which have no clear dimension.  
 
A bevy of blonde cheerleaders danced to the racy rhythm of a brass band. The 
backdrop was a massive mountain of golden maize. For those who had been there it 
might have been reminiscent of Professor Holden’s corn shows. 
 
Dan found himself transfixed by the new device that Buchanan had placed 
strategically on the desk in front of the press. It was the IBM 5100 Portable computer 
– a huge new leap for the giant company, which had boldly taken steps to miniaturize 
its mainframe technology so that it would be available to the desktops of ordinary 
people. Years later Dan’s memory would be jogged back to this scene when he 
would read an absurd article in a newspaper about John Titor, a time traveler from 
2038 who had been sent back to 1975 to find such a device and take it back to the 
future. Apparently there was something about the software, which was unique, and 
enabled IBM 5100 to do more than it was designed for. Buchanan certainly seemed 
to do this on that amazing day. He had mastered the computer, as he had most to 
which he turned his mind, and taught himself Basic which he used to write a fairly 
sophisticated database program which stored a large array of data on molecular 
structures and gene sequences. Perhaps this was the computer, which John Titor 
removed to the future, because some months after its first appearance, it strangely 
disappeared.  
 
Buccho opened the proceeding with a vivid introduction to the history of genetics in 
the lively way only he could, as if he were describing a sequence of nuceic acids 
folded into a helix. The journalists looked stunned, but fascinated by the relentless 
detail, explained simply but without compromise to his audience of reporters and film 
crews.  Without skipping a beat he discussed the miracle of molecular biology and 
the process of protein synthesis. His multimedia extravaganza included a show on 
the cathode ray tube display of his new computer. Three letter symbols representing 
a soup of amino acids floated about on the small screen bouncing back and forward 
on the edges. In the centre what looked like an outline of an egg with a double yolk, 
pasted the floating symbols together into a long folded necklace, copying a tickertape 
pattern of nucleic acids that streamed by like a typewriter ribbon. The best was yet to 
come. 
 
In the news that morning was a commentary on the visit of Milton Friedman to Chile. 
There was a considerable controversy about whether he should have gone or not. 
Buccho was determined to give the press something more relevant to report about.  
 
Babylon was magnificent that day. It was late summer and warm. The terraces 
tumbled with splendid varieties of green. In the distance the lake was a crystal blue. 
Inside the show was set with impressive banners and insignia heralding a new dawn 
for genetic technology. 
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“Gentleman,” trumpeted Buccho rising to his full height, the dinosaur in him 
resplendent as only such a being can be in its correct time and place, “Today we at 
Aggro are proud to celebrate the triumph of more that a century of genetics to launch 
a superlative new product which heralds astonishing prospects and a promise of a 
bright new future for all mankind.” The journalists were dazzled by the brilliance and 
complexity of the Mandlebrot sets. Patterns out of patterns, out of patterns. When 
one’s gaze is focused on the benefits promised to all mankind, all kinds of 
shortcomings are hidden in the blind spot. 
 
 “There are two astounding words that you will hear for the first time today, but that 
will soon be part of every farmer’s farmyard talk.” He bellowed the alliteration, 
“Tryprich and Tripswitch”. Both are at the heart of our breathtaking new product 
American GEM – Genetically Engineered Maize. The bevy of cheerleaders in dance 
rags, striped hip body- huggers and fly-away skirts threw their metallic sparkle, 
colored vinyl rooter poms roofward. 
 
The journalists peered at him puzzled. 
 
“Tryprich is a sensational new form of genetically engineered maize that will be able 
to provide new protein enriched foods that will eliminate malnutrition among billions 
of the worlds poor nations.” He flashed a slide that showed Biafran children starving 
to death. The memory of the genocide was still fresh and the guilt of those who had 
means to prevent it was acute. 
  
“Tripswitch is a process that will enable us to toggle genes on and off so that only 
Aggro will be able to use the licensed technology. So as we feed the world, we too 
will grow stronger and more competitive, like companies before us who were at the 
forefront of a new technology. And as Aggro grows strong, America’s place in a new 
world economy will be assured.”  
 
Waving the American flag in America can never be the wrong thing to do. He could 
have gone on to elaborate further, but was astute enough to know that if he left it at 
that point he would have a barrage of questions that would heighten interest and 
ensure at least a half hour of hectic questioning after which an early truncation would 
stimulate maximum interest and publicity. 
 
He played with the press, a Tyrannosaurus, tearing and chucking pieces of meat 
around, engorging himself in the interest, shredding any cynicism with the massive 
jaws. 
  
“Do you mean that Aggro will be able to control seeds”? 
 
“Exactly”, roared Buchanan. “Without our licensed technology applied in the form of 
an auxin-like spray at the beginning of the growing season, the seed will lie dormant 
in the ground, with our GEM, like Sleeping Beauty waiting for the kiss of the 
handsome prince to awaken her from her slumber. The origin of the product name 
was now clear, with all the allusions to beautiful, sleeping, voluptuous American 
beauties morphing into GEMs. The message was conveyed. Boundless fertility was 
on offer – all for just one little kiss. 
   
As rapidly as it had started the press conference was at an end. 
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As Dan drove home that day he was desolate. Whatever technology Man laid his 
hands upon, if not used to decimate his fellow man, was turned to satiating his greed. 
There was undoubtedly some genius in the idea of “Tripswitch” technology, but at the 
heart of it there was madness and avarice. Why had Buccho never told them about 
this line of research which he had commissioned to an entirely different team?  
 
A part of him felt betrayed. But another part nodded knowingly and acknowledged 
that this was what had been foretold. 
 
At the heart of Dan, there were two men, the one a man of science who was 
optimistic and progressive and then there was the other, a prophet and a seer with a 
dismal view of the future. This man was shrouded in cynicism, fear and dread of what 
the prospects were for the planet. Today his pessimism was fed by the words of 
William Buttler Yeats which slowly spiraled through his mind like birds floating above 
circling ocean currents in northern and southern seas. The mystical Irishman 
suddenly seemed to loom in front of him, much like Yeat’s own guide, “Leo Africanus” 
who had appeared to him in his own life. He spoke in his lilting Irish brogue as he 
contemplated a shackled Ireland in a world decimated by the technology of war. 
 
“Turning and turning in the widening gyre  
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;  
Things fall apart; the center cannot hold;  
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,  
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere  
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;” 
 
“Why is it,” Dan wondered, “do people always lose their virtue and allow their dreams 
for doing things right to always be overshadowed by the relentless drive that does 
things wrong?” 
  
”The best lack all conviction, while the worst  
Are full of passionate intensity,” responded Yeats. 
 
In the end we will destroy everything. Dan’s own sense of foreboding depressed him 
further. Yet Yeats saw some light 
 
“Surely some revelation is at hand;  
 
Surely the Second Coming is at hand.” 
 
Dan thought about gyres – the vast relentless circling ocean currents that powered 
hurricanes and tropical storms. After the storms, when the earth was fresh and 
renewed, life would begin again. 
 
“The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out  
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi  
Troubles my sight: somewhere in sands of the desert” thundered Yeats. 
 
Dan could see the enormous beast that Buchanan had imagined rising like the 
Sphinx in the Sahara, like a mushroom cloud in the Nevada 
 
”A shape with lion body and the head of a man,  
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun, 
  
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it  
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Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds. 
  
Yeats spoke quietly, then as silently as he had appeared, dissolved into time leaving 
Dan to finish the remaining lines as he turned into the crushed stone driveway. 
 
“The darkness drops again; but now I know 
That twenty centuries of stony sleep 
 Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle, 
 And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,  
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?” 
 
Beth came ambling out of the farmhouse. “I’ve baked some bread”, she said. 
 
“House of Bread”, he thought, punctuating the poem. Then in a sudden happy 
moment brought on by her smile and genuine warmth, which lifted his desolation he 
greeted her “Hi Beth, lets break some bread together. I have something I want to tell 
you.” 
 
They sat on the old couch in the living room and savored the warm bread, thick with 
butter and jam made from wild berries that Beth had collected. The old farmhouse 
creaked in the wind; its wooden timber slats a testimony to its age. There were no 
pictures on the walls, rather artifacts collected over years of domestic living. A 
galvanized iron tub, a braided clump of dry onions, a corrugated washboard, an 
assorted collection of blackened frying pans hanging over the mantelpiece and a 
weathered looking ladder.  On the shelves of a hand-planed corner hutch there were 
an assortment of pots, jars and brassware. 
 
“I love it here,” said Dan, tears filling his eyes. “I want to leave the University, leave 
Aggro and become a farmer.” Beth smiled and kissed him gently with a profound 
understanding of what was going through his mind. “I love being here on your old 
Grandpa Sharp’s farm. I always want to look into your eyes, even when your hair 
goes white. I want us to be partners, for as long as life allows.” 
 
“Of course” she concluded brushing his lips gently with her finger, “its time for us to 
get married.” 
 
 
Things always seemed to happen around Thanksgiving. In late 1981 Dan got an 
urgent call from Mish. The three friends had been threatened with firing at Aggro. 
Could Dan attend the disciplinary hearing? Perhaps he could make them see reason.  
 
Dan was puzzled. The same boardroom where he remembered they had taken their 
first supper, now became the scene of what looked like their last – only this time 
there was no buffet. 
 
A group of about five people were at the head of the boardroom table facing the 
accused who sat at the other end. Seated on chairs two rooms deep all around the 
room was a large gathering of the staff.  In some ways it looked like a scene from the 
French Revolution, where the crowds watched as the tumbrils passed by on the way 
to the guillotine, or perhaps an earlier time when Joan of Arc was about to be burned 
at the stake in Rouen. 
 
Buccho for once sat rather placidly to one side – as if he were allowing a process, 
without actively taking part. He found it hard to believe that these men that he had 
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trusted so much had betrayed him. He was emerging from one of his manic episodes 
during which he agreed to the fiasco. 
 
Heading the assault was Ashley Penaz. His effeminate side seemed to have 
transmogrified into a fierce transvestite who was quick to rail against the ‘three 
musketeers’ as he called them. He had the air of someone who was desperate. His 
influence with Buchanan had been waning and together with a group of fellow 
sycophants was seeking to shift the problem for Aggro’s failing fortunes to the three 
accused. 
 
It was also the first time that Dan saw Cheyenne Wolf. As Aggro’s counsel, she sat 
impassively like an untouchable princess for most of the session. Only on a few 
occasions did her silent icy beauty spark with lightning flashes that seemed to engulf 
the three accused in flames. 
 
 For their part, Mish, Abe and Shad sat dumbfounded, accused of crimes that they 
hardly understood. For several years they had toiled, trying to give effect to Buccho’s 
dreams, even though they had their doubts. All this time, adversaries that they didn’t 
even know they had, built up a case against them. 
 
Unwillingly, more from a sense of loyalty than anything else, when they discovered 
that American GEM was not living up to its promise, they began warning Buccho. 
They told him things he did not want to hear. There were too many independent 
negative reports from some of the early trials that could not be dismissed. For 
Buccho this was a personal affront. He still dreamed of the genetic key that would 
turn on untold wealth and fame. The truth was that Trypswitch technology was 
already floundering. 
 
 “You have told stories to the media – and brought Aggro into disrepute. It’s 
disgraceful. You should be fired,” accused Ashley 
 
“Ask Daniel de Boer” they responded, innocent as they were unaware that this public 
disclosure of his involvement simply moved them from the frying pan further into the 
fire. ”He has been beta-testing American GEM over the past few years and his 
results are alarming.” 
 
“Further evidence of your misdemeanors. You have given licensed and propriety 
technology away. De Boer left the company years ago and disavowed himself of the 
company. His wife writes antagonistically about our efforts at Genetic Engineering 
and has been whipping up hysteria about what she calls Frankenfoods” 
 
“What have you got to say for yourself?” sneered Ashley. ”What do you say Mr. de 
Boer. Why does you wife write all these articles about us?” 
 
“Mr. Penaz,” said Daniel coolly, “You are mixing up a whole lot of issues. Frankly I 
don’t understand what these men are doing here. They came to me in late 1975 
when I was doing well, growing my own varieties of maize and persuaded me to try 
American GEM – which I really could have done without, but which I did out of loyalty 
to Aggro. For the past five years I have tried growing American GEM and comparing 
my results to those achieved with other conventional varieties.  DEM yields are 
disappointing and far from being less dependent on chemicals than other maize, the 
variety needs more and more every year. It’s like running on the same spot, except 
that the treadmill is running faster all the time.” 
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“Rubbish” snorted Ashley. “Your wife has been publishing these lies all over the 
media” 
 
“Nonsense” he replied. “She writes about genetic engineering, but has never spoken 
about Aggro.” 
 
“What is this then – its libel?” He held up the Christmas issue of the Iowa Farmers 
Weekly. Here’s an article describing your experiences with American GEM. You and 
several other farmers.” 
 
Dan walked across to get a copy of the magazine. He had never seen it before. “This 
is not an article by my wife,” he said after looking at the segments that had been 
marked. ”This was one of their own reporters” 
 
The ice princess intervened. “Mr. Buchanan, do you mean to tell me that a reporter 
from the Iowa Farmers Weekly would write in your wife’s style and incorporate 
examples that have been extensively quoted by your wife elsewhere. Why would she 
do that?” 
 
Dan read further. There was an uncanny similarity in style to the way Beth wrote. He 
remembered the incident the year before and wondered if the meeting had lead to a 
greater interest in Beth.  
 
“It’s not my wife. She would have told me.” He could sense disbelief around him. “But 
everything that I have been reported as saying in the article is true. I have 
documentary evidence of the performance of the crop. There is no libel” 
 
 “You should go.” Ashley followed up on his original line of argument. “You three 
have betrayed the company” 
 
“Mr. Buchanan, “they appealed, “you have always prided yourself as a scientist, as a 
geneticist interested in the truth. The truth is that despite our best efforts, American 
GEM does not manifest the promise that we all thought it would. When you hold up 
the mirror it is ugly. Once we have recognized this, we can take corrective steps, but 
as it stands at the moment American GEM cannot succeed.” 
 
From the panel’s point of view and that of the rest of the staff it appeared that his 
three friends were engulfed in flames. Daniels testimony had simply fanned the 
flames. There was no hope. They would be consumed. 
 
Suddenly Buccho stood up. For once the dinosaur in him was still. In that transient 
place between mania and deep depression, for a short time he was completely sane. 
He could see how his vision for the technology beyond had not yet been reached and 
though his heart mourned, the scientist in him realized that it was not yet time. 
“American GEM is not yet read. These men have done nothing wrong. They are 
simply telling the facts.” 
 
Mish, Abe and Shad stood up and looked amazed. They looked at themselves as 
survivors of a fire would examine themselves for burn marks or blackening of their 
clothes. To their amazement and those around them, not a single hair of the heads 
was singed. 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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Simon Bell phoned Dan. He was the first person he could think of. Strange that. For 
all these years, though he had been a close neighbor, he had always maintained a 
sense of distance. Simon had always had a sense that that he was in competition 
with Dan, as if he had to be better than his neighbour to be a success. Without 
admitting it, and even while being suspicious of his neighbor for his strange organic 
farming methods, Simon Bell looked up to his neighbor. Though Dan did not know it, 
it was Simon’s nomination that had lead to Dan being chosen as the President of the 
local farmers union. 
 
The phone rang in the De Boer’s farmhouse. Dan answered. It was Simon on the 
line. He was virtually incomprehensible.  
 
“I think its him,” he said as if he had fingered the killer in a mystery thriller. 
 
“It’s who?” asked Dan. 
 
“Haven’t you heard the news”, asked Simon. 
 
“What news?” Dan was puzzled. He had been out in the fields early that morning. He 
hadn’t heard any news whatever. It was strange that even though he hadn’t heard 
the news, it reached him anyway – before it seemed it even reached some of those 
who had been actively listening. 
 
“Buccho Buchanan is missing. They’ve mounted a State-wide search for him. The 
police suspect foul play. Aggro is about to launch American GEM which the company 
believes will shatter all previous records in grain sales.” 
 
“Buchanan is missing?” Although he was surprised, he knew there was some 
inevitability in this. Something had to give. 
 
“I think I know where he is,” said Simon. “You know him well. Would you mind 
coming with me to find out, to identify him  - its very important if I am right or it could 
lead to the scandal of all time – disgraceful really. I’d like to prevent that. We farmers 
have to stick together” 
 
There was a strange incongruity in Simon Bell’s rantings that seemed to make a 
semblance of sense. Bell had always had a distinct respect for authority. If he wanted 
to do something, he would first have to see the leader doing it, before he would feel 
safe. Buchanan and Aggro symbolized the acme in agricultural innovation. Buccho 
was the leader. Any kind of disgrace would be a disaster for Bell’s world. Dan himself 
had simply risen to grace in Bell’s mind because he had once been associated with 
the great man – tested the forerunner of the great crop that could liberate the world 
from hunger. 
 
“I got a phone call from my sister at her farm a few minutes ago. It’s just a short 
distance from the Spirit Lakes near where Babylon is located. She asked me to come 
quickly.” He spoke with a degree of urgency and agitation.  
 
“OK I’ll come” Dan tried to reassure the man. 
 
“Bring your wife,” said Simon, “I’d heard that she met him and helped him once!” 
 
In a few minutes Bell was there in his car. In a few minutes more they were at Bell’s 
sister’s farm. It was a huge hog farm – a factory that churned out animals as if they 
were toothpaste, ready to be converted into bacon, sausage and other products 
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“He’s down there,” she indicated pointing to sheds. 
 
They walked down together towards the enormous stench of millions of pigs 
wallowing in mud and waste. 
 
Beth and Dan stopped and looked with horror. There he was, Buchanan, Buccho, 
and CEO of conceivably one of the biggest corporations on the planet wallowing in 
the mud with the pigs. Black and stinking as he was, his eyes were gleaming. He was 
in one of his manic states and happy beyond any description of the word. He was 
quoting Little Gidding. He had found his salvation. He loved his pigs. And when he 
found out what the genetic engineering that he had fathered was doing to them, he 
discovered the perfect answer. Join them. 
 
It wasn’t long after that Belamy Bornsilver or BB suddenly appeared to take over the 
Company. He was the nephew, some said, son of the reclusive owner. As for 
Buccho, he disappeared.  No one at Aggro ever revealed where or how he had been 
found or where he disappeared. It was rumored that he had been euthanased. 
 
For Dan it did not matter. After everything, he remembered the living Buccho with 
affection. At the center of all human beings there is always a heart. 
 



 

 

 
 

 Chapter 9: True Grit 
 
You have noticed that everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that is because 
the Power of the World always works in circles, and everything tries to be round... 
The Sky is round, and I have heard that the earth is round like a ball, and so are all 
the stars. The wind, in its greatest power, whirls. Birds make their nest in circles, for 
theirs is the same religion as ours... Even the seasons form a great circle in their 
changing, and always come back again to where they were. The life of a man is a 
circle from childhood to childhood, and so it is in everything where power moves. 
Black Elk, Oglala 
 
What we seek, we already are, and we just need to recognize our connection to the 
earth and the sacredness of all things.  
I am sacred, you are sacred, and we are sacred. We are the gift of life. If you want 
something to do in life, breathe and remember every breath you take is not for 
yourself but for all your relations.  
Everything is your relative and your responsibility. That's all. There is nothing more. 
Everything is connected and everything exists elsewhere in some other form. 
Little Crow  
 
Thus we close the circle. We found the American West a curious place, alien and 
bare to our eyes. Because of this, we failed to allow it to tell us its story, to give us its 
name. We failed to learn from the plants and the people who knew them as a way of 
life. We failed to regard the animals for what they were and wiped all of this out to 
replace it with a world of our own devising. Because we imported this world, it came 
in on the roads we built for it and flourished at the roadside as the brush does along a 
desert stream. And now, absent from nature and feeling a vague sense of the loss, 
we return to the West, increasingly along the same section-line roads, and believe 
that when we see a pen full of bison we are seeing nature. What we see at the 
roadside is not nature, but a face we have painted for nature. The leafy spurge, 
crested wheat grass, and penned bison are our own images reflected through a 
fence. We videotape them and we drive on. 
Richard Manning, Grassland, 1995 
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Bee Dees Farm between Milford and Spencer, October in the autumn of 1992 
 
Life is round, like a web. When praying with the Sacred Pipe, one begins by facing 
the West. West is Black. Evil is Black. Danger is Black. Black is the condition of Man 
as he stands before Wakantanka, the great mystery. Then North. The color of North 
is Red. Red is conflict. Red is tension. Red is decision, as Man determines whether 
to revert to Black or go on to White. White is the color of the East, the color of victory, 
purity and life The rising Sun eliminates Redness and brings clear sky.  Finally the 
color of South is Yellow. Yellow is Peace. Yellow is fruitfulness. Yellow is warmth. 
Whatever danger, tension or conflict there might have been, it is now all past. Now 
the Camp can rest.  Yellow is the autumn. Unfortunately, every man knows that at 
another time, in his prayer, he will have to begin again and will have to face the 
Black. 
 
Beth prayed in the words of Lame Deer, the Seeker of Visions, “With us the circle 
stands for the togetherness of people who sit with one another around a fire, relatives 
and friends united in peace, while the Pipe passes from hand to hand.  Once all the 
families in the villages were in turn circles within a larger circle, part of the larger 
hoop of the nation.  The nation was only part of the universe, in itself 
circular….circles within circles, within circles, with no beginning and no end. 
 
“To us this is beautiful and fitting; symbol and reality at the same time, expressing the 
harmony of nature and life.  Our circle is timeless, flowing; it is new life emerging 
from death – life winning out over death.”   
 
All facets of life move according to the number four. Four is the sacred number. Four 
are the directions, North, South, East and West. Four are everything that grow, the 
roots, stems, leaves and fruit. Four are the living things that breathe, whether those 
that crawl, that fly, that walk on four legs or two. Four are the celestial Sky, Sun, 
Moon and stars. Four are the Great Spirit, associates of the great, the gods below, 
and the spirit kin. Four are the phases of life through which we all must pass, 
babyhood, childhood and old age.  
 
Trick or treat. A bushel of pumpkins are golden yellow. Red and orange oak leaves 
blend with green into a quilt work against dark brown branches, snaking their way to 
tiny blue patches of sky. It is October in the autumn of 1992 on the Little Sioux River. 
Beth is all but one with the author, circling, looking downwards, peering inwards with 
perfect vision. The oak, maple and hickory trees arch over the river, the remains of 
golden leaves covering the brushwood frame for the scene. Beavers have clumped 
driftwood into a nest. The water is icy. Traces of tiny patches of snow lie silently in 
the darkest shaded areas of the undergrowth. 
 
A woman on horseback trots along the riverbank and pauses at a bend. She is on a 
horse, drifting in thought, ethereal and fluttering like a flame in the wind. She ascends 
up to the left, urging her horse up a steep bank of fossil-rich Cretaceous glacial 
deposits. The rider is Beth de Boer. It is herself, the same, Beth Sharp, riding on her 
horse “Georgy girl” as she has always ridden. The horse and rider pause on a flat 
bank and look down the river. It is broader here, and there, over there, is the flat, 
green area where Dan is excavating and uncovering the story of the Mill Creek 
people from the midden deposits. It is as if she wants to by-pass something 
unpleasant, not from the Cretaceous past, nor from the gentle Mill Creek people, but 
something much more recent, but still a long time ago. 
 
“Up Georgy Girl…There’s a girl” 
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Floating in the air are the ghostly sounds of conversations that occurred here a 
century and a half ago in a similar autumn of 1856.  Two men are standing by a 
copper still down by the river. If one looked carefully, as Dan had, the copper end of 
its spout can still be seen, green with age. They are brewing alcohol. There is coarse 
laugher as the two men dilute whiskey with urine. 
 
Lott is a coarse man, his deep pocks visible through unshaven stubble. His skin is 
red and mottled: “Those Indians are just plain stupid, dumb as hogs in heat” 
 
“They’ll buy whatever you sell them” 
 
Lott: “You can even sell them back their own horses” 
 
More raucous laughter 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
It is February of 1857. The winter of 1856-7 is the worst the prairies have ever known 
in recent times. Temperatures are 25 degrees below freezing. The snowdrifts are 
several feet deep. 
 
Angry men are talking. 
 
A band of Sioux braves lead by Inkapaduta have been enduring a long, cold 
miserable winter trying to find Lott and settle an old score. They find game scarce, 
even along the banks of the Little Sioux River. Buffalo that roamed the plains a few 
years earlier have moved into Nebraska and the Dakotas, pushed westward by the 
invading white settlers. 
 
“They have killed our leaders, trespass on the land, slaughter the buffalo and the elk, 
cheat us, steal our ponies and now they have slaughtered our brave. They live as 
cowards in cabins, warm and with plenty of food, enough to last them throughout the 
winter, yet they will not even a share even a little portion with us. They are like 
maggots – they must be cleaned off Mother Earth”  
 
The memory is painful. Stark, like the Gardiner’s dark log cabin amidst the brown 
leaves of autumn, covered in a skin of white winter snow. This is where she came 
from, where she belongs. 
 
Beth turns and rides back home through the tan colored cornfields. Back towards the 
homestead through corn and soya fields past an old barn, its old weathered beams 
turning gold in the early morning sun, then canters down the road soaking in the 
beauty of the autumnal scene, repressing the voices which always rise to haunt her 
at this place. Oblivious to the world, she passes a letterbox, which simply states  
 
“Bee Dees, Dan and Beth De Boer.” 
 
She looks up the driveway past the old farmhouse, under the old cotton wood tree to 
the right where the Sharps have lived for so long, farmers all of them, her great 
grandfather, Abby Gardner’s son and his son, her grandfather and her father too. 
There is the green verge of grass under the tree covered with yellow-brown leaves, 
and then the gravel driveway leading to the four corrugated iron grain silos with their 
cone roofs pointed skywards like cursors to the creator from whom the bountiful grain 
within was a gift. 
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Even now she is embarrassed. It was meant to be – the cardinal event in her life, just 
a simple mistake on which all has since hinged. So many years ago, must have been 
nearly ten years, that terrible year, which seemed so long ago now, when she forgot 
to close the hopper chute. 
 
“Beth, Beth, watch out”. Dan was running frantically towards her, as he seemed to do 
iteratively, always different, ever the same. It was a de ja vu. She had been there 
before, eternally many times. The world was spiralling with the color of the leaves. 
 
“Beth, the hopper chute is open” said Dan pointing back along the drive way. Beth 
looked back from the tractor along the driveway. The driveway was paved with a long 
swathe of golden corn. 
 
The first thing she could remember was her mother, in a light yellow floral gown, 
smelling of perfume and fresh as a bed of lavender, modelling away at her soft brown 
clay. Although she never became an artist, her mother was endowed with a love for 
shaping forms from clay and wood. She used to say that the material spoke to her 
and showed her what to do, what to leave and what to take away, until its essence 
was revealed in a sculpted form. Beth’s creativity undoubtedly came from her mother 
as her love for all nature that grew or lived on the soil and in the air came from her 
father, except his contempt for Indians. Her love for the indigenous people, that she 
learned from her mother as well, who first read to her the beautiful stories of 
Hiawatha 
 
“Ye who love the haunts of Nature,  
Love the sunshine of the meadow,  
Love the shadow of the forest,  
Love the wind among the branches,  
And the rain-shower and the snow-storm,  
And the rushing of great rivers  
Through their palisades of pine-trees,  
And the thunder in the mountains,  
Whose innumerable echoes  
Flap like eagles in their eyries, 
Listen to these wild traditions,  
To this Song of Hiawatha!” 
 
It was from her mother also that she learned the many other strange things about 
birth, about the heavens which never ended and which were filled with stars and 
galaxies, about love and marriage and babies and about death. 
 
Her mother was Amish. She remembered the long trips across Iowa to Kalona. The 
strange sight of her uncles, aunts and cousins in their quaint old-fashioned clothes. 
The fun of riding in a horse-drawn carriage, the exquisite quilt-work bed covers and 
the delicious ice cream at the parlor – all just fragments of memories now. 
 
Dan was very understanding about the corn on the gravel. It had been a difficult year. 
They had planted almost half the crop to a new experimental “American GEM” 
variety, which had needed several applications of Thuridicide to get rid of borer. To 
make matters worse, volunteer plants were even coming through on their other fields 
where they did not want them. Now much of the previous harvest that they did 
manage to reap was on the gravel, which Dan scooped up as best he could. 
 
“Can’t sell this now”, he said with resignation looking at the corn mixed with gravel. 
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The suddenly said, “but I wonder?” and ran round to the workshop, appearing 
triumphantly a few minutes later with an old oak contraption that he had brought back 
from his Dad’s old farm at Pella. 
 
Within minutes the corn was being sorted and sifted from the gravel, and although 
there was still some bits of soil, it was clean. Dan was pleased but still wondering on 
how to clean it further. 
 
Beth remembered her simple comment, which came as a gush from her deeper 
desires to move away from all the chemicals and genetically modified seeds to 
simpler times, “Can’t we just use it as seed?” 
 
There was a moment when she thought that Dan might explode into a rage. He didn’t 
get angry often, but when he did, he would fly into a fury and thunder his hand on 
tables and walls, and even throw things in exasperation. But this time he stayed 
calm, and then erupted into a broad smile and said, “Beth, you’re brilliant. Lets use it 
for our own seed. Sometimes, it’s the most obvious solutions that stare you in the 
face that you just don’t think of.” 
 
That simple accident had changed their lives forever. Took them away from Aggro in 
one way then brought them back in a direct collision course in another. They were all 
just fragments of memories now, like chards of a shattered mirror each reflecting a 
tiny piece of her life 
 
She was a child again lying on her bed, waiting for her mother to come, read and 
comfort her as she fell asleep. Night after night, she recalled, the gentle saga would 
continue. Then as she remembered, she wept pitifully reminiscing on how the story 
came to a close. She wept not only for the sadness of losing the hero, but as much 
because she would no longer hear the comforting cadence of the words at bedtime, 
 
“And they said, ‘Farewell forever!’ 
Said, ‘Farewell, O Hiawatha!’  
And the forests, dark and lonely,  
Moved through all their depths of darkness,  
Sighed, ‘Farewell, O Hiawatha!’ 
And the waves upon the margin  
Rising, rippling on the pebbles,  
Sobbed, ‘Farewell, O Hiawatha!’ 
And the heron, the Shuh-shuh-gah,  
From her haunts among the fen-lands,  
Screamed, ‘Farewell, O Hiawatha!’” 
 
“Will you die mummy,” she would ask her mother who would always answer with 
beautiful paradoxical sayings from the Bible. 
 
Now she had her own sayings, which she drew from the wisdom of the native 
peoples, which saw in death, rebirth into a different form of creation. White Eagle had 
said, “You live on earth only for a few short years which you call an incarnation, and 
then you leave your body as an outworn dress and go for refreshment to your true 
home in the spirit."  
 
She felt good about being a daughter. It was a role that came naturally to Beth. 
Unlike her two older sisters who quickly flew from the nest, Beth always gravitated 
towards home. 
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She loved to walk with her Dad through the fields and listen as he called every plant 
by its name, even the weeds, as though he respected them as his adversaries. Beth 
would produce line drawings of the plants her showed her and then softly color them 
in with pastel water paints. He loved this and together they would page through the 
scrapbook that she kept of all her drawings – a scrapbook that still could be found in 
her bedside drawer. Dad loved the soil that fed the plants. He would grab a clod of 
soil from the ground and smell it as if it were a piece of chocolate cake he was about 
to eat.  
 
“This is a gift,” he would affirm softly, looking upwards. He was a deeply religious 
man, although he expressed this in a modest way.  “The creator has looked down 
upon this land with kindness, Beth. We must love and respect the land, from where 
we draw our sustenance. There is space here for man and the natural world to be at 
one with each other”. Her father never seemed to age, even until the day he died in 
his mid-seventies of liver cancel, when her own children were already grown up.  
 
Beth struggled with the contradiction between farming and caring for the land. She 
loved to wander in the forest along the banks of the little Sioux and collect berries 
and wished that if people could just collect the bounty of nature, it would not be 
necessary to rip into Mother Earth’s belly. Inevitably as she grew she would have to 
go out into the world and grapple with this conflict. 
 
If ever there was a time of tension between Beth and her parents it was when she left 
home to go to university at Des Moines. She remembered it clearly. It was 1967, a 
year of hope. The Beatles sang, “All You Need is Love, Love is in the Air, Lucy in the 
Sky with Diamonds”, the songs of her time echoed inside her soul. In South Africa Dr 
Chris Barnard transplanted a human heart, among the pain and suffering of the 
nation. NASA reached for the moon. She continued to fight against war with flowers, 
as she had since she was a young girl . The terror of Vietnam made her being ache, 
For her, flower power was not just an empty symbol, she truly believed that nature 
could save the soul of modern man, who had lost his way. 
 
Beth treated her relationships with people much as she treated the earth, plants and 
animals - with love and respect. She was passionate and unpossessive about men. 
Likewise she avoided being possessed. For her sexuality was a beautiful thing. She 
shared it freely to bring joy and contentment to the men she loved, however 
fleetingly.  
 
One of her lovers disturbed her though. Darian Whipley, one of the first of many 
lovers she had. He was tall and blonde, the archetypal Aryan with short hair and a 
tight athletic body that stirred her. Unlike the many other men who came into her life, 
enriched it and then moved on, he stuck in the throat like a chunky piece of food, 
refusing to go down. In a way she never ever stopped loving him, even though the 
love was irrational and probably dangerous to her and the family. Darian never fully 
matured into full adulthood. It was as if he was frozen in permanent adolescence, 
angry, full of hormones, overtly sexual and insensitive to the feelings of others. 
Something in Beth made her want to mother him, like trying to look after a wounded 
animal that was vicious and would lash out, but needing gentle caring to heal. But 
Beth never managed to heal Darian, hard as she tried. He never forgave her  for 
leaving him. When he was younger he would pursue her and attempt to ward off 
other lovers. As he aged, he stopped being obvious about his jealously after many 
confrontations with her, her parents and one of her noble knights sent him packing.  
 
Dan was so different from Darian, as he was from all her lovers. She never forgot the 
time that they met. She was painting on the bank of the Des Moines, when he jogged 
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passed and stopped for a moment to glance at the canvass. In an instant he 
understood what she was painting – he saw the tension between the buildings and 
nature and told her so with great gentleness. 
 
Beth was pleased her that she had begun to give greater expression to her love for 
drawing by producing larger canvasses and using brighter, richer oil color instead of 
water paints. Now the plants were clustered into habitats instead of on their own, but 
in the background, always, there were signs of people. Sometimes, it was innocuous, 
like the warmth of a rural farmer’s cottage or an innocent implement set among oak 
and hickory trees. But more often, the ominous evidence of buildings or other 
incongruous machinery signaled the presence of men who threatened nature. 
Perhaps there was a deeper meaning for her. Darian was the menace of men who 
never matured to adolescence who, locked into a state not far from childhood, 
destroyed birds and trees for the wanton thrill of seeing them die. Dan was the 
opposite, the stroker of the soil, who combed the hair of Mother Nature and put on 
her makeup so that she was able to stun all with her beauty. 
 
Although Darian seemed to initially like Dan, who understood him, he never let go of 
his jealousy, which remained and was transformed into a vengefulness that never 
ceased to amaze Beth.  
 
Having children was not an easy decision for Beth. Not because she wanted to 
remain free spirited or that children would be a burden, but because it seemed that 
all creation was under threat now, and that there were already so many unwanted 
children in the world who needed love and care, why would one want to bring yet 
more into such a world.  But Dan had felt that one should affirm life, and that made 
sense. So they had two children, named after each of their grandparents 
respectively, Reveille after Dan’s grandfather and Val after her grandmother. Reveille 
also had another affectionate meaning for Beth. 
 
Once the decision was made, her children were the most important things in her life. 
It began before they were born with antenatal classes, which she attended 
meticulously, and although Dan attended the classes too, the experience never had 
the same intensity as it did for her. And after they were born, when they were babies 
it was almost painful the extent to which looking after them became her life. Their 
vulnerability terrified her, and although it changed a little as they grew it never 
disappeared. When they watched TV while doing their homework, she quivered 
wondering how the “Bold Generations” could possibly be anything other than 
damaging.  
 
“Penny for your thoughts” Mirabelle once said. Mirabelle was he closest friend. 
 
“I worry about the children. Will they be OK. I know its silly, but I worry a lot of the 
time. I feel I am not giving them enough”. 
 
“They’re great kids” Mirabelle answered. She was ever the optimist, and not being 
married with kids at that stage, made it seem even a trivial worry, “If we’re going to 
worry about anything, lets worry about the planet and how it’s under threat” 
 
Mirabelle was offering a less than subtle reminder to Beth that Groundcover, the 
advocacy organization that they had started in their university days was suffering 
from Beth’s partial withdrawal into motherhood. It was uncharacteristic of Mirabelle to 
be anything other than ebullient about anything. Perhaps she felt Beth’s partial 
disengagement from her with a tinge of resentment. 
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“I know. I worry about that too”.  Guilt was a central feature of Beth’s life, though she 
was only partly conscious of it. For some reason, inexplicable to her, she felt guilty 
towards her parents, towards the way that her forebears had treated native peoples, 
towards the natural world which human kind was destroying, to her husband for the 
inadequate wife that she was and the playgirl she had been and even to Darian, the 
half-matured man who was destroying their lives. In a nutshell she was guilty towards 
everything. She was even guilty about her guilt, because she knew that it led to 
inappropriate behavior, such as spoiling the kids or letting Darian get away with his 
jealous behavior – and that made her even guiltier. For her it was a fault, for those 
around her that loved her it was her crowning beauty – her compassion and 
understanding. 
 
“Your plants look sad,” Mirabelle said flipping through the coffee table book that they 
had produced as an advocacy tool against the continued destruction of Iowa’s 
wilderness areas. “It’s as if you feel their pain.” 
 
“I sometimes do,” she confided in Mirabelle. It was something she could only tell 
those closest to her, those who would not laugh. “If I touch a plant that has been 
damaged, I can feel a tingle, as if it were crying. If I put my arms around a tree that’s 
had it branches cut, or been hurt in some other way, its worse” 
 
“You’re too sensitive” Mirabelle chided gently. ”I blame Darian for all this. It’s like 
you’re taking all the weight of the perverted man he is and all the harm that he 
causes onto your own shoulders. Somehow you felt that you had to change him, and 
because you never could, you want to take the blame.” 
 
Beth was amazed. It was unlike Mirabelle to tell things as they were. That was Lucy’s 
role. Lucy was their other friend – who called a spade a spade; but she was away in 
the Brazilian rain forests canvassing to stop the rape of loggers who were bulldozing 
pristine forests at an unprecedented rate. 
 
“Mirabelle, you’re always so positive,” reflected Beth 
 
“Well I suppose you could say it’s positive that Aggro’s brochures at least 
acknowledge the importance of the environment.” Mirabelle tried to think of 
something hopeful. “Perhaps you’ve at least influenced them that far.” But as she 
spoke she realized it was a bad example. They both knew all that  Aggro’s rationale 
was simply all green wash. 
 
”You’re boyfriend has written us a letter”, scowled Dan, throwing a folded piece of 
paper with its opened envelope down on the table. The new feeling that gripped her, 
shattered the milder anxieties she had been harboring, with an emotion close to fear. 
Dan was fuming and shaking, his anger rumbling like volcano before it erupted. In 
this state he could easily throw a chair. His anger made him indiscreet and 
sometimes unloving,  
 
Beth picked up the innuendo up wondering what indiscretion of hers it was revealing. 
As she read, it shocked and hurt her that Darian would ever act in this way – but then 
again it typified his behavior. It was on the Aggro letterhead, and signed by himself 
as the CEO. He didn’t even delegate it to one of the lesser mortals that usually dealt 
with issues like this. 
 
“August 25th, 1990” That was his birthday. He was feeling peeved. “You are hereby 
informed that you have been brown bagging Aggro’s patented ‘American GEM’ 
variety of Freedom-ready corn and that this is in contravention of US Statutes that 
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protect intellectual property rights. You are warned that you are to immediately desist 
for disposing of any of your produce without obtaining the appropriate license from 
Aggro. Failure to desist will result in legal action being taken against you to recover 
damages. As a gesture of good faith Aggro is prepared to pay you out fully for your 
crop, less the license fees, or alternatively to buy your farm and its illegal seed 
business, lock stock and barrel.” 
 
Even Beth fumed. “This is outrageous. After everything we have done for that 
dreadful company. This is the last straw.” 
 
Beth remembered that day late in winter in 1984 when Shad had come over from 
Aggro after one of his many fights with Balthazar, the bag of hot air. Perhaps it was 
because of his empathy with his friend, perhaps because he wanted to demonstrate 
once and for all that they were barking up the wrong tree that Dan agreed to beta-test 
the new variety that Aggro were secretly testing code named AG5474. 
 
“American GEM” replied Shad. “It’s what I’ve been fighting with Balthazar about. 
“He’s already producing glossy commercials, ‘the cup runneth over with American 
GEM” and so forth, before we have the slightest assurance that it will work.’ It’s a 
great idea a new maize variety, nutritionally enriched, Freedom-ready opaque maize, 
that’s also corn-borer and leaf blight resistant. But will it work?” 
 
“And you want me to risk planting this American GEM?” Dan said trying to draw his 
friend’s attention to the contradiction. 
 
“No, you see Dan, don’t get me wrong” Shad moved rapidly back to marketing his 
idea” I didn’t mean it couldn’t work, just that we need to confirm it first – it’s potentially 
a great crop. You won’t be sorry you tried it”. For Beth his argument was like a 
broken circle.  
 
To a Lakota that would be a bad omen, like a broken wagon wheel to a pioneer or a 
punctured tire to a contemporary American on a highway. 
 
“Famous last words” chirped Beth. “I hate the idea of Freedom. It’s the opposite, its 
slavery. You have to buy that horrible herbicide with the seed. It’s unnatural – and 
what have you done to those poor seeds?” 
 
“Just give it a try. You won’t have to pay for the seed or even the Freedom, at least 
not for the first three years.”  
 
So they tried it, despite Beth’s dislike and Dan’s misgivings and planted a quarter of 
the 280 acres to AG5474 and the rest to their well-proven conventional varieties. By 
October of the same year in 1974, Dan was ready to eat humble pie and Beth had to 
bite her tongue every time she wanted to speak. 
 
“You see what did I tell you,” gloated Shad. He also hated the fact that Balthazar’s 
premature hype about the crop might be right. “But it’s still early days” 
 
The harvest was excellent, 20 tons per hectare, so the following year they planted 
half the crop to AG5474. That was not so good. Resistance to Freedom seemed to 
have spread from the maize plants to the weeds and they had to repeat the spraying 
several times. And the yield was down. That was 1986. The following year 1987 was 
a complete disaster. Dan had to use Thuridicide in the end, something he had never 
ever had to do in his other fields, which just relied on mechanical cultivation. That 
was the end of it for them – even Shad could see that they wouldn’t be persuaded – 
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but it made no difference to Balthazar. American GEM had arrived, and the “Cup 
Runneth Over” ad was flighted on TV, Radio and all the print media as if the messiah 
had cometh. 
 
Val and Reveille heard the commotion and came to the room where their parents 
were fuming, “Why are mommy and daddy fighting?” It was very unusual to hear her 
mother angry. 
 
Reveille was subtler in his approach. At fifteen he had become strategic, though it 
had been typical of his thoughtfulness since he was a baby He wanted help with a 
project that they were doing in guidance class. They had to plan a career. 
 
The combined strategy achieved its effect. Dan and Beth had to postpone their fury 
with Aggro over the letter, which was just as well. It gave them time to plan a careful 
response 
 
“I want to become an Astronaut,” he said. I want to go around the Earth and see it 
from space, walk on the moon and be the first to step on Mars. “What I need to know 
is where do I begin my studies?” 
 
“And I want to be an interior decorator” interjected Val not wanting to be outdone. 
 
Beth looked lovingly at her two children and wondered when their destinies would 
come full circle. They were so different from Dan and herself. Their preoccupations 
were so worldly. There was no manifest commitment to the soil or the planet. 
 
“Well, I suppose,” said Dan, “if you want to become an Astronaut you’re going to first 
have to become a pilot, and before that you’ll have to go to university to get a basic 
degree in something relevant, like astronomy, I suppose.” Dan didn’t really have the 
vaguest idea of what the career path to astronautics was. 
 
 “I don’t know if they have that at Iowa Universities,” Beth added. 
 
“No I wasn’t thinking of university in Iowa. I thought perhaps California or Florida, 
where they have connections with the space industry. 
 
“Liar, liar” said Val, “you’d like it because its sunny and its got the sea. You want to 
go surfing. 
 
“I used to surf,” announced Dan to the amazement of his family, as he thought of the 
Beachboys and the melody “Surfing USA” went through his mind. Then more 
reluctantly, “I was also in the air force.” 
 
“You never told us that Dad,” Reveille was impressed and interested 
 
“It’s something I’ve never been proud of,” he continued quietly. “I was in Vietnam in 
1965.” 
 
Beth knew he did not like to talk about it. So she changed the subject and had faith. 
One day they would come full circle. “The sixties was a time of change.” 
 
“The sixties was a decade of decimation,” Dan said. There were so many wars. 
There was a dreadful Nigerian Civil War which caused thousands of children to die of 
starvation, a Six Day war between the Israelis and Arabs and a Cultural Revolution in 
China which caused political and economic chaos and killed thousands of people.” 
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“I used to wear flowers in my hair,” said Beth. The children laughed. 
 
“Why?” asked Reveille 
 
“Because I wanted to show that things could be different.” 
 
Dan was in a bleak mood, “Troubles were beginning in Northern Ireland as the IRA 
Catholics minorities fought against the Protestants. The Cold War was at its height 
and the Soviets built the Berlin wall in 1961. An uprising in Czechoslovakia was 
ruthlessly crushed.” 
 
Beth had to concur, “During the Bay of Pigs Invasion and the Cuban Missile Crisis we 
thought the world was going to disappear in a mushroom cloud. It was awful.” 
 
Dan continued. It was important that the children leaned that life was not a bed of 
roses. “Whites suppressed blacks in South Africa, which even UN sanctions against 
Apartheid couldn’t end. There were protests and protesters were bashed and 
suppressed, even here in the US. There was the civil rights movement. Gays and 
even women had to fight for their rights.” 
 
“But the outcome was good,” said Reveille, “The Civil Rights movement succeeded.” 
 
“Yes, but at what a price. Martin Luther King had to die first.” 
“What happened in Vietnam?” asked Valerie. Dan fell silent again. 

“1988 was a great year,” thought Beth. Even Reaganomics didn’t get them down. 
"Don't Worry, Be Happy", sang Bobby McFerrin. For the first time in years, they were 
rid of Aggro entirely. Dan planted all their fields with their own seed, which came from 
mixes of everything he had collected. The results were amazing. There was a hybrid 
vigor that took them years to achieve again with more careful selection and 
recombination. No more Freedom – no more herbicides at all. They did all their 
cultivation mechanically. The volunteer plants didn’t matter anymore. All weeds 
became part of a mulch. 
 
“Perhaps we can go organic?” quipped Dan as farmers came from all around to buy 
their seed.  That was good. It was a beginning. They had discovered that they could 
make more from selling their seed to other farmers, than as grain. Dan was thinking 
of how hard it was proving to dilute the contaminated genetically modified crops from 
his own stock. It was probably down to 15%, but to be organic, it would have to be 
less than one percent. That would still take years, but the premium would be worth it, 
not to mention the personal satisfaction. 
 
As she lay, she looked upward at the golden pattern of the heart-shaped leaves of 
the cottonwood tree against the sky. The leaves rustled musically as the wind blew 
gently. The bark was deeply rutted and corky. On one side it was green with moss 
and lichen, on the other a honey-yellow from early morning rays. Bees were already 
humming from a deep hollow in the trunk. Birds played and sang among the braches. 
A squirrel emerged from a hollow and then darted away.  There was a commotion all 
around her, but for her it was peaceful. 
 
 
It was February 28th 1857. Beth found herself looking downwards, cocooned in a 
floating bubble. The brilliant round moon had been full that night and had already 
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sunk towards the horizon. A few soft white snowflakes had fallen, but the air was 
clear in the crisp, cool morning. Inkapaduta looked up, his heart still numb from the 
dreadful sight of the head of his fallen warrior Nimble Elk strung up on the pole by the 
settlers. He had not slept that night. He had arisen early to harvest the cottonwood 
stake he had posted at the center of their encampment. Next to it he placed the skull 
of the Buffalo whose fine meat had sustained them through the ordeals of the winter. 
He puffed at the Sacred Pipe and brooded. The cowards had fled south to avoid 
reprisals from their dastardly deed. He looked up at the brilliant orb that signaled the 
coming of the morning and woke his fellow warriors as he incanted out loud 
 
“Morning Star, you are there at the place where the sun will rise. You, who have the 
wisdom, which we need. Tell us how we can cleanse ourselves and all the people of 
our shame. How do we hold our heads up high, so that the generations to come will 
know that we saw your light as we walked the sacred path.  You know how to walk as 
you lead the dawn and usher in the sun with its light, which is knowledge. Show us 
the way to walk again in the holy path.” 
 
As if to answer the Morning Star pulled the first slice of the sun’s disk above the 
horizon.  
 
He stood and handed the pipe to the Hunca and then turned to face the West. It was 
still black from the night. 
 
“Black” he shouted as he began to chant, circling slowly around the wooden stake, 
“Black as the hearts of those who have perpetrated this cowardly act.” Turning to the 
north, where the tips of the trees were tinged with red, in the early morning sun, he 
continued his prayer ”Red like the bloodied daggers that have severed the head of 
our fallen brother. Still circling he faced the West, where the dazzling white circle of 
the sun was clearing the horizon. He paused in his circling and appealed. “White 
light, give us the clarity of vision. O Sun, great symbol of Wakantanka, the Great 
Spirit, the creator, your light brightens the whole world and makes things live and 
grow. Tunkasina, grandfather of grandfathers, the old, old, old one, blessed with 
Wakan, the awesome power to create, guide us now with the clarity of first morning 
light to see the path to how we can cleanse our souls of the foulness of the slaughter 
of our brother” 
 
Coming full circle he turned and faced the south, where the empty prairie was yellow 
in the morning. The yellow that should have been peace and mellow and fruitful, but 
where Inkapaduta could only see the trail of the cowards as they had fled to escape. 
“Yellow O Wankantanka is the gall that must flow into the soil.” 
 
And he continued to dance, joined by his fellow dancers, round and round, gradually 
following the great sphere of the sun in its path in the sky, from east to west, in the 
shape of a great circle, neither with beginning nor end in the same way. The sun, as 
it had always been, rising and setting, day after day, always the same. “  
 
A familiar face peered down at Beth and held her hand. 
“I’m sorry that I spilled the corn” Beth looked down the driveway. The driveway 
seems to circle around her. Gravel from the moraines, sand from the milling of time 
and soil from the compost of ages. Sawdust and cereals from the farm. True Grit. 
She is Beth. Without her, the house is not a home. 
 
“Don’t worry about that now, my love. It was probably the most fortunate thing that 
ever happened to us” 
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 “Inkapaduta danced here,” she recalled, “around this Cottonwood Tree”, and filled 
with love for this being that looked at her with such gentleness and affection, she 
continued softly, “May you always walk in Beauty. All of this Creation is Sacred.” 
 
“Thank you, my love” replied Dan, a tear trickling down his face, “Beauty is my wife” 
 
Time is forever frozen in a fractal. Quantum quarks separate yet enmeshed. The 
beginning, middle and end are arrows endlessly interleaved and locked in a space 
that is perpetually changing, yet always the same. The blazing pixels of sequential 
instants of color move and intertwine in an infinite pattern that is at once and for 
always a single dynamic crystal in a state of chaotic organic stasis; just a single, 
transitory white blip on a screen that is eternally black. Everlasting images of fiery 
autumnal reds are interlaced with the fleeting verdant greens of spring. Everything is 
connected. 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 Chapter 10: Soil and Seed 
 
 
 
“Rooted in an understanding of our land's past, Iowans can look to the future.  The 
land is seen with a sense of connection, protection, and reverence.  Iowa can lead by 
example in the future stewardship of the Earth”. 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources in “A Vision for Iowa’s Land: Iowa, Portrait 
of the Land, Earth Day, April 22nd, 2000.  
http://www.igsb.uiowa.edu/Portrait/portrait.htm 
 
“... Confronting an exposed soil cut may be an exciting event. Soil speaks to us 
through the colors and sculptures of its profile, thereby revealing its personality: we 
acknowledge it by giving soil a name, albeit in a foreign tongue, but we don't mention 
our emotional involvements. In fact, our soil language is lifeless, and the soil 
descriptions in our publications are utterly boring to farmers, ranchers, foresters, 
sportsmen, and newcomers who are supposed to read them. Articulation would 
strengthen our feelings about the soil body. Casually and in formal lectures, we may 
want to talk more openly about soils and do it more enthusiastically. We may even 
become more interesting persons. We may gain new friends, and they might hold a 
positive opinion of the soil resource. “ 
 
“Soil appeals to my senses. I like to dig in it and work it with my hands. I enjoy doing 
the soil texture field test with my fingers or kneading a clay soil, which is a short step 
from ceramics or sculpture. 
 
“Soil has a pleasant smell. I like to sit on bare, sun-drenched ground and take in the 
fragrance of soil. As yet, neither smell nor touch sensations have been accorded 
aesthetic recognition, but colors delight painters, photographers, and writers, as well 
as you and me. 
 
In loess country [fine-grained silt or clay, thought to be distributed by wind], plowed 
fields on slopes show wide bands of attractive color gradations from dark browns to 
light yellows, caused by erosion of the surface soil. Warm brownish colors 
characterize fields and roofs in Cezanne's landscape paintings of southern France, 
and radiant red soils of the tropics dominate canvasses of Gauguin and Portinari. Soil 
profiles viewed in pits may reveal vivid color and structure patterns of layers or 
horizons. I have seen so many delicate shapes, forms, and colors in soil profiles that, 
to me, soils are beautiful. 
 
Whenever I offer this reaction to an audience, I notice smiles and curiosity, but when 
I follow up with slides that depict ebony black mollisols of Canada, titian-red oxisols 
of Hawaii, and gorgeous soil-profile paintings by such famous artists as Grant Wood 
of Iowa, Dubuffet of France, and Schmidt-Rottluff of Germany, the hesitancy turns 
into applause.”  
 
 Hans Jenny (1899-1992, the godfather of American soil conservation movement) 
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The good earth. No one was exactly sure about how Grandpa Sharp had come to 
own the farm. But it was rumored that sometime in 1862, soon after Lincoln had 
passed the Homestead Act, the two Sharp brothers with their young wives and 
families laid claim to adjacent farms on a beautiful piece of land on the southern 
banks of the Little Sioux River, a few miles to the south of West Lake Okoboji and 
near the new settlement of Spencer. At that stage Petersen was still the seat of Clay 
County. There had been sporadic reports of Indians moving through the area, but 
they had not bothered anybody. 
 
When the two brothers began farming, their two farms lay side beside, each about 
160 acres, together shaped like a kestrel flying southeast towards the morning sun, 
over the little settlement of Spencer. The silver-sleek Little Sioux River, winding like a 
snake, forming an ox-bow around the tail of the bird, formed the trailing edge of the 
wings.  Its head was formed by the angular delta created by the artificial public land 
survey system, which had forced the natural forms of the land into a vast rectilinear 
grid of one-mile square portions that they called ‘sections,’ each exactly 640 acres in 
extent. Thirty six sections formed a township orientated along a principal meridian, 
which, when plaited with lateral baselines to link with other meridians, created a 
colossal patchwork quilt of townships, then counties and finally states.  
 
The powers-that-be determined that ¼ of one section was sufficient for the yeoman 
farmer to earn enough livelihood to feed his family and be a good democrat without 
becoming a fat landowner. Generally they called this a part ‘an aliquot’. But for these 
farms, bordered by a river and somewhat irregular in size, they called it ‘a 
government lot’. Thus it was, that a tiny little farm in the middle of a vast rural 
expanse, bordered by rivers, and speckled with glacial lakes and wetland forests, 
would come to be known as lots 1 & 2, corner West 189th Street and 13th avenue as 
if it were an address in downtown Manhattan. With this rectangular numbering, 
began the alienation of the land from its innate organic origins.  
 
But the land does not forget its natural forms. With the passage of time, the civil war 
and the dangers of childbirth, the two small farms once two, again became one.  
 
Once young Beth, just a mere girl of four, already astutely noting the wilderness 
around her, while sitting at the feet of Grandpa Sharp, had asked why there was a 
strip of wetland forest that joined the two bends of the oxbow, cutting diagonally 
across the cultivated fields. “The river remembers its bed”, he replied softly. “Once 
upon a time, that’s where the river ran, then clogged with the rich silt it carried and 
congested with the vegetation growing on its banks, it began to meander, creating 
the oxbow. But one day there will be a cleansing flood and wetland forest will be 
swept away and the river will remember where it used to flow and will return there 
and leave a beautiful oxbow lake. Neither engineer nor even nature will make it 
forget.” 
 
Grandpa Sharp dug his hand into the soil and worked it with his hands, kneading it, 
as if he was about to make a small clay figure. Its texture seemed to appeal to his 
senses. He enjoyed sitting there on the bare, sun-drenched ground, taking in its 
fragrance.  As he looked around, its colors seemed to delight him as it has 
generations of painters, photographers and writers. The sounds of cicadas in the 
strips of tall prairie grass around the fields were like a symphony. 
 
Without exaggeration, scarcely a finer soil could be found anywhere else on earth 
than was found on that farm. But with a tinge of sadness he grieved. Once 
discovered its fertility, like the prairie community, had been doomed. 
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“The earth also remembers,” he had said comforting himself. He knew the power of 
the living thing he was tending. He had worked it all his life and knew it as a friend, 
but still feared it as much as he revered it. He recalled how, when his tractor was 
buried to its axles in the sticky mud, it seemed that Mother Earth was calling out to 
him to stop gouging her, holding him gently with her hand until he heard her cry. It 
would cling to equipment like black cement and if not promptly cleaned, would lead to 
a fatal rust which would fester like the bite of a Komodo dragon.  
 
“What sacrifices!” Grandpa Sharp thought of the thousands of years of living and 
decaying bacteria, insects, plants and animals that gave to the rich black soil its 
abundant organic fertility. Billions upon billions of organisms had died that they might 
walk on the land, plough it, farm and reap.   
 
“What dark force lies hidden there,” he would ask rhetorically, as he shuddered about 
the fate of a buffalo that he had seen sucked into the quicksand of a muddy bog. 
From the Black Death came new life. He marveled at the way that the Earth 
remembers its dead, as he vividly recalled the fossil of a trilobite he had found. It 
struck him then that this was a small stone epitaph, reproduced in meticulous detail, 
placed there by Mother Earth in remembrance of the passing of one her precious 
species before it disappeared into oblivion. No creature was too small or insignificant 
to be remembered thus. 
 
Beth watched as Dan dug his hand into the same rich soil, just as Grandpa Sharp 
had done. There had been gentle cultivation there for generations, but it had been 
only a little over a century since the land had felt the hard steel plow of modern 
agriculture. 
 
That was in the early spring of 1975, soon after they were married and she had 
discovered that Reveille’s tiny spirit had been planted in her womb.   
 
It was a magnificent year for them. Before they began to plough Beth asked that they 
walk in a circle around the land that was shaped like a kestrel, and quietly without 
prayer revere it.  Along the river bank, in one portion, Dan found some artifacts of 
much earlier settlement. For Beth it was confirmation that this was a sacred place. 
She asked if they could keep the most fertile portions along the oxbow of the Little 
Sioux River, the part that would one day become the river again, undisturbed. There, 
in honor of Grandpa Sharp, and the generations that came before him, they would 
preserve a goodly portion of the farm, the tail of the kestrel, as it were, for an 
unfettered prairie conservancy.  Along the waters edge they would leave the riverine 
vegetation and trees. In the watercourse that was once the river that had now 
migrated, there was a wetland. Their dream was that one day they would reintroduce 
some bison, an elk or two, and perhaps ever mule deer or pronghorns.  
 
The rest of the land to the south, the wings and body of the bird, they agreed they 
would plough, harvesting sufficient for their needs, but not more.  For the first time, 
Dan was able to apply the years of theory that he had gained from his days at the 
University of Iowa. He divided the land into a quilt-like patch of Latin squares and 
began to experiment with the diverse range of seed varieties that he had gathered. 
 
The soil was fertile from several years of being fallow since Grandpa Sharp had last 
tilled the land, and it responded generously. During the summer months the 
patchwork quilt of crops grew green and the farm burst into a paradise. Beth's belly 
seemed to mirror the land and became swollen with the first of its own progeny. In 
the fall it was a time of abundant harvest and almost simultaneously Reveille was 
born. Dan and Beth felt good about their life together. 
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From the moment that their baby emerged from his mother he looked deeply into his 
father’s eyes. It was clear that there was a sharp intelligence there. Reveille seemed 
the natural name for him. He was their bugle call in the early morning to a planet 
under threat. A tribute to Dan’s grandfather and one of Beth’s favorite teachers, 
Roger Revelle, a giant of a man, an oceanographer, who had been warning about 
the slow build up of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the danger it posed if 
something urgent was not done to stop it. 
 
“It’s strange,” thought Dan. He’d always imagined that a newborn baby’s eyes would 
be sleepy and closed. But Reveille was alert. His blue eyes seemed to be full of 
knowing, as if they were the eyes of a much older soul, returned to live life again to 
perfect it. The thought amused him, because he had always prided himself as a 
scientist and not given to superstition. 
 
In the weeks that followed, as Dan gathered the bounty of their first harvest, he 
marveled over the new life that he and Beth had created. Where he had once been 
whole and self-sufficient, there was now a dark hole of vulnerability. He understood 
for the first time, the pain of loving a child. The dark fear that something could 
happen to this precious little existence, that only recently had-not-been-there. There 
was an immutable change to their lives. One day this tiny being that-had-not-been- 
there would shape the world as they were shaping it now. Like the emerging 
characters in a novel, where once there had only been white paper and ink, a story 
with the power of real life was revealed.  In Reveille, humanity was reinventing itself.  
 
It was Thanksgiving 1975. There was a fresh blanket of snow outside. Beth and Dan 
had a lot to be grateful for as they prepared for dinner. Arlo Guthrie was singing 
‘Alice’s Restaurant’ on the radio. During the more than twenty minutes that he sang, 
both Beth and Dan listened, though it conjured up very different memories for the two 
of them. They were both contented that the War in Vietnam had finally ended. Then 
came news on the hour. There had recently been an IRA bomb in a tube station in 
London and a senseless shooting of school children in Canada. Israel was being 
castigated for racism. The Timor islands were rebelling against Indonesia and 
Australia was in a constitutional crisis. There was trouble in the Western Sahara and 
Angola was about to erupt into a bloody civil war after gaining independence from 
Portugal. Then Barry Manilow sang ‘Mandy’. Its sad lyrics were a salve for the 
harshness in the greater world around them. Despite all the sadness, it was peaceful 
outside and as the snowflakes fell, all that Beth and Dan could feel was a gentle and 
unbridled joy that they could scarcely contain. 
 
Both Beth and Dan’s parents were visiting. The picture they took that day was the 
last one of all of them together with their new young grandchild. Also in the photo 
was Beth’s friend Mirabelle, whom she been friends with since they first met at 
school in Tama. Mirabelle’s father had been one of the Meskwaki Code-talkers 
during the Second World War. Beth learned a lot from him. Perhaps even more than 
her own mother, Mirabelle’s father had taught her the ways of the people of the First 
Nations. 
  
Mish arrived early for Thanksgiving dinner. He was on his own. Shad arrived with 
Dianna. They were newly married. Abe was uncharacteristically late. His girl friend 
Sharon was gorgeous. They all wondered where he had met her. He was almost as 
much a recluse as Mish. 
 
It wasn’t long before there were more or less two groups. The men were gathered 
around Beth’s father Gerald Sharp was putting up a stalwart defense of the Boston 
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Red Sox performance in front of a home crowd of 35.205 at the finale of the World 
Series at their shrine of Fenway Park the previous month. Sparky Andersons’ 
Cincinnati’s Big Red Machine had finally brought to an end twenty-five years of being 
in the drought. 
 
“At least he didn’t kill a pigeon”.  Dan’s Dad, Rolf, was referring to an incident at the 
stadium the previous year where Willie Horton of Detroit Tigers had brought down a 
bird after striking at a foul ball. Everyone knew that he was poking fun at Carton 
Fisk’s antics during the previous game where the cameras caught him in one of 
those all time baseball sports television moments where he was waving at the ball to 
stay fair and his drive rebounded off the left field foul pole leaving America in 
hysterics. “You have to give the credit to Charlie Hustle and the rest of the Red 
Machine. The Sox performance was well below par and they deserved to lose. It was 
this sort of loss that helps to build character.” 
 
Mish and Shad took Rolf seriously that day and thought about what he said. Give 
credit where credit is due. Charlie Hustle had won the day. 
 
Dan heard the comment as he was passing out drinks. It reminded him of the kind of 
lesson his Dad had often delivered in the past. More than ten years later at another 
Thanksgiving dinner he would remind his Dad about the comment when Charlie 
Hustle, whose real life persona, Peter Rose, all time major league hitter and winner 
of three World Series rings, three batting titles, one Most Valuable Player Award, two 
Gold Gloves, the Rookie of the Year Award, and who had made 18 All-Star 
appearances at an unequalled four different positions was banned for life after being 
found guilty of gambling fraud which involved his own team. 
 
Abe felt a little isolated. He had never gotten into American Baseball. The sport he 
loved was soccer and hardly anyone in the US even knew how the game was played. 
After listening inattentively, he looked over at Sharon who was paging through Beth 
and Dan’s wedding album. Beth was explaining the photos, which she had creatively 
laid out. It had been an unusual wedding and all of the women watched fascinated as 
she explained.  Beth’s Mom, Mary was beaming with pride holding baby Reveille. It 
reminded her of those days, not so long ago, really, when she had been holding Beth 
in much the same way. She recalled how difficult it was to break the bonds of her 
Amish tradition and leave her community to settle near Cedar Rapids where her 
husband had established a factory. Marguerite, Dan’s mother understood. She had 
left the city life of Des Moines to settle with Rolf on the de Boer family farm at Pella, 
which was a huge change for her. The Tangemanns had always been city folk, even 
in Europe, before they migrated to the US in the last century 
. 
Beth, not forgetting her obligations as hostess, gently rose to her feet, getting up off 
the rug where she had been sitting and clapped her hands to attract everyone’s 
attention. “Dinner” she sang and everyone rose and trundled through to the dinning 
room where an enormous feast awaited. 
 
Rolf de Boer was simple and jovial, but obviously a devout Quaker. This was clear 
from the way that that he said grace.  Until he spoke everyone was a little formal as 
the men’s and women’s groups were reorganized into men and women pairs all the 
way round the large oak table. As the dinner progressed, Beth scuttled around 
making sure that everyone’s plates were constantly full of Thanksgiving fare.  
 
Dan, sitting at the head of the table became the focus of attention. He began by 
thanking Gerald and Mary for the gift of their daughter and the wonderful farm that 
was shaped like a kestrel. He explained his approach to farming that first year and 
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how he had divided the farm into a quilt-like patchwork of farmland to test a large 
variety of crops that he hoped he could rotate to develop a more organic approach 
than most of the farms around them. The bounty of the farm that year had been 
encouraging, and although the bushels per acre had perhaps been lower than that of  
other farmers, their input costs had been very low, so they expected to make a 
reasonable return. Perhaps as he was able to source more organic manures to 
fertilize the crops, this could gradually be improved even further. He freely admitted 
that he had not been able to develop as much of the animal factor as he would have 
liked. Rolf didn’t quite agree with the organic approach. He was a conventional 
farmer and for him it was straightforward. Yields were proportional to inputs and 
fertilizer. Herbicides and insecticides were the only way a farmer could assure 
themselves of a good crop, but being the jovial soul that he was, proposed a toast to 
his son and thanked God that his sons years of agricultural training were finally 
producing good yields. 
 
“You are lucky”, said Gerald Sharp “that the farm has lain fallow since Grandpa 
Sharp died. The fertility is high and there aren’t too many insect pests left.” Then he 
stopped himself from proceeding. He knew that his wife, and especially his daughter 
would disagree and he didn’t want to offend his new son in law. 
 
 “Nonsense” responded his wife Mary, chiding him gently. ”What do you know? You 
sell tractors. You never had the green fingers of your Dad. We Knullenberg’s of 
Kalona who grew things the Amish way, without the benefits of any fertilizers and 
modern technology, were always given a hearty return from the land.” 
 
“Did you have any Corn Borer this year” asked Shad as if he were beginning a 
market analysis with a group of farmers at an extension meeting. 
 
“Yes, there was a light infestation,” replied Dan.  
 
”That’s to be expected”, interjected Beth, who, though she was concentrating on 
serving up the meal was listening intently to the drift of the conversation, which she 
did not like. “In nature everything is in balance”. 
 
“To a point,” added Abe, “but agriculture isn’t natural. However we look at it, we are 
disturbing natural processes, and the inevitable price we pay are epidemics of 
different pests. That’s also a law of nature.” 
 
Everyone looked at Abe with amazement. It was the first time anyone could recall 
him making such a strong statement in a group. He had always been the shy 
foreigner in any gathering. The strange blend of an Iranian and Israeli from Kibbutz 
Shmoneh,  working in the Midwest US. Perhaps Sharon gave him courage. 
 
“‘Why don’t you at least Beta test American GEM?” asked Shad, “Its resistant to Corn 
Borer. Next year you may not be so lucky.” 
 
“Its unnatural” replied Beth. 
 
Dan reflected for a moment, forcing down his nausea at recalling Buchanan’s vision 
of Tryprich and Tripswitch.  “Well, as I have always said, “humankind has been 
modifying and adapting maize since it was first domesticated from the wild teosinte 
grasses in Mexico’s Sierra Madre. American GEM is nothing new.” 
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‘You promised we would farm organically”. There was a shrillness in Beth’s public 
persona that was uncharacteristic. She could hear in her husband’s reflexivity a 
willingness to compromise. “We don’t want Frankencrops here.” 
 
“Cool down, Beth. Shad is only trying to make a point”. If there was one single raw 
nerve that could be stepped on in their relationship, this was it. 
 
“It’s just a pre-release trial” said Shad. “Just to see how it works in practice. Your 
being skeptical is important. It’s just a minor variant of the maize gene that makes it 
more insect resistant.  None of us wants to promote monstrous crops.” 
 
Mirabelle came to her friend’s rescue.  Blackhawk said “How smooth must be the 
language of the whites, when they can make right look like wrong, and wrong like 
right.’"  
 
Dan knew the language of Beth and Mirabelle. “Think of it as a child, a new form of 
life needing our nurturing. The Great Spirit is in all things: he is in the air we breathe, 
he is in all things that grow, in the beautiful and the disfigured, in the crop varieties 
we have grown and in the crop varieties we have yet to discover. How will we know 
the potential if we do not give it a chance?” 
 
Beth softened momentarily as she thought of Reveille, his small new life waiting to be 
nurtured, but she could not hold back her fears, “some things should never be born to 
this earth.” 
 
Mish had been quiet all along. He had probably been the first to suggest enriching 
maize with tryptophan. He looked at Mirabelle and she looked back. Although he was 
far too afraid to let her know, he had been secretly in love with her since he first met 
her. Now he was beginning to feel guilty. 
 
 
Five years passed in a flash. It was the first working day after Thanksgiving 1980. 
This year there was a lot to be grateful for again. Their crop had been good, despite 
the generally poor conditions and the fact that the economy was in a mess.  
 
Ronald Reagan had just won a landslide victory over Jimmy Carter and his 
prescriptions for rectifying it seemed much like Maggie Thatcher’s approach, which 
had led to union strikes throughout the UK.  The news had more grim stories about 
the fire at the MGM Grand Casino Hotel in Las Vegas and the earthquakes in 
Southern Italy. There were more depressing revelations about atrocities in the Iran-
Iraq war committed by Sadam Hussein, a new despot, who it was rumored, had been 
assisted by the CIA in their efforts to ferment an uprising against the Ayatollah 
Khomeini. The previous night, trying to cheer himself up, Dan went to the movies and 
saw the “Empire Strikes Back” – that seemed about right. For a moment he wished 
he could escape it all and be aboard the Voyager peering at the brilliant clouds of 
Saturn through its beautiful rings. 
 
 Dan thought back over the past five years and reflected how everything had gone 
well, despite the odds. To crown it off there had been the birth of their daughter, 
Valerie, almost five years to the day after Reveille. They named her Val after Beth’s 
grandmother and another of Beth’s heroes, Valerie Loeb. 
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Valerie Loeb was a marine biologist who had strongly influenced Beth. She loved 
ocean krill, something hardly any one else knew anything about and had years ago 
warned that the declining population could signal a global change in climate.  
 
Val, like Reveille was a fresh breath of humanity in the household, beautiful in her 
own right, but also a vital crutch to their marriage which really had taken strain from 
the farming decisions that Dan had made and which Beth really did not like.  
 
Soon after Val was born, Beth had left for a short holiday with Reveille and Mirabelle, 
first to visit Tama and then spend Thanksgiving with her parents in the traditional 
community of Kalona. Dan wasn’t able to leave the farm. They had started a small 
dairy and the animals needed to be fed.  
 
The telephone rang. It was a reporter with a husky voice from the Iowa Farmer’s 
Weekly. She was doing a story on the new Aggro’s Golden Wonder crops and had 
learned that he had some experience of the American GEM variety. She asked if she 
could interview him for a story their paper wanted to run in their end of year review. 
Dan was reluctant. He didn’t have much positive to say. That surprised her. The 
press release from Aggro was so glowing. 
 
She arrived in the late afternoon after driving up from Des Moines in a bright red 
Mustang with a white carriage top that made it look like a convertible. Her outfit was 
fiery, a red leather coat with a long multicolored woolen scarf that virtually touched 
the floor. The interleaved yellow, tangerine and vermilion pattern in the scarf seemed 
to flicker like flames around her as she moved. A matching burgundy cap was pulled 
over her hair and ears.  A camera in its case was slung over her shoulder. 
 
It had snowed earlier in the day, when it had been a little warmer, but by the time she 
arrived it was bitingly cold. The brilliant reds stood out like blood on the nuptial sheets 
of a virgin. 
 
“Hi,” she said introducing herself, “I am Tracy Story.”. I phoned you earlier from the 
Iowa Farmers Weekly.  Thanks for agreeing to speak to me.” Dan showed her in to 
the lounge where he had prepared a roaring log fire and the room was warm. She 
took off her gloves. Her hands were cold. She rubbed them together and then 
warmed them instinctively against the warmth of the fire. 
 
“I’m new at this” she said cheerfully, “My first job.” 
 
Dan shook her hand, which was still cold. “Daniel de Boer,” he said gruffly almost 
irritated with her brightness at such a depressing time. “You look very cheerful”  
 
He showed her into the extended living and dining room of the old house and offered 
her a chair and a drink. 
 
“The world is wonderful,” she laughed, “I want to hear about your experiences with 
American GEM. Do you mind if I take some pictures?” 
 
“Not at all”. He did not immediately sit. 
 
“I love your rustic colors” She also stood and walked around admiring the wooden 
furniture, pottery and paraphernalia of utensils.  
 
“About five years ago,” he began, “after the harvest of 1977, encouraged by my 
friend Shad Hanna who is an Agricultural Marketer at Aggro, I began growing a form 
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of American GEM. I had helped to develop the variety during the two years that I was 
seconded by the University of Iowa to work Aggro. American GEM has some unique 
traits that were genetically engineered, hence the acronym for Genetically 
Engineered Maize.”  
 
Feeling slightly warmer, she removed her cap and unwound the scarf. Her long 
blonde hair curled down and cascaded onto her shoulders. 
 
One of these traits was Thurich, a Bt gene that made it toxic to corn borer so that it 
wouldn’t need any insecticide. Bacillus thuringiensis is an organism that organic 
farmers have for years encouraged in the soil to reduce maize borer.” 
 
“So it didn’t need any chemicals?” she asked. The innocence of her expression 
highlighted the perfect symmetry of features characteristic of a beautiful woman. 
 
 “Initially yes, but American GEM kept changing. Its early form was really just the first 
of a new line of corn plants that would eventually have a range of genetic 
enhancements. For example the next variant was rich in tryptophan, an essential 
amino acid for humans and animals. If it worked, it held amazing promise for tackling 
malnutrition in the third world”  
 
“The brochure talks about Tryprich technology,” she added. Her beauty was 
disconcerting. “All those advantages and no need for chemicals?” 
 
He nodded then continued. “But American GEM has some other unique attributes as 
well. “Not exactly. In theory perhaps. It began to need an auxin to trigger growth. But 
even that disadvantage, was used in the end. It could be used as a key that a farmer 
would need to buy before he could use the crop” 
 
“Tripswitch” she replied. 
 
“Exactly.” 
 
“Sounds amazing.” 
 
“Well there were, let’s say, limitations,” he countered. 
 
She looked puzzled.   
 
“The problem was with the sex, ”he said mischievously after a musing for a moment. 
“It was only possible to get the consistency in the traits of the progeny if the seed was 
cloned asexually.”  
 
“It’s unnatural not having sex,” she agreed, excited by the innuendo. All the talk was 
making her hungry. She leant over and took some of the snacks he had offered her. 
 
“Well greenflies don’t do it.” His tone was an obvious gentle tease, “they reproduce 
by parthenogenesis – the females clone themselves. Bdelloid rotifers don’t do it 
either. They have lived in freshwater pools for 100 million years without sex.” 
 
“I thought that vigorous and frequent gene-mixing makes our genomes more 
adaptable?” It made Dan think of DNA again, the intertwining of the double helix and 
the cleaving of the chromosomes. 
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“Sex is risky” he replied. “One thing you do know about your set of genes is that they 
work pretty well together. The last thing you need is to jumble them up with genes 
from a total stranger in the hope that this new combination might just work better. 
Sex might occasionally bring together successful new gene partnerships, but it’s 
much more likely to break them apart.” 
 
Responding by suddenly changing tack, as young women often do, she asked 
provocatively, “So then, what’s the point of sex anyway? Why the need for all the 
hard work. We spend so much time and energy finding, seducing and mating – if it is 
more efficient to make babies by cloning them, why squander resources on wasteful 
males?” She was thinking of all the time she spent putting on her makeup and 
choosing her outfits. Like the Red Queen in Through the Looking Glass, she had to 
keep running just to stay in the same spot. 
 
“There must be some sense in sex,“ he said, besides the fun of course. “Something 
that cleanses and purges the genes of accumulated dangerous mutations that cause 
no advantage and, of course, the opportunity to swap the missing factor that might 
help resist a dreadful disease.” 
 
“So you’re saying that American GEM was crippled by her lack of sexuality”, she 
quipped. 
 
“Yes, you’ll understand better when I explain the trial.” 
 
“So how did the trial go?” Her green eyes sparkled. 
 
He sat down. “Well I set up a Latin square, that’s a checkerboard of crops that 
alternates the test plants with a control. The yields were fair the first year.” 
 
“You sound dubious,” she said. Now she was feeling warm enough to take off her 
coat. She had a tight fitting scarlet sweater and a pair of white slacks with red stripes 
up the side. Her camera strap hung centrally down between her breasts accentuating 
the curvature. 
 
“I had to spray on the auxin, actually a hormone for plants. It triggered a massive 
spurt of growth – so the yields were much better.” 
 
“So what was the problem?” There was something in her body language that made 
Dan feel she wanted him. It was some time since he had felt this way. 
 
“Beth, that’s my wife and I had agreed that we would farm organically.” He was glad 
that he had mentioned Beth. As much as it was to alert her that he was married, he 
wanted to remind himself. “She’s away visiting her folks in Kalona until next week.” 
 
She didn’t flinch at the mention of Beth. It was obvious he was married. 
 
“Well, the plants grew, but so did the borer, so I had to use an organic insecticide 
Thuridicide to control it. If I hadn’t, it would have obliterated our crop that year. The 
yields were good, but it wasn’t what we had agreed. So I am afraid it wasn’t good for 
our marriage.” He wasn’t sure why he was telling her this. It had nothing to do with 
her. 
 
“Over the last few years I’ve noticed that there’s resistance developing to the Bt. I am 
getting all kinds of new infestations, so now in addition to the Thuridicide, I am also 
having to add an insecticide. That was really a betrayal for Beth.” He stood up and 
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paced around the room distraught. “I had never intended to break with organic 
farming. Off the record, it had been for the sake of my friends at Aggro, Shad, Mish 
and Abe. Their whole credibility depended on this thing working.” 
 
She didn’t say anything, but touched his arm gently as he walked past 
 
“It isn’t worth it,” he said. After five years I’ve realized that it isn’t worth it.” There are 
extra yields, but the input costs are enormous and increasing every year. So I’ve just 
decided I am not going to do it any more. I’ve just got to stop growing this stuff. 
 
The discussion continued, but after a while it seemed they were going over the same 
ground. As if they were both trying to find a reason to stay together. Frequently she 
would touch his arm and he would touch hers. 
 
 “Its getting dark,” she said, hoping he would invite her to stay. She knew that Beth 
was away and wouldn’t be back for at least another week.  Dan had to make the 
most critical choice of his life. 
 
A fundamental postulate of quantum mechanics, which manifests itself in the 
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, is that every physical phenomenon can best be 
described in terms of wave-particle duality. From my point of view as Author, what 
actually happened and determined the remainder of this novel depends on whether 
one views his choice as a wave or a particle. 
 
If one views it as a wave then choice one is applicable. If on the other had one sees it 
as a particle, then it is choice two.  
 
One - Dan’s choice viewed as a wave: Eventually they couldn’t contain themselves. 
They went upstairs and in the excitement he had her over and over again until he felt 
sick at himself that he was just one more of that kind of man. 
 
Two – Dan’s choice viewed as a particle: By the time she left Dan felt sick at himself. 
In his mind he had the women a hundred times up in the bedroom, fucking her again 
and again until she was silly, in the same bedroom where he had made love to Beth. 
It was purely chance that it did not happen. He couldn’t pride himself that he was not 
that kind of man. 
 
Dan watched as Tracy drove off into the distance in her white top Mustang and then 
turned to go inside. Suddenly he tripped and fell, as happens just a few times in ones 
life, absolutely helpless and an utter fool. A mighty unexpected fall from which he 
could not save himself, tripped by nothing more than a slight irregularity on the 
ground, he came to the ground with a mighty thud that shook his being. If anyone 
had been present, they would have laughed heartily at him. He felt humiliated. As he 
spat out a mouthful of soil and picked himself up, he pondered on how he had been 
brought to earth. 



 

 

 Chapter 11:  A Knave in the Grain 
 
 
 
"Self-preservation, and the propagation of the species, are the great ends which 
Nature seems to have proposed in the formation of all animals. Mankind are 
endowed with a desire of those ends, and an aversion to the contrary; with a love of 
life, and a dread of dissolution; with a desire of the continuance and perpetuity of the 
species, and with an aversion to the thoughts of its entire extinction. But though we 
are in this manner endowed with a very strong desire of those ends, it has not been 
entrusted to the slow and uncertain determinations of our reason, to find out the 
proper means of bringing them about. Nature has directed us to the greater part of 
these by original and immediate instincts. Hunger, thirst, the passion which unites the 
two sexes, the love of pleasure, and the dread of pain, prompt us to apply those 
means for their own sakes, and without any consideration of their tendency to those 
beneficent ends which the great Director of nature intended to produce by them."  
Adam Smith (Theory of Moral Sentiments) 
 
 
This is our punishment. The social form, which we have adopted, cuts our 
consciousness to fit its needs; its imperatives tailor our experience. The inorganic 
technological world that we have invested lays hold on our interior being and seeks 
to reduce it to a blind inorganic mechanical thing. It seeks to eliminate whole 
emotional areas of our life, demanding that we be a new type of being, a type that is 
not human.........one that has no heart, no affections, no spontaneity and is as 
impersonal as the metals and processes of calculation in which it is involved.   
Desmond Tutu  
 
He was really a knave, a knave through and through, a knave in the grain 
Rev. E. Cobham Brewer, LL.D. (Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,  revised in 1895) 
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In the penning of creation there is place for every type, predators and prey.                             
Belamy Bornsilver was very tall, somewhat gangly, but always smiling and affable. 
Everyone liked him almost as soon as they met him. Some might change their views 
a little as they heard him express his somewhat opinionated views, but even though 
one might disagree with him, it was difficult to find him unlikable. Hardly anyone knew 
how he assumed the mantle at Aggro. There were rumors that his uncle Henry 
Truworth, the reclusive owner of the company, whom no one had ever seen, had 
intended his brother to take over the role after Buchanan left, but no one actually 
knew. 
 
Bornsilver was enormously hospitable. Almost everyone was welcome at his table, 
provided it was useful at the time. It was difficult to believe he was one of the 
wealthiest men in the world, he was so informal.  
 
Tina, his wife, who felt that she was almost perfect for the job, assisted him in his 
role. She bubbled enthusiasm. Although she had no formal appointment in the 
company, she was frequently around helping to reorganize it. She affectionately 
referred to her husband as Bel, which some in the company who felt that they knew 
him well enough, copied.  For the rest of the time Bornsilver was usually referred to 
as BB. 
 
Belamy made no bones about letting everyone know that he hated history. He had no 
time for continuity or precedent for that matter. But he never tired of telling his own 
story. It wasn’t history; it was a kind of living truth. He told it like it was still happening.  
 
Charming as BB was when one first met him, this did not last. Those who got to know 
him well knew that it was just the first phase of any relationship. He was like a 
friendly, fickle dog that greets all strangers with a tail wagging and a lick, and then 
soon forgets about them as it goes about its own dog business. 
 
Dan, Mish, Shad and Abe who had been at Aggro among the longest of all the staff, 
like everyone else who subsequently came, had initially been charmed by him. He 
promised the world and gave them carte blanche to run things as they saw fit.  If he 
detected any enthusiasm of anyone for any sort of idea, on the spot, he would  
delegate them the responsibility of doing it. Later they would discover that perhaps 
three or four people had been delegated the same job, leading to inevitable 
competition and conflict, to which BB was completely oblivious or indifferent. 
 
When Belamy first arrived at Babylon, the home of Aggro he had been horrified. The 
place was a network of fiefdoms, with hundreds of scientists beavering away in their 
own units in some forgotten corner of the vast sprawling palace. He hated the 
architecture. It was kitsch and outdated. There was no function in the hanging 
gardens. The place was archaic. It should have been left in Mesopotamia. He wanted 
something efficient, something functional and modern 
 
He had a dream for the place. To build the America Center – the center at the edge. 
A huge multistory tower in the heart of the rural American Midwest.   
 
No sooner did he have the vision than he set about achieving it. Money was no 
barrier. Budgets were only a nuisance.  
 
It gradually emerged that he viewed the senior management staff who had been 
there in the days of Buchanan as a threat. He did not trust their loyalties. All the past 
associations would need to be demolished, like the hanging gardens to which they 
were attached. To weaken these attachments he needed to create new alliances that 
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would have no links to the past. One of the exceptions was Ashley Penaz; the great 
sycophant rapidly convinced his new master that his alliance had changed. BB used 
him, but he never trusted him fully. 
 
When Belamy heard that Dan, who had an interest in Archaeology and photography, 
had fallen out with the old establishment, he immediately saw him as an ally. As if he 
had an innate sense for what a fly in the ointment could do, he immediately contacted 
Dan and asked him if he would document the story of the construction of the America 
Center, for posterity of course. Dan was initially flattered, as anyone would be and 
puzzled. He wondered what he meant and how he would achieve it. As he gradually 
came to understand what it meant, the feeling of mild affection for BB was replaced 
by a sense of revulsion, overcome only by his own growing morbid fascination for 
understanding the grandiose scale on which BB seemed to operate.  
 
Only yesterday, it seemed, Babylon had risen like a phoenix. Now like some ill-fated 
airline, it was to be reduced to rubble and a few smoldering relics. As he observed 
BB at close quarters, his fascination for the way that BB worked got the better of him. 
Though he knew that he should have declined all assignments from that point and 
never visited the place again, his curiosity was aroused. He also felt a deep loyalty to 
Mish, Shad and Abe. 
 
Dan’s initial mandate to document the change was soon thwarted by the formal 
appointment of world-renowned industrial photographer, Herbert Schnapp, to 
undertake the same task. Schnapp, though internationally renowned, was intensely 
difficult, took an instant dislike to Dan and set out to undermine him in every way 
possible. But there was little he could do. For Dan it was a labor of love, so to speak, 
so even if Schnapp managed to sabotage the payment of the small honorarium that 
Dan had been offered, he could not stop him doing the job. 
 
Almost as soon as he arrived, BB set the bulldozers in motion, physically and 
metaphorically.  
 
Dan, dutiful to the task allocated,  was frequently on site from days prior to the 
demolition to weeks afterwards, forlornly moving among the vast complex of the New 
Babylon in the early morning or evening, when no one else was around and before 
the bulldozers arrived to execute the structure. As he walked through the grand 
edifice with its terraces of buildings, courtyards, ponds and statues as it was stripped 
of its glory, he imagined how it once looked during its hey day and what it would look 
lie in the coming weeks as bulldozers completed their task of ripping out the fabric of 
its being. It kindled in him a deep depression. He felt as if there was no value to 
anything of yesterday. All that mattered was today. Tomorrow these would be 
yesterdays too. He carefully photographed the site from different vantage points, like 
a precious heritage being disinterred, documenting what was there before the 
carnage, as if it might one day need to be reconstructed. For him, what had been 
before was as important as what was to come. Schnapp had no such interest in what 
went before. He would only start to shoot once the site was leveled. For the time 
being Dan had free reign to photograph. 
 
It would have been fitting, if it had rained during those days from the black clouds as 
it did before the flood, but it did not. Like most execution days, each day was perfect. 
In the early morning light with the brilliant orange and blues in the sky, the vast 
edifice became beautiful, like a lover in the gentle blush of the newborn day. It was 
hard to believe that soon all this was to be gone. 
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Dan remembered when he had first seen the New Babylon rising, it had disturbed 
him then, perhaps as much as it disturbed BB now, though undoubtedly for different 
reasons. It was out of place and out of time, like a Stegosaurus in a modern zoo. It 
had disrupted a wild and beautiful landscape with a vast and alien form and covered 
it with concrete, gardens and pools. Nothing could have compensated for the 
wilderness that had been lost. But over the years things had changed. Nature had 
begun to creep back. The gardens and the pools matured. A whole ecology of water 
insects, animals returned and fish teemed in the ponds. The plants multiplied and 
spread, covering the trellises and terraces in tumbling waves of verdant green. 
 
He had even found himself wondering over the mastery of the architecture and the 
building. He would gaze at the vast Ziggurat and admire the skill that was necessary 
to achieve the simulated textures of the Sumerian city walls that Nebuchadnezzar II 
had once built in 575 BC. Or he would look at the vast reticulation system that 
circulated the water around all the pools, and the way that it had been sealed so that 
it would not leak. And the construction of the arched terraces of gardens that now 
spilled with absolute magnificence from one level to another. 
 
He would often surprise himself by looking up at the reproduction of the magnificent 
Ishtar Gate, one of eight around the city, with its two castle-like turrets framing a high 
entrance arch. The original gate at the entrance to Babylon had been built to 
celebrate the great goddess Ishtar. Moving up close he would look at the detail of the 
blue glazed tiles that adorned the walls, and the alternating columns of bar-relief 
dragons and bulls that ran up the turrets on either side of the entrance arch. He 
would be transfixed by the contrast of the blue to the striking golden orange border 
that highlighted all the edges or the simple palisade of white circles at the base and 
over the arch. 
 
Through the arch, past its cedar gate ran the Processional Way which was lined with 
walls covered in bar-relief lions on glazed bricks leading to a courtyard that once in 
history would have been a market place but had, in the simulation, become an 
outdoor gallery of Sumerian life. Near the centre was a large stone statue of Istar 
herself, earlier known as Innana, a semitic goddess, conceived by the modern artist 
commissioned to re-create her, as a double-sided deity. Half of her was the goddess 
of life, fertility and sexuality. The other half was the goddess of war, battle and the 
chase. From a certain vantage point one could see the one side contrasted against 
the other. Her voluptuous breasts framed by the outstretched bow. Life and death, 
good and evil. The embodiment of a universal duality. 
 
Sumerian myth described Inanna as having passed through the seven gates of hell, 
like a female prefigurement of Christ, into the underworld. At each gate some of her 
clothing and her ornaments had been removed until at the last gate she had been 
stripped entirely naked. When she reached the end of her journey, the queen of the 
underworld had her killed and her corpse hung on a hook in the wall.  
 
Dan watched the bulldozer bring down her statue and crumple it under its mechanical 
treads. It was less degrading than a public hanging. Then another giant statue of a 
giant winged bull that was supposed to be the protective spirit to guard the doorway 
to the palace. Once, Inanna  had returned from the underworld by intercession of her 
Uncle, the clever god, Enki, which the rules said she could do, if she could find 
someone to take her place. Someone who did not adore her. But everyone loved her. 
When she had almost given up hope of finding a replacement because of the piety of 
her followers – there was not a single soul that was not prostrated with grief at her 
loss - she finally discovered her former lover, Dumuzi, a son of Enki, whom she had 
imagined to be devastated by her loss and the reason for why she had returned, 
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seated in splendor on a throne, surrounded by harem of beautiful women. In a very 
modern feminist gesture, she had him seized and dragged below before she 
reassumed her role of being a goddess for eternity.  But now, even for her, there 
would be no coming back as her statue was trashed. There was no protection for 
Inanna or that matter any of the Sumerian gods and their artifacts at the end of the 
second millennium. Balthazar was on the loose. 
 
During the demolition and construction, the staff had been moved from one section of 
the building to another to escape the incessant drone. This had completely disrupted 
their work. Files were inevitably lost in the process. Administration had to begin 
again.  
 
No sooner had they finished then the builders would move in and build the 
rectangular, tinted glass-enclosed boxes that would eventually serve as the vast air-
conditioned open-plan offices of the America Center. Much as Dan hated what he 
saw, it was a triumph for the architect and his art – a celebration of pure 
functionalism, unadorned by any history. Cantilevered, horizontal platforms of 
concrete, counter-pointed against huge vertical walls of glass to create generous 
volumes of open, unadorned, rectangular space.  If art was to find a place here, it 
had better be functional.  
 
In destroying the fiefdoms of what had gone before Belamy Bornsilver believed he 
was doing sacred work. Slowly it dawned on Dan and his colleagues at Aggro that 
BB had simply created another fiefdom of his own, one which they later disparagingly 
nicknamed Beldom. 
 
 
Dan pored over his collection of photographs, which were spread out on a table in a 
backroom that he had been allocated while he worked. It surprised even him. There 
was a strange consistent beauty that ran through the collection, as they documented 
the dismemberment of New Babylon. Though the immense edifice had been out of 
place and out of time, there was no doubt that its creation had been a masterful 
achievement. The attention to the replication of detail that its creators could never 
have known was, if the comparison were valid, as great a work as those of the grand 
masters of art. More properly described, however, it was like the work of a masterful 
faker. Not the original perhaps, but just as magnificent. No one would ever recognize 
that again. But for Dan, the photographs, taken mostly in the early dawn and late 
evening when the colors of the day dramatized the delicate beauty of the Sumerian 
simulation, were incredible. Here was the record of the destruction of the home that 
had housed the entire dynasty of an empire whose products had changed the world 
forever. Mad, as some of his ideas seemed, there was brilliance to Buccho’s 
conceptions of plants with new genes that would transform food production forever. 
Now it appeared that all these ideas would be dismembered together with the 
grandeur of Babylon. In fact, not merely dismembered, but completely atomized.  
 
“It is the American way,” said Dan to Mish. “When one of the people’s leaders is 
assassinated by unknown vigilantes in Argentina, on behalf, one suspects, of 
someone in government, at least the remains are found. A bloody body riddled with 
bullets and arms bound with wire; perhaps even the head chopped off and brutal 
evidence of torture. There are always the pieces of flesh left behind that a family can 
can mourn over, weep for and bury, putting all the terror behind them.” 
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Mish looked at Dan. At times like this he was almost in a world of his own. He could 
hardly understand what he was talking about or what it had to do with the 
photographs. 
 
“When we Americans kill,” Dan said pointing to the stars and stripes fluttering 
outside, “we liquidize the remains and then vaporize them in a mist so diffuse that 
scarcely a molecule of any evidence remains to ever be discovered. The crime is no 
different, but never will a relative have even the wisp of hair to remember the 
deceased. There can be no weeping or mourning or burying of the dead. We pay a 
price in a strange way for though the remains of the victim can not be discovered or 
even any evidence of their passing found, their ghosts float with us eternally us as 
their troubled spirits struggle to find peace.” 
 
Mish could hardly understand the tear that ran silently down Dan’s cheek. 
 
At that moment Bornsilver poked his head around the door. 
 
“Heard that you had just received your photos. I’d love to see them,” he said in a 
manner that was as affable as ever. 
 
“Yes”, replied Dan wiping away the tear, a little ashamed that he should feel emotion 
for the destruction of a building that had been out of place. 
 
“These are wonderful”. BB summed up the collection in once quick glance over the 
entire series of photographs. “It really was a monstrous place. Choose one for 
enlarging so we can display it with the Herbert Schnapp collection that will go into the 
foyer of our new American Center. We can shred the rest. We don’t want to get 
morbid about history”. 
 
Dan wondered if even the one would be displayed. It was as if BB just wanted proof 
that the deed had been done, and once documented, even the proof could be 
shredded. Dan shuddered. Even if there were ghosts, it was not BB that would be 
haunted. 
 
 
Dan finally began his excavation of the archeological site on the farm that he and 
Beth had discovered when they first walked around the perimeter several years 
before. He had a feeling of de ja vu, an impression of simultaneous excitement and 
dismay. It reminded him of the time he had heard rumors of some of the 
machinations behind BB’s taking over the company, the way he had sidelined his 
own brother and the strange way that Buccho had disappeared. Not only the physical 
disappearance, but in the complete absence of credit for the man that had actually 
been responsible for the building of the modern Aggro. A complex emotion seemed 
to whorl inside Dan as he brushed some dirt off a small artifact. He could see BB 
take on the form of the biblical Cain. Mentally he began composing a section of his 
novel, which he wrote down later, after he left the dig. 
 
And the Author beheld Cain, the possessor. He was seated amidst 
all the great wealth he had acquired through skilled wheeling and 
dealing in agricultural produce. He did not immediately apprehend 
the Author as he was sitting gazing at his own reflection in a pool.  
 
“What are you doing?” the Author asked.  
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Cain had a momentary jolt of fear, and then turned to face the 
Author. 
 
“I have no-one to turn to,” he said, “You have forsaken me!” There 
was the whining in his voice of an impish child.  
 
“I simply asked for a portion of your wealth to be given up to me 
freely and with joy.”  
 
“I gave you a tribute” he replied, “I gave you shares in my 
Corporation!”  
 
“You know what they are worth,” replied the Author.  
 
“Nothing I ever do pleases you!”  The tone was petulant. “Before 
me, everyone was a nomad, a hunter-gatherer. They were 
uncivilized. I refined the craft of growing food from seed, carefully 
counting every morsel of what was produced. I invented the idea of 
buying and selling and marketing it according to the means of the 
buyers. I made a fortune, but it doesn’t please you at all.”  
 
“What is in your heart?” asked the Author.  
 
“You should know,” Cain replied like a stubborn child, “You made 
it!”  
 
The comment gave the author cause for reflection. Had he been 
vengeful and judgmental about his own creation?  
 
“Where is your brother?” the Author asked. There was pain in the 
question, for He knew the answer already. The fresh breathe of 
Abel was no more. The generous spirited, cheerful custodian that 
floated gently on earth was gone. In the hurly burly of the frantic 
activity of developing agriculture he had remained steadfast to his 
love for sheparding animals as they grazed the open pastures. The 
amiable steward was gone from the earth.  
 
‘Where is my brother? You should know. You created us all, and it 
is you that take us away!” 
 
 
There was an important visitor there that evening, Terry Bank, a brilliant geneticist 
from Harvard, BB’s own Alma Mater. It was all part of Belamy’s plan – he was 
working towards a collaboration. A visit now, the rest would come later. Like all 
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guests, Bank would need a personal orientation. This would always start with a tour 
of the building and the story of its construction. Terry Bank was riveted. 
 
“Before this building was constructed, Aggro had built a maze of little fiefdoms 
disguised in an ornate, outdated and kitsch “New Babylonian” style that was totally 
out of keeping with a company on the edge of the new sciences of genetics and plant 
breeding.” BB gave preface to his philosophy and contrary to Dan’s expectations, 
would spend some time pondering over a section of the foyer devoted to almost the 
entire collection of photos that Dan had taken. 
 
They then moved deeper into the great void of the entrance foyer and looked around 
as if they were in the Sistine Chapel. “The building,” began BB, plagiarizing the 
architect, “is built in the functionalist style. Just as the Franco-Swiss architect Le 
Corbusier once said, "a house is a machine for living in," so this building is a machine 
for working in. If it has any beauty, it is purely a product of it being a functional 
solution. All superficial ornament has been abandoned. There is no purpose in 
beauty as an autonomous quality in architecture. The form of the building should only 
be determined by practical considerations such as the use, the material and structure 
and has no business being based on an attitude that the plan and structure should 
conform to a preconceived picture in the architect-designer’s mind. The building is 
the manifestation of the business within.” 
 
Science being purely functionalist, this idea appealed to Terry Bank, just as it did to 
most of the visitors that BB wanted to impress. They then walked from one area to 
another, admiring what they saw. Each area was like the other big volumes of 
rectangular space. If function and form were linked, more than an institute for 
producing a new generation of genetically modified seed, it would have made an 
excellent box factory. 
 
Where there were interior walls, of which there were few, hung massive pictures of 
the construction of the building, photographed by the celebrated Herbert Schnapp. 
None of the creative photographs, which Dan took, were there. Schnapp’s 
functionalist approach to photography echoed the building style. He showed columns 
and platforms of concrete being poured and huge sheets of glass being lifted into 
place by cranes, amidst a forest of scaffolds and building machines. Carefully placed 
lights focused the gaze on these, as if they were the treasures of an art gallery. 
 
“The other great revolution in office design” continued BB, “has been the use of 
open-plan interior design” He pointed to the rows of workers sitting at identical 
workstations, each separated by a small moveable partition. 
 
Those closest, who could overhear the conversation kept quiet as they thought back 
over the fury of the scientists who complained about the open-plan and the noise that 
distracted them from their work.  
 
 
Eventually all visitors would arrive at the centerpiece of the vast entrance, a solarium, 
with a huge fingerlike stele and stylistic representation of Ba-al, in gleaming titanium, 
whom antiquity had revered as the source of fertility and Lord. It stood, pointing 
upward toward the massive glass and steel dome which towered above it, like the 
gate to heaven. Its message was unambiguous. The storm god brandished a mace, 
representing thunder and a spear, symbolic of lightning. Its extremity was tipped with 
vegetation as an allusion to the beneficial effects of the rain released by the storm. 
Once a young and popular god, celebrated in beautiful mythological texts, Baal was 
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the concatenation of the phonemes “Ba” and “el”. Since ancient times in Egypt, Ba 
had been the soul and “el” in various forms, such as “il” or “al” the name of the god 
who had presided over the great flood of Mesopotamia, recounted in the Epic of 
Gilgamesh. Baal was also a tutor of the great king of Ugarit, who in other 
representations, had often been shown in prayer beneath his arms. In this 
representation, Baal stood alone, gazing down into the pool over which he towered. 
The highest tip of the stele was intended to be the point of a sundial, aimed at the 
sun, the shadow of which quickly moved across the marble floor, marking the 
passage of time.  
 
Nothing in the building lacked a function. At the base of the stele was a simple 
plaque that read “Bel” and next to it the sculptor’s name. Bel was the diminutive of 
Ba-el. Dan would stand at the base of the gleaming stele peering upwards towards 
the glorious god in the sky and, when he said the two words softly, he could imagine 
the gentle breathing of Creator giving life to a new being in each and every 
exhalation.   
 
Four millennia earlier, during the spring equinox, when Bel pointed at the Bull in the 
sky, all Babylon celebrated the Beltane Festival, the beginning of a new year.  It was 
the Age of Taurus – the celestial season of abundance in agriculture. Bel and the Bull 
were one. During that time the mighty god would ejaculate and shower his semen 
across the earth, fertilizing the earth once more. 
 
It was strange he thought that this unambiguous upturned phallus pointing skyward 
stood in almost exactly the same place as Inanna had recently stood, pregnant with 
the duality of being sex goddess and huntress. Unlike Inanna who seemed to engage 
with all around her, Bel gazed down looking at his own reflection, eternally 
contemplating his own potency. Unsurprisingly, BB adopted Bel as the new company 
logo. 
 
Dan thought. “When Moses arrived with the Israelites in Canaan carrying the 
covenant with the Lord in the mobile tabernacle, he told of the true God that was 
everywhere that any nomad could go. He commanded that the Golden Calf should 
be destroyed. It was the Age of Aries, the Ram. Moses told the faithful that they 
should atone for their sins by blowing the rams horn. Jacob offered up to God a ram 
in place of his son Isaac.” 
 
 
Dan could not believe that he spent so much time at Aggro. Perhaps it was out of 
loyalty to his friends. Perhaps, because deep inside he needed to believe a 
Corporation could be harnessed for good or perhaps, because of his morbid 
fascination, to observe BB’s management style. 
 
BB was often full of big ideas. This idea was bigger than most. The President should 
be invited to the launch of the new American Center. So should the Presidents of the 
World Bank and IMF. He summoned his minions together one Monday morning to 
announce the vision he had over the weekend. It was such an important idea he 
wanted everyone to be there. 
 
Ashley Penaz chaired the meeting. Since Buccho’s death, it had been assumed that 
he might take over until BB arrived. Though he would never have made an effective 
leader, he was quite a good organizer. BB was late, not atypical for him. More often 
than not, he would not arrive at all. But when he did, one could be sure that one of 
his first sermons would be on the importance of punctuality. On this occasion, it 
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seemed to Dan, that impressed as BB was with his own idea, he had not thought 
about it very long before calling the meeting. It was evident from the haphazard way 
that people were chosen to do different tasks.  
 
It often amused Dan, though it was rather frustrating for the individuals involved, that 
two or sometimes even three people were given a task so similar it would bring them 
into conflict. If they realized early enough and could agree to work as a team, they 
could use it to their advantage. If self-centeredness prevailed, then BB would achieve 
his goal of setting up competition – with each individual bidding against his 
colleagues for BB’s approval. Today was no different, with several duplicated tasks, 
while at the same time there remained many important issues with no one allocated 
to deal with them. 
 
Before the end of the meeting, and just as everyone was absorbing the logistical and 
protocol implications of a Presidential visit, complicated, if one can put it that way, by 
the simultaneous visit of the heads of two of the world’s major financial institutions, 
BB announced that he was leaving for Switzerland on a two month trip he had 
planned some time ago. Although there would be some skiing involved, the main 
reason would be business. 
 
Even Ashley, who was used to carrying out his Master’s wishes without complaint 
stammered, “But Mr. Bornsilver, that means you will only get back the week before 
the Presidential visit?” 
 
“Well I’ll see if I can cut the visit short,” he conceded, “but I have absolute faith in my 
team”. BB prided himself in his ability to delegate. 
 
In the end, Ashley and the rest of the team, pulled off almost the impossible, by 
arranging the visit and finding ways of accommodating the complex protocol and 
logistical challenges. They paradoxically discovered that it was far easier in fact 
planning and working when BB was away, than it was when he was around. 
 
 BB did not cut his holiday short. In fact he arrived back the day before the 
Presidential visit to oversee the final arrangements. He was, he maintained, a stickler 
for detail. He wanted to make sure that the seating arrangements would place him in 
a proper position to talk to the three distinguished guests. He also wanted to read 
through his prepared speech to make sure that it paid adequate tribute to what he 
had achieved in bringing the American Center to fruition. He fussed about some of 
the colors that had been chosen and the position of the marquee, which had to be 
moved soon after it had been erected.  
 
To Dan’s amazement, the Presidential visit went very well. All the guests left suitably 
impressed. BB got his wish of being center stage and taking all the credit for the fine 
occasion. He even made a good speech, adding considerably to what had been 
prepared. 
 
On the way home that evening Dan chuckled to himself. “Management by absentia 
has been perfected to a fine art. It works so well, the next step will be to find a way of 
transferring the art genetically to subordinates.” 
  
 
It was Wednesday. Time for the colloquium. Just as fervently as BB did not believe in 
history, or in strategic planning, he did in colloquia. 
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“Strange word that, “colloquium” – speaking together” laughed Shad, “Never really 
heard it much before, but it now seems to becoming more colloquial” He emphasized 
the word “colloquial” in a sarcastic way. 
 
“More like speaking in tongues,” quipped Mish. 
 
“Or talking to oneself,” added Abe. 
 
BB believed greatly in the weekly colloquium. For him it was a time for sacred prayer 
and reverence. It reminded him of Harvard and it was a keynote feature of his vision 
for his America Center. It would bring academia to the wilderness of the periphery. 
Like Christianity brought as a civilizing influence to savages. But his form of 
reverence was not to proselytize; it was to test for loyalty. 
 
There were several important aspects to the ritual. One should never forget that the 
meeting should be short. Time is a precious commodity to the academic with so 
much other important work to do. First, there would be an introduction to the day by 
the CEO who would introduce the guest speaker. Although he was dressed 
informally, one could see that before he began he had mentally donned the robes of 
the high priest of science and verbally sprinkled holy water to beneficiate the 
anticipated proceedings. Second, there would be the distribution of the presentation 
to be made by the guest speaker, which like readings from the holy scrolls 
themselves, would be regarded with reverence. Scientific evidence was presented 
and while such was being done, a silence would fall upon the house, as if the very 
revealed Truth itself was being laid out. Thirdly, would come the very heart of the 
colloquium, the probing questions, the hairsplitting, erudite discussion. Nest and 
penultimate in the formal proceedings would be the CEO summing up to 
encapsulate, summarize and abstract the very essence of scientific endeavor. Finally 
would come the last of the ritual, the tea break with the small triangular sandwiches. 
 
BB loved to hear himself speak. Today he could roll the entire ritual into one. 
Although he was not unintelligent, whenever he spoke it was as if he was delivering a 
sermon from the Mount. It was like a lecturer talking to his children. If some errant 
child should choose to contradict him, it would be verbally pushed aside by some 
incisive opinion, forcefully placed before the house, to better improve its chances of 
being understood. Not an easy task in a citadel of ignorami. 
 
The topic of the day was “The Marketing of Maize in the Magical Market”. BB had 
decided that the best authority to present it was himself. He could even answer his 
own questions.  From the onset it was clear that there were two levels of meaning 
that could be inferred from the presentation. The first was about the topic, in its literal 
sense; the second was a more abstract message to staff about his vision and 
indirectly, about his plans for the company. He found it easier to express himself in 
this way. As a CEO he was not one to communicate through a well thought through 
policy document. Academic presentations and memoranda, that was his way. But 
neither was dull. He had mastered his media. And rising to the occasion, his words 
became rhetoric once he took the podium. People would react to his message by 
either buckling under or moving out.  Perhaps he would have made a good poet. 
 
“Although I do not believe in history,” he said beginning his slide presentation, “I must 
read to you what Adam Smith wrote in the Wealth of Nations in 1776 and I quote: 
‘Every individual endeavors to employ his capital so that its produce may be of 
greater value. He generally neither intends to promote the public interest, nor knows 
how much he is promoting it. He intends only his own gain. And he is in this led [as if] 
by an invisible hand to promote an end, which was not part of his intention. By 
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pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of society more effectually than 
when he really intends to promote it’. 
 
Throughout his talk, one could hear his wife Tina, who was an economist and had 
studied under Milton Friedman, trying to speak through his words. His own 
interpolations, however, tended to drive out any underlying logic there might once 
have been in the original thought. 
 
“Now much is said about the free market these days.” He paused for effect. ”After all 
free is a magical word. But everyone knows that the free market is a myth. If you 
were a CEO like I am and doing business throughout the world like I have to, and if 
you were so dumb as to actually believe in the myth, you ought to be fired!” 
 
There were a few chuckles from the group. 
 
“When we use the words ‘free-market’ we actually mean ‘help-ourselves’, but 
everyone is too polite to say this because it’s politically incorrect.” BB smiled. His 
amusement at his own cynicism was palpable. 
 
The audience laughed. 
 
“People ask for example why our corporation doesn’t simply take over all the 
thousands of farmers whom we manage to produce for us. We could easily do it.  We 
would be plain stupid if we did. We are not as free to exploit our own workers as 
farmers are to exploit themselves. The same goes for our client governments who 
actually finance our company. They talk about level playing fields while they compete 
with each other to give us the largest subsidies. The playing fields may be level, but 
the maize fields, that’s something else. They call it the ‘free market’. It’s actually a 
free handout by the invisible hand. Our role is to position ourselves so that we can 
receive the handouts. We don’t have to figure out why they do it or whether society 
benefits – Adam Smith tells us they do” 
 
Everyone laughed again. BB was genuinely amusing. He was not embarrassed to 
reveal his cynicism. 
 
“Humble beginnings”, he said, “can be deceptive.” He showed a slide of an early 
small, wood-burning locomotive pulling a dozen or so cars. The passenger cars were 
built of wood and obviously uncomfortable for the traveler. “But there are lessons, 
here.” 
 
“The first and most important issue for our agribusiness,” he said blandly, showing a 
historical map of Iowa, “is that freely provided public infrastructure must be taken with 
both hands and used to the company’s advantage. Let me illustrate this with a brief 
history lesson. This will be short knowing how much I hate history.” The map showed 
four equally spaced bands of railway lines running horizontally connecting the two 
strong vertical lines showing the Mississippi and Missouri river transport systems. 
 
“As you know Iowa became a state in 1846. From about 1855 to 1878 approximately 
4.5 million acres were given free to railroad companies by the Government to ensure 
completion of seven railroads. The most important of these were four equidistant, 
roughly parallel railroads, forty miles apart that ran from east to west connecting the 
Mississippi to the Missouri, each about 300 miles long. 
 
He sipped from a glass of water to make the moment even more dramatic.  
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“For example, and this is only one of many, the Burlington and Missouri River 
Railroad was incorporated in Iowa in 1852. They were granted 979,200 acres of land 
to build one of the railroads transversely across the southern portion of state of Iowa. 
Operations began over the first few miles of track on New Year's Day, 1856 starting 
at the Mississippi in the east. The road reached Ottumwa by 1857, through Murray in 
the fall of 1858 to be completed through to the Missouri River in November 1869. 
This railroad was then acquired by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in 1872, itself a 
forerunner of BNSF, one of our major railway systems consolidated in the 1970s after 
years of resistance from anti-trust Governments to such a merger. So what has this 
got to do with the ‘free market’?” 
 
He showed a slide advertising millions of acres of prime land and various incentives 
to potential buyers. 
 
“Now, besides enabling them to build a railway, we need some elementary arithmetic 
to work out what additional value there was to the land railways grant. If you liberally 
allow about an acre on each side of a railway line, you need about 50 acres for each 
mile of railroad track. This means that at most, a three hundred mile long railroad 
needs about fifteen thousand acres for the railways themselves. That left the 
company with a clear 950,000 acres worth of real estate to sell to Iowa pioneers. 
More than sixty times as much land as they needed for the railways. Now that’s what 
I call adding value to the railway business and using Government’s generosity to the 
full. An example of how the free market actually works in practice and an important 
lesson in using Government-sponsored subsidies to the fullest.”  
 
Another gulp of water. 
 
“So the upshot of it was, that when we placed our grain elevator complex and 
shipping center at Port Burlington, we were able to utilize to the fullest extent, a large 
part of the capacity of the line made available at Government expense.”  
 
He showed a slide of Port Burlington - a grotesque panorama of grain elevators, 
processing plants, smokestacks, pipes, steel superstructures, and steam vents 
overlooking the Mississippi River. It was no longer the contented Old Man River of 
people’s dreams. It was a picture of an old man puffing his way through a lifetime of 
smoking, then coughing, spluttering and gasping blue with emphysema. This was 
where the processing was done, the place where corn was torn into its many 
products. 
 
“A further example of Government public-sponsored generosity, is the US Corp of 
Engineers who work like beavers keeping the Mississippi River navigable for our 
barges. With free access to this enormous riverine system and the vast rail network 
into the interior we are able to ship our products out of Iowa down the Mississippi and 
out to the export markets of the world at minimal cost. It gives us our competitive 
edge and mastery over the international market at a scale of operations that makes it 
very difficult for any newcomers to compete.” 
 
He showed a slide of a fat farmer on his harvester. 
 
“What is important in agribusiness is market share, not just between competitors, but 
in the market structure as a whole. And in extending this, it is not only the 
Government who has come to our assistance. Farmers have also been wonderful 
subsidizers.  In 1866 the farmer could grow an average of 32 bushels of corn per 
acre in Iowa, with the price being 65 cents per bushel. Almost all of this went to the 
farmers, who pretty much produced all their own inputs for seed, fertilizer, and even 
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fuel for their horse-drawn implements. Their outputs they sold directly to the 
consumers. Today in the late nineteen eighties, the same farmer grows about three 
times as much, an average of 106 bushels of corn per acre with the average price 
per bushel being  $1.70. But of this the farmers now only get a small portion, say 5c 
per bushel because, after they have bought their inputs and equipment, they now  
need us to distribute their outputs to the markets, which we further process on route. 
So our company has leveraged a massive share of the market not only from our 
competitors, but also from our second largest contributors after Government, the 
farmers. Farmers also subsidize us – that’s the beauty of the free market.” 
 
BB smiled his inelegant gangly smile. 
 
“Basically, the modern farmer has reduced himself to a glorified driver. Don’t feel 
sorry for him, he is happy. He sits on his tractor or his harvester and drives around all 
day without a worry in the world. Everything else is done for him. No wonder he 
earns peanuts, which he eats like a monkey. It’s the farmer’s mentality that keeps 
him as his own worst master. As the old joke goes when the sales rep from Aggro 
visited Farmer O Neil and said to him, ‘If you fed your hogs our new super brand 
lysine enriched corn feed they’d be ready for the market two weeks sooner and save 
time’, Farmer O Neil replied, ‘What’s time to a hog?’” 
 
The audience laughed. 
 
“And the generosity of the Government never seems to stop. Having provided us so 
munificently with public infrastructure, it also donates to our operating costs as well. 
And in the process we get plenty of glory as well – remember the glowing praise 
given during the President’s visit?” 
 
More laughter.  
 
“Let’s look at the story of Joe Citizen’s family. Who is at the family breakfast table? 
We are, of course, courtesy of the invisible hand” 
 
He showed a slide of a happy American family at breakfast with long arrows pointing 
to all the forms and varieties of ways in which their processed products were being 
consumed. A box of corn flakes made with corn starch; milk from cows; bacon from 
hogs; eggs from poultry all fed on corn meal and gluten feeds; juice sweetened with 
corn syrup. Toast-like crisp breads made with refined corn flour, polonies and 
sausages stuffed with leftover from all the processes. 
 
“People are much like hogs, cattle and poultry – you can force feed your products 
down their gullets. I suspect that’s where the word gullible came from. There’s only 
one product on the table, which we don’t deal with, and that’s sugar. But even there, 
with the ever-present support of the Government and farmers, we can leverage gain.  
So, as a public benefit activity, we’ve funded the American Sugar Society’s advocacy 
campaign for higher sugar prices for the farmers. It’s been so successful that with the 
protective mechanisms in place, the current domestic price for sugar is double that of 
the international price. The difference is paid for by the government subsidies, which 
the myth says benefits the American sugar farmer. It doesn’t really. It benefits us. As 
sugar becomes more expensive, our corn syrup sweeteners replace it, so gradually 
we will see our glucose products replacing sugar on the table as well, thanks to the 
sugar farmers and the Government that protects them. QED, the free market.” 
 
The slide project clicked. 
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“So far, so good. But we are still left with mountains of grain.” 
 
He showed a scene with a huge pyramid of golden corn.  
 
‘The glut of corn that we produce is more than even we can cope with. 
 
”Then a picture of one of the early Corn Palaces. 
 
”There are not enough human and animal gullets in America to absorb all our corn, 
even though we do our best to force feed it. So what do we do? There are a couple 
of options. Firstly we can export it.” 
 
On the screen appeared a picture of a massive grain elevator with a cargo ship off-
loading grain via a chute. 
 
“Simple though exporting may sound, there are many potential obstacles. Just the 
sheer volume is one of them. It’s just not enough to get the grain off on barges down 
the Mississippi and out onto the high seas. That’s low-cost and easy. We have to 
create the facilities in foreign countries that can absorb the tonnage. So at strategic 
locations in harbors around the world we have built these massive grain elevators, 
which can take container loads at a time. Paradoxically this is also to our advantage. 
It gives us total control of the supply channel to that country. Farmers and small 
suppliers in the countries concerned can’t feed their products into the system, so it 
effectively gives us commanding market share. “ 
 
The audience sat quietly. The humor had gone out of his presentation and had been 
replaced by fervor. Abe leaned over to Mish and whispered into his ear. 
 
BB Continued, “Now that’s all fine enough, 20% of our overall production is in 
terminals throughout the world, but price is the next barrier to be overcome. Usually 
local maize is cheap – hardly any inputs are used in its production. We have two 
friends in this regard. Somewhere, at all times some country is having a drought, so 
aided and abetted by their Government, our Government subsidizes food aid and 
provides export credits to the country concerned. In the short term we win as we 
provide the corn. In the long term we win again because between the drought and 
the low cost of subsidized imports, local farmers and their suppliers go out of 
business. So from that time on they need our corn. Into the bargain, we can acquire 
the local companies for a song and gradually bring them into our international web of 
suppliers. As time goes on, we’re feeding the world.” 
 
 Even Shad, hard marketer that he was, hated BB’s cynicism and broke the silence 
from the audience “Don’t you think that we should have some conscience in what we 
do?” 
 
The next slide was of rolling green fields of corn. 
 
“Of course, we’re an ethical company. There are environmental concerns back here 
at home, so we assist lobby groups to campaign for a safer environment. As the 
mountain of corn relentlessly grows we convert it into a biofuel under the umbrella of 
a few pieces of protective legislation and price support mechanisms. Everyone is 
happy. Joe drives off to work in an environmentally friendly car powered by ethanol 
derived from our corn. We get to burn all the excess corn that we can’t shove down 
local and international gullets. The free market does it for us, again and again. 
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“It’s exploitative” stammered Mish disgusted at himself for working at Aggro, 
“Everyone knows that it takes more energy to produce a gallon of ethanol than you 
get out of it when you burn it.” 
 
“The basic message I wanted to get across,” said BB firmly,” is to let you know that 
this is our business and how we make our bacon. If people want our commodities, 
we supply them. We are not philosophers and moralists. Shape up or ship out.” 
 
Dan, who had silently sat, stood quietly and left.  
 
BB ignored the action as if it had no meaning. Even if Dan had spoken his mind, it 
would have made no difference. BB had a good stomach for criticism. He smiled 
sheepishly and concluded. 
 
“Well. Time for some tea. “ 
 
 
The words kept going around in his head. Colloquium. A speaking together. A 
meeting of minds Discussion. Conversation. Communication. Tête-à-tête. Dialogue. 
Discourse. Talk. Chat. Exchange. Banter. Even the words seemed to talk at, rather 
than to each other. 
 
Suddenly in Dan’s own head everyone and everything began talking together, first in 
whispers like the dormitory after lights out, then in the incessant drone and mad 
ramblings of a sanitarium, until it became the raucous screams of inmates in the 
state penitentiary. Like ten thousand record players stuck on the same track, blaring 
out a myriad messages, each one bellowing out part of a story with no one to listen. 
 
He sat in a forgotten part of the garden near a portion of the wall of the old New 
Babylon which had not been demolished and looked back to where there had once 
been the ziggurat and now there was a terraced tower of glass that seemed to spill 
into the sky in an incoherent way. On the wall over numerous previous attempts of 
nocturnal communication there was a very clearly sprayed message in bold graphics 
that only a graffiti master could achieve. “Behold the bull of Beldom! When weighed 
in the balance it’s not worth a fart”  
 
By pure chance, or was it synchronicity, that BB walked past at that moment taking a 
short cut to his massive home on the lake, the house that once had been built by 
Buccho. He saw Dan sitting pensively on a bench looking at the wall.  
 
He stopped for a moment, read the graffiti and became annoyed. “What rubbish he 
retorted.” 
 
Dan, who had sat silently through all the twisted talk of the colloquium was in no 
mood to placate, and said slowly, “Irreverence for nature and human values has a 
price. That price neither you nor Aggro will ever be able to pay. The invisible hand is 
writing on the wall as surely as it mysteriously moves in the market. Its moving 
fingers write and having written, move on.” 
 
BB raised his eyebrows, then shrugged and like the moving finger moved on. 
 
Recalling the incident with some anger still pent up inside him, Dan wrote 
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“The Author looked anew on his Creation, at the characters that 
He had written into the text and He was filled with dismay. They 
were all talking at once, without any reverence for a single word 
they were saying. They had taken the freedom he had given them 
through the sacred words He had written and were uttering a 
profusion of profanity. 
 
The sacred word “Ba” which he had spoken as he softly blew the 
souls of their beings was now drowned out by their babble. Like 
babies they were mouthing meaningless nothings, “ba ba ba ba”,  
 
Once He had thought that they had discovered him as Father, but 
now he knew these were not prayers, not a name, but bullshit. 
 
Faster and faster came the lexis until the sound bites blended into 
a word salad of white noise. 
 
The Author looked on with disbelief. Before Him they were building 
an edifice of babbling confusion, empty words, wads of paper, 
building a mountain of meaningless mouthings, tons of tomes - a 
Tower of Babel to the sky.” 
 
 
“I want my money” Sylvia Truworth whined. She had become a miserly old woman. 
Dan glanced at the framed photo of her on the chest of drawers near her bed. A 
voluptuous blonde posed seductively with her friends faced him squarely. Bornsilver 
followed the direction of Dan’s gaze and said, 
 
“You were a beautiful woman, Mrs. Truworth.” Bornsilver flattered. He was her 
nephew, but never became too familiar. 
 
“They called me a dynamic socialite,” she reminisced. “My husband was one of the 
richest men in America.” 
 
“Mrs. Truworth,“ said Bornsilver continuing his flattery. ”Don’t worry about your 
money. You’re a wealthy woman.” 
 
The announcement that she was a wealthy woman was music to Sylvia Truworth. 
Hers was a tragic case. In less than ten years since the death of her husband John, 
the sole owner of the giant Upyours pharmaceutical group, she had developed an 
Alzheimer’s-like problem, which although gathering momentum had still left he with 
sufficient insight not to be certifiably incompetent to manage her own affairs. 
Childless, she had gathered around her a vast array of sycophantic servants who 
looked after her every need, but whom she distrusted like poison. For some reason 
she took a liking to Belamy Bornsilver whose soothing reassurances spoke to the 
greedy woman, whose angry snarls to everyone else arose from diseased primitive 
nuclei in the brain, unrestricted by her deteriorating cortex. 
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Bornsilver was shrewd. He didn’t believe in governance. Like history, it was bunk.” 
 
“I want my money,” she repeated. Her lawyer sat by her side, bored and 
disinterested. He could no longer bear this refrain from one of the wealthiest widows 
on earth. He could just imagine the legal pickings that would follow in the wake of her 
dying intestate. John had been able to manage her, and being meticulous had 
everything in order, but during a fit of rage following his death, she had torn up her 
own will and refused to sign another “to stop people plotting against her.” 
 
“I could write out a check for you for five million dollars,“ said Bornsilver. 
 
Sylvia Truworth beamed. “That’s what I want – I’ve got modest needs.” Fingering her 
diamond pendant she turned vindictively to Derek Burton, her lawyer and said, “You 
see,” he can give me my money. Burton had tried many times to explain to her that 
although she was an immensely wealthy woman, all her assets were tied up in the 
company. Her dividends were servicing the massive loan her husband had taken out 
to buy their mansion with its lavish furnishings and luxury autos. 
 
“I’ll also pay all your outstanding loans on this wonderful house.”  
 
Burton sat upright. He suddenly worried about where Bornsilver was heading. 
Bornsilver knew his terrain well. He had spent many hours with Mrs. Truworth always 
bearing chocolates and beautiful roses, which she loved. He had been born to 
charm, just like John. 
 
“Mrs. Truworth, if you would sign this document selling us your shares in Truworths, 
you can have as much money as you want.” He finally took his gamble. If this failed 
the consequences could be serious. 
 
“Can I have fifty million dollars?” 
 
“Mrs. Truworth” interrupted Burton, “Don’t do this. Your shares are worth a hundred 
times that amount. This is insane. Mrs. Truworth, don’t do this” 
 
“I am not insane,” snapped Sylvia.” You see Belamy what I have to put up with.” 
 
“Mrs. Truworth is not insane,” said Bornsilver stirring the pot. Dan sat transfixed at 
the stakes of the transaction. He was trapped in a dilemma. Aggro was his client, not 
Mrs. Truworth, so he compromised.  
 
“Mrs. Truworth, it is important that you consider your options carefully. You’re at 
liberty to sell your property at any time, but Upyours is worth a great deal of money, 
many billions of dollars, even if not all of it can be realized right now” 
 
“Billions, shmillions” she said with irritation, “I am a modest woman with modest 
needs – I need my money now!” 
 
“Of course you’re not insane,“ said Burton who realized he had been painting himself 
into a corner. 
 
“Then I want my money,” he repeated. 
 
Bornsilver pulled out the document, like a revolver drawn in an instant from the 
holster by the fastest gun in the west. 
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“Mrs. Truworth, in exchange for your shares in Upyours, which cannot be sold right 
now, Aggro will pay you the fifty million dollars you want. Hell, I will write you out a 
check for fifteen million dollars right now and then the rest will follow in the next few 
days. He slipped a pen from his shirt and gave it to her to sign. Burton reached over 
and held her hand. 
 
“Mrs. Truworth, do not sign. This is absolutely crazy. Bornsilver, you are a rogue. 
We’ll see you in court.” 
 
“I am not crazy,” Sylvia Truworth was shaking with rage. “This young man promises 
me more than you have ever allowed me. I don’t trust you Burton further than I could 
swing a cat. You and your horde of lawyers are out to get my fortune. I am perfectly 
sane and legally entitled to sell my shares if I want to.”  
 
Burton was petrified. He had never anticipated this. With one clever stroke of the 
pen, Bornsilver was manipulating the old woman to sign away her vast fortune. 
 
“Mrs. Truworth is as sane as you or I,” retorted Bornsilver. ”She has a right to make 
her won choices about what is important to her at this time of her life. I’ve several 
independent witnesses that she is not insane and making a free choice about what 
he wants. For her, the money now in company stock is only a paper entry. She wants 
the real thing.” 
 
Suddenly Dan knew that he had been trapped. Bornsilver had never liked him, but he 
had brought him along. That was puzzling until now.  So this was the reason he had 
urged him to come with to see old Mrs. Truworth. He knew he would never lie, even if 
telling the truth were not just. 
 
Sylvia Truworth listened with interest. “Let me sign it,” she said. ”It’s what I want. My 
money.” 
 
Bornsilver wrote out a check for fifteen million dollars as promised and handed it over 
to Mrs. Truworth. “There you go,” he whispered with gentle satisfaction. 
 
Before Burton could move, she took the document and signed it, and then, knowing 
the ritual, initialed every page.  
 
Burton stood up dismayed and paced around the room. “I’ll get an interdict,” he 
stormed.” You can’t do this Bornsilver. It’s highway robbery.” 
 
“It’s a fair transaction,” replied Bornsilver. The lawyer’s threats posed no problem. His 
lawyers at Aggro were more than an even match. Cheyenne Wolf who had sat in on 
the discussion instead of the senior partner of the law firm, who could not come, had 
sat in silent disbelief of the extraordinary transaction she had just witnessed. She 
flashed her beautiful eyes at Burton and said with conviction, “You don’t have a leg to 
stand on. Mrs. Truworth has been a willing seller. Aggro is a willing buyer. There’s 
nothing wrong with the deal. Mrs. Truworth, do you have any second thoughts?” 
 
“None,” she smiled, holding her check proudly. ”I finally have my money.” 
 
“I’ll take you to the bank so that you can deposit your money” said Bornsilver, “Or if 
you prefer, I can deposit it myself.” 
 
“Thank you. Be a dear and deposit it for me. I am rather tired now.” She got up to go 
and lie down, and then turned back for a moment asking, ”Do you think you could get 
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the drugstore to send me my medicines.” Sylvia Truworth was addicted to analgesics 
and the alcohol in cough syrups. Many of the drugstores around refused to supply 
her. 
 
“Sure!” said Bornsilver, “Don’t’ worry, I’ll pay for it and have them send it over.” 
 
Dan was flabbergasted. He doubted if anyone, including Cheyenne Wolf, the firm’s 
own lawyer fully understood the deeper meaning of what had been done. Short-term 
financial gain was not the motive. Bornsilver had, in a single stroke, rid himself of the 
possibility of any governance, which was his simple goal. Aggro had just bought its 
own shares. The company now owned itself. It could now represent capitalism at its 
very purest, completely untrammeled by human concerns, except perhaps with the 
need for profit and power. One day Dan would be reminded of what had happened 
as he remembered a phrase from Genesis six that had always puzzled him, 
 
“There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of 
God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same 
became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.  
 
And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth and that every 
imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. 
 
And it repented the Lord that he had made man on the earth. It grieved him in his 
heart that he had made such a knave.” 
 
The Author paused for a moment and took stock of what He had 
created. First He had created living beings, in all their variety and 
forms. These had flourished to fill every niche, nook and cranny 
since the beginning.  
 
Then he had created people and crafted them with biological 
needs that would respond to every subtle change in the living 
world around them, so that they could see the connections and 
develop a reverence for life. But they had turned to worship money 
and had become greedy and ruthless to get rich. He had filled their 
arteries and veins with real blood so that they could bathe their 
organs with life-giving oxygen, which he supplied in abundance in 
the air that they breathed. But they valued gold more than blood 
itself. They contaminated their lungs with smoke and fumes.  
 
He had created boundless fountains of pure water so that they 
could drink regularly and keep their tissues from drying out, but 
they preferred the intoxicating liquors of decaying moulds as they 
devoured the sweetest of sugars.  
 
And what of the delicious natural foods that he placed there in 
abundance to nourish every fiber of their beings. They processed 
them, heating and cooling, squeezing and spraying them adding all 
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manner of chemicals that He had never intended to flow through 
the gut of beings. Surely they should be concerned if toxins 
contaminated all these precious gifts?  
 
He had placed the deep urge within men and women to cling to 
one another to bring forth the newborn and to wish to live in 
families, find enduring relationships with one another, to develop 
friendships, support and be supported by the people in their 
communities. But they had become lustful for sex, broke family 
bonds, shunned their friends and cared only for themselves. 
 
He looked at the men and women He had created and wept, and 
then he saw the corporations and realized he had not seen the 
worst.  He had despaired of humanity, but all but a few people who 
were insane could find some inspiration in things of beauty, in 
natural landscapes, in the birth of a new baby and the kiss of a 
lover. 
 
But the corporations were different, even those that had been 
carefully crafted by public relations departments to have a human 
face. Behind the facade were alien entities, with forms that were 
foreign to the living systems He had created. They had no need for 
oxygen, water, food or sex. Money was their lifeblood and it flowed 
ever faster through their veins, regardless of what values were 
sacrificed to achieve this. Legal documents were their skeletons, 
paper and policies, their flesh. Their vital organs were a complex of 
machines that bought, processed and disposed of commodities, 
shipping and moving them around the globe, consuming 
increasing amounts of energy, spewing out wastes to make ever 
more complex machines, guided by a network of increasingly 
sophisticated computers. Homo sapiens and all living things had 
merely become components, enmeshed within a matrix of 
corporations.  
 
And the Author wondered if magic had been used to bring together 
myriads of people within complex social structures and cajole 
them, unaware their enslavement, into working together in 
accordance with corporate purposes that had little to do with 
human needs. Those who rebelled or were unwilling to bend to its 
will were chewed up and spat out to be replaced by others who 
were more compliant.  
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Corporations trampled the earth like monstrous dinosaurs with 
wanton abandon and profligate waste. They trundled with disdain 
over the values of their original public charters and replaced them 
with other goals. Eliminate opposition, consume other entities, 
maximize profits and replicate everywhere on an ever enlarging 
scale. In the cells of the human body, this was Cancer. Hideous 
beings more terrifying than the most terrible of all the beasts he 
had ever let live in the deep, freely ranged to ravage over all 
creation. And yet despite this, the corporations and the money they 
made was being everywhere worshipped, hailed in a new 
economic world, as if they were god. 
 
The Author saw that the heart of the Corporation was set on 
plunder and proliferation, not deliverance.  In that instant Satan 
was reborn. 
 
And the Author began to cry more pitifully than He had ever 
before, shedding tears of words for what He had created, 
lamenting over all that He had written. Again and again He wrote 
over the paper, covering its light and whiteness with the black of 
his ink.  Again and again He wrote, as if trying to rewrite what had 
been written before, but not a single word could erase the misery 
and the suffering that had been unleashed on the world. The more 
He wrote the more men and corporations flourished.  
 
In despair He saw that in his desperation His whole creation was 
doomed to drown below his tears of black ink. 
 
“Noah,” He said through his tears, which continued to rain across 
the page, “Take two of every living thing and save yourselves. A 
flood will come across this book, which will obliterate every word 
that has breathed the soul “Ba” into every being. Soon every white 
space on the page will be black. Build for yourselves an Ark that 
will carry you to another page where the whiteness does not yet 
have the mark of a pen.”  
 
And in that instant the Author created a hyperlink to another part of 
the text as he covered up all that he had written.  
 



 

 

 Chapter 12: Dyed in the Grain 
 
“How the red roses flush up in her cheeks, 
And the pure snow with goodly vermeil stain 
Like crimson dyed in grain”  
Spenser, Epithalamion, 226 
 
“Every part of this soil is sacred in the estimation of my people. Every hillside, every 
valley, every plain and grove, has been hallowed by some sad or happy event in 
days long vanished. Even the rocks, which seem to be dumb and dead as they 
swelter in the sun along the silent shore, thrill with memories of stirring events 
connected with the lives of my people, and the very dust upon which you now stand 
responds more lovingly to their footsteps than to yours, because it is rich with the 
blood of our ancestors and our bare feet are conscious of the sympathetic touch. Our 
departed braves, fond mothers, glad, happy-hearted maidens, and even our little 
children who lived here and rejoiced here for a brief season, will love these somber 
solitude’s and at eventide they greet shadowy returning spirits. And when the last 
Red Man shall have perished, and the memory of my tribe shall have become a myth 
among the White Men, these shores will swarm with the invisible dead of my tribe, 
and when your children's children think themselves alone in the field, the store, the 
shop, upon the highway, or in the silence of the pathless woods, they will not be 
alone. In all the earth there is no place dedicated to solitude. At night when the 
streets of your cities and villages are silent and you think them deserted, they will 
throng with the returning hosts that once filled them and still love this beautiful land. 
The White Man will never be alone.” Chief Seattle 
 
All treaties with these Indians have been abrogated, their annuities forfeited, their 
splendid reservation of valuable land in Minnesota confiscated by the government, 
their numbers sadly reduced by starvation and disease, they have been humiliated to 
the dust, and in all of these terrible penalties the innocent have suffered with the 
guilty. 
Nebraska Indian Commission Report, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1867 
 
 “Putting into print what is supposed to be (or has always been) passed from one 
individual to another, in such a way that it is a special exchange and very sacred, 
specially meant to be passed in such a way that people who were not meant to 
possess the information could not get a hold of it and abuse it. When you put into 
print visions and prophecies, especially stories carrying messages and meanings 
from the Great Spirit, you are taking away the condition of privacy that storytelling 
makes possible, so that these stories become public and available for all, even those 
who have no respect for the history and stories, to know of them and do with them 
what they please. That’s where we get the “plastic shamans” and the New Agers who 
essentially mimic and defile sacred Native ceremonies and traditional ways. 
Joanna Calhoun Horton 
 
The question is not what you look at, but what you see.  
Henry David Thoreau, Walden, 1854  
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It would not matter if this were at the beginning, middle or end. Iowa’s recent history 
is marred by the way that Indigenous Americans were tricked into selling their lands 
for a pittance and then marginalized by the settling population. In the process they 
were forced to give up their sacred land, sustenance and ceremonies.  
 
In an impassioned plea to the Great Chief in Washington embodied at a speech 
given in a peace conference of 1854, Chief Seattle tried to bury the hatchet between 
the indigenous Americans and the white settlers. Unfortunately the plea went largely 
unheeded and three years later in 1857, the hatchet was exhumed in a tragic incident 
in northwestern Iowa. The incident was the massacre of Spirit Lake where a group of 
dissident Sioux, who had been very badly duped by a trader went on a rampage, 
traveling up the Little Sioux river to revenge their pride and in doing so killed a large 
number of innocent settlers in various encampments alongside the Okoboji and Spirit 
Lakes. Although the only major incident of actual conflict between the settlers and 
indigenous people in Iowa, it left a deep scar on the cultural memory of both groups 
and impacted on relations in neighboring states. Six years later in 1862, when the 
issues that Chief Seattle had tried to deal with worsened, rather than improved, the 
hatched was once again brought out in the Minnesota Uprising, followed by the 
biggest mass execution in US history and then the virtual extermination of the Sioux 
people and their culture.  
 
Cheyenne Wolf was beautiful. Her skin was an exquisite bronze; her eyes soft as a 
fawn’s and her perfectly shaped nose was that of a goddess, with the slightest curve 
which she could effectively tilt upwards when she wanted to demonstrate aloofness.  
If she did not insist on wearing the apparel of a young Dakota maiden, her descent 
would have been indeterminable. She had long, flowing black hair, which cascaded 
around her shoulders. To her left side she strategically placed two feathers, which 
she could use to ward off suitors or attract them, depending on which was to her 
advantage at the time.  
 
She wore large attractive ornamental earrings, which hung like miniature dream 
catchers. Around her neck she wore a three-stranded beaded neckband and a long 
necklace with a beautiful pearl-colored pendant. From her shoulders her dress 
draped gracefully, ornately decorated with thin strips of material that hung down in 
fluid and provocative tassels. 
 
Her great beauty was paradoxically her greatest obstacle. Men would come on to her 
all the time. And she found the difficulty of knowing which ones to trust exhausting. 
Cheyenne was as complex, sensuous and wily as she was beautiful. To appreciate 
this fully one had to understand her background. She grew up on the Flandreau 
Santee Sioux Reservation in Moody County, South Dakota on the Big Sioux River, a 
few miles upstream from Sioux Falls. Her father had once, when a young man, been 
a very successful trader, but Cheyenne had only known him as a drunkard. Despite a 
fine lineage, which could be traced back to Inkapaduta, who had fought against the 
white settlers, he was just a shadow of his former self. Her mother was a teacher. 
Although she was once of Mdewakanton ancestry, her own parents had moved east 
to Sioux City. As a once beautiful and young woman she had idealistically returned to 
the reservation because she wanted to teach among her own people. But she 
became a drudge and struggled in the role as income earner for the family. The 
handsome man she had married now beat her regularly. 
 
Cheyenne’s parents had been distant from her, but from a material point of view, 
there was always food on the table.  Much of the time, while she was growing up they 
kept trying to drum an absurd blend of Christianity and age-old native American 
heritage down her throat, but she loathed the newer Christian traditions. Although 
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she was dubious about them, she was less resistant to the old traditions of her 
people. What she enjoyed most, however, were Indian jewelry and the clothing. The 
person she felt closest to was her grandmother, who though she was herself deeply 
steeped in Dakota tradition was very circumspect with what she shared with 
Cheyenne. 
 
The day of her birth, in the early hours of the 26th December 1962, after a long and 
painful delivery for her mother, was both a sad and great day for the Dakota nation. It 
was a propitious time, the day after Christmas, one hundred years after the execution 
of 38 Sioux warriors at Mankato in Minnesota. Her grandmother had spent the day 
reading her Dakota bible, translated during the last century through the efforts of 
Reverend Steve Riggs, to preserve the language. She prayed fervently to God, who 
was neither white nor red, to grant her daughter a safe birth and provide them a 
leader who would deliver them from decimation. Somehow they had expected a boy, 
but were nevertheless delighted by the new arrival. Her name had been pre-decided 
by her mother who once had an inspired teacher of the same name who she 
remembered. It was Cheyenne, not a typical Dakota name, and usually the name of 
a boy, “Red Talker”. This child would one day talk for the disappearing people. 
 
Despite the determination of the generations of Government Agents and missionaries 
that the Sioux become like white men, there had been a revival of interest in Dakota 
heritage expressed in an annual Wacipi, marked by parades and pow-wows. In the 
summer of 1962, the first "Siouxtennial" was held in observance of the centennial of 
the Minnesota Uprising of 1862. It drew an estimated crowd of nearly 6,000 persons, 
a small gathering perhaps, but included such notables as Will Robinson, State 
Historian, United States Representative Ben Reifel, United States Senator George 
McGovern, and former Governor Ralph Herseth. A large parade was held on 
Saturday, followed by an Elk and Buffalo barbeque on Sunday. Indian dancing was 
held both days featuring over three hundred dancers. Since then the "Siouxtennial" 
became an annual event and there has been an annual celebration and Wacipi every 
year since. 
 
Cheyenne spent her junior school days going to a school with other Dakota children, 
where a conscious effort was made to teach them the ways of their ancestors. Even 
then, it seemed ludicrous to her that in a rapidly modernizing world anyone would find 
those traditions relevant to teach children. Though she rejected them before she 
reached twelve, the stories she learned ingrained themselves on her personality 
deeper than she knew. 
 
“We have suffered as a people,” her grandmother Makawee told her during one of 
the rare moments when Cheyenne was fairly young and still impressionable, “We 
have suffered.” Her manner was generous and motherly in keeping with her name. 
 
“What happened?” asked the young girl. 
 
In the style of a great Isanti storyteller Makawee her grandmother began her tale. 
 
“My own grandmother Mapiya, which means Sky, recounted this story which had 
been told to her as she sat at the fireside by her own grandmother Maoneka, which 
means Earth, as it had been told to her by her own grandmother and back through 
the generations. Today others call us the Sioux.  ‘Sioux’ was not the name we gave 
ourselves. French settlers, who corrupted the word of the Chippewa who hated us 
and called us “Nadowessi - the snakes”, gave it to us. Although we were seven great 
bands, the Seven Council Fires, that comprised our Dakota nation, the French could 
not distinguish one from another and they simply lumped us together as “the Sioux”. 
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We called ourselves differently, we called ourselves the Santee, one of the great 
branches of the Dakota which means ‘friends’. Many moons ago, the Santee lived in 
the northeast, in a vast and fruitful land with many woodlands near Knife Lake, which 
is today known as Mille Lacs. There the elders taught that once, a long, long time 
ago, there were only the four leggeds, the buffalo, Tatanka, “he who owns us”, who 
lived upon the land.  They came before us, the two-legged peoples, and were so 
plentiful in those days they provided us with everything we needed.  
 
The young girl was still of an age when heritage was a fascinating story that sounded 
like a fairy tale, which she loved. 
 
“After the 1812 War between Britain and the United States ended in 1815, a great 
treaty was signed between all the Dakota nations and the Great Chief in Washington, 
which pledged perpetual peace and friendship between the tribes and the United 
States, forgiving acts of hostility that had occurred in the past. Despite all this, 
neighboring tribes on all sides continued to go to war with us, while at the same time, 
settlers from the east continued to pour into our lands. Our people, weakened by the 
many years of war, longed for the tranquility that they once knew in the woodlands of 
Mille Lac.   After many years of feuding in 1837, in a further attempt to create a 
lasting peace, our leader, Taiyateduta, known also as Little Crow, together with the 
other great Dakota leaders, realizing that perpetual war was futile, reluctantly 
conceded all the land east of the Mississippi, in the hope that this would quell the 
land hunger of the settlers and appease the other warring tribes. In return the United 
States promised it would invest $300,000 at 5% interest from which we would receive 
a twenty year annuity to be used to purchase medicines, agricultural implements, 
stock and other items. This would help us to develop farming to replace the game, 
fish and wild foods, on which our forebears had survived, but depleted by the settlers, 
who were wanton in their practices. Needless to say, twenty years later, this promise 
was still not fulfilled. Instead priests came and tried to convert our people to 
Christianity. Despite the treaty, white settlers continued to pour into our territory.  
 
But in the end, our fate was sealed by a tragedy much worse even than the arrival of 
the hordes of settlers who stolel our land. In the cold winter of 1837, until the early 
spring of 1838, a great plague swept across our nation. The St Peter, a steamer 
coming up the Missouri river, brought the smallpox, which then rapidly spread around 
the plains. Even attempts at vaccination seemed to make matters worse. Within a 
few months, 30,000 native people were dead, almost all of them of the Dakota 
nation. The stench of the dying was everywhere. My own mother, father and all my 
brothers and sisters were among the dead. I lived with my grandmother as our tribe 
moved away deeper inland away from the place of sadness, away from the 
marauders and the death and destruction they brought. I don’t believe that the whites 
did this on purpose, but it was their coming and the way that they came that did it. 
Their lack of respect for our culture and our acceptance of what they were doing 
were the cause. Grandmother Mapiya told me that the great Wakan Tanka was 
deeply angered by how we had given away our sacred lands, on which lay the 
graves of our ancestors, which the whites desecrated. We suffered.” 
 
Young Cheyenne put her head on Grandmother Makawee’s lap. Every detail 
branded itself in the bright young mind. A tear rolled down her cheek. 
 
“Our suffering meant nothing to the whites. It gave them courage to press on. Once 
again in 1851, Commissioners came, this time to negotiate for the cession of all the 
territories from the Mississippi as far west as the Big Sioux rivers, what today are the 
states of Minnesota and Iowa. Naturally, the Chiefs were adamantly against this. 
They did not want to give up all the woods and streams and fertile valleys of eastern 
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Minnesota and Iowa, the deer parks and the graves of our ancestors in an exchange 
for money and a small infertile piece of land somewhere in the west, but in the end, 
they had no choice. They had already felt the iron hand of Uncle Sam who was 
hungry for land to accommodate his rapidly growing family. The Great Chief in 
Washington had made it clear that he would have the land one way or another. So in 
1851, once again, they signed a treaty and gave away 35 million acres of the world’s 
most beautiful land to the United States for 10 cents an acre, with the promise that 
the $3 million would be invested in an annuity that would be paid every year for fifty 
years. If that promise had been honored, how different our lives would be today. At 
least our people would have had some income and the despair and death that we 
came to know would have been avoided. Of all that beautiful land that they gave 
away, all that they were allowed to keep was a tiny piece of land split into two main 
settlements known as the Upper and Lower Sioux Agencies on the banks of the 
Minnesota River, far to the west near the ancient Pipestone Quarries that have been 
sacred to our nation for centuries because of the beautiful red stone that is found 
there. Every household was to receive 80 acres of good land.  
 
“By November of 1853, most of the Mdewakantons and Wahpekutes had been 
brought to the reservation. They did not want to be there. Most only stayed to receive 
their annuities, then returned to their own hunting grounds to hunt and avoid 
starvation.  
 
“But deceit ran deep in the white folk, and the moneys were never paid on time and 
sometimes with great reluctance paid at all. Even the lands set aside became an 
ongoing matter of negotiation, always, always the pressure to cede and give up more 
land. To make matters worse, the Santee had been primarily hunters and gatherers. 
The transition to farming was not part of our culture. Chief Joseph said, ‘the earth is 
our mother. She should not be disturbed by hoe or plough. We want only to subsist 
on what she freely gives us.’ But the Earth Mother had been so severely desecrated 
she no longer provided. People became hungry and for the first time in our proud 
history, we began to starve and could no longer feed ourselves.  
 
“Such was the cruelty of the white man, there was hardly any response, payment of 
the annuities was seldom on time or substituted by goods which were inevitably late 
and often there was local corruption. In 1857 a group of Wahpekutes, who had 
always been against the ceding of land, and who had been the most nomadic of all 
the bands, led by one of your forefathers, a chief called Inkpaduta was in a foraging 
party of an angry young braves on the Little Sioux River near the sacred Spirit Lake 
in Iowa. In the bitter winter they fell on hard times and turned to the local white 
settlers for help, but became so angered by their heartless attitudes that in a sudden 
frenzy they massacred them and took several women hostage.” 
 
On hearing about the massacre, Cheyenne sat bolt upright. She was becoming angry 
that the whites did not care about her people. The massacre seemed fair retribution. 
“What happened to them?” she asked. 
 
“They fled to the north back into Minnesota Territory,” she answered, but it was mid-
winter and terribly cold. One of the women was suffering badly with an injured leg 
that had become gangrenous. Roaring Cloud, Inkpaduta’s son was among the party. 
He tried to end her suffering by sliding her into the icy water, as they forged a river, 
but she somehow managed to scramble out. In the end he had to kill her with a club.” 
 
Cheyenne had a moment of sadness for the woman that died. 
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“One day soon after, the rest of the hostages were sold to Hotonwashte or Beautiful 
Voice of the Wahpeton tribe who returned them to the whites, fearing that all Dakota 
people would be held responsible for the kidnapping and that the retaliation when it 
came, as it surely would, would be severe and directed at all the Dakota, even those 
who had not been involved. 
 
“Roaring Cloud and the rest of the band remained fugitives and were pursued by 
Major Flandrau, the United States ‘Indian Agent’ under whose command there was a 
small force of regular army and volunteers based at Fort Ridgley. There was a rumor 
that Roaring Cloud was in a camp on the Yellow Medicine River near the Sioux 
Agency to see his wife.  
 
“When they received the news in the town, although it was dark, an expeditionary 
force was immediately dispatched and traveled as fast as possible up along the river 
past the Lower Sioux Agency. When they were a few miles from the Upper Sioux 
Agency they were met by John Other Day, a member of Mdewakantons who were 
cooperating with the whites and who had been among the group that rescued the 
hostages. He told them that the report was true and that a part of Inkpadutah’s band 
was in camp nearby a further five miles up the river. How many, he did not know, but 
there were six tepees. The party again moved forward, piloted by their Indian guide, 
and reached the site soon after daylight on the banks of the Yellow Medicine, just as 
they had been informed. When the soldiers neared the spot they saw an Indian brave 
with a rifle slung over his shoulder walking hand in hand with a beautiful squaw. 
Other Day, the guide, recognized him as Roaring Cloud, the son of Inkpadutah. 
When the couple saw the soldiers, they called out a warning and then ran down 
towards the river. The soldiers opened fire at them at long range with their rifles, but 
the couple did not stop till they reached cover. From there the brave returned the fire 
of the soldiers three or four times. Hopelessly outnumbered, every time he shot at the 
soldiers, they would return the fire with a volley aimed at the spot from where the 
smoke arose. Soon, the firing ceased and the soldiers rushed forward.  Although the 
man was completely riddled with bullets and quite helpless, one of the soldiers 
finished the work with a thrust of his bayonet. Roaring Cloud was dead. He was my 
grandfather. The beautiful squaw that was with him was Mapiya, my grandmother, 
who carried in her womb, the still unborn child who was to become my father. 
Although the rest of the fugitives escaped, she was overcome with grief at seeing her 
lover killed and was soon captured. 
 
“The expeditionary force was mighty proud of itself as they marched back along the 
river that day taking the squaw along in the hope that she could be questioned later 
about the identity of the man they had killed and the whereabouts of the rest of the 
group. They passed back through the Agency in full sight of several thousand Dakota 
in the camp. Although nominally friendly to the whites, the sight of one of their tribe 
being held a prisoner aroused indignant protest. A group of angry warriors crowded 
around them and it seemed that another disaster was in the offing. A shot from either 
side would have undoubtedly precipitated an incident and in all probability, the force 
would have been annihilated on the spot. But it didn’t happen and the force managed 
to get back to Fort Ridgely safely, where they met up with group sent to pay the 
annuity. With the promise of money and the release of the prisoner a few days later 
the affair blew over and matters quieted down to their normal condition. A few 
months later, my father was born. Inkapduta and his followers escaped and 
continued to harass the whites. In a manner of speaking this was only the beginning 
of our suffering.” 
 
That was the first time that Cheyenne had heard about her notorious great, great 
grandfather. She wondered what was still to come. 
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“As many of those who had been cooperating with the United States predicted, after 
the massacre, the hearts of the whites hardened towards all the Sioux 
indiscriminately and soon there was a groundswell of white opinion that said that all 
the Indians should be removed from Minnesota. Charles Flandreau set up this little 
settlement where we now stay. Once again the people were being expected to move. 
This angered the Dakota overall who knew that it was the United States Government 
that had allowed Inkpaduta to escape unpunished and yet held them all accountable, 
even those who had assisted in killing Roaring Cloud.and bringing back the 
hostages. 
 
Despite the tension, the situation improved a little when Joseph Renshaw Brown, 
who was himself once a trader and who respected and understood the Dakota, 
became Indian Agent. Annuities were paid as promised and slow but steady 
development occurred. On the Yellow Medicine River near the site where Roaring 
Cloud had been killed, Steven Riggs, a sincere man and a passionate missionary, 
worked among the people and urged them to give up their nomadic way of life, to 
profess their faith in one God, to adopt civilized habits of dress, build decent houses, 
and to cultivate fields. Though he disagreed with the ancient traditions, he respected 
the Dakota language and learned to speak it. A small group of people, particularly 
those of mixed descent were persuaded to join him and they formed the Hazewood 
Republic, where they built a church and a boarding school, which could 
accommodate twenty scholars and was soon filled to capacity. Opposition to this 
grew among the surrounding tribes, and soon they were forced to abandon their 
efforts, but the seeds for a different solution for the Redman had been sown. 
 
Things became suddenly much worse though, when with the victory of the 
Republican Party in 1860, Abraham Lincoln became President. He replaced the 
experienced Brown with Thomas Galbraith, who had no experience or respect. He 
applied bureaucratic rules without sensitivity and took his advice from dubious 
personalities.  
 
In early August 1862, goods and provisions arrived at the Upper Agency warehouse, 
but since the payment for the annuities was late, it was not distributed There was a 
rumor that the annuity would not be paid because of the needs for cash in the civil 
war in the south. This was devastating news for the five thousand people in the 
reservation where the conditions were desperate. A group of angry young braves 
overpowered the guards at the Redwood warehouse and distributed the food. 
 
To prevent a similar situation arising at the Lower Agency, Little Crow led a 
delegation to appeal to Galbraith “We have waited a long time. The money is ours, 
but we cannot get it. We have no food, but here are these stores, filled with food. We 
ask that you, the agent, make some arrangement so we can get food from the stores, 
or else we may take our own way to keep ourselves from starving. When men are 
hungry they help themselves.” 
 
 Galbraith felt cornered but rather than listen to the great Chief, took the advice of the 
local trader Andrew Meyrick who rashly announced in front of the gathered assembly, 
"So far as I am concerned, if they are hungry, let them eat grass or their own dung.” 
When Meyrick’s words were translated to the band by Little Crow’s boyhood friend, 
Johan Williamson, after a moment’s silence, the braves who had patiently endured 
just as much of the white’s disrespect that they could, felt humiliated and whooped in 
anger, then left in warlike mood. Even Little Crow, who had tried so hard to make the 
peace, left in disgust.  
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A few days later, on August 17, 1862, four young Mdewakanton men were returning 
from a hunting expedition in the forests north of the Minnesota River reservations. On 
the way they passed a farmer’s house near Acton and found some hen eggs along a 
fence. Some felt they should take the eggs and be on their way. Others felt that it 
was right to ask to be given the food. Eventually they agreed, but it would be 
humiliating if they were refused and a further sign of great disrespect to their people. 
One thing led to another, and eventually it led to an argument as to whether any of 
them were brave enough to kill a white man if he disrespected them. A dare was 
made and taken, and they went to the home of the settler, Robinson Jones, whom 
they asked for the eggs and who, unfortunately refused the request. They killed him 
on the spot, then his wife, his adopted daughter and two other white men who were 
visiting. When they returned to Lower Agency, the Uprising broke out. 
 
In vain Little Crow, at first, attempted to contain the Uprising. But, like the wise Chief 
Seattle, he knew that resistance would be futile. Eventually, faced with the inevitable, 
agreed to lead it. Many of the other members of Council disagreed with him and were 
afraid to resist. 
 
Grandmother Makawee stood and spoke like the Great Chief Little Crow once did to 
his followers,  
 
“Taoyateduta is not a coward! And he is not a fool! Braves, you are like children; you 
know not what you are doing. You are like dogs in the Hot Moon when they run mad 
and snap at their own shadows. We are only little herds of buffaloes left scattered; 
the great herds that once covered the prairies are no more. See! The white men are 
like the locusts, when they fly so thick that the whole sky is a snowstorm. Count your 
fingers all day long and white men with guns in their hands will come faster than you 
can count. Yes, they fight among themselves, away off...but if you strike at them they 
will all turn on you and devour you and your women and little children just as the 
locusts in their time fall on the trees and devour all the leaves in one day. You are 
fools. You cannot see the face of your chief; your eyes are full of smoke. You cannot 
hear his voice; your ears are full of rearing waters. Braves, you are little children - 
you are fools. You will die like the rabbits when the hungry wolves hunt them in the 
Hard Moon. Taoyateduta is not a coward.... He will die with you.“ 
 
Cheyenne was stirred by the bitter rhetoric, and she knew that things would not go 
well for the people. Grandmother Makawee continued. 
 
The braves took over the warehouse and began to attack groups of whites. Meyrick 
was the first to be killed. His mouth was stuffed with grass.” 
 
As Little Crow had anticipated, the uprising did not last long. It was further weakened 
by the considerable dissent from within the people themselves. Many, including those 
who had formed the Hazelwood Republic felt that they should be patient and not 
anger the whites. Some went as far as rescuing white settlers, especially those that 
they had befriended. 
 
 Within a few weeks Charles Flandreau had mobilized the military and thousands of 
enraged white settlers joined as volunteers  
 
There was a fierce battle around Wood Lake on September 23, in which sixteen 
braves were killed. More than two hundred men, women, and children most of whom 
had opposed Little Crow in the council and had not participated in the battle, came to 
Camp Release near the Upper Agency and surrendered, releasing a white captive. 
The next day, twelve hundred Sioux were taken into custody including men, women 
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and children. In general most of this group had remained loyal to the United States 
throughout the Uprising. There was such an outcry from white Minnesotans, 
however, that all grown Santee men were court-martialed and tried for murder. Three 
hundred and three found were found guilty and sentenced to be hung. Those who 
were not sentenced were sent with women and children to a dismal encampment at 
Fort Snelling where they were effectively imprisoned for six months. 
 
Missionaries such as Riggs, Williamson, Whipple and others who had been working 
with the Dakota protested the sentences. They were viciously criticized for supporting 
the Sioux. Nevertheless, President Lincoln ordered a review of the trial records and 
ultimately reduced the number to be hung to forty. This angered white Minnesotans 
who tried to lynch the prisoners. Although they failed, 38 Sioux were hanged at 
Mankato on December 26th, the largest mass execution in the history of the United 
States. 
 
 Many of those who had been involved in the Uprising, including the leaders such as 
Little Crow, escaped to the Dakota prairies. Others escaped into Canada where 
some of their descendants still remain to this day. 
 
The white Minnesotan’s revenge lust was not yet sated. Under General Sibbley they 
pursued the Santee and drove them over the Missouri. Congress passed an act 
abrogating and annulling all treaties depriving all Santee of any land or residential 
rights in Minnesota. A remote and desolate site was chosen for them at Crow Creek 
in the Dakota Territory. With continuing retaliatory raids on white settlements, 
Minnesotans became ever more savage, placing a bounty of $200 on the scalp of 
every Sioux. Those who had been impounded at Fort Snelling had a severe winter 
and were virtually starving to death. A hundred and thirty died. In desperation many 
converted to Christianity, many more than in years of missionary work. It is said that 
all the prisoners who had not been hung at Mankato and who were transferred to the 
prison at Davenport in Iowa converted, which provides some indication of the 
conditions the men must have been under. They were followed to the boat that was 
to transport them down the Mississippi by a group of vigilantes who wanted to lynch 
them. 
 
Apart from a few Sioux who were recognized as friendly and allowed to remain at a 
special reserve at Lake Traverse near the headwaters of the Minnesota River, the 
rest of the Santee were banished to Crow Creek. Almost all were women and 
children. Only a few hundred able-bodied men remained. The remainder had either 
been imprisoned at Davenport, fled, hung or killed in battle. The voyage was an 
ordeal. They were first shipped in chains on barges towed by boat and alighting at 
Hannibal on the Missouri, crammed into freight cars, sixty to a car and transported to 
St Josephs. Williams, a missionary who traveled with them and documented what 
happened feared that they would suffocate or be overcome by the heat. Fortunately it 
rained, or many would have died of heatstroke.  There were numerous deaths from 
diarrhea during the voyage, as the only water they could drink was the muddy river 
water. 
 
Nor was life at Crow Creek an improvement. Conditions were very bad.  Hundreds of 
people died in the first few months. Food was scarce and the women were forced to 
scrabble in the dung of the supply trains for every morsel of rotten kernels of corn. 
 
Williamson described the way they were fed with what was cynically called 
“cottonwood soup”. During the winter of 1863-64, Agent Thompson began the 
practice of making this gruel by mixing all of the weekly issue of rations in large 
barrels made of cottonwood, putting them in the river to keep cool, and issuing the 
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rations from the barrels. This produced a particularly distasteful mess, which 
Williamson ate and to which he attributed much of the disease that occurred in 
winter.  
 
Cheyenne became very distraught and cried. Grandmother Makawee spared her the 
description of how the traditional social fabric of the Santees broke down; inevitably 
the hotanke or soldiers at the nearby forts began to take Indian women as 
mistresses, in exchange for blankets and food. "It is a great temptation", wrote 
Williamson, "for a shivering woman to give solace to an equally cold hotanke and get 
a new suit of clothes and some welcome food.” 
 
Over the ensuing century the tribe moved several times. First from Crow Creek to a 
site on the Niobrara River in the central part of northern Nebraska, then to Bazile 
Creek and finally further to the east to Santee which was on the south side of the 
Lewis and Clarke Lake, a place where the Santee people live to this day. 
Grandmother Makawee was educated at the famous Santee Normal Training School, 
which was founded by Reverend Alfred Langley Riggs, himself born to a family of 
missionaries who had spent their lives learning to love the Dakota nation. Unique 
amongst all schools, the Santee Normal Training School taught students in their own 
Dakota language. They started a printing press which produced a newspaper called 
the ‘Iapi Oaye—or Word Carrier’, written partly in English and partly in Dakota and 
which circulated to the over 1,200 residents of Santee each week. 
 
Almost immediately, when he started the school in 1870, Riggs fell foul of the 
Government Indian Agents who wanted them to discontinue teaching in the Dakota 
language. They backed up their views with the threat of withdrawing their financial 
support. Riggs argued that the use of the Dakota language was "Indispensable to 
best instruction." Things, not names are what the true teacher must grasp." 
Government agent Janney replied, "So long as they are educated in their native 
tongue, they are still Indian. And, as everyone knows, the primary aim of our Indian 
policy is to transform Indians into white men." 
 
When the school was finally forced to close down in 1933, after years of neglect and 
opposition from the Government, Grandma Makawee took her young family to live in 
the Flandreau Santee Settlement where the people were progressive and keen to put 
the past behind them. She sent her children to the Flandreau Indian School. The 
family took the name McCloud. They were after all sons of the great Roaring Cloud, 
who had sacrificed his life to visit his wife. 
 
By the time that Cheyenne was born, things were marginally better. After a century of 
oppression, neglect and wrangling, the rights of the Santee had been established in 
law. By the time she was five, Congress had agreed to appropriate money to 
compensate the Santee for all the land that was taken from them the previous 
century. Like most legal settlements, it was a Pyrrhic victory. About fifty-five cents for 
every one of the 35 million acres that had been stolen, or a total of about $12 million 
dollars to be shared among all the living descendents. It wasn’t much, but it helped 
Cheyenne with her schooling. 
 
During her senior school years, Cheyenne excelled academically. She was 
determined to escape from the confines of the Dakota world, get out of Flandreau 
and make her mark on the bigger globe.  She watched TV and particularly loved 
courtroom dramas with their beautiful women and handsome men battling it out on 
an intellectual battlefield. It was then that she decided she would become a lawyer. 
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Grandma Makawee died when Cheyenne was fifteen. At that stage, she was tired of 
the world and had become contemptuous of her son, who though he had such 
promise as a young teacher and had started his own trading store, had become an 
alcoholic. He was abusing his beautiful wife, beating her into a pulp so that the 
beauty could no longer be recognized. 
 
It was later that year, while Cheyenne was still mourning the loss of the only person 
to whom she had ever been close, that late one night, after her mother had locked 
the bedroom door, her drunkard father came into her bed and violated her in a way 
that she was too ashamed ever to tell a single other soul.  
 
During her college and university years, Cheyenne found that her beauty was a 
double-edged sword. Men, especially white men, some very good looking, 
desperately wanted her. They would make offers of large amounts of cash, beautiful 
clothes or other offers to entice her. Usually she enjoyed this attention. It made her 
feel good. She soon learned that she could use her lusty body to get her own way 
and as they began to pounce on her one by one, she honed her skills with great 
aplomb, learning to banter with such mastery, that by the time she joined a brash 
group of corporate lawyers based in Des Moines, she was a polished and 
accomplished adversary, especially when it came to white men. Despite the very 
hard veneer, there was a part of her inside, that was very brittle and vulnerable. 
 
 In 1987, soon after she started working, she was given the responsibility of working 
with one of the firm’s most important clients – the Aggro Corporation. They need a 
colored woman to help them counter the allegations that they were too lily white, but 
they wanted someone who was brash and outgoing, someone who could champion a 
campaign to protect the firm against patent breakers. That was the veneer. 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
1987. 
 
“The redskin cannot be trusted. It takes a white man to get things done.” Belamy 
Bornsilver delighted in his role of CEO at Aggro, almost as much as he enjoyed 
taunting Cheyenne Wolf, his legal adviser and secret lover. Cheyenne could never 
explain why she endured him. He was selfish and narcissistic.  
 
“White men are impotent”. Cheyenne could give as good as she got and better. They 
are continually trying to prove that they’ve got bigger dicks than black men. They are 
too scared to even think of comparing them to what the red man has to offer.”  
 
BB looked at the pedant that hung seductively between her breasts and wanted to 
fuck her, just to prove her wrong. He reached out to fondle her. She slapped his hand 
away in annoyance, “Don’t touch me, you white pig” This was the usual foreplay that 
led to a powerful and vigorous copulation contest between the two of them, that 
usually blew her brains out and left him exhausted. 
 
“You’re always bringing up the Massacre of Spirit Lake as rightful revenge against 
the settlers,” sneered BB with exaggerated contempt, “but look at the facts. Time and 
again, deceit was at the core of redskin behavior” 
 
She looked away from his gaze, annoyed by his comments. 
 
BB took his time to make his point. “Take the scene in the first massacre of innocent 
people, the Rowland Gardner’s family cabin, nestled in a quite grove of trees at 
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Pillsbury Point overlooking Lake West Okoboji. There were nine people there. Mr. 
and Mrs. Gardner, their daughter, Abby, 13 and son, Rowland, 6; Mr. and Mrs. 
Harvey Luce and their two children; Amanda and Albert and a visitor, Robert Clark – 
not exactly an expeditionary force. They were not well off. In fact the Luce’s were 
sharing the tiny fifteen by twenty foot cabin with the Gardners until their own cabin 
could be completed in the spring.” 
 
“So what’s the point?” asked Cheyenne.” It was a massacre!” 
 
“Yes,” replied BB, “But look at the circumstances. My argument goes to the deceit of 
the Indians, not their brave retribution. The Gardners and their guests were sitting 
down to Sunday breakfast when the so-called ‘battle party’ arrived. It wasn’t a group 
of braves howling blue murder – that would have alerted the victims – no, it was a 
cute family group of Inkapaduta’s fourteen warriors together with their horde of 
squaws and papooses. The Gardners had hardly slept that night because they had 
endured the Indians endlessly howling at the moon, like coyotes.” 
 
“Don’t be derogatory”, she warned shaking her finger at him. 
 
BB grabbed the finger and continued, ”So as the Gardners sat down to breakfast, the 
latch bobbed open and a small Indian appeared in the doorway, not bearing the 
hatchet of the mighty warrior, but feigning friendship, he pleaded for help for his 
family who he said were suffering in the dreadful cold. What did the Gardners do, 
they invited them in to join them at breakfast, virtually depleting all their precious 
stores. In fact they had gotten up early that morning because Mr. Gardner was going 
to leave for Fort Doge, 110 miles to the south to get more supplies.” 
 
He paused, savoring Cheyenne’s discomfort.” Instead of being thankful, the group 
was sullen. Perhaps they had hoped to find the hostility that they believed typified the 
white man, but all they got was hospitality. So as they got up to leave, they created 
an uncomfortable situation by demanding ammunition, which of course was refused. 
When one of the braves arrogantly made a lunge for Mr. Gardner’s powder horn on 
the wall, Harvey Luce, Rowland’s son in law stopped him. After a standoff, the brave 
warriors trooped out of the cabin with their tails between their legs. As if they had 
been wronged by their hosts, they cursed at the Gardner’s livestock and even shot at 
them as they stumbled through the snow.” 
 
“The whole story is based on the testimony of a thirteen year old girl who was taken 
captive, and remained bitter all her life,” retorted Cheyenne.”Who knows what really 
happened?” 
 
“Well you seem more than ready to base your views of the just retribution on the 
story. But you only like the facts that support your downtrodden Indian theory. Indians 
could have settled down and acted civilized, participating in development, just like all 
the other settlers, but they chose not to.” BB was unapologetic about his views. 
 
“You continue to distort history,” said Cheyenne. ”Like all white men, you think if you 
repeat yourself often enough or shout loud enough your lies will become truth.” 
 
“The truth is that when Clark and Luce went off to warn other settlers about the 
unruly Indians, they waiting for them to get out of earshot, then massacred them in 
cold blood. Then the braves waited the whole day until it was almost nightfall and 
then returned to the vulnerable Gardner household demanding more flour. When 
Rowland Gardner even offered to give this to them they simply shot him. Then and 
only then, when there were no men left, did they commence their killing spree. 
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Beating the women and children to death with the gun stocks and pieces of firewood 
and as if that were not chilling enough, scalping their innocent victims and taking 
Abbey as hostage, probably to be a sexual slave. A more contemptuous form of 
deceit, I yet to hear of”. He finished. It was as if he took the incident as a personal 
affront to himself. 
 
“Have you finished?” she asked, her olive skin whitened by anger. “It could easily 
have been that they were checking the family before killing them. If they had found 
them generous and willing to share their provisions with them, they might have 
spared them.” 
 
Stirred on by her anger and sensing defeat, BB continued, “Twenty dead, but their 
blood-lust still not satiated, they then moved along the southern shore of East 
Okoboji early on the next morning on Monday searching for more victims.  They 
encountered Joel Howe on the way. He was carrying an empty grain sack because 
his family had run out of its supply and was on his way to his neighbors to borrow 
some. Being unarmed he was an easy target, so they chopped his head off and 
threw in onto the ice on the lake.  In his cabin, they then mercilessly slaughtered Mrs. 
Howe and her five children and then scalped them. Twenty seven people.” 
 
“You whites are arrogant by nature,” she growled, her beautiful eyes filled with rage. 
She could feel the vengeful range of her ancestors and the drive to make whites pay 
for this. 
 
BB was unmoved by her rage. “Under the usual guise of friendship, that was the 
trademark of their modus operandi, they entered the next cabin further north up the 
shoreline and finding no threat, treacherously slaughtered everyone, except two 
women whom they took hostage. What is illustrative of their savagery is that they 
snatched the children out of their mothers’ arms and then beat their brains out on an 
oak tree that was outside. Mrs. Noble survived to tell the tale. She was not a child.” 
 
“You’re so infatuated with your self-righteousness,” said Cheyenne going into the 
attack, “that you forget the impotence of your clan.” 
 
“I’m sure you’ll remind me. Then pretending friendship you’ll kill and scalp me,” he 
taunted. ”On the Friday of the morning March 13th, no less, the band of merciless 
marauders came upon the Marble’s cabin by chance, on the north shores of Spirit 
Lake. In a display of excessively good humor, Inkapaduta and his braves once again 
faked friendship when they met William Marble outside. They wanted food and to 
trade guns. Marble was obviously suspicious, according his wife, who was also taken 
hostage and who saw the incident from the cabin. Marble went along with them even 
to the extent of joining in a shooting contest to test the rifle that he had just traded. As 
soon as he turned away they shot him in the back with a barrage of bullets. By the 
end of that terrible day, a total of thirty two innocent people were slaughtered and 
four women taken hostage – do I need to repeat to you how they were treated?” 
 
 “Your selective view of history is astounding. You put aside all the provocation that 
led to the incident,” said Cheyenne regaining her composure, but determined now to 
retaliate, “Your kind are treacherous in they way you conduct war and when you are 
treated in kind, you squawk like wounded pigs. The Massacre was repayment in the 
spirit of the deed, treachery for treachery. In the eyes of Inkapaduta and his men, it 
was just retribution for the humiliation they had suffered. How could they face 
Wakantanka if they honored enemies, who had treated them with such contempt.” 
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BB smiled embodying in that instant, the arrogance and deceitfulness that Cheyenne 
hated.   
 
“You forget that less than three years earlier in 1854, the same year as the armistice, 
Inkapaduta’s beloved uncle, the great Chief Sidominadota had been in his camp near 
Humboldt along the Des Moines river a little to the south of the Spirit Lake, when 
Henry Lott, archetypal white trader and his stepson approached the Chief and invited 
him to go and assist in hunting a huge herd of elk that was feeding on the river. He 
pretended that it would be a way of putting old enmities between their families behind 
them. He knew that Sidominadota was hard pressed for food and that he would 
readily agree. When they were some distance from the camp, they shot 
Sidominadota and then returned to the household where they slaughtered everyone 
in the household that they could find, including his aged mother. Being incompetent 
whites, they only partially completed the job, allowing two of the injured children to 
escape. They then stuffed their bodies of those they had managed to kill under the 
ice in the creek that ran red with blood. They took Sidominadota's head as a trophy 
and put it up on a pole. When the Sidominadoda’s tribe demanded that Major William 
Williams at Fort Dodge investigate the murders, little happened – the whites were 
indifferent. They simply said they couldn’t find Lott. Same kind of treachery and 
savagery. Same kind of murder of innocent people, but you don’t hear about the 
Massacre of Bloody Run now do you? You don’t see any kind of memorials” 

 
“Now who’s being selective? Sure they were a bad Lott” retorted BB amused by his 
own pun, “but they were retaliating against Sidominadota’s earlier raid on their cabin. 
The Indians had killed his livestock, harassed his wife and his son, Milton died of 
exposure in trying to escape.” 
 
“Except that when Lott’s wife died a short time later, they blamed it on the Indian raid 
and even recently marked her grave with a ten foot pinnacle near Lehigh in Webster 
County. She was the first white woman to die in the county. What about all the 
women of indigenous descent who died? The hypocrisy is galling.” 
 
BB stopped smiling. He did not like the insinuation that whites were as treacherous 
and savage as the Indians.  
 
“Now there’s a pathetic figure for you,” Cheyenne chortled softly, “frosty old Major 
William Williams.” 
  
“What do you mean” asked BB unsure of what new onslaught to expect 
 
Cheyenne commenced the assault. “He loved his title and liked to remind people that 
he was founder, first postmaster and first mayor of Fort Dodge, although there was 
no military encampment there. He called a public meeting only after the second news 
of the massacre reached them on March 24th, carried by travelers who had made the 
one hundred and twenty mile journey. In a grandiose display of courage, he formed a 
battalion consisting of no less than two companies of seventy men to go and bury the 
dead. I can just see the blustery old dodger standing there, in the old Wahkonsa 
schoolhouse and saying, “we’ve got ter bury the dead and catch dem dar Indian 
savages and bring em into custody. I want every able-bodied man worth his salt to 
sign up to volunteer.’” 
 
“So what was wrong with that? They were sent to punish the Indians.” 
 
She laughed contemptuously. “They already had word from Springfield further to the 
north that the Indians had been repulsed by a small group of settlers, but they went 
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anyway. It was the grandness of the response that mattered, not what it achieved. It 
took them seventeen days to complete the journey, in a march that killed two men, 
and nearly obliterated the entire battalion, sending the a group of unprepared men on 
a journey that ordinary settlers, properly prepared, used to undertake on their own 
regularly to get supplies.” She paused. 
 
BB looked puzzled. 
 
“You don’t get it do you?” asked Cheyenne rhetorically, “Look at what happened to 
the expedition and read between the lines. If a small group had gone on horseback, 
they could have completed the journey in a matter of days. Instead they sent men on 
foot and with ox-wagons. On the first days march the motley crew managed to cover 
only six or seven miles to Deer Creek as they traveled along the Des Moines to the 
north. It was strange territory for most of them and the oxen they used, floundered in 
the ravines and creek beds. They slept in the snow in blankets and must have used 
much of their fuel for a big campfire.” 
 
“But the snow was four foot thick on level ground and up to fifteen in the creek beds,” 
countered BB. 
 
“My point exactly,” said Cheyenne. ”It was one of the worst winters in the prairies, 
which the indigenous people and settlers knew well. When they went on journeys, 
they went prepared for what they would meet along the way. But this expedition, 
typical of the way that whites fight their war, was almost pure gesture and no 
substance. The second night they managed to reach Dakota City where most of the 
men stayed in homes or stables. By the fourth night they had only reached 
McKnight’s point twelve miles north of Dakota City and by that stage the battalion 
was already in a poor condition and the men exhausted, with old Major Williams 
rising to the occasion by telling the men, ‘You now understand that this is not to be a 
holiday campaign, and any man in the battalion who feels that he has gone far 
enough is at liberty to return.’ Naturally no one accepted his offer.” 
 
“As I said” reiterated BB,” the going was hard.” 
 
“White men are pricks,” said Cheyenne. ”Always massaging their egos. They’re 
always trying to prove a point. They were clearly out of their depth and ill-prepared, 
but no one would admit it – so they went on. When they reached the Irish Colony at 
Emmetsburg on the shores of Medium Lake, they actually increased the size of the 
force to hundred and twenty-five men. What were they up to? By the ninth night they 
reached Granger’s point, now Estherville, where they met some cavalry officers who 
told them that a force from Fort Ridgeley, who had also heard about the massacre, 
had found Marble’s body at Spirit Lake and buried it, but because of adverse weather 
conditions, had not proceeded further south to bury the victims the other cabins. Only 
after this did Williams call a meeting of the ‘officers’ and decide that it was fruitless 
trying to pursue Inkapaduta. Wednesday, April 1st and the fool Williams finally 
decided to abandon his mission and return to base with his men, defeated by the 
weather. One wonders what would have happened if they actually encountered the 
warriors.” 
 
“Well I think you’re trying to milk the story,” said BB. 
 
“A smaller contingent of twenty five men did continue on to bury the dead, but even 
this group nearly exterminated itself through its own incompetence. They were 
surprised by the unexpectedly frozen earth and in the end, had to resort to digging a 
shallow common grave. Although they were fresh with supplies from Grangers point, 
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they were already starving at this stage and scratching in the dirt at the Gardner’s 
cabin for potatoes, that they had heard were stored below the floor.  Then, as if the 
whole comic farce were not bad enough, they argued about the best way back. Some 
wanted to take a short-cut cross-country route across the prairie through territory that 
they did not know and others were content to take the longer route and go back 
along the river, the same way they had come. Instead of discussing this sensibly and 
arriving at a common position, Capt. Johnson who was leading the group, took the 
nonsensical half-military, half democratic step of ordering the men into ranks, asking 
those in favor of taking the short cross-country route to take two paces forward. The 
men in favor of taking the route that had been followed previously, were told to stand 
fast. As the day was quite warm and the prospects looked good, sixteen of the men, 
including Capt Johnson chose to take their chances by going via the short cut, the 
rest chose to return the way they had come. After a fruitless appeal to the group to 
join them in taking the shortcut, Johnson and the others, after taking their share of 
the supplies, set out cross-country, once again demonstrating white mens’ naiveté. 
The warm day had melted the snow. The ground was wet and muddy and the going 
difficult, particularly through the deep drifts. Before long their boots and socks were 
thoroughly soaked and they were wet up to their shoulders, but they were jubilant at 
the thought of going home. Suddenly, they were hit by a blizzard about three a clock 
in the afternoon and the visibility was reduced to nothing in the swirling snow and 
howling wind. Exposed on the prairie, the men looked around desperately for some 
cover among scattered trees or high grass. In the confusion the group splintered. 
Johnson was together with two other men, Burkeholder and Smith. The cold froze the 
water in their boots and clothing. Exhausted by their ordeal, Johnson and 
Burkeholder sat down and took their boots off to warm their feet and restore the 
circulation. To no avail Smith tried to persuade them not to, trying to urge them to 
keep moving and find cover, warning that they would never be able to get their boots 
on again. Eventually, he had to leave them behind. He last saw them on their knees 
struggling to stand as he moved on. Their bodies were only found eleven years later.” 
 
“They were heroes,” said BB annoyed by Cheyenne’s depiction of the men as fools. 
 
“Take a group of white men,” Cheyenne continued determined to make her point, 
“and again and again they will repeat the same mistakes. They think with their dicks.” 
 
Without warning BB hit her hard across her face. She slapped him back. He then 
grabbed her and kissed her and thrust his tongue into her mouth. She responded 
passionately. Within seconds he was thrusting his penis deep inside her and she 
groaned with excitement. Inexplicably he knew exactly which buttons to press. He 
exposed one of her breasts and sucked her nipple, continuing to thrust violently. She 
exploded into repeated orgasms, begging him to stop, which he would not do. Stars 
seemed to burst like supernovae and obscured her vision. Fighting to contain his 
urge to ejaculate, he pushed hard, while she continued to convulse until she was 
crying. Victoriously he withdrew and said, “I can fuck you any day and still win.” Half-
heartedly, she tried to slap him. “I’ll tell your wife,” she threatened without conviction. 
He went to the toilet, masturbated and then left leaving her lying with her dress torn, 
and hoisted on the petard of her own orgasms. 
 
That was the end of him. A man should be careful not to rape his lawyer. But for her 
it was not the end. It was not even the middle. It was only just after the beginning.



 

 

  
 Chapter 13: Loess & Lust 

 
When one tugs at a single thing in nature he finds it attached to the rest of the world. 
 John Muir 
 
 
Away, away then I must go.  
Up into these hills where the prairies grow.  
And nature speaks to let us know  
the wisdom in a flower. 
Runkel's "Ode to the Loess Hills." 
 
“Like winds and sunsets, wild things were taken for granted until progress began to 
do away with them. Now we face the question whether a still higher 'standard of 
living' is worth its cost in things natural, wild, and free. For us of the minority, the 
opportunity to see geese is more important than television, and the chance to find a 
pasque-flower is a right as inalienable as free speech” 
 Aldo Leopold. 
. 
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Autumn  September, 25th 1983 – the day the world nearly died 
 
Everything is connected. That’s been said before. No butterfly’s flutter too gentle to 
stir up tornadoes. No women’s sigh too soft to drown out the clatter of men in battle. 
 
James Gleick, trying to understand Chaos in the Making: A New Science could have 
been talking about a waterwheel grinding the maize when he said “At the top, water 
drips steadily into containers hanging on the wheel's rim. Each container drips 
steadily from a small hole. If the stream of water is slow, the top containers never fill 
fast enough to overcome friction, but if the stream is faster, the weight starts to turn 
the wheel. The rotation might become continuous. Or if the stream is so fast that the 
heavy containers swing all the way around the bottom and up the other side, the 
wheel might then slow, stop, and reverse its rotation, turning first one way and then 
the other.” 
 
Many think of Iowa as a flat landscape with little topographic variation. However, in 
the west the Loess Hills rise 200 feet above the flat plains forming a thin band 
running parallel to the Missouri river for 200 miles from north to south. Although from 
the east, the gently rolling hills of the plains blend almost imperceptibly into the steep 
ridges of the Loess Hills, on the western side, the steep angles and sharp bluffs are 
in sharp contrast to the flat rectangular cornfields of the Missouri River flood plain 
below. 
 
When Merriwether Lewis, William Clark and their Corps of Discovery passed within a 
few miles of the Loess Hills in the dawn of the 19th Century, it was largely a treeless 
landscape. Back then; fire would scorch any given patch of prairie every four to 
seven years. Over the years dry matter would gradually accumulate until one autumn 
day a conflagration of towering flames and intense heat, which the painter George 
Catlin described in 1832 as a "Hell of fires" would gallop across the landscape faster 
than a man on horseback. But rather than bring death and destruction, the fire 
brought renewal and was as vital to the survival of the prairie as water itself. In 
response, prairie plants evolved root systems up to 15 feet deep to survive the 
flames. Over generations the soil became deeply enriched. In some protected gorges 
a few small clumps of trees might survive. 
 
Loess (pronounced "luss"), is German for loose or crumbly. Put plainly it is simply 
sand - a gritty, lightweight, porous material composed of tightly packed grains of 
quartz, feldspar, mica, and other minerals. Formed in the grinding glaciers of 
repeated ice ages, loess is the source of America’s rich agricultural soils, and is 
common throughout the U.S. and the rest of the world. Although loess is common, 
there is nothing like the Loess Hills of Iowa. Shaanxi, China, for example has loess 
layers that are even deeper, more extensive and much older, two and a half million 
years to be precise. But the Shaanxi loess hills have been greatly altered by both 
natural and human activity and no longer retain their original characteristics. Today 
they are unremarkable. Iowa's Loess Hills are different. The two hundred feet layers 
are carved into an intricately carved terrain of extraordinary beauty and a rare 
geologic feature.  
 
If one were a bird, like an eagle soaring high above the ground, one would look down 
on a patterned topography of finely pleated sand dunes and long, meandering ridges, 
broken like fractals into spines with rows of smaller ridges projecting out like ribs, and 
even smaller spur ridges projecting from these in turn. Natural terraces follow the 
contours of the hills because of the sandy soil's peculiar tendency to settle into 
straight vertical walls. These "catsteps", which are the unmistakable signatures of 
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loess terrain, create a complex network of ridges with nonstop prairie vistas - a 
hiker's dream, set among a rambling choice of hilltop mazes.  
 
Although most of Iowa's prairie long ago fell victim to the plow or the pavement, 
because the Loess Hills are usually too steep for row crops, pockets of high-quality 
virgin prairie remain among the hills, a jewel, a tiny remnant of the wealth that once 
there was. Big bluestem, little bluestem, sideoats grama, and dozens of other 
grasses, lilac, violet and purple colored prairie clovers, lead plant, sedges, and 
flowering plants mottle the hills. They still offer a rich harvest to wild turkeys, 
pheasant, and bobwhites, and provide refuge for foxes, mink, and badgers but the 
vast herds of bison, elk, and pronghorn for which they once furnished fodder are long 
vanquished. 
 
By day the intense heat of the sun beats down on the plains, broken occasionally by 
a passing cloud or the parching winds from the west. Pocket mice, ornate box turtles, 
Great Plains skinks, and prairie rattlesnakes scrabble around in dry savannah. 
Vultures, and many other birds of prey glide overhead in giant circles, while down 
below, hidden in cool creeks and ponds, herons and ducks take shelter. By night 
great horned and barred owls rule the roost.  
 
Where once there were indigenous animals that somehow knew where to graze 
without damage, exotic cattle now overgraze many areas. Developers, oblivious to 
the wealth in the earth, mine for fill dirt. Road construction workers leave exposed 
cuts prone to erosion. Affluent homeowners fleeing the sprawl of Sioux City, Omaha 
and Council Bluffs and, instinctively reaching out for tranquility, set up ten-acre 
ranchettes, "landscaping" their rural getaways with invasive trees and fragmenting 
habitat with new roads that bring more destruction. All this settlement brings a new 
wave of threat to the survival of the prairie. Then there is perhaps the most powerful 
menace that it has ever faced - fire suppression. Without the occasional blaze, the 
prairie quickly becomes overgrown with trees. Their roots cannot hold the fragile 
loess soil the way prairie vegetation does – and rapidly it is lost and washed away 
into the Missouri. 
. 
“Bel,” said Cheyenne, “You’ve got what we came for, now can you please get me 
back to Sioux City, as you promised. I’ve got a court case tomorrow and I need to 
prepare this evening”. Her woman’s instincts told her that he was distracted and not 
wanting to pay her attention. 
 
“Dan, He asked baring his selfishness brazenly, “Could you be a star and drop 
Cheyenne off in Sioux City?” 
 
“Bel?” she queried. “Mr. de Boer has got other things to do. It’s more than a hundred 
miles.” She tried to gently steer him to think about his responsibilities. 
 
“You don’t mind do you Dan?” BB was so fixated in the joy of his new acquisition 
even the promise of a midday fuck with Cheyenne didn’t tempt him. 
 
“Its OK, I don’t mind. I’ve got some business myself in Sioux City. It’s no problem.” 
 
“Fuck you!” said Cheyenne, “you’re bloody minded and selfish” storming out of the 
room. BB was unmoved. She could see the alarm in Dan’s eyes as he immediately 
reacted. 
 
“My car is this way,” Dan followed and guided her. She took his lead passively 
seething with anger. 
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For a long time she sat without talking and Dan let her have her silence. She felt 
angry at the way she could never get men to treat her with respect. 
 
To avoid the traffic Dan took the back roads. Cheyenne could instantly feel his 
mastery of the terrain. He revered the hills and small riverine areas of the land 
around them. They seemed for him to throng with gentle people going their own way. 
In the distance, over to the left, gleamed beautiful West Okoboji Lake, much as it had 
since it was born in the retreat of the mighty Wisconsin glacier a dozen millennia 
earlier.  To the right lay many small ponds and prairie potholes hollowed out by the 
glacier, the remnants of which had become wetlands and now were drained by the 
slowly flowing Mill, Waterman, Coal, and Dry Run Creeks as they meandered across 
the countryside. They flowed into Ocheydan, the Floyd and the Little Sioux River 
several of which they crossed a few times on low bridges as they wended their way 
to the south through the countryside towards the Missouri in the east. 
 
 In the quiet morning, time seemed endless. Cheyenne allowed herself to sulk. Dan 
spoke, almost to himself as he reflected on the silent ticking of the clock over many 
ages. 
 
“About a thousand years ago these valleys were alive with the Mill Creek people.” He 
said. “They lived lightly on the land and quietly used its abundant natural resources, 
so much so, one would have hardly noticed that they were there. But if you look 
carefully, even now, you can see the traces of the villages that they once built in the 
protected valleys along all these small streams. This gave them abundant access to 
fresh water, fertile soil and timber. They fished, collected clams and a variety of 
edible plants from around the streams. In the woodlands they hunted deer, elk, 
squirrel, a variety of birds using almost every part of these for tools, clothing and 
containers. From the forest they gathered nuts, roots, berries and sap. Trees 
provided wood for fires, housing, tools and dugout canoes. They made string and 
woven articles from the bark. Beyond the woodlands and the forests near the 
streams were the plains and prairies. There they found the great herds of buffalo  
which provided even more meat and hides. From their bones they made hoes, 
bracelets, hide-scraping tools and gaming pieces. They worshipped the natural world 
for the way it sustained them and in celebration they adorned their clothing made 
with animal skins and fur with the bright feathers of many birds.” 
 
Cheyenne said nothing but listened. 
 
“They were probably among Iowa’s first farmers,” he continued, his sensitive eyes 
speaking with a silent passion, “perhaps they diverted a little water from the streams 
to irrigate corn, beans and pumpkins in the rich bottom-land soils in their small 
gardens which they would slowly move around to maintain the fertility of the soil. 
They were certainly ingenious. From the small rounded stones they found in the 
streambeds they made tools to grind corn into flour. They also shaped hammers and 
axes by grinding stream pebbles against coarser rocks.  They made arrowheads, 
scrapers and knives by chipping pieces of quartz-like rocks called chert. Although 
there may have been a little chert in the streambeds near the villages, they also 
traded with their neighbors along the Missouri River who had much more access to 
suitable stone.” 
 
“You sound like my grandmother” Cheyenne finally said. She felt like a child who was 
becoming weary with a temper tantrum. 
 
“I’m sorry” apologized Dan, I am ranting on”. 
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“No, I didn’t mean it that way,” she said and smiled. “I used to love the way she would 
tell me stories. I hated only that they ended”. She had forgotten about BB. She liked 
the way Dan talked, but listened. 
 
“Like all stories,” he lamented, the Mill Creek people’s story also ended. ”For nearly 
250 years they lived in this way in nearly perfect harmony with nature almost on their 
own, but not quite. In the south, near where St. Louis is today, there was once a 
great city called "Cahokia” which they supplied from their abundant bounty. In return, 
traders from Cahokia gave the Mill Creek people things that they could not obtain in 
Iowa including seashells from the Gulf of Mexico. But not all their neighbors were so 
benign. Another group of Indians, the ‘Oneota,’ wanted their land and periodically 
attacked them. In the end they had to form protective forts of logs around their 
villages.” 
 
“Then what happened” Cheyenne dreaded the answer. There always seemed to be 
the same ending to stories about Indian people. 
 
“We don’t know.” Dan suddenly understood that extinctions had become part of the 
cycle of existence in this part of the world. “They disappeared almost as quietly as 
they had come. Perhaps they moved on elsewhere where they would not be 
attacked. Perhaps they moved on because there wasn’t enough food for them plus 
more rapacious neighbors.” 
 
“Perhaps they were exterminated” she could hear her own cynicism. That’s always 
the way for my people. ’Oh God why do you always do this?” 
 
 Dismayed at the thought, the two sat quietly as Dan drove on through O Brien 
County. He had thought that he might detour past Primghar and stop at Mill Creek so 
that they could look at the archaeological diggings there, but then thought it might 
upset her and continued straight down the M36. 
 
“Beautiful View” said Dan pulling off the road momentarily at a high point as it 
crossed into Buena Vista county just before they reached Linn Grove and looked out 
over the maize fields as they rolled into the distance. “This is one of the windiest sites 
in Iowa. There’s been talk of building a wind farm here among the corn fields” 
 
“I never drive this way. I always avoid the back roads,” she admitted as they 
continued down the road to a bridge over the Little Sioux River. “It’s strictly straight 
down highway 71 for me.” 
 
“The Old O Brien Glacier Trail and the Inkapaduta Canoe Trail cross here.” He said. 
“Hard to believe that this was all once covered by glaciers. Now it’s just these gently 
rolling plains covered by glacial drift.”  
 
‘I have been down the Canoe Trail”, she announced. ‘Believe it or not, Inkapaduta 
was one of my ancestors. I felt that I should at least pass through the places that they 
walked.” It’s green, warm and sunny now. When they were there it was in the middle 
of the most bitter winter there had been for years.” 
 
‘It’s such a peaceful ride now,” he agreed. He had also been along the trail. This was 
something they had shared together. Suddenly she began to melt, like the frozen 
sheet that once covered the plains. He pointed out an example of terminal moraine 
as they wended their way alongside a forested creek. 
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‘What’s ‘terminal moraine’? ” she asked. 
 
‘It’s one of the features of glaciation,” he answered. “A large glacier usually carves 
out a deep U-shaped valley for itself. When it melts it leaves behind a ridge of loose 
stone which the ice had scraped off the sides and bottom of its valley.” 
 
‘Its fascinating traveling with you” she said. “Where do you learn all this stuff?” 
 
As they drove into Cherokee he replied indirectly with a question, “There’s a 
wonderful little museum here, have we got time to stop for a moment?” 
 
“It’s still early, I’d love to have look” 
 
Sandford is not a large museum. Like many small country museums it struggles in 
limited space to bravely to display a variety of subjects including Archaeology, Art, 
Astronomy, Geology, History, Natural History and Paleontology. But like every 
museum, it has its own unique surprises for the inquisitive visitor, some that one will 
find no-where else on earth. For the visitor traveling across the prairies and farmland 
of pragmatic Iowa, the Planetarium is certainly a surprise.  But for Cheyenne on that 
day it, it was the other displays that caught her attention and came alive as she ran 
excitedly from one exhibit to another like a child on her first visit.  She was 
particularly interested in a table model of a scene showing the Mill Creek culture that 
Dan had told her about. It reminded her of the little dolls she had once played with. 
The small figures of people and their animals milled about the reconstructed villages 
alongside a small stream.  
 
For a moment she was a little girl again, with her daddy who never once took her to a 
museum. “Look she pointed excitedly, the Mill Creek people. You were telling me 
about them. They look so happy” 
 
Nearby there was a large block of coal, the remains of a magnificent tree 
transmogrified over time with a beautiful imprint of a fossil conifer leaf. Next to it was 
a petrified log, its concentric rings immortalized for all time in mineralized grains of 
different colors. 
 
“Even after they are dead” said Dan, “Trees continue to tell us the Earth’s story” 
 
Nearby was a group of dinosaur bones collected by local enthusiasts, each with its 
own text and what it revealed about the past of northwest Iowa.  
 
“What about dead bones?” she asked like a precocious student flirting with the 
lecturer. 
 
“I suppose dead bones tell us a story too!” He corrected his earlier thought as he 
reflected, then even before he finished that thought he looked up at the next display 
and corrected himself again, “I suppose everything tells us a story” 
 
A graphic display of the cretaceous period whose bedrock dominated that part of 
Iowa told the tale of a world that had almost gone extinct when a massive stony 
meteorite hit Manson less than one hundred miles away to the east. Seventy four 
million years ago almost all the plants and animals, including dinosaurs and small 
mammals that lived in an idyllic warm, moist climate with its splendid fern-rich, mixed 
conifer and deciduous forest was instantly obliterated. 
 
“The past is full of loss,” she said. ”I miss my grandmother.” 
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A friendly museum attendant who knew Dan and who had enthusiastically been 
showing them around, saw her sadness and said. “Lets not dwell in the past. Come 
let me show you the Planetarium.” He led a small group of visitors into the 
planetarium and began the show. Suddenly they were in pitch-blackness with blazing 
stars around them transported to the eons before the time of the Manson meteor and 
then leaping forward era by era in a matter of minutes to the present time and then to 
the future. Time became fluid like the bottom of the glacier compressed by tons of 
ice. Sitting in the darkness Cheyenne became aware of the strange gentleness of the 
man sitting next to her. Perhaps it was the mixture of the past and future and 
memories of her grandmother, but there was a warmth she felt towards him, that she 
had not felt for another man for a very long time. He was sensitive and she felt she 
could be safe with him. She longed for him to put his arm around her. Where she 
touched his arm in the seat next to her, she felt a tingling. He felt it too. 
 
When they came out of the museum, it was as if she was a changed woman. The 
coldness and iciness of the beginning of their trip was gone and she was smiling and 
bubbling with enthusiasm. It was as if a flood had washed away superficial covering 
deposits of gravel and sand that covered her bedrock and revealed the soul within – 
a soul that had lain hidden since her own ice ages had commenced in her own 
adolescence. She began talking about her Grandmother Makawee and her home at 
Flandreau. All at once the glacial land fractures, drumlins, eskers, kettles, moraines, 
and even the glacial lakes of her visible personality were beginning to make sense. 
. 
And Dan realized, not for the first time, that she was extraordinarily beautiful. Her 
features were the perfect woman of the plains. An exquisite nose, soft, warm lips and 
smooth, bronze skin and sensuous Indian eyes. He could not help himself observing 
the magnificent twin hummock of her breasts as her dream catcher pendant hung 
between them. She was suddenly an amazing blend of the fertile Amerindian maiden 
living in that place since immemorial time and the quintessential modern American 
woman bursting with contemporary sexuality. 
 
“I’m glad you are feeling better. You were angry this morning,” Dan said. 
 
“BB’s selfish,” she replied. “He’s not worth talking about. He promised he would take 
me home straight after the meeting” 
 
She remained cheerful. They walked along the short stretch of sidewalk to Dan’s car. 
There was a poster advertising the local movie house. “War Gaming” was showing.  
 
She saw the interest in his eyes 
 
“Do you like science fiction,” she asked. 
 
“I do,” he admitted. “What kind of movies do you like?” 
 
“I like romance,” she answered. “I like men and women loving each other.” 
 
“Is BB your boyfriend?” he asked clumsily, not quite knowing how to deal with her 
statement. 
 
Cheyenne stopped for a moment. She looked at Dan to see if he could be trusted. 
There was no malice in his perceptive eyes. He looked sheepish and embarrassed to 
have asked her. She wanted to test if he would judge her. With surprising candor she 
said, “I don’t have boyfriends, I have men.” 
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Dan didn’t quite know what to make of her reply. So she expanded. He listened 
fascinated as she told him with remarkable frankness of what it had meant to be an 
Indian woman growing up on the fringes of American society, part of it, but excluded 
and stigmatized by years of Hollywood Westerns. How she had struggled to become 
a lawyer. What she had done to succeed. 
 
“Would you like an ice cream,” he said as they drove into Le Mars, home to Wells' 
Dairy since 1913, product of a family who had created the undisputed ice-cream 
capital of the world and who were still proud to live, work and play in a community 
that had prospered since 1869. In that same year the township was platted but no 
lots were offered for sale until June of 1879 when railroad builder John I. Blair arrived 
on a special train with a company of officials and a group of ladies. When the train 
drew into the station, the ladies were asked to suggest a name for the town, then 
known as St. Paul Junction. Being the inventive pioneers they were and ever able to 
improvise, the ladies, whose names were Lucy Underhill, Elizabeth Parson, Mary 
Weare, Anna Blair, Rebecca Smith and Sarah Reynolds, wrote down the first initials 
of their first names and after a few moments of thought arrived at an ingenious 
arrangement of them so as to produce the novel name "Le Mars." The acronym 
which suggested an exotic place somewhere else in the solar system became their 
home on a god-given piece of rich prairie land in Northwest Iowa on planet Earth. 
 
“No one has bought me an ice-cream since I was a little girl,” Cheyenne reminisced 
ruefully. 
 
They sat together in the ice-cream parlor that looked like a big barn with an old “Blue 
Bunny” ice-cream wagon parked outside. Cheyenne savored a festival of chocolate 
delights. For her, as with many women, chocolate was a symbol of the luscious 
things that a woman would usually have to forgo in daily life and she feasted with 
appetite.  
 
“When I was born in the 1960s, we were a tiny community, really,” she said, “a few 
hundred people. The Flandreau Indian School, where I went to school and my father 
and grandparents had gone to school before me, continued to struggle. All round, we 
were plagued by uncertainty.” 
 
Dan relished a Sundae just as he had done when he was much younger. Gone were 
the days when the ice cream and syrup concoction which the Midwest had invented 
in the 1890s was associated with the Sundays on which the religious shunned the 
drinking of soda’s. 
 
Cheyenne continued. “Even the Kennedy Administration which tried to make our 
reservation more viable by creating local jobs, failed miserably. By the time of the 
Vietnam War, the general economic conditions were so bad the assistance was 
severely curtailed. Even though we got a small payout in 1967 to compensate us for 
the lands that were stolen in 1830 and 1851, it was not enough. In the end most 
young people had to leave. Where did you grow up, Dan?” 
 
Dan scooped the last of his ice cream with a long spoon. 
 
“I grew up on a farm near Pella” he replied, “My parents were both Dutch. They came 
out to Iowa after the Second World War, so I am really a first generation American. 
My mother Marguerite was formerly a Tangemann – she was a Jew that survived by 
denying her heritage. It has plagued her ever since.” 
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 “Just like my parents. They wanted to expunge our Sioux history and become just 
like other Christian Americans”. The two walked back to the car and resumed their 
trip along highway 75 to Sioux City. “I suppose, all I ever learned from them was that 
there was something to be ashamed of.” 
 
“What are you ashamed of”, asked Dan 
 
She didn’t answer immediately, “Would you mind if we didn’t go straight back? I’m 
feeling so relaxed. I don’t want the trip to end.” 
 
“Let’s visit Broken Kettle,” he replied, we can stroll through the prairie. He turned off 
at Merrill where there was a sign 
 
“I’ve never walked in the Loess Hills I don’t suppose I’ve ever had anyone to go there 
with. Strange name  ‘Broken Kettle” she said as they crossed a small bridge over the 
Creek. 
 
“I originally thought it was an example of a geological kettle that they named it after”, 
he had felt a bit foolish about that, “but it wasn’t.” 
 
“What’s a kettle?” She asked puzzled. “You told me about it earlier.” 
 
“It’s a hollow, a lake, caused by a big block of ice that lay buried in moraine left 
behind a by retreating glacier. But that didn’t apply here. The name was much 
simpler. Some French traders met a group of Sioux on the bend of the creek and 
gave them some new kettles. They then discarded all their old broken kettles, and so 
that’s how the Creek got its name. “ 
 
Cheyenne thought about her own life. There was a great big void in the middle of it. It 
was as if there had been a block of ice left behind in her that had melted now, but left 
a space that could not be filled. She looked at Dan and wanted him to try and fill the 
void. 
 
They parked and then began wending their way up a hill to a viewpoint. There was 
the chill of the coming winter in the air. He held out his hand to help her up. There 
was a mutual tingling as their hands clasped. Dan felt a crushing warmth towards her 
as they walked through the short bluestem grass and the tall blue-eyed prairie 
grasses, the sideoats gramma full with golden seed. There was blaze of purple 
coneflowers with two beautiful orange and black butterflies mating on them. Dan 
went closer to try and identify them.  
 
“Look” he said, “a male and female Regal Fritillary together. They are quite unusual, 
especially at this time of year.” Their forewings are orange a little like the Monarchs, 
but look at the black hind wings; that’s quite distinctive.  
 
The butterflies fluttered away to make love higher in the vegetation. He leaned down 
and picked her one of the purple coneflowers and gave it to her. 
 
”So many of the beautiful flowers are the color purple” she said appreciatively and 
kissed him. “ 
 
They reached the ridges of one of the loess hills that followed a serpentine course 
between deep wooded valleys on either side. Erosion had sculpted the irregular ridge 
crests in into unusual shapes. There were peaks and saddles that resembled an 
animal's back and the distinctive catsteps, like staircases leading down the slopes 
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where the soil had slipped down forming terraces. Here and there were gorges where 
small landslips had become avalanches and torn soil away from an entire slope. 
 
From the crest of the hill the vista was breathtaking. It was as if they were standing 
on the ridge of a desert sand dune had been covered with verdant vegetation. The 
green was beginning to brown with the cooler season and here and there was the 
scar of exposed soil in eroded valleys, which crumbled off into the great northern 
tablelands in distance. Immediately around them there were long, meandering ridges, 
like spines with rows of smaller ridges projecting out like ribs, and even smaller spur 
ridges projecting from these in turn. Like a fractal he thought, his own feeling of déjà 
vu a fractal itself, a fragment of a familiar memory, the reflection of an image in a 
myriad of reflected images in a hallway of mirrors. 
 
“Amazing, all this has been blown here” 
 
“Blown here?” she queried 
 
“All this sandy loess on which we are standing was once crushed under boulders at 
the feet of enormous glaciers, and then swept along by the winds to be piled up here 
when the ice retreated to create this magnificent range of hills” 
 
“Blown here!” she repeated her earlier statement with a slight change of intonation 
that might have puzzled a computer, but which Dan instantly understood to mean 
that she had suddenly comprehended the incredibility of it all. 
 
“Yes, as if God, has pursed His lips and breathed over His landscape once more and 
gently puffed the drift into fantastic forms as a child might blow patterns with grains of 
sand on the beach, building little hills and watching small cascades tear down the 
sides if they became too steep ” 
 
When he mentioned God, for some reason she thought immediately of WakanTanka 
rather than the image of Jesus that her parents had tried to ram down her throat. All 
things created have the print, the touch, of the Creator. Wakan, the mystery. Tankan 
the Greatest of All. 
 
“Do you think about God often?” she asked him. It was clear that she was asking 
herself as much as she was asking him. 
 
“I puzzle about God a great deal” he answered, “but I am no nearer to understanding 
what to believe” 
 
“Sometimes when its very quiet” she said with a warm glow in her eyes, “ I think I can 
feel God breathing. I can never hear any words, only the quiet exhaling, like the 
gentle breath of my grandmother when she told me the stories of how we got here.” 
 
“That’s how the ancient peoples in Mesopotamia and Egypt describe God, almost as 
his name was the soft sound of someone breathing out.” 
 
“My grandmother Makawee said that when Tate, the great Wind God saw Ite for he 
first time, he was breathless. Ite was the most beautiful woman in all creation.” As 
Cheyenne looked directly into his eyes, he suddenly felt he was Tate standing in front 
of the epitome of all beauty wondering if he should transgress the rules that gave the 
worldly order its structure. It didn’t matter that Ite’s beauty was a product of Iktomi’s 
devious scheme to ridicule the great Goddess Hanwi, the Moon, by attracting the 
eyes of Wi, the Sun. She was radiant. 
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They descended from the crest along a small winding path down the catsteps to a 
small nest of trees in a small gorge that had been protected from prairie fires. 
Cheyenne could feel Dan’s strength as he helped her down some slippery slopes. 
She could see the tightness of his thighs and his buttocks as they braced his body 
during the descent. Through the open v of his shirt she could see the hair on his 
chest. He was good looking. 
 
They reached the shade of a tall Ponderosa Pine whose lower branches had long 
fallen off and were decomposed into the soil around them. The shadow of the pine 
faded into the shadows of a nearby Burr oak and its shadow into that of a Birch 
below. There was the quite coolness that one finds in woods.  Dan stripped away a 
small piece of yellow-brown Ponderosa Pine bark. Underneath he could imagine the 
hundreds of living rings of tissue each telling a year’s tale of conveying the life forces 
up and down this majestic being, born in this place before white men came to 
America. For a moment the fragrance of vanilla and butterscotch floated in the air. 
 
“Reminds me of Blue Bunny Ice-Cream at Le Mars,” she smiled seductively, and then 
continued, “Tate couldn’t keep his hands off Ite. There was some heavy breathing 
and after he had breathed on her four times they had four sons, the North, West, 
East and South Winds. Each of them also was to do a lot of blowing.” 
 
Dan could scarcely contain himself. Cheyenne was so full and lush. He could feel 
she was ready for taking, like a succulent red apple waiting to be plucked from the 
tree. Like the succulent phloem that lay under the Ponderoza bark which her Native 
American ancestors had once eaten together with the delicious pine seeds. He could 
imagine her stripped of her Indian dress, her breasts exposed and their two bodies 
locked in pulsing ecstasy on a bed the soft lemon scented pine needles that lay 
around them. 
 
Cheyenne looked deeply into his brown eyes. His auburn hair was windswept over 
his forehead. He had a dimple in his chin. Though he wore glasses, they were wide-
brimmed and complemented the strongly chiseled masculine jaw. A manly stubble 
was showing through the sunburned farmer’s skin. She wanted him to hold her. 
 
She held out her arm to pull her gently towards him. He stiffened. “I’m married”, he 
stammered 
 
‘Don’t be afraid of me” she said quietly, “I’m married too.” 
 
He smiled and gently hugged her without kissing or speaking as he struggled to 
contain the fire in him. The warmth of his embrace almost turned her to liquid. 
 
“You think I am a whore,” she said puzzled that he had not kissed her and thrust his 
tongue into her mouth or pushed her down onto the pine-needle bed around them. 
 
He held her at arms length and looked lovingly into her eyes, which turned soft and 
fawn-like, full of passion and desire. His gaze made her squirm and she felt as if she 
wanted to dissolve into him. “I was thinking that you are beautiful,” he said finally. 
‘You are an exquisite Indian princess that an ordinary man can only admire but not 
touch. I am enchanted by you” 
 
Cheyenne warmed to his words. “Thank you, we squaws have a way with men” she 
replied. The moment had passed and they resumed walking along the shady path, 
which leveled off in the cool woodlands near the bottom of the gorge where the 
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Broken Kettle Creek shimmered. In the distance they heard the plaintiff howl of a 
coyote. 
 
“I think of you as an exciting contemporary Indian woman, not a squaw,” he 
countered. For me you’re a lawyer, not a maiden in a Tipi.”  
 
They stopped for a moment near the creek and his sharp archaeological eye spotted 
a mound. There was a piece of broken pottery showing through the earth. It had once 
been a part of water container and had a motif of a weeping eye. A group of the Mill 
Creek people had once lived here. After showing it to her, he carefully, almost 
reverently replaced the shard where he had found it. 
 
They walked through the gorge and up the other side until they reached a ridge again 
and looked over towards the west where the Missouri cut its way through the prairies. 
Dan felt the deep wounds she was showing and felt an urge to protect her. 
 
Dan’s words seemed to switch on the part of her being where her confidence lay. 
The part that she usually obscured with a veneer of coldness. Suddenly she began 
talking and teaching him things he did not know. 
 
“Look there, timpsula, the breadroot, what whites call the Prairie Turnip or ground 
potato” she said pointing at a plant with star-shaped clusters of dark green leaves 
and a small spike of lavender flowers that were beyond their bloom time. “This one is 
late. Tinpsila itkahca wi, is how we describe the month of June, meaning the moon 
when breadroot is ripe. Soon it will be completely dried out, break off and like 
tumbleweed, its seeds will scatter over the prairies. My grandmother taught me that 
all these plants point to each other and that when our ancestors followed the buffalo 
on the plains before the onset of winter, this was their staple. They also used the 
leaves as medicine. I used to play games at collecting it when I was a girl and made 
porridge and fried bread, just like grandmother did, pretending that I was a young 
woman preparing food for my husband.” 
 
“You learned a lot from your Grandmother,” said Dan fascinated by Cheyenne’s 
eloquence. 
 
Cheyenne continued, “Grandmother told me a very romantic story which made me 
cry and I kept asking her to tell it to me again and again.” 
 
“Tell me the story,” he said, as they held hands and walked back towards the car.  
 
“On one clear night a young maiden spied the Morning Star and fell in love. She 
wished she could marry him. Several days later, the star, a handsome young man, 
came down from the sky and saw her and was smitten. Before long he made her his 
bride, taking her back with him to the heavens. Morning Star's mother, the Moon, 
gave her new daughter-in-law a special gift, a root digger. But she warned the bride 
not to harvest a certain breadroot, which was sacred and thus might bring evil if 
touched. Each day, the young woman gathered vegetables with the root digger, 
carefully avoiding the breadroot. But eventually her curiosity won out and she dug up 
the plant. Peering through the resulting hole in the sky that she had made, the young 
wife saw her old tribe and grew homesick. When her husband and his parents 
discovered the hole, they ordered her and her newborn child to return to her people. 
Using spider silk as a ladder, the woman, carrying her baby, the digging stick and the 
sacred timpsula, descended through the hole that she had dug and descended back 
to earth, to the great joy of her tribal people who had missed her. Since then the plant 
has always been part of the Lakota’s sacred Sundance.” 
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“A beautiful story,” he said. 
 
“In retrospect I find the allegory very moving” she continued. ”Gifts from the one’s we 
love can be our undoing, and we may lose our lover, but the lessons we learn in 
loving can live on for ever.” 
 
He put his arms around her affectionately. “You’ve lost a lot to love,” he said reading 
the sadness that had shadowed her beautiful eyes. 
 
“Indians sacrifice for love,” she said, “especially Indian women! We have loved whites 
since first they came to our lands and we hoped for heaven. But always it is the same 
for us, descent through the hole we have dug for ourselves, along a silken ladder 
maybe, carrying the baby, a little wiser perhaps, but always back.” 
 
Her sadness made him want to kiss her. Comfort her; make her understand that love 
need not be like that. But he held back. He did not know what to say. 
 
“Down there is where it happened to us, women.” She pointed towards the Missouri 
River and beyond where the high dry plains collided with the Niobrara River basin. 
“When we think of the Lewis and Clark’s Expedition,” she said, “and who was 
exploring whom, we always forget about the women. We hear about the ambitions of 
Thomas Jefferson with his ideas on Manifest Destiny. How he sought to civilize the 
Indians – to get them to exchange their hunting weapons, breechcloths and heathen 
ideas for plows, trousers and Christianity - so that the United States could occupy 
and commercialize their Louisiana Purchase. We hear about the nomadic Teton 
Sioux, their petty tribal wars and the Brulé Chiefs Black Buffalo, Buffalo Medicine, 
and Tortohongar, whom the whites called the Partisan, who wanted to control all 
trade with the Indians to the west and demanded guns and whiskey. We hear about 
the butting of male ego against male ego – a stalemate that was leading to disaster. 
Even though the White man needed the Sioux and the Sioux needed the White Man, 
they couldn’t find a way. So, the women took the initiative. They knew that the Corps 
of Discovery were essentially a group of soldiers far away from women of their own, 
just a moving human community of men traveling in the midst of other human 
communities with normal human needs. So they persuaded their men folk to offer 
them as hospitality to the explorers.” 
 
“Why would they do that?” Dan was amazed.  
 
An olive-brown Western Kingbird fluttered its wings and gripped an insect in its beak 
as it sat atop a Yucca tree. A clump of spear-shaped lilac-colored dotted blazing star 
adorned its base. 
 
“Sex has a special meaning for an Indian woman” she replied. “We don’t see sex 
they way that White women do.” 
 
“How do you see it?” 
 
“Its an honor to service powerful men, to draw on their strength as warriors and 
elders, to receive their seed as men who have killed the enemy in battle. From them 
we gain power which we can transfer to our husbands so that they too can gain.” 
 
“But what about jealousy?” 
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“The Brulé men knew they could only succeed against the more powerful Whites 
through their women. The true insult was that having been offered, it was refused” 
 
“So it nearly led to disaster” 
 
“Yes, but Indian women discovered later that when White men say ‘no’, they actually 
mean ‘yes’. It was the Arikara women, in particular, whom the Brulés did not want 
them to meet, but whom they met anyway, further up the River, who learned that “no” 
was a form of foreplay. In their agricultural, matrilineal system, there was even less 
place for exclusive sexual relations with their spouses than in their nomadic 
neighbors, the Brulés. Widespread ploughing and sowing was the norm. Trade was 
the key. Every evening wives, sisters and daughters would accompany their men to 
the market anxious to meet and exchange wares with the strangers, who seminal 
skills seemed very powerful. In the end, there was trade, though taken as a whole the 
expedition was a disappointing discovery. White men were as much pricks as their 
Indian brothers. They would strut around in their war clothes trying to impress with 
displays of how they used their weapons. It was a brief, cut and thrust market 
promotion expedition with no staying power. The gifts they brought and offered were 
trinkets, unlike the luxury goods that the traders before them had presented. Still by 
offering sexual favors to the visitors they did manage to forge commercial links, 
which was the purpose of receiving the expedition. They also learned that the small 
pox which the Whites had brought before and which had decimated their people 
already, was just a forerunner of what was to come.”  
 
Dan was amused by Cheyenne’s cynical slant on Lewis and Clark. “Your view is very 
different from the usual story of the voyage” he chortled. 
 
She laughed heartily, “Indian women see things differently.” 
 
They reached the car and climbed in. 
 
On the drive from Broken Kettle along to Sioux City they held hands and enjoyed the 
touch of each other’s warmth. Before they reached the city they turned through Stone 
State Park and took a slow drive along the banks of the Big Sioux to where it joined 
the Missouri. They passed the statue of War Eagle and continued along highway 29 
which ran along the Missouri to the south.  
 
“They called Wambdi Okicize ‘War Eagle’,” she reflected, “although his real name 
was Little Eagle and all his life was devoted to making peace. He even left his home 
tribe among our Isanti people to avoid a battle as to who was to become chief and 
made friends with the Whites.” 
 
They passed the huge sandstone obelisk tribute to Sergeant Floyd. 
 
“Its no accident” she said continuing with the same train of thought “that in the 
thousands of miles they traveled and the harshness of unknown terrain, the only 
death during the Expedition, poor Sergeant Floyd, was due to appendicitis. Why the 
hell he needed a statue, I don’t know – but where is the statue to all the Indian 
women who looked after these white men, fed them and serviced them as if they 
were their own men.” 
 
“The prairies needed a good burn to get rid of all the dead grass.”  
 
He did not speak what he was thinking. “Where do you live?” he asked almost as an 
afterthought.  
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She pointed back towards the city center.  She didn’t want their drive to end. 
 
They drove back along several side streets and along Jackson Street past the 
Romanesque city museum with its castle-like turrets built with the beautiful pink 
Sioux quartzite from over the river in South Dakota, a remnant of the most ancient of 
ages, the Precambrian.  
 
“That stone” he said, “is mostly almost as old as the earth itself, billions of years, 
crafted when the first living cells were forming vast soft mattresses that eventually 
hardened into stromatolites. Rodina, the oldest of all the supercontinents lay 
immersed in the vast Panthalasic Ocean” 
 
“It’s romantic to think of the time when life was forming – Mother Earth was making 
love.” She was feeling intensely aroused. “I used to dream that my prince lives in this 
castle and would come and rescue me.”  
 
Eventually they reached a low row of apartments. 
 
He parked the car and walked with her to the door. 
 
“Come inside” she said. 
 
“I really think I should go,” he replied, “but it’s been a wonderful day. I feel quite 
smitten by you.” 
 
“Please come inside” She put her arms around him and kissed him passionately, 
“please…” 
 
An unkempt, slovenly half-drunk Indian man emerged at the door as Cheyenne 
fumbled at the lock of the apartment door.   
 
“Japhet is my husband,” she said without affection. “Japhet meet Mr. de Boer. He’s 
given me a lift from Agro.” 
 
“You must come inside” he said to Dan, please stay and accept our hospitality, “I was 
just leaving. You’re welcome to stay here with my wife.” He then moved off down the 
path to the sidewalk before Dan had collected his thoughts sufficiently more than to 
grunt an incoherent acknowledgement of the greeting. 
 
Cheyenne opened the door fully and gently pulled him inside. He relented. 
 
She kissed him passionately again and pulled him towards a couch. He couldn’t help 
but respond as she pushed her tongue into his mouth and explored it. 
 
She lifted her blouse exposing her breasts, which her dream catcher had 
magnificently highlighted the whole time they were together during the day. He put 
his hand to her breasts, which were firm, soft and enticing. 
 
She expertly opened the zip of his pants and slid her hands into his crotch. He was 
rock hard. 
 
“Cheyenne” he said. “You are an exceptionally beautiful woman and so sexy, but I 
can’t do this.” 
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“Please,” she said, “Please, you are right for me. We are right for each other. There’s 
so much we share. I feel so horny” 
 
“I do too,” he admitted, “but if I don’t break the cycle of exploitation, I’ll feel like I have 
sullied you forever” 
 
“I am an adult woman. It’s my choice” 
 
He held her tightly and lovingly while she stroked his penis. “I am going” he said 
steeling himself to fight off his instincts and gently broke free of her embrace. He 
pulled down her blouse, zipped up his pants and kissed her on the cheek. 
 
After the door closed she sat depressed on the couch, feeling sad at her loss. She 
felt powerless, like a coyote that had lost her prey. It was the first time a man had 
ever rejected her advances. He was so gentle, though she just couldn’t say, “fuck 
you” the way she had to the other men that crossed her. But deep down, the magma 
of her passionate unrequited love began to grow and seethe.  
 
Dan got into his car and drove out of Sioux City back towards Milford confused and 
not knowing what to think. In all the travel across the prairies he kept thinking of 
making love to Cheyenne and kept wondering if he had done the right thing to leave 
her like that. The only thing he noted was the camouflaged slab of an ICBM silo 
cover in a cornfield. It was mid-afternoon. As he passed through Le Mars, he saw the 
movie theatre whose poster he had seen at the Sandford Museum that morning. 
“WarGaming” was showing. On a sudden impulse he stopped and parked the car, 
bought a ticket and went inside. He was too full of turmoil to go straight home. 
 
As he watched the machinations of NORAD war gamers and the enthusiastic young 
computer hacker, David, it was clear that the game would go terribly wrong and 
nuclear war would result. Man’s stupidity always leads to war and destruction. But in 
the end the thing that really moved him was the plight of Joshua, Professor Falken’s 
amazing computer program that could remove all the indecision of human fallacy and 
make rational decisions. Through hundreds of iterations, again and again, like a 
cellular automaton exploring a zillion patterns in a chaotic universe it could come to 
only conclusion, the Lorenz attractor, there was only one solution, lose-lose. No one 
could win the game. Global Thermonuclear War was inevitable. Mutually Assured 
Destruction. The only move was not to play. A tear ran down his cheek as the MAD 
scenario played itself out and it its dying moments Joshua painfully asks,”Shall we 
play a game? How about a nice little game of chess?” 
 
Cheyenne who was feeling all alone went to her room and switched on the light.  
There was a little flash from the globe.  
 
In 1960 at about the time that Cheyenne was conceived Edward Lorenz was working 
on the problem of weather prediction and had his computer set up with a set of 
twelve equations to simulate the changes. To his amazement each time he ran the 
simulation, it gave him different answers – impossible – the same programme the 
same data, but a completely different result. In the end he discovered that all data is 
imprecise, that there were electronic decimal places beyond the figures that he was 
using. Impossibly improbable as it may seem even the tiniest of differences in initial 
conditions lead to vast changes in the end result. Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, 
if you like. Equations for the system always seemed to give rise to random behaviour, 
and yet when he graphed it, an even more amazing result occurred. The output of 
each chaotic solution always followed a similar curve, which looked like a double 
spiral – the wings of a butterfly. There were only two kinds of order previously known: 
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a steady state, in which the variables never change, and periodic behavior, in which 
the system goes into a loop, repeating itself indefinitely. Lorenz's equations were 
definitely ordered. In a way they were periodic, because they always followed a 
spiral, but never the same spiral. They never settled down to a single point, so they 
were not a steady state, but since they never repeated the same thing, they weren't 
periodic either. He called the butterfly image he got when he graphed the equations 
the Lorenz attractor. 
 
“Does God Play Dice?” asked Ian Stewart contemplating what Lorentz had 
discovered in the Mathematics of Choas, “The flapping of a single butterfly's wing 
today produces a tiny change in the state of the atmosphere. Over a period of time, 
what the atmosphere actually does diverges from what it would have done. So, in a 
month's time, a tornado that would have devastated the Indonesian coast doesn't 
happen. Or maybe one that wasn't going to happen, does.” 
 
At the precise moment that Cheyenne went to lie down on her bed and Dan cried a 
tear for a dying computer programme on the movie screen in front of him, Lieutenant 
Colonel Stanislav Petrov was the officer on duty at the Serpukhov-15 bunker near 
Moscow. It was forty minutes past midnight and the cold of autumn was soon to turn 
to winter. The Cold War was at its peak. Just three and a half weeks before, his 
country had shot down Korean Air Flight 007, killing all 269 people on board the 
Boeing 747. It was Lt. Col. Petrov's responsibility to observe the satellite early 
warning network and notify his superiors of any impending nuclear missile attack 
against the USSR. In the event of such an attack, the Soviet Union's strategy was to 
launch an immediate all-out nuclear counter-attack against the United States, as the 
doctrine of Mutual Assured Destruction required. 
 
He couldn’t believe what he saw. There was a blip on the screen. This was no movie. 
No speculation of the meteorologist. No physicist contemplating the ultimate nature 
of existence. No novelist exploring the world of fiction. This was reality. 
 
The bunker's computers were indicating that a single American missile was heading 
toward the Soviet Union.  
 
“Why would they launch a single missile?” he pondered, suspecting that the 
computer which had malfunctioned before was making a mistake. ”Is this an error?” 
he asked in distress. 
 
As if to answer his question, a second blip indicated that a second missile had been 
launched, followed by a third, a fourth and a fifth.  
 
What was the connection between Cheyenne switching off the light and Dan’s tear 
and the sum total of everything happening at that moment. There were millions of 
Regal Fritililaries and Monarchs fluttering their wings at that time. There were tropical 
storms and hurricanes, several tornadoes and lighting storms. There was also 
everything else on earth going on at the same time and a lot more if one considered 
the universe as a whole. What was the connection?  
 
“What’s going on?” Petrov still felt that the computer system was wrong, but there 
was no other source of information with which to confirm his suspicions. “God only 
knows,” he thought rhetorically, beads of sweat dripping down his cheek. 
 
 Petrov's dilemma grabbed his intestines. If he was disregarding a real attack, then 
the Soviet Union would be devastated by nuclear weapons without any warning or a 
chance to retaliate, and he would have failed at his duty. On the other hand, if he 
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were to report a non-existent attack, his superiors might launch an equally 
catastrophic assault against their enemies. In either case, millions of people would 
die. Like Joshua he had an impossible set of equations to compute. Petrov refused to 
play the game. Instead he decided to trust his intuition and declare blips a false 
alarm.  
 
Soon it was apparent that his instincts were right. There were no approaching 
missiles. His judgment had been sound. A full-scale nuclear war had been averted. 
 
For his failure to adhere to military protocol in the next few weeks he underwent 
intense questioning by his superiors about his actions. They no longer considered 
him a reliable military officer. His actions had revealed imperfections in the Soviet 
military system which showed his superiors in a bad light. He was given an official 
reprimand for the improper filing of paperwork, and his once-promising military career 
came to an end. He was reassigned to a less sensitive post and ultimately retired 
from the military. 
 
By the time he left the movie theatre, Dan had begun to think of Cheyenne again. He 
was oblivious to Petrov’s dilemma. 
 
He was thinking about women, especially Native Indian women and where they fitted 
into the tree of life with its magnificent fruits and his own destiny. Later he would 
write. 
 
“These are the families of the sons of Noah, after their 
generations, in their nations; and by these were the nations divided 
in the earth after the flood.” 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 Chapter 14: Seed Money: the 

Grains of Paradise  
 
 
Grains of Paradise – the aromatic and pungent seeds of an African Amomum 
(Chambers 20th Century Dicitonary Macdonald (Ed), Chambers, Edinburgh, 1977 
 
“But for those who desire to go beyond the light reading, animal tracks can also 
provide a glimpse into a world that urbanized humans have largely forgotten.  It is the 
harsh reality of predator and prey, a realm where the world is neatly divided into two 
categories.  One is the hunter, the other the hunted.    In this high-stakes game of 
survival there are no politics, no trade-offs, no compromise.  There is simply a winner 
and a loser. The tense balance between predator and prey is amazingly 
delicate.  And in spite of intense human pressures on the environment, the fragile 
rhythm somehow endures.  The basic premise is simple.  Prey species, such as mice 
and rabbits, have a stunning capacity for reproduction.  Predators, like the fox or 
hawk, do not.” 
 Lowell Washburn from an essay entitled the Rhythms of Life  
 
"The first peace, which is the most important, is that which comes within the souls of 
people when they realize their relationship, their oneness with the universe and all its 
powers, and when they realize that at the center of the universe dwells the Great 
Spirit, and that this center is really everywhere, it is within each of us."  
Black Elk - Oglala Sioux 
 
“The idea of a more intelligent mouse was something that everyone could identify 
with and find humorous.  Genetic engineering will never turn mice into geniuses 
capable of playing the piano.”  
Joe Z. Tsien, Scientific American, April 2000 
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Just a little girl in a woman’s body. Whenever Cheyenne was miserable, she would 
curl up quietly in a ball and cover herself in a blanket and remember the days when 
she was very little and her grand mother Makawee would tell her stories. She would 
comfort herself by retelling herself the tales and puzzling over what they meant. She 
began thinking about one of her favorite stories, the legend of creation. 
 
A long, long time ago, some would say, once upon a time, there lived the Old Man 
Waziya with his wife Wakanka, beneath Maka, the Earth - mother of all living things. 
They had a daughter, Ite, who it is said was the most ravishing of all women. Little 
did anyone know, that Ite had a second face, ordinarily hidden from view – an inner 
face that was as ugly as her outer face was beautiful. Ite would venture up to the 
mouth of the cave, which looked out onto the world and would gaze up in wonder at 
the great Sky God, Skan, source of force and power and judge of all gods and spirits 
that lived in the vast bowl above the earth. Prominent amongst the gods was the 
handsome Sun God, Wi for whom she promptly developed a crushing adoration. Also 
there was the beautiful Goddess Hanwi, the Moon, who was pledged to be his bride 
and whom Ite envied. Being only a mortal Ite knew that could never compete with 
Hanwi for Wi’s affection. As she stood at the mouth of the cave and looked up, Ite’s 
beauty radiated outward and caught the attention of Tate, the Wind, who became 
besotted with her loveliness. Although Tate was a lesser god, he sang moving songs 
to her in praise of her beauty. Flattered by his attention, Ite agreed to become his 
wife. Soon she bore him four sons, quadruplets, the North, West, East and South 
Winds, although Ite never lost her secret passion for Wi. Old Waziya and Wakanka 
were very proud of their daughter who had married a god and become the mother of 
his children. At first their pride was enough, but then they wanted more and yearned 
to have more powers, just like the gods. 
 
Iktomi, the Trickster who could see the longing in Ite’s eyes when she gazed on the 
Sun God Wi and the desire of Waziya and Wakanka for more power spoke to them. 
Iktomi, who was always keen to further discontentment and promote ridicule, 
promised the parents greater power and the daughter further beauty, if in exchange, 
they would help to make others look ridiculous. Excited by the idea of greater powers 
and a beauty that would rival that of the Goddess Hanwi, they agreed to Iktomi’s 
bargain. They mocked people around them, made them feel vulnerable and then 
ridiculed them. 
 
Ite’s charms, given to her by Iktomi, gradually caught the attention of the Sun God Wi 
as she became ever more alluring. When festival time arrived, he invited her to take 
the seat next to him, so that when Hanwi, the Moon arrived to find her seat taken, 
she was humiliated by the laughter of all the people. Iktomi, who had planned the 
event laughed louder than all the rest. Hanwi was so ashamed, she hid her face from 
the people by covering it with a robe and to remind everyone of that dreadful day re-
enacts the humiliation every month. 
 
After the feast, Skan, the Sky God was furious about the way that the natural order 
had been disturbed and called a Council. He punished Wi, the Sun God for forsaking 
his bride for Ite who had dared to take the place of a goddess and abandoned her 
motherly duties. He also punished Wakanka and Waziya who had wished for godlike 
powers and Iktomi, the schemer, for giving it to them. 
 
Skan’s judgment was terrible. Wi, the Sun would only rule in the day. Hanwi would 
rule by night. Periodically when they came together by day, it is Wi that would hang 
his head in shame as darkness would come on the world during the day. Ite, because 
of her vanity and neglect of her wifely and motherly duties would give premature birth 
to her next son, Whirlwind, who would be deformed and not like her other sons. Ite 
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was instructed to return to the world and live without friends. Still more, she would 
continue to be the most beautiful woman, but the other half of her face would now 
become visible so that people would be terrified by the sight. She would become 
known as Anung-Ite, the Double-faced Woman. 
  
Wakanka became a witch and Waziya a wizard and banished to the edge of the 
world until they could learn to do good. Iktomi’s powers were diminished by half so 
that men and women of good heart could resist his charms and he was banished to 
live among the birds and animals upon whom he continued to play his pranks. 
 
When she finally arose, comforted by recounting her grand mother’s story, Cheyenne 
went into to bathroom to freshen up and looked at the mirror. She saw only a 
beautiful face, like Ite and dreaded the thought that the acne, pimples and increasing 
wrinkles she had to hide, were the portent of Anung-Ite beneath. Quickly she 
reapplied more makeup and looked at her face once again. A mirror on the opposite 
wall showed her the back of her hair and there was a corridor of mirrors leading off in 
both directions to eternity. It sparked a feeling of dejavu and an even stranger feeling 
of being looked at by herself from a time in the future. Suddenly she was there at that 
time in the future and looking back at herself. 
 
BB was gone forever. Darian called to her from the room she had just left. Was 
Iktomi playing his pranks in the world again? 
 
Darian was different from BB. Although like BB she did not love him, she certainly 
lusted after him. He was a tall self-possessed charmer. A warrior of a man with firm 
round buttocks and what seemed to her, an enormous dick. He excelled at being 
able to pleasure her in bed. She would have orgasm after orgasm, before he even 
came for the first time. Was that to be her fate, to be trapped in the eternal search for 
orgasmic rapture? 
 
Darian was already dressed. He was incredibly good looking – dashing with just the 
right blend of ruggedness and innocent young boy looks that could smash any 
women off her feet. There was just the hint of a slant to his eyes that made him 
slightly sinister, like a karate master, or an Asian warrior like Genghis Khan. If it 
weren’t for the little boy in him, Darian would have terrified her. But whenever she 
saw him retreat to his room where he kept his intricate model railroad, she knew she 
was safe. He loved his model railroad – it must have been the most magnificent of its 
kind anyway. Like a typical boy, no one else could play with his toy. 
 
“I need you to do something for me,” he said quizzically one day. She wondered what 
he meant. 
 
“There’s an increasing danger to Aggro posed by farmers who are trying to buck the 
system. They’re challenging our rights to our intellectual property and that could be 
very serious, if it becomes widespread. We need to send out a message that we are 
not going to tolerate it. Farmers need to know their place. They’re there to buy our 
products and supply grain. Once they start questioning us and insisting on their 
rights, that’s not good for business“ 
 
“What do you need me to do” Cheyenne was keen to please Darian. 
 
“I want you to file a case against Dee Bees Farm. Dan and Beth De Boer. What 
makes it particularly serious is that the De Boers have been connected with Aggro 
and are now brown bagging our seed and trying to set up a little competitive seed 
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company of their own. They’re disgusting little thieves, posing as self-righteous 
farming-stock. There’s no way we are going to allow this. They must learn that if you 
are a sheep and you walk with lions there are consequences. 
 
“I know Dan de Boer. He used to be an advisor to Aggro. BB invited him to colloquia,” 
she said. Perhaps to appease Darian, at the same time let her know what she 
thought of men in general, she found herself lying, “Like all white men, he had a big 
mouth.” 
 
“That’s the man,” said Darian, “The one with the big mouth, whose been telling other 
farmers that our license fees are exorbitant.” 
 
”You seem be taking the De Boers rather seriously” said Cheyenne full of bravado, 
her anger with Dan refreshed with they way he had treated her. ”Don’t worry I’ll take 
them on. Before I’ve finished with them, they’ll wish they had never set a foot on the 
planet.” She was like a fierce and brutalized dog given permission to tear an 
unwanted intruder to pieces by a vicious master.  
 
Darian felt excited by her talk. When she growled, he knew she meant business. She 
was one of the best litigation lawyers he had ever seen in action. 
 
“Tell me what you want me to do,” she asked, ready to begin the assault. 
 
“I’ll have a full dossier on them, put on your desk this morning, but there are some 
things that might not appear in the file that you should know.” 
 
“Beth de Boer and I go back a long way.” He would have preferred not to tell her 
everything, but seeing he had, he might as well use it to his advantage. ”She was my 
girlfriend at university.” 
 
“Your girlfriend?” Cheyenne’s tone was shrill. She did not like competition and had a 
deep streak of jealousy that constantly kept her alert to possible threats. “You want 
me to take down the De Boers because you still hanker after your girlfriend?” The 
ugly part of her hid the fact, even from herself, that she also still hankered after Dan, 
who had spurned her. 
 
“No. This is strictly business,” said Darian, surprised that she had cottoned onto him 
so quickly. Cheyenne was like that – she had an instinct for when he was even 
thinking about other women. 
 
“What if they really are, nice people?” asked Cheyenne rebelliously being the devil’s 
advocate. 
 
“You wouldn’t like them” Darian replied egging her on, “They both WASP-types. Dan 
de Boer is your typical white farmer, good settler stock, from Holland during the last 
century. Beth de Boer, believe it or not is a direct descendent from Abby Gardner 
Sharp, one of the survivors of the Spirit Lake Massacre. 
 
“I am sure that they are both charming,” smiled Cheyenne. This was a job she was 
going to enjoy. Punishing Dan for neglecting her and his wife for not only her 
historical crimes, but in taking away from her the one man she could have truly loved.  
 
“When do we start?” 
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“We’ve already been gathering information about their activities, but we must appear 
to be reasonable. We’ll start by making them an offer for their farm, to buy them out. 
They’ll definitely turn it down and then we can let them have it. We’ll throw them into 
the lions den and they will be eaten alive.” 
 
 
Beth and Dan arrived early at the plush Aggro offices, which were undergoing their 
third renovation in just so many years. BB’s bizarre vision of the America Center was 
giving way to the even more fantastic, Future Farm – Aggro’s theme office park, cum 
entertainment center, a tasteless medley of everything, but nothing in particular. 
 
Darian and Cheyenne sat at the head of the large boardroom table with a small 
group of trusted top corporate executives, whom he thought of as the ‘Aggro Aides.’  
 
Beth and Dan sat like schoolchildren summoned to the principal’s office. They were 
not quite sure to expect. Knowing Darian, they could not expect much from the 
puzzling, vague language of the invitation. 
 
“This is Ms Cheyenne Wolf, our legal counsel. You know her,” announced Darian, 
“Don’t worry, although she’s Sioux, she’s quite civilized.” He knew the statement 
would irritate her, but all for the good. It would make her more vicious. 
 
“You have a beautiful name,” said Beth as she was introduced to Cheyenne. She had 
heard about her from Dan, but never met her. Looking appreciatively at the boldness 
with which Cheyenne wore her outfit, added with genuine admiration, “The Wolves 
brought the gift of food to mankind.” 
 
“As a lawyer, I prefer the image of the ravenous predator which takes out the 
weakest of prey species, Mrs. de Boer” she said coldly. Dan felt chilled by her 
suppressed rage. 
 
“Beth and Dan”, began Darian, “I may call you that, may I not. We’re all friends here.” 
Much as he tried to look official in his smart suit and tie and to create a distance 
between them, he did not succeed. They knew him too well. “Cheyenne perhaps you 
would explain to the Beth and Dan why we have invited them here.” 
 
“Well, Beth and Dan.” Cheyenne did not have to practice being both sweet and sour 
at the same time,” to get straight to the point, Aggro is very disappointed in the way 
you’ve been breaking their patent of American GEM, Freedom-ready maize and 
marketing the seed to farmers around the district” 
 
“Cheyenne!” said Dan, “We’ve done no such thing. How can you make this type of 
allegation?”   
   
“No, its not an allegation, we’ve got proof. Nevertheless, in view of your long-standing 
association with Aggro, we would prefer to settle this quietly.” 
 
“What are you suggesting?” asked Beth, puzzled by Cheyenne’s manner. 
 
“Simply put, to buy out your farm.” 
 
“I’m sorry,” explained Dan, “the farm is not for sale. It’s been in Beth’s family for 
generations and I’m excavating some of the most incredible archaeological sites in all 
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of Iowa – that’s besides everything else that we’ve put in there. It’s our life. There’s 
no way we would move.” 
 
“Yes, I heard about that”. Cheyenne turned on the ice. “You’re forebears were 
settlers – they took the land, and now you’re simply going to have to give it back.” 
 
Beth felt wounded. Cheyenne would never know how much that statement hurt. 
Much more even than Cheyenne had intended.  
 
Beth turned to Darian, her green-eyes damp and said to him, “Darian, why are you 
doing this. Is this your form of revenge?” 
 
“It’s not revenge, it’s business.” Darian was enjoying making Beth and Dan suffer. It 
had taken him years to figure out how. They had always been so contented.  
 
Beth thought for a moment. She felt as if she was reliving the Massacre. For an 
instant, it was as if she was meditating, to give her the strength to say what was right. 
She decided to appeal to the woman that must exist inside Cheyenne Wolf. 
 
“Cheyenne, you are my sister. You are a woman with obvious power and talent. The 
Creator has given you great Wakan. Use it wisely.” 
 
“We’re no sisters,” retorted Cheyenne,” don’t try to soften me up. There was no love 
lost between your forebears and my ancestors.” 
 
“Tunkasina was great, great, great grandfather to all people. He was loving and 
gentle. We are all his children,” appealed Beth. 
 
“Now you say it,” Cheyenne snorted in contempt.” If your missionaries had gone 
beyond learning the Dakota language to translate your bible and had respected the 
connection between God and People, they would have seen the prefigure of Jesus in 
Wakinyan – but they were not interested then when it mattered – so why now?” 

Cheyenne looked at the Aggro Aides around the table. Typical men, they looked at 
Beth with helpless sympathy. It irritated Cheyenne that men could be so gullible. 

‘Look,” said Darian, “lets talk about the present. Business has changed America for 
families, friends and foes. Business is the great liquidizer – it doesn’t matter where 
we came from, we are all going on together.” 

“What togetherness?” interjected Dan. “You want to take over our farm.” 

“It’s inevitable.” For Darian it was a matter of fact. It was his god. ”There is no future 
in small farms, Dan. Surely you can see that?” 

“But small farmers are your business,” replied Dan. You license them the right to use 
your seed and chemicals for inputs. They supply you with all their outputs. They are 
like your vassals.” 
Darian did not want to be diverted from his point.” On the world stage at the moment, 
size is everything. Small is not beautiful, it’s stupid, it cannot survive the economies 
of scale that are needed to compete.” 
 
“The dinosaurs were well suited to their environment at some time.” Dan countered. 
”For them being massive was an advantage. Only when things changed rapidly and 
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their immense bulk became an instant liability. They had been around for 250 million 
years before that happened.” 
 
‘Well, if you consider selling, contact us,” said Cheyenne bringing the meeting to a 
close. She refreshed her anger for Dan, for his rejection. He was far too smug and 
content to sit on his little farm with his perfect loving wife. Stubborn, hypocritical 
settler-types both of them. They would have to face the music. ”We’ll give you a 
month. Then we’ll have to take action.” 
 
“There’s room in the market for large and small,” said Dan to Cheyenne pleading to 
sentiments he knew were somewhere inside. ”Please Cheyenne, you know better.” 
 
 
The evening began auspiciously for Cheyenne. By late that afternoon there were a 
dozen burgundy roses on her desk, with an economical note that simply said, “You’re 
a babe, Darian,” 
 
Darian was charming that night and took her to a French restaurant that overlooked 
Lake Okoboji, where they sat and sipped a fragrant white wine on the deck, fanned 
by a cool breeze off the lake.  Candlelight fluttered lazily on their faces, like moonlight 
on the ripples of the water. The world seemed soft and gentle. 
 
“Thank you, Cheyenne,” he said, “You were magnificent. You were absolutely 
outstanding.” She adored the way he shared the delicate sorbet starter with her and 
wondered, “could this man be for real?” Slowly she savored a delicious sirloin steak 
and a chocolate mousse for desert, basking in the romance of it all. After a long 
pause, he opened a slim velvet box and gave her a necklace of small diamonds, 
which sparkled brighter than the string of lights that ran along the shoreline to the bay 
on the opposite side of the lake. 
 
“I love you Darian”, she said not sure if she should venture the magical words, which 
she did not really feel. He could not be loved, yet he smiled easily and replied 
seductively, “You are lovable too, baby.” 
 
“This is the best I can get in my life” thought Cheyenne later that night when they 
went back to his place and he slid a few CDs into a sleek CD changer which played a 
selection of soft grunge music from Nirvana’s Nevermind album, Alice in Chains Man 
in a Box, Soundgarden’s Burden In my Head and Pearl Jam Evenflow. A rhythmical 
pattern of lights danced in time to the music on the massive home theatre screen. 
 
Darian was a masterful love maker. He played Cheyenne the way she wanted to be 
played. He caressed her, tickled her with his finger and his tongue so that by the time 
he was ready to penetrate, she had come off more times than she could remember. 
Already the universe seemed to be exploding around her. It seemed to her then, that 
all she had ever seemed to say to the men in her life was, “give it to me baby, give it 
to me.” Darian obliged and did it, again and again. Yet no matter how much he and 
other men gave it, she knew it was never really what she wanted. The one man she 
had really fallen in love, simply would not give her anything. She wanted Wi, the Sun 
god, but all she could have was Tate. 
 
Afterwards when Cheyenne lay back she began worrying. Jealousy rapidly replaced 
the rapture. Beth was like Hanwi, the Moon, perhaps even her own daughter, the 
lovely Whope, daughter of the Sun and the Moon who had been sent by the Star 
People to find friends in the world. All men loved her because even after they had 
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eaten from her plate, their plates remained full. She enthralled even the gods. At her 
wedding they gave her the world and everything that was in it. 
 
She thought back over the day and said, “You still want her, don’t you? 
 
“Who” he asked puzzled. 
 
“Beth de Boer” 
 
For an hour they argued. Finally he hit her and then wanted to fuck her again. Every 
relationship she ever had, ended the same way. 
 
She refused and curled over into the fetal position. It was a cycle that she seemed 
almost unable to prevent. The passion, the argument, the punishment and comforting 
herself. 
 
 
Cheyenne never ceased at admiring Darian’s prowess as a warrior. He was a soldier 
to his core.  He saw everything strategically in terms of battle. On one side was his 
army and the formations under his control and on the other then there was the 
enemy. Although he did recognize that some elements in the society might not 
actively be against him, to simplify things, those whom he could not actively count on 
as part of his allies, for strategic reasons at least, he considered the adversary. 
 
The Board Room, which old Buccho had built to overlook Babylon,and which BB had 
resurrected into a viewing platform for sycophantic visitors to the America Center, 
Darian had converted to a huge command and control centre with computer 
monitors, printers, dials and electronic devices everywhere. It looked more like the 
flight deck of the Battlestar Galactica than an office. Every few minutes there would 
be the familiar pulsating tone, fizzle and crackle of a modem dialing out and linking 
with another in another in hissing frenzy, like snakes locked in a fight. 
 
There was not an aspect of Aggro’s vast corporate empire that Darian couldn’t view 
at an instant. Unlike BB, for whom most of his day was a show, and who knew hardly 
anything about what was going on, Darian worked long and hard, missed nothing and 
seemed to be everywhere at the same time, completely in control of the vast network 
of companies, hardly any adverse event escaping his attention. Perhaps, once a 
dinosaur-like T Rex lumbering down a pre-historic landscape, the Aggro Corporation 
had now become a huge thundering machine, a Transformer, pounding to a pulp the 
puny skyscrapers below its mechanical feet as it pranced like a towering clockwork 
King Kong with its head in the clouds. 
 
Strange to think that this company alone had the wealth-generating capacity of a 
medium sized country. This command and control center was just the apex of many 
others, each of them managing levels below them. 
 
Despite its mechanical soul, the gigantic empire lived and breathed grain. True it had 
two other monster competitors; just like itself, but between them they were somehow 
connected to almost all other commercial grain sales on earth. In a relentless 
struggle for total control of everything, each grew more massive by the day, 
endlessly, providing the seed, the chemicals, the fuel, the equipment, the processing, 
the marketing, the moving, everything that could ever be done to grain. It was as if 
each, in its efforts to produce ever more grain in markets that could not absorb any 
more growth, might even discover a more efficient way to consume all the grain 
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itself, becoming, in some strange parody, more like the peasant farmer, eking out a 
living by producing and consuming his own grain.  
 
At the center of the giant fighting machine was Darian, always ready to lead his 
Machine into the fray.  
 
What was strange to Cheyenne was that all of the staff in the company adored him, 
they loved him, the mighty emperor, king of the Aggro dynasty – Darian the Great, 
they called him. And he in turn saw himself as a savior of all his people and their 
people, the world of customers whom he saw as his subjects, belonging to him. He 
detested the enemy and saw their products, not as an alternative, but as a form of 
injustice to his subjects, something that had to be eliminated. He feared that his 
subjects were weak, that they could be persuaded to join the enemy. 
 
Trouncing the enemy that was threatening all his subjects, was therefore his sacred 
duty, his mission to reach out to all of the millions of farmers, the ordinary men and 
women in their street whom others were trying to enroll. He would protect them.  
 
He believed in Aggro and what it did as the whole Truth. He would stand and make a 
speech, as he was frequently required to do before one august assembly after the 
next, and repeat the same phrase again and again to their great delight,  “... I will not 
tolerate that the weak shall suffer injustices brought upon them by the mighty. What 
is just pleases me. You, my subjects, must not assume what the powerful undertake 
as sublime. What the common man achieves is much more extraordinary.”  

 

 
Dan de Boer came in to  Aggro  for the last time specifically meet with Darian and 
Cheyenne to tell them he would never give in to their demands. Normally, in the 
thousands of other similar cases that Aggro was fighting, a case like this would have 
been dealt with by one of their minions, if not by one of the minions of a minion, but 
his case, they dealt with personally. It gave them pleasure, each in their own way, to 
deal with him personally, themselves. 
 
Dan was angry, very angry. Not only by the circumstances of the case that Aggro 
was pursuing, but about Beth’s death. It was no ordinary hit and run accident. 
Someone had wanted her dead. Someone who knew that she knew too much, had 
too much insight on what was going on in what was going on or whose unbelievable 
jealousy would stop at nothing, not even death. 
 
“I am sorry for your loss, but our company wants what rightfully belongs to us. Its 
quite simple” smiled Darian, seemingly without any feeling. 
 
“You are marauders,” said Dan, “nothing more than Mongols sweeping over an entire 
civilization and destroying it.” 
 
“You and your friends have tried to take our secrets; we allowed you into our ranks 
and you abused your privileges.” 
 
“I have come to tell you that I will not sell you my farm, nor will I pay any form of 
license fees,” said Dan. 
 
“We thought you may be foolish,” said Cheyenne in support of her master. 
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“So we will be dealing with both you and your friends” continued Darian 
 
“My friends?” asked Dan 
 
“Yes.” Replied Darian, “Shadrack Hanna, Mitchell Mesham and Abed Lazaar, your 
cronies. We are firing them.” 
 
They’re my friends, sure, but they are loyal staff – they’ve worked at Aggro for years. 
Heck, they tried so hard to persuade me to use your products.” 
 
“Well, I am informed differently. I am told they are traitors. Right now they, like you, 
are in for some heat. If you cross Aggro, it’s what you can expect.” 
 
“You’d fire them because they are my friends,” asked Dan, “that is absolute 
blackmail.” 
 
“This is war, Mr. de Boer. You are either for us or against us. You are either part of 
Aggro’s loyal clientele or you are the enemy.” 
 
“This is a matter of principle, Darian. I cannot give in because of your threats. Beth 
has already paid with her life.” 
 
“You make the choice,” said Cheyenne. “We’ll get back what’s rightfully ours one way 
or another. You are just making it difficult for yourself.” 
 
“Never,” shouted Dan standing up to leave, “you will never, never get me to agree. 
This is the last time I will ever visit this place. The very last time.” 
 
 
It was some years later, after Dan de Boer had won the appeal against Aggro that 
Cheyenne first started to find herself questioning the Aggro cause. Whether it was 
because her own anger at being jilted by him or knowing that Beth was finally dead 
and feeling sorry for him, she had discussed with Darian the possibility of dropping 
the case. 
 
Darian immediately fought with her. It was treacherous to consider capitulation. De 
Boer needed to be exterminated. He was simply now an encouragement to others 
who thought that they would be able to resist. To punish her he threatened to fire her 
unless she begged him to fuck her. She fought and scratched and even bit him. But 
she gave in as she always did and begged him to fuck her. 
 
The next day Darian was back to his old self. He had forgotten the argument. 
 
“Good morning, baby” he said. There was an element of taunt in his tone. “Have I got 
an assignment for you?” 
 
‘What’s that?” she asked coolly. Cheyenne had not forgotten. 
 
“Nelson Mandela has been released from prison in South Africa. Our analysts tell us, 
that within months there will be a new government there,” he said. 
 
“I didn’t know you cared.” She was sarcastic. “Since when do you care what goes on 
in some god-forsaken part of Africa?” 
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“Where there is a market, I care,” he replied proud of his reason. 
 
“You are despicable” she said. “Even I am not this cynical.” 
 
“Baby,” he said, “markets are everything. If you don’t occupy the space, someone 
else will and when they do, they will demolish you.” 
 
“There has to be something else to life, besides markets. Why don’t you marry me?” 
 
“Baby, I fuck you every night, what more do you want. You earn a great salary.” 
 
“Have you ever considered, I might want something else?” 
 
“It’s all an exchange baby, a trade off. If you have something else you want, make 
me an offer. You know I am always game for a new position.” 
 
She shrugged and knew she could never win, “What is it you want me to do?” She 
asked. 
 
“I want you to go to South Africa and create a climate.” 
 
“A climate?” she asked. 
 
“A climate of receptivity. Let Nelson Mandela and his party know that they have 
strong friends in the industry who will help their cause.”  
 
“And what do we get in exchange?” she asked, as if she did not know. 
 
“We get them to understand that the future of food in Africa depends on innovation. 
And Aggro is innovation.” 
 
“Why would they believe me?” 
 
“Because you are going to go there as a sister, in solidarity with their cause, with a 
group of other black sisters – that’s all you need to do. That and a little low level 
promotion. It’ll be the spring board for the whole of Africa.” 
 
“Do you care about nothing?” she asked. 
 
For a moment he became angry – as if his integrity was being challenged. “Wait and 
see, when we feed the people of Africa, and then ask me that again. Now go.” 
 
With that he went through to his miniature train room. He loved his miniature trains. 
He remained a boy in a man’s body. 
 
And there came a time, as time comes to all things, when it was 
close for  the Meshiach to come.  And it was the time of 
Corporations. Truly there were giants upon the land. There were 
colossal  fluorescent MT signs everywhere. And Aggro too. The 
Corn Oilseed Soya Opium Chimera was everything. It was the 
Cosoc, the answer to all mankind’s prayers, the all-in-one miracle, 
the chimera plant that produced everything - food, fuel, plastic and 
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medicine. It grew in abundance everywhere at all times – the 
perfect plant. The Auto-gaurbison roamed the vast Cosoc 
plantations, browsing and fattening  themselves in preparation for 
the megatoir. And when their time would come, at the end of their 
long and staggered journeys, which they dutifully walked 
themselves without the hand of man, they were turned with little 
trouble into tasty McTucky Burgers. 
 
And behold, Silverman spake to the Conference saying, “I am the 
Creator, I am. I created the Cosoc. Is this not the Grain of 
Paradise? The aromatic and pungent seed of perfection? The 
blend of all the world in one plant. Corn from the New World, 
Oilseed from the Old, Soya from the East and the forgotten grana 
paradise, the  African Amomum pepper from the Dark Continent, 
all together now in its advanced sesquiterpene hydrocarbon 
American attire.   Can you HEAR the chemistry, he thundered – 
High Erucic Acid Rapeseed?” 
 
And the Conference responded, “we HEAR!” 
 
“We have opened Pandora’s Pipeline,” he spake again, more fired 
than before in a litany of exotic words, “The Tobacco Retrovirus 
Antigen, which eliminated the Scourge, the cure for cystic fibrosis 
in transgenic milk, Respiratory Syncytial Virus tomato vaccine that 
has banished pneumonia, cavity-fighting sugar, corn plastic 
clothing, biosteel goat spider silk for bullet-proof underwear, bio-
diesel, the forever fuel and bi-opium drugs that obliterate pain. 
Behold, we are at the very threshold of senescence-silencing 
genes for eternal life.” 
 
And the people were contented. Their creator had given them 
paradise grains indeed. 
 
“Did you HEAR?” he shouted. 
 
“We HEAR,” replied the delegates. 
 
And the Creator heard too, as he wrote. All of this was known. First 
the debasement of Garden, and now all of agriculture over all his 
fertile lands.    
 
This would need pestilence and fire. 
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And lo and behold, as he spoke, so stirred the Smats deep in their 
network of tunnels. They had the genes of men, and were smart 
like them, but in their heart of hearts, they remained rats. They 
burrowed everywhere below the earth, below the cities, below the 
Cosoc, everywhere they burrowed. And as they spread, they 
devoured the Cosoc, which nourished them greatly. They spread 
with them also that replicated in new and unknown ways. They 
plastered their burrows with plasticised bio-steel, so that they were 
impervious to the toxins of the Exterminators and bit through the 
cables that provided power and linked installations, and used it as 
their own. At first the Cosoc grew more vigorously to offset the 
predation. But this simply encouraged more Smats, until the Cosoc 
crop collapsed. And they could not be removed or eradicated. 
Soon there was famine in the land. The Cosoc disappeared and 
the Auto-gaurbison perished. And pestilence spread in the human 
society that had never known such an onslaught – and they died in 
their multitudes with all their technology. The Smats thrived, eating 
the rotting corpses, and as they grew fat, filling their foul tunnels 
with belching gasses of methane, the world grew ever hot, hotter 
even than in the early years of global warming, when all the ice 
had melted and all the diverse species had all but disappeared. 
 
Then it happened, quite suddenly, the first fires in the tunnels. It 
spread from one tunnel in a flash to all the others, until all the 
Smats, also  were gone, as Cosoc had vanished and all the people 
with them. Once again, the earth was clean as it had been in the 
beginning. 
 
The Author now rested from his work. Finally he was satisfied.  



 

 

 Chapter 15: Sandstone Stories 
 
We talked about storytelling as also being a means of maintaining a relationship to 
the land and to their ancestors. I was told that by passing on these stories, 
generations of people connect to the traditions and history of their people, and learn 
respect for all of these important things. Stories are elementary and form a basis for 
knowing your forebears, and nature, and yourself. 
Joanna Calhoun Horton 
 
 
We cannot change the past, but we can change our attitude toward it. Uproot guilt 
and plant forgiveness. Tear out arrogance and seed humility. Exchange love for hate 
--- thereby, making the present comfortable and the future promising. 
Maya Angelou  
 
Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap, but the seeds you plant 
Robert Louis Stevenson 
 
The imperishable sound, is the seed of all that exists. The past, the present, the 
future, all are but the unfolding of OM. And whatever transcends the three realms of 
time that indeed is the flowering of OM. This pure Self and OM are as one, and the 
different quarters of the Self correspond to OM and its sounds. 
Mandukya Upanishad 
 
Let us plant dates even though those who plant them will never eat them. We must 
live by the love of what we will never see.... Such disciplined love is what has given 
prophets, revolutionaries, and saints the courage to die for the future they envisaged. 
They make their own bodies the seed of their highest hope.”  
Joan Chittister  Rubem Alves in ‘There Is A Season’  
 
A part of our obligation to our own being and to our descendants is to study life and 
our conditions, searching always for the authentic underpinnings of hope. 
Wendell Berry in "Hope, Human and Wild" by Bill McKibbon 
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Late April 1994 
  
Dan had hardly finished writing when the phone rang. 
 
“I need to see you”, she said. There was desperation in the voice. 
 
Dan knew who was speaking but asked, “Who is this?” 
 
“Cheyenne Wolf” she replied. There was an additional element of humiliation 
now, followed by a moment silence.  
 
“Why would we need to meet? Have you not done enough? My wife is dead. I 
have to move off my farm. What more do you want?” Dan was angry. 
 
“Please,” she said, “please, I need to see you. Its important” The desperation 
became even more urgent. 
 
“Well, if you must, I am here on the farm. I have to leave in the morning” 
 
“No,” she replied, “please would you fetch me.” 
 
“Is this some kind of macabre trick,” he asked irritated by the impertinence of 
her expecting him to go to her. 
 
“No, please. Please can we meet? They’d see me – he’d see me. It’s 
dangerous.” 
 
“Where are you?” 
 
“I am at Iowa Lakeside Laboratory,” she answered. 
 
“OK. I’ll be there soon” he replied. 
 
In minutes he was speeding up highway 86. Lake West Okoboji gleamed bright blue 
in the distance. He turned into the campus and went down the road to the right past 
the Shimek, Pammel and Calvin Labs. Little Miller Bay was visible over the restored 
prairie grasses between the buildings to the east. 
 
She was standing there, near Bodine Lab. He parked on a circle and got out to go to 
her. 
 
She looked plainer today than he had ever seen her. There was no effort now to 
flaunt her sexuality as she had in the past. 
 
“Thank you for coming.” 
 
There was enormous tension between them. Part of Dan seethed with rage at seeing 
her; part of him remembered her, as he had once known her. 
 
“It’s a beautiful setting,” she said. “I come here sometimes, when I have to get away 
from Aggro.” 
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“Yes,” he said, “The Civilian Conservation Corps built it in 1935 as part of Franklin 
Roosevelt’s New Deal. I know it well.” 
 
“I thought you would,” she continued, “built from boulders and cobbles of glacial 
deposits brought here from Minnesota. Igneous and metamorphic rocks transported 
by glaciers.  When I look at it, I think of you.” 
 
 “You think of me?” he was surprised. .”I thought you wanted me decimated.” 
 
For a moment her eyes flashed with anger. “You rejected me. Remember?” 
 
“I did not reject you. I tried to save you from myself.” 
 
“I did not want to be saved.” 
 
“Did you bring me here now to tell me this, after all you have done to me and my 
family?” 
 
“No, I did not. I am sorry. I asked you to come here to say …” she didn’t finish her 
sentence 
 
“To say what?”  he asked. 
 
“You may be in danger” She shifted slightly and became anxious. 
 
“Danger?” he repeated incredulously. 
 
“Can we take a drive?” she asked. “Somewhere further away?” 
 
They got in and drove back along highway 86 towards the south. 
 
“Where do you want to go?” 
 
“I’ve never seen your farm” she replied cautiously. 
 
“It’s rather depressing there at the moment. You know of course that I have to move 
out tomorrow?” There was pain in his voice. He headed in the direction of the farm 
and they both sat quietly in a tense standoff. 
  
As the car drew to a halt she said quietly “I’ve made you a gift.” 
 
“I have been attending pipe-making classes at Lakeside.” She handed him a 
beautifully carved peace pipe. Then she continued, “I wanted to give you something 
that was lasting – something that would convey how I feel about all that has 
happened. Something that cherishes heritage – something from the past.” 
 
Then she chanted slowly a verse from Hiawatha,that if he closed his eyes could have 
been Beth 

“From the red stone of the quarry  
With his hand he broke a fragment.  
Molded it into a pipe head  
Shaped and fashioned it with figures”  
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“It’s beautiful,” he said turning over the bowl carved from the red stone and the 
wooden smoking tube with four bands of colored beadwork. He gently fingered the 
rings and the cylinder of wood. 
 
“The four winds,” she explained, “the four colors of people - red, white, yellow and 
black” all living in harmony. 
 
As they got out of the car, the crushed stone on the driveway crackled under foot. 
 
“This is where it all ends,” he said welcoming her to the farm 
 
“Over there,” he pointed to a spot near where the old cotton wood stump, standing in 
center of a small circle of carefully laundered lawn, provided a natural pedestal for a 
wreath of flowers. “That’s where she died. 
 
They looked around. There were containers and other scattered signs of people 
moving out. The farm was forlorn, but already spring birth was beginning. Dan had 
planted an alfalpha cover crop, which was like a vast green carpet all around, verdant 
in the soft April showers that had already begun to fall. “I wanted to say goodbye to 
this good Earth and leave it as I found it,” he said. “It has given us generously and 
Beth would of wanted us to say ‘thank you’.”  
 
Cheyenne looked around. Tears were welling in her eyes. “Your loss,” she said, “I 
wanted to say…” She wasn’t able to finish her sentence. 
 
“The Little Sioux River runs over there, along the one border of our farm,” he said 
understanding her unspoken words. “Come let me show you something,” He added, 
“Something I have discovered, but not yet had the chance to show anyone. Perhaps I 
never will.” 
 
 They walked along the river’s edge. Dan spoke. “There have been many stories 
about the people who have passed this way.” 
 
“I know,” she replied, “before the civil war, one hundred and fifty years ago, one of 
my forefathers, Inkapaduta brought his band of men along this river during one of the 
coldest winters in living history and ‘massacred’ the settlers. Your wife’s forebears 
were the victims. That means we are natural enemies. I know.” It was clear that the 
word ‘massacre’ was in inverted commas. 
 
“That’s one story,” he answered, “but there are so many other stories.” 
 
“You’ve been doing your archaeological work here?” she queried. 
 
“Yes. I have been painstakingly excavating here for many years, along the bank – 
since we first arrived. I uncovered evidence of a culture of gentle river folk, much like 
the Mill Creek people I showed you during the visit we made together to the east.” 
 
“Where is it?” she asked. 
 
“Gone,” he answered. “I even discovered evidence of Inkapaduta’s trip and possibly 
even a visit by Lott’s party, that went before him. Some prehistoric animal bones. But 
its all gone.” 
 
“Gone?” she queried incredulously, “how could it have gone?” 
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“Last year during the floods in July, the torrent came through this valley and washed 
everything away. Cleaned out all the stories of hundreds of years.” 
 
“You mean it’s all lost, all the evidence you have been gathering. All the stories you 
have been gradually assembling – everything is now lost forever?” 
 
“Yes,” he responded, “but the miracle is that even in the most terrible of losses, 
something is to be found.” After a pause he said, ”come let me show you.” 
 
They walked together along the bank a short distance further where the bedrock had 
been exposed by the flood.  
 
“Look here,” he pointed at the flat rock below them that had been exposed by the 
flood. ”This is Cretaceous bedrock which was formed by sediments in a flood plain of 
an ancient waterway here, perhaps a hundred million years ago.” 
 
He stopped in front of an almost perfect fossil of an animal skull, a vertebral column 
and some ribs. “One of the most complete sections of a plesiosaur, I have ever seen 
– and here near it, the unmistakable bones of a land dinosaur, that wandered too 
close to the edge of the shallow sea. I haven’t identified it as yet.” 
 
“Wow,” she whistled. 
 
“Imagine. Perhaps a colossal fight here a hundred million years ago in this precise 
spot where the two massive creatures died and left their remains to be hidden here 
for a hundred million years. A story that now can be told.” 
 
Cheyenne got down onto her haunches and looked intently at the fossils. “It is 
fascinating.” 
 
“As if truth were an onion,” Dan mused. “As one story is told and peels away, others 
are revealed.” 
 
Cheyenne stood up and surveyed the farm around her.  “Its not safe for you to be 
here,” she said. 
 
‘What do you mean?” he asked. “You said that before.” 
 
“Let’s get back into the car – I’ll explain as we go” 
 
They walked back to his car and climbed in. 
 
“Where do we go?” he asked. 
 
“Anywhere.” 
 
He drove back towards Milford. Then he turned west initially along the A34 and then 
along farm roads he hadn’t been on before, until they passed Lost Island Lake.  
 
Cheyenne was quiet initially and Dan didn’t intrude. He waited for her to explain. 
When she began it was somewhat incongruous. 
 
“I’ve just come back from South Africa,” she said. “Your fossils reminded me.” 
 
“Reminded you of what?” 
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‘Sterkfontein Caves. There’s an archaeological dig there, like yours. They call it the 
‘Cradle of Mankind.’” 
 
‘I’ve read about it,” he replied. 
 
“The very earliest people, neither apes nor really fully human. They call them 
hominids. The ‘missing link’” 
 
“Yes,” he nodded, “Australopithecus – the Southern Ape.” 
 
“I prefer the affectionate name they gave her - ‘Mrs. Ples’”.  
 
“So why did you go there?” Dan wasn’t sure why this was important to her. 
 
“I went with Darian. He felt that the coming of democracy to South Africa would offer 
a huge new market, perhaps even a gateway to Africa itself.” 
 
“You sound skeptical.” Dan was puzzled.  This was not the same lawyer that had 
tried to demolish their arguments against Aggro. 
 
“I wasn’t,” she said. 
 
“What changed your mind?” 
 
“I met people.” 
 
“Who did you meet?” 
 
“I’ll never forget this woman, Qinisa,” she said pronouncing the “q” with a click of the 
tongue. “She was an activist. The first thing she taught me was to say her name 
right.” 
 
They reached highway 18 and headed over the Des Moines River past the Irish 
settlement of Emmetsburg and Cylinder. Once pioneers had tried to carry a heavy 
machine across the creek there and lost a cylinder in the mud. 
 
“She had this enormous argument with Darian,” she explained, “I’ve never seen 
anyone contradict him like that in public. They had heard about your case and what 
Beth and yourself had to say about what Aggro was doing to farmers.” 
 
“Darian was furious. He felt that Aggro was offering Africa a way of feeding the 
masses and they were ungrateful. Now he feels vengeful. He seems to feel that you 
are the cause of all his problems. I think he could do anything.” 
 
“What about you? What did you feel?” 
 
“Qinisa said to me. ‘Sister, come let me take you to Soweto to see how our people 
live – let me show you how AIDS is devastating our people. Then tell me if we can 
afford your licensed technology.’” 
 
“Did you go?” Dan was curious about the change in Cheyenne. 
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“Yes, we went to squatter settlement. It was awful. Hardly anyone was employed.  
The poverty was palpable. HIV has only recently reached the country and yet already 
so many people are infected.” 
 
Dan nodded.  
 
She also took me to Sterkfontein Caves to see Mrs. Ples. ‘Look’ she said, ‘science 
has proved we all had the same mother, a common ancestor. We call her 
Unkulunkulu, the old, old, old one. She is so close to God, she is part of her. She 
looks over us now and tries to protect us. She calls out the words that some of us 
ignore, an injury to one is an injury to all. 
 
“Look, we have our own caves” he said pointing at a road sign 
 
“West Bend Grotto?” she asked. 
 
“Yes,” he replied, “The Grotto of The Redemption” 
 
“Can we please go? I haven’t been there before.” 
 
“Sure” He turned right and soon they reached West Bend, the little town on the bend 
of the Des Moines River in Palo Alto County. 
 
“In late March 1857,” she said looking at the Western fork of the Des Moines flowing 
past  “there was a terrible winter here. A relief party came up the valley from Fort 
Dodge and spent an icy night at Shippey’s point near here before they went on to the 
little Irish colony at Emettsburg.” 
 
Dan was surprised. “I didn’t know you knew so much about our colonial history.” 
 
“I don’t know that much,” she replied. “Its part of our own indigenous history. They 
were responding to what we were talking about earlier, what you have all called the 
“Spirit Lake Massacre.” 
 
Dan wasn’t surprised by her views. This was the second time the topic had come up 
in their conversation that day. “What do you call it?” 
 
“It was in reality the ‘Spirit Lake Retribution’. Perhaps it was excessive, but it was 
retribution. The settlers had violated sacred ground – they had taken fish from the 
Spirit Lake. No-one had ever done that before.” 
 
“As I said earlier” reflected Dan, “there are many stories, many ways of 
understanding the truth. 
 
They parked and walked around to the entrance to the Grotto, an amazing man-
made labyrinth of caves.  Behind them was a quiet lake. Almost immediately a 
somber mood came over Cheyenne. 
 
“I grew to hate all things Christian” she said quietly, “almost as passionately as my 
parents embraced it. The proselytizing, the damnation, the monopolizing of God, the 
vision of God as a man” 
 
“I understand,” he said. On an archway over the entrance to what appeared to be the 
first cave, the words “Grotto of The Redemption” were written into pieces of cobbled 
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stonework. Even in the words there was symbolism. The word ‘GROTTO’ was 
arched like the roof of cave on the foundation of the words ‘OF THE REDEMPTION” 
 
Dan went up close and marveled. There were clusters of quartz crystals, white, 
smoky and especially delicate rose quartzite so much like that in the walls of the 
Museum in Sioux City. There were amethysts, fragments of red jasper, glints of iron 
pyrites ‘fools’ gold, globular mounds of white chalcedony, and pieces of blue-green 
stone that signified copper minerals. There were rust-colored iron-rich rocks, pieces 
of petrified wood, small geodes and even seashells. 
 
 “It’s a celebration of everything, all cemented together,” Cheyenne observed. 
 
They went into the Grotto. An elderly priest was explaining the interior to a small 
group of nuns. 
 
“When Father Paul Mattias Dobberstein was 20 years old, he emigrated from 
Rosenfelt in Germany to the United States. For a short time he studied at the 
Seminary of St. Francis near Milwaukee, where he discovered his extraordinary 
artistic talent. While he was there he became critically ill with pneumonia and nearly 
died.  As he fought for his life he prayed to the Blessed Virgin Mary to spare his life, 
promising that if he lived he would build a shrine in her honor. He then settled here in 
1912 and spent every waking moment until he died in 1954 building the Grotto.” 
 
The nuns twittered among themselves. Cheyenne and Dan pondered the walls of the 
cavern that they were in. It was formed in the shape of three semi-circles – the trinity, 
in honor of the three Divine Persons and the first of the Grottoes that Father 
Dobberstein had crafted in fulfilling his promise.  
 
“Precious stones are like love, deeply implanted in the human heart,” said the Priest.  
“All the foliage and flowers of the fall, the deep azure blue of the sky and the glory of 
shreds of multicolored orange clouds in the dawn, all last for only instants of time and 
are subject to change. But the color, sheen and brilliance of precious stones are the 
same today as they were thousands of years ago. What better way to write your 
love.”   
 
“Where is the stone from?” asked Dan. 
 
“Most of the rock in this Grotto is calcite,” answered the white-haired Priest. “It comes 
from the stalactites and stalagmites of a cave in South Dakota, near the Black Hills. 
But into this is studded a vast collection of minerals and precious and semi-precious 
stones from many places including malachite, azurite, agates, geodes, jasper, quartz, 
topaz, and petrified wood, which he gathered, purchased or was given for building of 
the Grotto. 
 
Dan looked at Cheyenne. There were tears running down her cheeks. Inner turmoil 
raged in her beautiful eyes.  She said to him quietly, “The Black Hills are the sacred 
center of the world to the Lakota people. It was stolen from us in the gold rush of the 
1880s.  Even though the Constitutional Court ruled that it was illegally taken, it has 
never been returned.” 
  
“I am sorry,” said Dan as if it were in his power to offer an apology. 
 
“This is a moving vision,” she replied, “the passion and sincerity of the man is so 
evident.” 
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The small group moved to the next grotto. 
 
“This is ‘Paradise Lost’, “exclaimed their guide. He pointed at some statues, “there 
you see Adam and Eve being driven out of the Garden of Eden by an angel with a 
fiery sword. There is the devil, depicted as a green serpent wound around the trunk 
of the tree of good and evil who tricked them into becoming lovers and resulting in 
man’s fall from sanctifying grace.” 
 
Cheyenne looked at Dan. She was sobbing now and couldn’t stop. He put warm 
arms around her. She felt herself shaking uncontrollably, nestled in the protection of 
a man she knew she had deeply injured. 
 
“It’s I that am ……” she couldn’t finish her sentence before turning her face into his 
chest and shuddering. 
 
“In the other Grottoes, we will systematically visit the Stable of Bethlehem made of 65 
tons petrified wood from Montana and the Dakotas, the Garden of Gethsemane, 
where Jesus prayed the night before he died and then follow the 14 Stations of the 
Cross, until we reach the Grotto of the Resurrection where there is an empty tomb 
and an angel pointing to the lid on which is written, “He is risen, he is not here.”  
 
Cheyenne felt the surge of an unstoppable tremor; a vibrating quivering that pulsed 
and throbbed through what seemed like every part of her. 
 
“Would you like to go?” asked Dan. 
 
“Please,” she said. “This has never happened to me before, I’m sorry.” 
 
They went back to the car and drove back towards Milford. 
 
“Before you drop me off, can I ask you a last favor,” she said. 
 
“What is it?” 
 
“Can you take me to the ‘Spirit Lake Massacre Memorial’?” 
 
”Are you sure?” he asked. “You are very fragile at the moment”  
 
“Yes. I am sure.” 
 
They turned towards the lake near Arnold’s Park Amusement Park and drove up 
through a shady wooded lane. It was sunset and the lake glistened golden in the 
yellows of the setting sun.  The grass and soft green leaves echoed the new birth of 
spring There it was in the Abbie Gardeners Cabin, a simple log cabin with all the 
simple utensils all in place, a reconstruction of the way it had been when her family 
had been killed there. They stopped and got out, then walled over to the memorial, 
surrounded by a simple cast iron fence. There was a sign hanging on some rusty 
wires written in white letters on a plain brown background “PIONEER CEMETRY. In 
1895, the remains of 17 pioneers were removed from their original graves and 
reburied here at the base of the monument. The pioneers were killed March 8-13, 
1857 during what became known as the ‘Spirit Lake Massacre’” 
 
She stepped forward and closed her eyes for a moment, saying nothing. 
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When she opened her eyes, they looked around and noticed a tepee off to the side 
among a small grove of trees. There was a flickering light visible through the 
material. They walked closer. 
 
A small group of people was seated around in a semi-circle inside the tepee. In front 
of them was a woman, possibly a minister, seated at a small table on which there 
burned a single candle in a simple chalice. At the entrance to the tepee was a very 
simple banner which announced, “One and All.”  
 
As the couple appeared at the entrance, the woman smiled and the group turned to 
look at them. They were a motley group of people, but the smiles were unequivocally 
accepting. Without a word being spoken they knew they were welcome. 
 
“Walt Whitman,” said the woman continuing “began Leaves of Grass by saying,  
‘I celebrate myself, and sing myself, 
And for what I assume you shall assume, 
For every atom, belonging to me as good belongs to you. 
 
He continued 
 
“And I know that the spirit of God is the brother of my own, 
And that all the men ever born are also my brothers, 
And the women my sisters and lovers… 
 
“What do you think has become of the young and old men? 
And what do you think has become of the women and children? 
 
“They are alive and well somewhere. 
The smallest sprout shows there is really no death,  
And if ever there was it led forward to life, and does not wait 
At the end to arrest it. 
And cease’d the moment life appear’d …… 
 
“The man’s body is sacred and the woman’s boy is sacred 
No matter who it is, it is sacred – is it the meanest one in the laborer’s gang? 
Is it one of the dull-faced immigrants just landed on the wharf? 
Each belongs here or anywhere just as much as the well-off, just as much as you, 
Each has his or her place in the procession. 
 
“All is a procession, 
The universe is a procession with measured and perfect motion. 
 
He paused for a moment the concluded, 
 
 “I’d like to end with a quote from an indigenous artist David Ipinia from Sacramento 
who invites us all to walk the Red Road. 
 
“Being Indian is mainly in your heart. It's a way of walking with the earth instead of 
upon it. A lot of the history books talk about us Indians in the past tense, but we don't 
plan on going anywhere... We have lost so much, but the thing that holds us together 
is that we all belong to and are protectors of the earth; that's the reason for us being 
here. Mother Earth is not a resource, she is an heirloom." 
 
He then gently bent forward, and almost in a caress blew out the candle in the 
chalice. 
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Almost simultaneously Dan and Cheyenne reached out to one another and their 
hands touched. In the setting rays of the sun, they were satisfied. 



 

 

 Chapter 16: Mystery and Meaning 
 
"The face of the water, in time, became a wonderful book - a book that was a dead 
language to the uneducated passenger, but which told its mind to me without 
reserve, delivering its most cherished secrets as clearly as if it uttered them with a 
voice.  And it was not a book to be read once and thrown aside, for it had a new story 
to tell every day." 
Mark Twain, Life on the Mississippi, 1883 

 
It begins very small,  
seems like nothing much at all. 
Just a germ, just a speck, just a grain. 
But the seed has been sown, 
it has spread through your life like a stain. 
And its power will strangle your love and joy, 
and its hunger consumes for it lives to destroy. 
Hate is the star, it becomes who you are. 
Not the hated, but the hater, 
has a torment that´s greater. 
Unknown 
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Tracy had been in the middle of pondering the court findings when the news bureau 
report came through and announced matter-of-factly, ‘Iowa Farmer loses 
constitutional court case, then dies in auto accident.’ 
 
“O my God,”  whistled Tracy slowly emphasizing every word, “what does this mean?”  
 
She had sat there in the court and couldn’t understand the verdict. Now this. It was a 
quandary. It wasn’t clear what had happened. Was it an accident? Had he been 
bumped off or had he committed suicide, she wondered? 
 
Within a few hours she was there in the heart of the mystery. She had a transcript of 
the Constitutional Court judgment in her camera case. She read it again on the plane 
and puzzled. It was inexplicable. 
 
The judgment began: 
 
“It may be well to acknowledge at the beginning that it is quite impossible to make 
complete sense of the critical clause that is central to this case. One need go no 
further than the very first words of the subsection of the relevant legislation. Nowhere 
does it say, as that title claims and the ensuing text says, reserve any "right to save 
seed"--since nothing elsewhere in the Act remotely prohibits the saving of seed. Nor, 
under any possible analysis, is the proviso in the first sentence of §2543 ("Provided, 
That") really a proviso.  
 
Tracy had copied the specific US Code down and read it to see if she could make 
sense of it herself. 
 
“§ 2543. Right to save seed; crop exemption 
Provided, That without regard to the provisions of section 2541 (3) of this title it shall 
not infringe any right hereunder for a person, whose primary farming occupation is 
the growing of crops for sale for other than reproductive purposes, to sell such saved 
seed to other persons so engaged, for reproductive purposes, provided such sale is 
in compliance with such State laws governing the sale of seed as may be applicable.” 
 
What did it mean? She read it again several times, each time it seemed less clear 
than before. She turned back to the judgment, which continued:  
 
“With this advance warning that not all mysteries will be solved, we enter the verbal 
maze of §2543. The entrance, we discover, is actually an exit, since the provision 
begins by excepting certain activities from its operation: "Except to the extent that 
such action may constitute an infringement under subsections (3) and (4) of section 
2541 of this title, it shall not infringe any right hereunder for a person to save seed 
produced by him . . . and use such saved seed in the production of a crop for use on 
his farm, or for sale as provided in this section . . ..” 
 
None the wiser, Tracy put aside the judgment and legal code and thought about her 
few interactions with Dan. Now he was dead. She cried softly to herself as she 
approached a group of police who were milling on the side of the embankment down 
which Dan’s car had rolled. 
 
“Tracy Story. Chicago Times,” she said introducing herself to the group. 
 
They turned, and one of them said, “Guy Case. Milford PD. We are just about to 
leave. One of the well-known local farmers, Daniel de Boer overturned his vehicle 
here last night at about 6-30 pm. We’ve just completed investigating the scene this 
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morning and informing the next of kin. Unfortunately in the circumstances we can’t 
rule out suicide.” 
 
“What circumstances?” she asked as if she did not know. “Was there a suicide note?” 
 
“No, no note, but he’d just lost a court case to Aggro. He would have had to sell his 
farm and probably lose it. This is off the record of course.” He smiled. 
 
“Can I look around?” she asked. 
 
“Sure. The tow-truck should be here any minute to take the wreck away. We have 
taken photographs and have everything we need. The coroner is satisfied that the 
accident was responsible for his death” 
 
She walked down over an embankment to where a twisted silver station wagon lay in 
a gully.  
 
“How do you investigate a wreck to understand if its driver killed himself?” she 
wondered. “Was it too conspiratorial to consider that it might not have been an 
accident? Beth had died the year before in a hit-and-run accident while riding her 
horse near the farm. Had someone at Aggro wanted them out of the way to stop 
them from talking?” 
 
There was no one to answer. 
 
‘What does a dent tell you,” she kept asking rhetorically as she worked away around 
the vehicle looking at the buckled metal and taking photographs of her own. It looked 
forlorn there in the gully. Some sheep grazed nearby oblivious to the tragedy. 
 
What was significant? Some of the dents were old. There were some flecks of green 
paint on the right rear bumper. Probably the time he reversed into at green pole on 
the farm. None of it seemed in the slightest relevant. She couldn’t even see the other 
side of the vehicle where it lay embedded in the gully.  What could they have 
learned? She took a number of close-ups of the variegation in the metal’s texture. 
 
She peered through the passenger door into the interior. There was blood all over the 
place. Not much to see.  A few bits and pieces of the sorts of things people leave 
lying around in their car. On the floor of the passenger seat there was a broken stone 
peace pipe, an old lipstick and two crumpled tickets. She took a picture. Hardly useful 
evidence in deciding if someone had committed suicide. She was curious and 
opened the crumpled tickets. They were for the “Grotto of Redemption” the previous 
day.  It was sad. She put the items in her bag. She wanted a memento to remember 
Dan. Later she would photograph them and enlarge them. Each had its own story to 
tell. 
 
Soon the tow-truck arrived and began winching the wreck up to the road. She 
photographed that as well. As they pulled away she walked over to her car and saw 
two sets of skid marks on the road. She took a picture.  Skid marks on a road. They 
too were a story. 
 
Tracy felt dazed. She drove towards the de Boer farmhouse. She wondered if there 
was anyone there. No one would know who she was. As she turned into the driveway 
she thought again about the circumstances of how Beth had died the previous year. 
There was a tiny circle of laundered lawn with the old cottonwood tree stump and a 
wreath of flowers. Around the stump there were several bunches of newly picked 
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flowers. Several cars were parked on the driveway, some new, and one rather old. 
She photographed the motley collection against the backdrop of the barns and green 
of the alfalfa crop in the background. 
 
“Hello!” She was greeted at the door by Mirabelle, a close friend of Beth’s who had 
recognized her from the court. She had been crying and her eyes were red. ”Thank 
you for coming”. As they entered the living room, she introduced her to family and 
friends. ”This is Ms Tracy Story. She has always written so sympathetically about 
Beth and Dan’s struggle.” 
 
The group was somber and acknowledged her. There were the de Boers’ two 
children. Reveille looked about twenty, a very striking young guy, who looked the 
splitting image of Dan. His sister Val must have been about seventeen. She was 
every bit as beautiful as her mom. The policeman, Guy Case was there as well. It 
seemed that he was Val’s boyfriend. What a small world? 
 
Then there were Marguerite and Rolf, Dan’s parents, Shad and Mish, Dan’s best 
friends. David and Joshua, his brothers. They kept recounting the events, almost as if 
they were reciting a prayer, trying to understand the will of the Supreme Being.” 
 
Mirabelle seemed to want to talk about Dan and Beth. 
 
“I never knew Beth,” said Tracy. 
 
“I didn’t know Beth either,” responded Mirabelle, “and I was her best friend.” 
 
“What do you mean?” 
 
‘She was too good, too pure to be true.” It was as if Mirabelle were rationalizing 
something in her mind. 
 
“There was something in her innocence that knew too much. She was too close to 
that devil Darian,” said Mirabelle. 
 
“Darian?” queried Tracy.” You mean Darian Whipley, the CEO of Aggro. The same 
Darian that is leading the law suite against the family?” 
 
“Exactly” she retorted. “The devil incarnate. He seduces women and has also 
seduced the world to buy into his terrible vision of commercial agriculture.” 
 
“But what would Beth have to do with him?” 
 
“She never told me anything. But she had been his girlfriend at school. I know that 
she still cared about him, but she insisted she had never seen him again,” 
 
“Did Dan know?” asked Tracy. 
 
‘Yes,” replied Mirabelle, “But he didn’t want to talk about it.” 
 
‘So you think in her innocence, she may have undermined the fight against Aggro.”   
 
There was an almost imperceptible nod of her head, although Tracy wasn’t quite sure 
what this meant. 
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“I’m going to fetch Beth’s parents. They are arriving by bus.” Mirabelle said to Tracy 
who walked outside with her over to her green jalopy. “Its not that I can’t afford a new 
car” she said self-consciously, “it’s a practical way to show I believe in conservation. 
Would you like to come with?” 
 
“No” she said, “I’m sure that they would like some quite time with you without a 
stranger. Please do you mind if I walk around?” asked Tracy. 
 
“Sure” said Mirabelle. “Please come to the cremation this afternoon. We’d love you to 
be there.” 
 
As the dented rusty old car rattled down the driveway, Tracy turned towards the 
woodshed where Dan had once almost kissed her. She went over and tried the door. 
It opened. Dan’s beautiful desk was there, covered in papers. No one had disturbed 
them.   
 
There was his novel – his work of biblical science fiction. She picked it up and quietly 
rejoiced. He had finished it. As she glanced through some of the working papers, a 
letter fell out.  It was from Mirabelle to Dan. In it she asked why he didn’t love her. 
She was more faithful to him than Beth who had betrayed him with Darian. Tracy put 
the letter in her bag with the other things she had collected. It would be ugly if Val or 
Reveille were to find it. 
 
“What is the story?” she thought wondering how she was going to report on the court 
case and all the subsequent events in her Chicago Times article?  
 
She took out her mobile phone and diary and phoned the number at Aggro. 
Introducing herself, she indicated to the receptionist that she was a journalist 
covering Aggro’s recent success in a case against the de Boers and wanted to 
interview the CEO, Darian Whipley. The CEO was out at a meeting but would return 
her call. In the mean time, would she like to talk to the company lawyer, Ms. 
Cheyenne Wolf? If she agreed and could give her an immediate appointment. 
 
She agreed and drove towards Aggro. On the way she put through a call through to 
her husband Rory at the Chicago Times. “I think there’s more to this than meets the 
eye,” she said to him, “Although the Police don’t suspect anything, I am wondering if 
he wasn’t run off the road by someone. Perhaps he knew to much about Aggro?” 
 
“You mean, he was murdered?” asked Rory. 
 
“Probably. And his wife too, some time ago. I’ll be in touch,” she said ending the call.  
 
In half an hour Tracy was in Cheyenne’s office at Aggro’s America Center, where 
several new buildings were being erected in a tasteless modern style. She passed 
through the self-conscious glass and steel foyer with its vast space and the titanium 
statue of Baal pointing to the dome. Finally, she walked along a long passage to the 
lawyer’s office. 
 
Tracy remembered Cheyenne from the trial – a devastatingly beautiful, but icy 
woman who tore into the de Boers and their legal counsel. Today she was different. 
Her beauty was still evident, but she was looking somewhat disheveled and wearing 
sunglasses, which she didn’t take off.  
 
“Can you tell me how Aggro views this win over the de Boers in this constitutional 
court case?” asked Tracy. 
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“Well, it vindicates the position that Aggro has had all along.” Her answer was almost 
automatic company press release stuff. “The de Boers had illegally propagated 
Aggro’s patented American GEM seed and then marketed it.” She spoke in a quiet 
unconvincing manner that was quite unlike the fiery way she addressed the court. 
She did not elaborate. 
 
“So now you will attach the de Boer Farm to cover the costs that the court has 
ordered?” 
 
“Yes,” she said, “unless the estate can come up with the money that is owed.” 
 
Tracy looked around the large office. The walls were decorated with a range of 
examples of Lakota cultural artifacts. 
 
“So you know that Daniel de Boer died last night in a car accident?” 
 
“Yes” she answered, her voice quivering slightly. There was something quite strange 
in her reaction. 
 
Tracy noted several peace pipes on a shelf; virtually identical to the broken one she 
had in her bag. She walked over to it and picked it up. 
 
“This is lovely,” she said. “May I take some photos?” 
 
“Thank you,” replied Cheyenne. “I make them as a hobby, in the same way as my 
ancestors. Photograph away!” 
 
Tracy walked around carefully composing pictures, including one of Cheyenne at her 
desk. Cheyenne hid her face in her hands. 
 
“Very creative.  Tell me Ms. Wolf, is there anything else you can say about the case.”  
 
“No, not really, not a from a legal point of view. The matter is more or less settled. 
Certainly it will be when we recover our costs. I believe Mr. Whipley will contact you 
later. He may have something more to say.” 
 
 “Well then, perhaps I should be going,” said Tracy, her thoughts racing ahead. 
Everything was not as it seemed. 
 
“Oh”, she said suddenly, “I’ve forgotten my lipstick, “would you mind if I borrowed 
yours a moment?” 
 
Cheyenne scrabbled around absent-mindedly for a moment. She couldn’t find it. “I 
must have left it at home. I am sorry, Ms Story. I am not feeling that well today.” 
 
The investigative reporter in Tracy took a giant leap as she said, “Ms. Wolf, did you 
meet Daniel de Boer yesterday before he died?” 
 
Cheyenne sat quietly stunned for a moment. A tear appeared from under the frame 
of her sunglasses. For a moment she removed them to wipe the tears away. It was 
obvious she had been crying and there was a black ring around her eye. 
 
“Can I speak off the record, Ms Story?” she asked 
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“Sure. Call me Tracy”  
 
”Thank you. You can call me Cheyenne. You think I am a bitch, don’t you Tracy?” 
 
“Well, you are a tough lawyer.” 
 
“I have had to learn to be tough. Men see my pretty face and my boobs and 
immediately they want to fuck me.” 
 
“Did Daniel de Boer want to fuck you?” asked Tracy incredulously. 
 
“No, not at all. It wasn’t like that. He was as close to a gentleman as you get – if any 
man is a gentleman.” 
 
“So what happened?” 
 
“I have known him for years. He used to work at Aggro – always fair and reasonable. 
It was very difficult for me when the company decided to prosecute – I had to put my 
personal feelings aside.” 
 
“Were you in love with him?” Tracy asked, realizing she could have asked the same 
question of herself? 
 
Cheyenne needed to think about the question. ”Well, let’s say I found him attractive, 
but he was married – so that was that.” 
 
“But yesterday he was with you, right – and his wife died more than a year ago?” 
“I wanted to see him. I wanted to say sorry for what had happened. It took me time to 
understand.” 
 
“Understand what?” 
 
“That he was in danger” 
 
“From what?” 
 
“Aggro will stop at nothing.” Cheyenne was clearly frightened, “and I’ve realized that 
not everything is above board. His wife’s death could not have been an accident. I 
can’t say more than that.” 
 
“So you saw him and warned him and then he left,” queried Tracy.  
 
“No, we spent the day together. He collected me from my pipe-making class. We 
then went to see his farm and the Grotto of Redemption. It was complicated Tracy. 
He was angry and I needed to tell him how sorry I was.” 
 
“Did he hit you? Did you make love?” 
 
“No, I already told you, he was the perfect gentleman,” said Cheyenne protecting 
Dan, “if he’d wanted to, I would have agreed to making love, but it never came up.” 
 
“You spent the whole day with your adversary to tell him you were sorry?” 
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“Yes,” Cheyenne replied, smiling for the first time, “it was one of the most wonderful 
days of my life.  On the way back we stopped at Spirit Lake Massacre monument, 
and he held my hand. I felt so much better about myself.” 
 
“Why?” asked Tracy.  
 
“Because,” she said taking off the sunglasses, “for once I didn’t need to tell a man I 
cared about him by fucking him. And Dan understood. Then he dropped me off at 
about 6-15pm”.   Her voice quivered and she sobbed. 
 
Tracy sat quietly, wondering if she had heard the whole story, which as incredible as 
it seemed, made sense. 
 
“I didn’t realize in half an hour he would be dead.” She sobbed louder. 
 
“So how did you get the black eye?” Tracy pushed on with the questioning. 
 
“Tracy, please, everything I have told you must remain off the record. I can’t talk 
about it. Let’s say my boyfriend was waiting for me when I got home. Enough said.” 
 
“Do you allow him to beat you?” asked Tracy 
“I know.” Cheyenne acknowledged. ”Thank you for your concern. Let’s leave it at 
that.” 
 
“Do you think that Dan committed suicide?” Tracy became the devil’s advocate. 
 
“No absolutely not. Sure he was depressed about the farm, but he was also at peace 
with himself.” 
 
“Had you been drinking?” 
 
“No, we had some snacks and a soft drink when we left the Grotto. From the report of 
the time that he died, it was within minutes of leaving me. He wanted to get back to 
the farm. His kids were there.” 
 
“So why the accident?” asked Tracy. 
 
“Was it an accident?” replied Cheyenne. “Perhaps we’ll never know! I think you 
should go now. It may not be safe for you either to probe too deeply” 
 
“Who would want to harm me?” Tracy was puzzled by the cloak and dagger stuff. 
 
“Believe me,” answered Cheyenne, “I’ve said enough. You should go now.” 
 
All the way to her hotel, Tracy puzzled at what she had learned. “To use a cliché,” 
she thought, “the plot is thickening.” 
 
While she was in the foyer checking in, Darian Whipley, Aggro’s CEO phoned. He 
was keen to do the interview and offered to come to the hotel and meet her in the 
lounge. 
 
When he arrived he was much better looking than she imagined. Tracy had only 
seen pictures of him. He was wearing a sleek blue suit with a yellow shirt and 
matching silk tie that picked up the color of the suit 
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“Hi Tracy” he said. He had deep aquamarine eyes and a relaxed manner that was 
instantly charming, “I am Darian.” 
 
She responded by holding his hand for an instant longer than usual to disarm him. 
“Thanks for agreeing to meet with me, Darian”  
 
“Not at all. It’s very good of you to cover the Aggro perspective. You are lovely, so 
the pleasure is really all mine.” He was not at all disarmed. 
 
“Tell me,” she asked “about your views regarding the de Boer case.” 
 
“Well I am sure Cheyenne gave you the formal company position. Did you hear that 
Daniel de Boer died in an accident last night?” 
 
“Yes, I heard” she said. “Did you have him killed?” she asked provocatively. 
 
“It’s unfortunate” he continued in a completely honest manner, “he will be a martyr. It 
always makes us look like the bad guys.” He put out his arm to touch her gently as if 
to say “we are really not that bad.” 
 
“Tracy, we are not in business only to make money. Sure it’s our prime directive, but 
speaking for myself, I always wanted to make a difference to do something people 
would respect. I don’t kill people, I help them.” 
 
“Why do you say that?” she asked off balance, because of his disarming candor. 
 
“Aggro has been in the seed business for over a hundred years to help farmers. 
Since 1856 to be precise. Heck our founder Avalon B. King was a pioneer of the 
seed production for the poorest farmers in the country.  Did you know we used to be 
the Association of Grain Growers and Reapers of America, a cooperative venture to 
promote the growing of corn and other crops?” 
 
“No, I didn’t,” she admitted. 
 
“Well, if Dan de Boer was alive, he would tell you that we are hell bent on exploiting 
the farmers. It’s not true. It’s our business to provide for their every need.” There was 
something exciting about the way he said, “providing for every need.” 
 
“But why pick on the De Boers?” She tried to put on a firm interrogatory tone. “In 
what way would their limited sales harm Aggro? Theirs is a tiny initiative trying to 
make a living selling organic seed. Yours is a giant company with a commanding 
share of seed sales throughout the world.” 
 
‘Its true,” he replied, “that the De Boers were small fry. However Daniel de Boer was 
disingenuous. He was employed by Aggro from the mid-nineteen seventies. He even 
helped to develop some of the earliest genetically modified seeds. He was a party to 
our secrets and he stole that know-how.” 
 
“But you yourselves took the know-how from the products of generations of farmers.” 
 
 “Look” he said putting out his hand so it touched hers, “I don’t blame you being taken 
in by the propaganda, but we haven’t stolen anything.” She didn’t move her hand 
away. He continued, “All those varieties of corn that were developed over the 
generations – they are still out there. They’re in gene banks. We are using them just 
like anyone else can.” 
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“Did Beth de Boer buy all this stuff about your wanting to save the world through your 
genetically modified seed?”  She wanted to probe, to get to the man behind the 
façade.  
 
“I knew Beth a long, long time ago. Then she made her choice. She made her bed, 
so she had to sleep in it,” he replied, his manner betraying a controlled frustration, 
even anger. “…with the foolish man that she decided to bed down.” With incredible 
composure he continued holding her hand and even stroking her fingers gently 
 
Tracy could feel the excitement tingle all over her body. Knowing his reputation, she 
fought the feeling back, but she was determined to get to the bottom of the issue. 
“Can I get a photograph?” 
 
“Sure,” he replied beaming with a bright mouth full of perfectly formed teeth. 
 
“There’s something grotesque about mixing genes from different species,” she said. 
”Don’t you recognize the danger of tampering with nature? Releasing genes into the 
wild?” 
 
“Don’t be a prude,” he responded. “Isn’t there something delicious when men and 
women mix their genes? Mixing genes is part of evolution. We only exist because 
genes got mixed.” He could almost sense the dampness she was feeling. 
 
“You are glossing over all the risks.” She tried to convince herself that she could get 
him to expose some inconsistency that would reveal the fallacy of his thinking. “You 
trounce the small guys,” she continued. ’Even if they’re no threat. Why don’t you 
leave them alone?” 
 
“There are no small threats,” he said, “anything can grow.” For a moment she 
imagined him as a towering warrior in front of his conquering army, his sword erect, 
looking for any sign of movement from the vanquished enemy, lying cut to pieces 
around him.  
 
“In today’s world, global traders are fighting for every inch of space. There are 
Russian bears, Asian tigers, Latin pumas, not to mention alligators of our own.” He 
was passionate and glowing in espousing his philosophy, “growing bigger is all that 
matters. Size is everything. It’s what the market needs.” 
 
“So come hell or high water, Aggro is going to be bigger than the rest. Disperse its 
genes round the planet.” She felt as if she was overwhelmed, like a woman in a 
village where all the men had been slain by invaders. 
 
“You got it.” He smiled, leaning towards her. His breath was warm and sweet.  
 
“Are you feeling scared?” he asked disconcertingly. 
 
”Yes”, she replied. Tracy had always prided herself on her honesty. 
 
From that moment she felt that she had lost control of the situation. From the 
explorer she had become the explored. It was like she was being raped. But he did it 
with such firmness and determination she didn’t feel she could resist. For the next 
few hours she experienced a blend of discomfort and thrills in her body she didn’t 
know it was possible to feel. He molded and stretched her like a kama sutra doll. He 
pierced her from every angle, resolute and determined to blow her mind. Hours of it. 
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And he never came. He controlled himself, but whipped her into a frenzy of orgasm 
after orgasm until in the end she felt she was going insane. Constellations of stars 
rotated around her head.  Meteors and fireworks seemed to cascade from her 
heavens. Finally she lay sweating, whimpering and shivering from the exhilaration. 
When eventually he was clear that he had made his point and rendered her into a 
quivering expended lump of used woman, he kneeled over her and exploded from at 
least a foot away from her into her face drenching her in his mastery. 
 
When they had finished Cheyenne was there waiting there for them in the lobby, 
draped over a couch. She exemplified the woman doubly betrayed. 
 
“They need you urgently back in the office” she said to Darian, disciplining him like a 
small boy. To Tracy she offered the parting retort, “You give new meaning to the 
concept of ‘undercover investigation.’” 
 
By the time Tracy got to the cremation, the small group of family and friends were 
grouped around waiting for the casket to be wheeled out. Discreetly she took a 
photograph of the group. 
 
It was a quick affair. There were few tears. It was too sudden and dreadful, following 
on Beth’s death the previous year. The mourning would have to come later. The 
mortuary attendants wheeled out the coffin. There were a few brief non-
denominational prayers. Shad said a few words on behalf of the family. His usual 
eloquence was quite tame. 
 
As the casket slid into the furnace, Val allowed a few tears to slide down her cheeks, 
but Reveille stood resolute with Shad and Mish. Mary Sharp, looking wizened and old 
held Marguerite de Boer. Now they had both lost their children.  Gerald, who had 
given them the farm and hoped that Dan and Beth would turn it into a great success, 
like he had his business, stood quietly next to Rolf who mourned inwardly for his son. 
Dan’s brothers stood passively. 
 
Tracy came over and stood next to Mirabelle. She was very agitated. 
 
“He shouldn’t have done it,” she said. 
 
“Done what?” asked Tracy, “Driven the car the way he did?” 
 
“No,” said Mirabelle, “been with that woman.”  Then she turned away and went 
outside, unwilling to talk about it again. 
 
As Tracy stood and watched she thought back on her extraordinary day and decided 
that the lives of the Dan and Beth needed to be remembered. She thought of it much 
like one of her photographs, which she would like to enlarge until one could see the 
grain that gave it form.  
 
After the ceremony Marguerite and Rolf would be returning to Pella. Mary and Gerald 
were returning to Kalona. Shad and Mish would be settling the issue of the farm in 
relation to Aggro. Mirabelle would help Reveille and Val to dispose of all the family 
possessions and then travel with them to their grandparents.  
 
Reveille wanted to study at University of Iowa and would live for the time being with 
Gerald and Mary at Kalona and commute each day down to Muscatine, where there 
was a University of Iowa research station.  Val wanted to stay with Marguerite and 
Rolf. They lived closer to Des Moines, where she could study when she finished 
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school. She also hoped she would be able to see her boyfriend Guy more often than 
if she lived on the other side of the state.  
 
“Can I interview members of the family?” Tracy asked Mirabelle.” I want to write the 
de Boer story, popularize what they stood for, but I hardly knew them.” 
 
‘You can drive with me,” Mirabelle replied. “In a few days, if you are really interested, 
when we are finished here, I’ll take Val and Reveille down south to stay with their 
grandparents.” 
 
“Ok,” said Tracy, “In the mean time I can explore around here and talk to some other 
farmers,” 
 
“Sure thing,” replied Mirabelle, “that’ll give you a perspective, then you can talk to us 
all on the way and also interview Beth and Dan’s parents, when they are a bit more 
composed. We can also stop off at Tama. My parents were very close to Beth. She 
was like a daughter. Sometimes I felt they were closer to her than to me.” 
 
“Thank you” said Tracy, “That would be excellent, I have a friend in Iowa City I want 
to visit before going back to Chicago.” 
 
“I could drop you off in Iowa City. It’s not far from Kalona” 
 
The arrangements made, Tracy called Rory to let him know progress with the story. 
She also called Freeman. “I am doing a little investigative reporting here in Spencer 
for the next few days, then I can get a lift down to Iowa City. Would it be OK to stay 
with you overnight and for you to give me a lift to the airport?” 
 
“You know its OK,” he replied with a sad tone in his voice, “you know I love you. I 
want you to be with me all the time. I hate these short visits. But beggars can’t be 
choosers. I’ll take what I can get” 
 
“Let’s talk about it when I get there,” she answered, “but you know I just cannot leave 
Rory.” 
 
In the few days that it took Mirabelle and the de Boer children to settle the affairs, 
Tracy dug into the background of the de Boer story and interviewed farmers that 
dealt with Aggro. If there was one story in her career that she was going to make 
count, it was this one. Mish gave her a list of farmers she might like to interview. 
 
Newell Alberts was a farmer from the next county. He was farming just over a 
thousand acres, mainly maize and soya. He hopped off his green and yellow tractor 
to greet Tracy as she drew into the farmstead. As he came over, she could see he 
was a good-looking guy with sunglasses and cowboy boots, probably in his mid 
forties. He was wearing jeans with a warm blazing red weather breaker and a gray 
United Co-op cap 
 
“Simply wipes out weeds. Aggro varieties produce greater yields because they’re 
driven by progress,” she offered him as an icebreaker reading from the brochure. 
 
He laughed loudly, deeply amused by her perception. 
 
“A poll has been done of hundreds of Iowa farmers,” he began, “who, when they 
were asked why they chose to plant Freedom Ready American GEM Corn, said they 
thought it increased yields.” 
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“Well did it?” she asked. 
 
“What do you think?” he smiled. 
 
“About the same, a little more” she played along. 
 
“Ten to twenty per cent less yield” he answered. 
 
‘That’s staggering” She was genuinely surprised. “How’s that possible? Why would 
farmers grow it?” 
 
“Why do we all buy Megaburgers?” he asked quizzically. “The advertisements 
persuade us that they are bigger and better.” 
 
“That’s a big difference.”  
 
“They’ve repeated the study with farmers in a big swathe of Midwestern states from 
Montana across to Ohio and down to Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama. Freedom 
Ready American GEM seeds give poorer yields than conventional corn under 
anything less than perfect conditions.” 
 
“Its incredible.” She still couldn’t believe that rational farmers who were in business, 
would continue planting the stuff. 
 
“The USDA has said so. It’s been reported in several journals as well, that herbicide-
tolerant corn does not produce increased yields.” He chuckled. “I call it ‘rape seed’, 
but who will listen?” He went over to the shed and brought back a large bag of seed 
and read from the label, “The Freedom Ready American GEM patented hybrid seed 
system simply eliminates weeds, produces outstanding yields and reduces input 
costs. Much more, for a lot less cost.” 
 
“So you mean when farmers hear the blurb, they believe it?” she asked. 
 
“Sure” he replied. “There’s no mystery to it. They want to believe it. Aggro has figured 
that if they can give farmers a trouble-free way of getting rid of weeds and pests, they 
won’t bother too much with the lower yields.  The seed goes up and prices go up as 
well. Everyone is happy. Farmers like to sit on their butts drinking beer and watching 
baseball, like everyone else. What else gives them meaning?” 
 
Bill Kinsman, President of the Coalition of Family Farmers lived only a few minutes 
away just over the state border near in Jackson, Minnesota. Tracy met him at the 
Fort Belmont Church and he drove her out to his farm. He was tall and rugged, his 
face tanned from years in the sun. 
 
“Father Walter Halloran, the Jesuit Priest, who became world renowned for his 
exorcism of a thirteen year old boy in 1949 was born here in Jackson.” As they drove 
past he pointed to the house where Halloran was born in 1921. 
 
“Was he one of the priests in the movie, the Exorcist?” she asked. 
 
“It was loosely based on his life.” He nodded. “Father Halloran once said that that the 
greatest evil he had ever seen in his life was not when he exorcised the word ‘hell’ 
written on the possessed boy’s body as his hospital bed thumped up and down and a 
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bottle of Holy water flew off the table, smashing itself against the wall, but when he 
served as a paratrooper chaplain in Vietnam during 1969.” 
 
Tracy laughed. “I see.” 
 
“Evil is with us,” he said with a laugh. ”So you want to talk to me about Aggro and its 
seeds.” 
 
“Yes” she replied, “what do you think about their claims for Freedom Ready crops 
that wipe out your weeds?” 
 
“Look.” he said, holding his chin thoughtfully, “I use about 10 to 12 ounces of 
chemicals an acre. Farmers who use Freedom Ready crops first spray before they 
plant, to clear the ground of weeds. Then when the crops appear the weeds tend to 
re-emerge so they have to spray again. Then they find that because some of the 
crops are becoming somewhat resistant to Freedom, they still have to use a residual 
herbicide.” 
 
“So they are spraying three times,” she observed 
 
“At least. The upshot of it all, is that they sometimes have to use 60 to 75 ounces of 
chemical an acre. It suits Aggro. It’s certainly not cheap,” he added. 
 
“So, what you have is a yield loss and a huge amount of chemicals being applied per 
acre” she concluded. 
 
“Exactly. Aggro insists that glycosinate is safe and low cost – heck the reps always 
say that Freedom is so cheap, it’s almost free. But it’s neither inexpensive nor 
benign.” 
 
“They say it’s environmentally friendly,” she threw in a challenge. 
 
“Perhaps it’s potentially biodegradable,” he replied, “nevertheless its been found to 
be the third most frequent cause of illness among agricultural workers. Quite apart 
from us not knowing exactly what it does to soil organisms. We know its toxic to fish, 
so when it leaches out of the land into the watercourses, you know what it will do. 
Farmers don’t care. What happens in streams and rivers is not their primary 
concern.” 
 
“So even if it kills, we may not find much evidence for it. If we look later, by then it will 
have degraded.” 
 
“Bt maize may be safer,” he noted, “but it still only kills corn borer, so other 
insecticides still have to be used for other pests. In any event, resistance has already 
been reported, so sooner or later its going to fail. Even if it saves money marginally in 
the short term, it adds to other farm costs in the longer run.” 
…. 
Tom and Sue McGuire, whom she met next, were an elderly couple with an even 
more sobering story to tell. They lived near Greenville, a few miles south of Spencer. 
Theirs had been a family farm for over a hundred years and they saw themselves as 
stewards of an intergenerational endeavour that they wanted to endure for a hundred 
years or more after them. They had hoped that their son Paul, who was working with 
them would take over the farm.  
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“For the last seventeen years we have been growing organic soya, hard red spring 
wheat, barley, oats, flax, peas, alfalfa and clover,” said Sue who was much more 
forward that her husband Tom.  “Despite the new system of genetically engineered 
crops being touted as being ‘too good to be true’, we had remained skeptical. We’ve 
had years with hybrids to learn how they do things.” 
 
“So what happened?” asked Tracy. 
 
‘We had just landed a contract for 10,000 bushels of organic soya for a client in 
Japan. There were loads of hoops to jump through. Having the crop tested for GM 
contamination was one of them. Well blow me down, our crop was 1.35% 
contaminated. And we’ve never planted a non-organic crop. We didn’t know how it 
was possible in the middle of our 3,000 acre farm. We lost thousands of dollars in 
that cancellation.  Tens of other organic farmers have faced similar problems.” 
 
And so it went on. From all the farmers she met, the same testimony. American GEM 
was fool’s gold. Mark Vetter, another farmer from the county put it succinctly, 
“Contrary to Aggro’s claims, their crops are reducing average farm profitablity, nearly 
$3 per acre in the case of corn and $8 per acre in the case of soya. Their seeds are 
more expensive and even though there has been a drop in the cost of herbicides, 
there is now a need to use much more of it. If one chooses the organic option, one 
also gets a significant price premium.” 
 
When Tracy got back to Milford, she made an appointment to see Darian Whipley 
again, wondering if he would agree, particularly because she came into the office, 
and did not call from the hotel. She was determined this time not to succumb. She 
wanted to confront him with the evidence. Reluctantly he agreed. 
 
“Shit Tracy,” said Darian after she recounted her interviews with the farmers, “One 
fuck is never enough for you women. You always want a second.” When you took off 
the gloss of his arguments, she realized that was as close as would ever get to his 
version of the truth. As the mystery of this was revealed to her, she learned more 
about herself than she did about the subject of the interview. 
 
The drive south with Mirabelle, Val and Reveille was tense, certainly at first.  
Although they were appreciative of her wanting to write the story of Beth and Dan, 
they didn’t know if a journalist could be trusted to tell it as it was.  
 
At first, the journey seemed to follow and crisscross the Des Moines River as it 
gathered momentum in its southbound winding excursion past the capital to the 
Mississippi. Later it was the Iowa River, traveling almost parallel to the Des Moines. 
As each of the large rivers meandered southward, like great personalities fated one 
day to come together, each accumulating its own story, as they both moved 
unavoidably towards the same mighty destination. The little travelling group seemed 
somehow together in their care, as if inside a cocoon as they drove down slowly 
along the grid of highways that connect the central strip of Iowa towns and counties, 
in the realm that is itself between two even mightier rivers, heading as they head 
inexorably south-east. As they drove, they talked mainly about the past that gave rise 
to their present and inevitably, the future. Towards a confluence of meaning that 
could solve the mystery of the present.  
 
First to break the silence was Reveille. True to his name, he was a wake-up call. It 
was eerie; he was almost the splitting image of Dan in some ways, utterly different in 
others. She pictured him through her photographic eye. Inscrutable and revealing.  
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There is paradox in the way that children disclose their parents and the process of 
creation.  Like looking at the candle of truth, through the crystal lens of a diamond. A 
myriad shards of light, fragments of a revelation, splintered into a cacophony of visual 
voices, each telling a different part of the story, whose fragrance and softness, as 
gentle as a woven fabric, tastes like the tingling champagne of the divine. Like the 
grain, with its hard exocarp, revealing the diversity of form and function buried within, 
a repository of every aspect, a reservoir of embryonic change and a respite from 
adult morphology, that is only manifested in growth. 
 
Reveille was in his sophomore year, the simultaneously wise and foolish part of his 
study. When he was younger he had always wanted to become an astronaut, to be 
up there in the universe. His room had large framed prints of the lunar landing, the 
space station and views of Mars. A few years earlier, though, when he was looking 
for a university to go to, he had discovered some of the hydrology and environmental 
courses that they were offering at Iowa University.  That had brought him back to 
earth. Ever since he had gone fishing with his Uncle Shad, and attended a summer 
school at Iowa Lakeside Laboratory, he had been interested in anything and 
everything to do with water. There he had learned that the great ‘Fatherway of 
Waters’, the mighty Mississippi River, third biggest catchment area on earth and 
water supply for about one in ten of all Americans, had become one of the most 
polluted waterways in the world. In the last few months his dad and he had begun to 
talk a lot about this. Tracy was fascinated and when he sensed this, his trust grew 
rapidly. They seemed to spend ages talking about how development had spawned 
both economic gains and ecological costs.  
 
“Amazing” she reflected, “the consequences of human actions.” 
 
“Yes,” he replied, ”agricultural runoff from the Corn Belt is dramatically contributing to 
an oxygen-poor ‘dead zone’ in the Gulf of Mexico. Sediments washing down from 
agricultural land are clogging the river’s backwaters and destroying fish spawning 
grounds. Fresh water mussels that filter the river water are all but gone. All these 
problems are diminishing the river basin’s natural biodiversity and health. Unless we 
act soon, we could kill one of the most important riverine systems in all the world.” 
 
He was becoming more and more like his father, she thought. 
 
Suddenly Tracy felt old. She wondered about her own life and the decision that Rory 
and herself had made not to have children. Perhaps, it was the deep-seated need for 
the woman in her to be a mother that brought her time and again into the beds of 
different men. She thought of Freeman. She suddenly envied Beth and Dan their 
children, even though they was no longer here to enjoy it 
 
Val had been listening intently to what they were saying. When she heard them 
discussing the sea ecology she spoke. 
 
“Mom called me Valerie,” she said, “after Valerie Loeb, one of her professors at 
Calstate, a marine biologist, whom she adored and who inspired her. She lived up to 
our name.” 
 
“What does Valerie mean?” asked Tracy 
 
“It’s from the French, originally Latin for healthy, strong and brave.” 
 
‘What did she do?” 
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“You were talking about the disappearing mussels in the Mississippi. It reminded me 
that Valerie Loeb had established that the krill, the small shrimp-like animals, I think 
they call them crustaceans, were also disappearing in Antarctic waters. As a result 
whales, seals and penguins, in fact all of the life that depends on them, are 
disappearing too.” 
 
“Disappearing?” Tracy was surprised. ”Why are they disappearing?” 
 
“Global warming,” interjected Reveille as if it was a widely known fact among all 
young people. 
 
“I saw her being interviewed recently on TV,” continued Val. “At one point she argued 
with the interviewer who said the so-called discoveries of her team at Moss Landing 
Marine Laboratories amounted to nothing more than environmental hoo-hah. ‘This is 
an urgent wake-up call,’ Valerie Loeb had replied. I remember her waving an angry 
finger at him. Their studies in the Admiralty Bay area showed that the winter 
temperatures over the last fifty years had increased eight degrees. This was 
destroying the habitat of algae that lived on the bottom of melting icebergs. With less 
sea ice there was less plankton, then fewer krill and therefore less food for the bigger 
species to feed on.” 
 
Tracy looked at the young women. She was animated. Val had become Valerie 
 
"This is like destroying the rain forest," Valerie had said. "You destroy the structure of 
the sea-ice habitat and you destroy the ecosystem. This climate change has 
happened in our lifetime. It's real and it's significant. “ 
 
“That’s depressing,” lamented Tracy, ”sounds like you want to become a marine 
biologist too?” 
 
“Nope,” replied Val in a very adult manner, “Mom and Dad fought that war. Reveille 
wants to take it on as well and I am proud of him. But when I finish school I want to 
become an interior decorator. I can’t bear to think about what’s happening outside.” 
 
They arrived at Pella where Rolf and Marguerite had their farm. It was one of the 
most unusual towns Tracy had come across.  Once a settlement of Dutch pioneers, it 
had the feel of Holland with windmills, animated musical klokkenspel, sunken 
gardens and many brightly colored patches of tulips. Her camera snapped 
repeatedly, absorbing the picturesque scenes hungrily. 
 
The tune of “Windmills of Your Mind” played through Tracy’s head as the lyrics 
revolved slowly through her thoughts and she imagined a model of the fated planet 
earth turning as a beautiful small globe a few feet above them 
 
“Round, like a circle in a spiral 
Like a wheel within a wheel 
Never ending or beginning 
On an ever-spinning reel 
Like a snowball down a mountain 
Or a carnival balloon 
Like a carousel that’s turning 
Running rings around the moon 
Like a clock whose hands are sweeping 
Past the minutes on it’s face 
And the world is like an apple 
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Whirling silently in space 
Like the circles that you find 
In the windmills of your mind”1 
 
The farmstead was not far out of Pella, set back a little from the road with welcoming 
waves of blazing yellow, red and white tulips running in bands alongside the car, as it 
drove into the driveway. The gable was curved and ornate in the Old Dutch style, 
quite unlike the angular frontages of a typical Iowa farmhouse. The living room was a 
like a festival of beautiful clocks of all shapes and sizes decorating all the walls, 
interspersed with a few antique Dutch cupboards filled with ornate china bric-a-bra. 
Over the mantelpiece of a large fireplace were some family photographs. Reveille 
excused himself to go down to the river and look at the water wheel. 
 
Rolf told them the history of the little town as Marguerite served them a variety of 
delicious fattening Dutch letter pastries and chocolate black forest cake. As it wasn’t 
Christmas, she’s made them herself, the letters of everyone’s name, just for good 
luck. Val felt immediately at home and helped her grandmother set out the things for 
tea. 
 
“In 1847,” explained Rolf, “a group of Separatists, who had left the Netherlands under 
the leadership of Dominie Hendrik Pieter Scholte, founded the town.” 
 
“What does its name mean?”, asked Tracy always interested in origins. 
 
“Refuge.” Rolf replied 
 
“What were they escaping from?” 
 
“They had refused to obey an edict of the Dutch king to follow the State Church's 
style of worship which they felt was too lax, too modern and theologically unsound. 
After facing threats of fines and imprisonment, eight hundred of them left their 
homeland in four sailing vessels. Arriving in Baltimore, the settlers trekked over the 
mountains until they reached St Louis, sailed up the Mississippi by steamboat until 
they reached Keokuk and then overland again along a pathway of small settlements 
called the “State Road”. Eventually they found this place at a high point between the 
Des Moines and Skunk rivers and bought up 18,000 acres at $1.25 per acre. It’s 
been a staunch bastion of Christianity ever since.” 
 
“What about the De Boer’s?” asked Tracy. 
 
“My family also came out from Holland and bought a farm on the banks of the Des 
Moines River outside the town where they built a sod-roofed house,” said Rolf, “but 
probably at least a decade after the town was first settled. You can still see the 
remains of the house and mill near the river.” Marguerite’s family, the Tangermann’s 
came from Germany, in the early 1930s when she was still a young girl. 
 
“What do you grow now?” 
 
“Well originally my forebears grew corn, first established at first a horse-drawn corn-
mill and later the water mill, but as its particularly hard to be competitive in corn-

                                                 
1 Words & Music by Alan & Marilyn Bergman & Michel Legrand, Recorded by Dusty 
Springfield, 1969 (#31), Theme from "The Thomas Crown Affair," 1968  
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growing these days. For a while now, especially with Dan’s advice, we have grown 
high-value vegetables, herbs and cut flowers.” 
 
“Beautiful clocks,” said Tracy wandering over to the decorated walls. “Do you mind if I 
take some pictures?” 
 
“Not at all,” said Marguerite. “Its Rolf’s first passion and love. He loves people to take 
pictures.” 
 
“True” said Rolf, “I have a fascination for time keeping.” 
 
There was a range of ornate clocks from all over Europe. traditional klokkenstel and 
klokkenspel, small decorated clocks with figurines and candlesticks, musical chalet 
cuckoo clocks with moving wheels and dancers, some leaf and bird clocks with 
wooden dial and hands. Every few minutes, the room would burst into a cacophony 
of sounds as the clocks variously chimed, jingled, chirped or squeaked, like a 
miniature marching bells concert.  
 
“Doesn’t it keep you awake at night?” queried Tracy thinking about the practicalities. 
 
“No,” said Rolf. Marguerite and Val looked less certain. “Clocks speak the language 
of ages. The ticks and tocks are like words. Marks the passage of time, slows things 
down.  Makes you remember the passing minutes of our lives, with reverence. The 
world is so hurried nowadays.” 
 
“Tell me about Dan,” she said looking at his picture on the mantelpiece. 
 
“He was always very serious,” Rolf reflected, “very committed to farming.” 
 
“I think he was anxious about who he was,” said Marguerite.  
 
“Why? He seemed so sure of himself when I met him,.” countered Tracy. 
 
“My family were Jewish, but we preferred to deny it, we had to leave family and 
friends in Germany,” admitted Marguerite. She had never said this in Dan’s 
presence. “Technically he was Jewish, and I know he was struggling with God, both 
Jehovah and Jesus, especially after his stint in Vietnam. “ 
 
“He was in Vietnam?” asked Tracy surprised, but already knowing the answer. 
 
“Yes, though he didn’t like to talk about it. He was angry. I think he felt that God could 
not exist, he couldn’t believe He would be so vindictive.” Marguerite wiped a few 
tears from below her eyes. 
 
 “Farming was his therapy,” said Rolf. Val nodded in agreement. 
 
“He loved the soil and he loved Beth’s vision of a planet restored,” Rolf continued. 
“For me, agriculture was just a way of life. Only later did I understand what Beth and 
he were standing for. It was their faith.” 
 
‘He had a whole library of corn seed,” reminisced Val. “I remember he would take 
down the collection when we were young and tell us stories about where each lot 
came from.” 
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Mirabelle, who had sat quietly contemplating all this time said quietly, “he was a great 
story-teller.” There was a subtle tone of sarcasm in her voice. 
 
Reveille came back slightly flushed from his walk to the water wheel. “We’d better 
move on,” he said, it’s still a long drive. 
 
Tracy followed by Mirabelle and Reveille hugged Val, Marguerite and Rolf.  
 
“Thank you so much,” said Tracy as they bid them farewell and drove off to the east 
towards Tama where Mirabelle had arranged with her parents that Reveille, Tracy 
and herself would stay the night. 
 
“What do your parents do?” asked Tracy. 
 
“My father was a code talker” during the World War Two,” said Mirabelle, when he 
was young. After the War when he married my mother, they both became teachers. 
 
“A code talker? What’s that?” queried Tracy 
 
 “They were wartime radio operators from our tribe that talked to each other in the 
Mesquakie language – so the enemy couldn’t understand what they were saying,” 
she replied. They were sent to North Africa to help the allied forces. They weren’t that 
effective, there were too few, not like the Navajo code- talkers who helped to win the 
war in the Pacific. They were shelled by enemy artillery and finally, in the end, he 
was captured and taken prisoner of war. He was lucky not to be killed to stop him 
from talking.” 
 
Until then Tracy hadn’t realized that Mirabelle was Indian. From then on she could 
see the ancestry. 
 
“Perhaps, that’s what I need,” exclaimed Tracy thinking back at the judge’s 
comments on the legislation, as if it had been written in a foreign tongue, which if 
understood, would become intelligible. “Perhaps we need code talkers to explain the 
codes of American legislation – a law we are all presumed to understand.” 
 
”You’d have to be a mind-reader and not code-talker to make sense of it,” said 
Mirabelle, just as cynical. 
 
“I hadn’t realized that your parents were First Peoples.”  
 
“Yes,” replied Mirabelle, comforted by Tracy’s acceptance. 
 
‘Tama sounds vaguely biblical,” said Tracy. 
 
“Not biblical at all” answered Mirabelle. “It’s an Indian name - it means beautiful, 
pleasant or lovely.”  
 
“Very fitting,” piped in Reveille. “Tama is the state soil. Very deep and dark brown 
silty clay loam, rich in organic matter, formed by the fibrous roots of hundreds of 
years of prairie grass roots burrowing deep into sandy loess – no finer more fertile 
soil on earth. Beautiful” 
 
“Just like your father,” chirped Mirabelle and for a moment they all remembered Dan 
with a tinge of sadness, each for their separate reasons. 
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They arrived quite late and were met by both her mother and father, Grace and Joe 
Bear. They were just finishing the evening meal. The house was austere with a 
crucifix above a framed print of a person with their hands clasped together in an 
attitude of prayer. Grace was a devout Christian and the simplicity of the furniture 
and decorations in the home spoke to its importance as a focus to her life.  
 
“Joe is sleeping out in his wikiup,” announced Grace with a mixture of respect and 
resolution, as she showed Tracy and Reveille their rooms, “he’s purifying himself.” 
The house was empty now that all their children had moved out. Grace seemed 
especially lonely, as if she somehow preferred the drunkard Joe whom she could 
mother, to the self-righteous, purified Joe. 
 
Tracy couldn’t sleep that night. There were things bothering her. She went through to 
the living room and pulled out a slim book with a yellow and amber cover. Mirabelle’s 
name was written in it. She then went outside to the veranda and sat in the early 
morning light reading it. The book wasn’t long and she read through it quickly. 
 
It was Hidden Doe’s story, a gentle young woman of the Mesquaki, the Red Earth 
People, whom the whites had once called the Fox, the scourge of the Northwest. Her 
grandmother, Grey Gull had told how the French had waged a war of annihilation 
against their people for more than 100 years, when they formerly lived in Wisconsin. 
They had survived by fleeing south into Iowa before Hidden Doe’s mother, Soft Cloud 
gave birth to her. Their small community had tried to live in peace with the White 
Ones, in one tiny settlement along the Iowa River at Tama. This was when Hidden 
Doe was born. But all through her childhood her Red Earth People continued to face 
oppression and onslaughts from the new white settlers, who were colonizing Iowa. 
Eventually, Hidden Doe with her family were exiled from their land in Iowa and forced 
to move to a terrible existence in a Kansas Reservation. After much sadness and 
surviving a small pox epidemic, which killed her father, Great Bear, and her Mother 
Soft Cloud, Hidden Doe eventually returned to the land of her birth together with a 
handful of other survivors. The price that the Mesquakie paid for this return and the 
privilege of being able to do so, was that they would have to adhere to the rules of 
White Ones and buy back the same land on which they once had lived and had been 
forced to abandon.  
 
Hidden Doe had spent her life trying to understand the White Ones. But they 
remained ever a mystery. The greatest mystery of all was why they used precious 
firewood to make crooked fences that barred progress across the generous land. 
Who did they need to control? No one could own the earth. And the animals always 
did best when they were free to roam. 
 
Tracy looked up. The sun was rising and for the first time she noticed Mirabelle’s 
father Joe standing on a small hillock silhouetted against the orange sky next to his 
wikiup. He was wearing a light shirt. Although it was early summer, it was still cold at 
that time of morning. 
 
She waited for him to finish a short ceremony as he faced the four directions, then, 
still holding the book she had been reading, she walked slowly out to join him to 
where he sat on a log in the grass.  
 
He spoke softly when she drew closer looking out over the magnificence of the 
blazing dawn and floating wisps of white set on fire by the rising sun, “After 
Ma_ni_to_ah, the great God, made the land, the water, the sky and the clouds, he 
looked at it and saw that it was beautiful beyond conception. “What being can I make 
to live in this splendid world?” he asked.  “I will fashion a creation out of my own 
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heart,” he said in answer to his own question. And Ma_ni-to-ah cut out a piece of his 
heart, precious flesh out of the very heart of God, and he crafted a being out of it, and 
sat up the being before him. As he breathed life into the being, he said to him, ‘look 
at yourself and tell me what you see’. And the being looked at himself, and said ‘I see 
a Mesquaki, a Red Man’. And Ma-ni-to-ah replied. ‘You are right. You are a person. A 
man becoming a human. Red you are, flesh of my flesh. Be with your woman. Make 
children. Live on the land. Always obey my rules and I will look after you. I am the 
one. And you are at one with me.” 
  
Joe drew Tracy gently down to sit on the log next to him 
 
And thus it was that “in the beginning was the land and it belonged to the people. It 
was mother to them, giving them all they needed to survive. They took from it what 
they needed and left the rest for their children. And, always they gave prayers of 
thanks for all that the land gave.”2 
 
Then he continued reciting the history of his people, like one of the traditional oral 
genealogies that had been taught him by his forefathers. 
 
“1855. Pa-tako-to came from Kansas. He bought the lands in Tama County. He 
brought one hundred and eighty eight Indians after him. 1862. Ma-me-na-wa-na-ka 
came and brought seventy-six Indians after him. 1863. Wa-pa-nu-ka came and 
brought thirty-six Indians after him. 1864. Pa-que-she-ka came and brought thirteen 
Indians after him. Me-ka-ka came and brought ten Indians after him. In all three 
hundred and forty four Indians came back from Kansas.” 
 
Finally, smiling, he added a new piece of his own to the story. ”In 1990, there were 
1060 Indians living in Tama County some 6% of all 17,410 souls. Ninety percent 
where white. Not only white in color, but white in their ways, so few were the Red 
People they could not be seen, but richly do they add to its flavor like chilli pepper in 
a stew of white potatoes. In this multitude do we shadows_of_what_we_were tread 
the long Red Road.” 
 
She opened the book where she had placed her finger and read a passage quietly to 
him savoring its simplicity. “We will be as seed hidden beneath the snows. Each 
waits to send its roots into the earth. Each waits to claim its place upon the land. So 
shall we, as seeds, endure…Yes,. As the river of stars that runs above us, so are our 
people. What has been. What will be. All are one…The seed. The plant. The 
harvest.”3 
 
Joe Bear looked at her and smiled again “You understand!” 
 
Tracy grinned. He reminded her in that instant of Dan. She reminded him of Beth. 
 
“They talk of ecology.” He grimaced and held out his hand, wrinkling his forehead, 
“It’s a new word for the white man. You find it all over the newspapers, magazines 
everywhere.  We must conserve the land.”  
 
He allowed himself a chuckle then saluted the insanity, “Conservation! The Indian 
hunted the buffalo for countless generations, yet the prairies remained full of their 
                                                 
2  PU SHI TO NI KWA’S ADDRESS, August 26, 1905 p 16 John M Zielinski, 
Mesquakie and Proud of It. Photo Art Gallery Publications, Kalona, Iowa, 1976. 
3  Hadley Irwin We Are Mesquakie. We Are One, 1980, The Feminist Press, 
New York 
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boundless herds. Despite the plenitude, in every kill, what he could not use, he 
generously gave to his brother. Everything was used from hoof to horn. Buffalo Bill 
and his contemporaries shot the great beast, often just for the hell of it because there 
were so many, sometimes for a few steaks, and left the rest to rot. Even as the 
numbers dwindled, seldom would he freely share what he had with his brother, 
unless gripped by fear or ulterior motives. Within the span of a single generation, 
they drove the noble creature to extinction, exterminated my people, plundered the 
land and now come to teach ecology. It will be time to talk of these things when the 
smoking guns are gone from hearts, fences uprooted from souls and dollar signs 
stop flashing in covetous eyes.” 
 
“Tell me about Beth,” Tracy asked. 
 
“Beth was different,” he said, “much like you. She was white only in appearance, in 
all other ways she was like one of us. She walked the Red Road. I could never 
understand why Mirabelle was so jealous of her.” 
 
“Perhaps she was beautiful,” ventured Tracy. 
 
“I suppose that is it,” he nodded, or maybe, just her gentleness. 
 
Continuing with sadness as he remembered her, he said, “As very simple, white and 
young as she was, I kept learning things from her, as if she was sent here to help me 
to remember to treat the Earth and all that live here with respect. our fellow beings, 
as well as the animals, the plants, the soil and even the stone. To work together for 
the benefit of all. To give assistance and kindness.  To give a share of one’s efforts 
for the greater good. To do what one knows to be right. To be truthful and honest. To 
take full responsibility for one’s actions. To look after the well-being of one’s own 
mind and body. And to remain close to the Great Spirit.”  
 
Mirabelle came drowsily out of the house. “Good morning Dad. Are you filling the 
head of poor Tracy with Mequakie folk lore” 
 
“Not at all,” he said, “just telling her about Beth.” 
 
“Same thing.” She exclaimed. “I keep telling you Dad that Beth was not the little 
Indian Princess you think”. 
 
“You said that I should tell her about Beth. That’s the purpose of her being here isn’t 
it?” 
 
“Yes, but did you tell her that she was just like us ordinary mortal women. That she 
had men, that there were times that she smelled like the rest of us.” 
 
“I hadn’t got there yet. But I am sure you will.” 
 
Reveille came out and the conversation changed. 
 
After breakfast, they bid their good byes and headed out of Tama towards Kalona in 
the countryside to the south of Iowa City. 
 
As they passed through the Amana Colonies, Mirabelle pointed out the stone 
schoolhouse where Beth and her had first met while at school. In the old days before 
the 1930s when the vast agricultural cooperative had been discontinued to allow for 
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private ownership, the school had been a place in which young people were taught 
different ways. Even by the time that Mirabelle and Beth had studied there, it was just 
an ordinary school. 
 
As they reached the outskirts of the Kalona, they passed several horse drawn 
wagons hauling hay, corn, hogs, and logs. A father and his young son were 
ploughing with a four-horse team.  
 
The second largest town in Washington County, Kalona had become not only the 
"Quilt Capital of Iowa”, but a beautiful tapestry of its own unique ways, a quilt all its 
own. On the one hand there was the warp of its fabric in its pioneer heritage, richly 
displayed in old craft shops, antique collections and horse-and-buggy carts of the Old 
Order Amish and Mennonites who continued to live the simple, wholesome lives of 
their great-grandparents. Taking pride in their fine workmanship and tools, the Amish 
valued ‘things’ mainly for their utilitarian application. At the same time they created 
some of the most beautifully designed and intricately hand-stitched quilts to be found 
anywhere in the world. Although they had no telephones, electricity, cars, or other 
modern conveniences, they welcomed this for the unity it brought to their community. 
Woven through the warp was the weft, a progressive business sector and new age 
people, with cutting-edge companies well known in the international high-tech market 
place. And then finally coloring everything was the pioneer spirit and commitment to 
homegrown, one-of-a kind enterprise, which embraced both traditional beliefs and 
modern exploration. 
 
The home and marriage of Mary and Gerald Sharp seemed to epitomize the stark 
contrasts of Kalona, she homely and traditional, and he outgoing and technological. 
They lived on a conventional homestead in the town. Although she was no longer 
Amish, Mary kept in close contact with her relatives in the community, especially on 
Sundays when Gerald would play golf. 
 
Mary couldn’t help herself reminiscing about Beth, though she was less articulate 
than Joe. She remembered not so much the specific things that Bess stood for, than 
her general sense of goodness. Tears would continuously well in her eyes. Mirabelle 
seemed continuously jealous. Tracy wondered whether Beth had ever suspected that 
her best friend and husband were having an affair.  
 
Reveille was quite anxious to move on. After a while they drove the twenty five or so 
miles down to the environmental research station that was being developed on the 
Mississippi in Muscatine. This was where he was going to be working the next few 
months studying the local ecology of the river.  
 
“We hardly know what is happening,” Reveille said re-animated by the closeness to 
Muscatine, remembering the discussion they had the previous day on the way that 
the environment was being challenged by human activities. “There is no where more 
evidence of the threat to freshwater species of native mussels found in the 
Mississippi than here“ 
 
“Why here?” asked Tracy. 
 
“First there was the clamber for freshwater pearls of the early nineteenth century. 
Historians have likened it to the Californian gold rush, when millions of mussels were 
killed searching for pearls. Entire mussel beds were eliminated. Then in 1899, a 
German button maker discovered that the shells of freshwater mussels, such as the 
Yellow Sand Shell and Pistolgrip, made wonderful buttons. At its heyday 37% of all 
the worlds buttons came from this little town of Muscatine, here on the Mississippi, so 
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you can imagine how heavily exploited the mussels of the waters were. Yet despite 
being killed for pearls and heavily used by the button industry, the mussel species 
miraculously survived the ninetieth and twentieth centuries, only to have recently 
come under their most severe threat yet, that is now really leading to their extinction. 
Extraordinary. They are rapidly being smothered by exotic zebra mussels, small, but 
extraordinarily prolific bivalves, being introduced to Midwestern waters in the ballast 
of transatlantic ships. So trivial an activity, so profound an impact!” 
 
The car drew up to the building where he would be working. He clambered out and 
opened the trunk, lifting out a suitcase and backpack. With the thought he had just 
shared made, he hugged Tracy and Mirabelle goodbye, though he felt a little 
awkward. Tracy was so sexy, albeit old enough to be his mother. 
 
“Hey, I want a picture of you,” said Tracy as he got out of the car with his bags.  She 
loved his awkwardness. 
 
It felt strange being in the car, just the two of them, Mirabelle and Tracy. As they 
traveled, Tracy learned ever more about her and her ambiguous friendships with 
Beth and Dan. She had a profound knowledge of the natural environment, but was 
also acutely sensitive and resentful. Although she tried to hide it, it was clear that she 
both loved and was envious of her two dear friends, who were now dead.  
 
“I want to show you something,” said Mirabelle, “before I drop you off in Iowa City.” 
 
“What?” asked Tracy inquisitively. 
 
“Wetlands, burial grounds” she replied enigmatically. ”History in water and earth.” 
 
They drove south for a few miles towards Toolesboro, past Kilpeck Landing, the Mark 
Twain Wildlife Complex and Lake Odessa towards the confluence of the Iowa River 
as it flowed into the Mississippi.  
 
Here for a few miles one could see the great river as it was before, unbridled of 
industry, a maze of ever-changing water-ways, islands, sandbars and sloughs, 
where, once upon a time, annual floods changed the course of the river, and created 
new wetlands, deposited nutrient-rich sediments in forests and prairies. Where 
natural water level fluctuations provided for a diverse plethora of plants in a variety of 
rich habitats for spawning new wildlife species. All manner of flora and fauna were in 
profligate abundance. Where, in times gone by, Mark Twain might have wandered 
and wondered about the many tales old man river had to tell. 
 
They stopped for a few minutes to look at a splendid wetland area. Tracy took out her 
camera and looked for scenes to frame. 
 
“The mouth of the Iowa River has always been a superb location for people skilled in 
hunting and the gathering of food,” continued Mirabelle. “For thousands of years, wild 
plants living in the rich alluvial soil between the two rivers, the Iowa and the Des 
Moines, would supplement the many kinds of fish, shellfish, and waterfowl in the 
wetlands of these parts.” 
 
At this isolated place, free of the confusion of modern industry, Tracy found it 
possible to imagine the place as it might once have been. Mirabelle appeared in her 
element.  Tracy took a picture of her, as if she were in her natural habitat. 
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“Here surrounded by all this abundance, two thousand years ago, the Native 
American Hopewell culture flourished, growing indigenous seed-bearing annuals 
such as sunflower, squash, chenopodium, knotweed, marsh elder, barley and 
maygrass. They made blades from local flint and decorated themselves with pearls 
from the freshwater mussels.” 
 
“Sounds idyllic,” chortled Tracy walking around and snapping photos as copiously as 
the vegetation. 
 
“More than idyllic.” Mirabelle laughed. “They were among the first really rich 
American farmers and as a culture became a centre of trade, egalitarian trade, I 
should say, sharing the economic surplus of their region with those further afield, who 
didn’t have this source of resources. Food and other goods, created by harvesting 
the natural wealth of the area, were exported in exchange for rare high status goods 
from further away. Such was the abundance, they could even afford to import copper 
from Lake Superior, sea shells from the Gulf of Mexico, mica from the Appalachian 
Mountains, and obsidian from the region of what is now Yellowstone National Park.” 
 
“What about corn?” asked Tracy, “did they grow and trade any corn?” 
 
“Strangely, not much. Corn wasn’t even necessary for a vibrant economy. Indian 
Corn, if present at all, was only a minor crop and didn’t become a staple until about 
AD1,000, when it largely replaced the earlier indigenous crops.” 
 
They drove up to an area where in the distance there were green hillocks set 
amongst the woods. The various colors of green were perfect for a picture. 
 
“They buried their dead here, in those earthen mounds, accompanied by grave 
goods that displayed their status as religious and social leaders. Goods like carved 
animals on the utensils and pottery used for feasts and religious rituals. This reflected 
the harmony and dependence they had for the natural world. The village where they 
lived was probably nearby, but as the Iowa River has been shifting its course and 
spreading alluvial silt over its path frequently during the past two millennia it was long 
ago flooded and buried by sediment.” 
 
“I see,” said Tracy. “Once there were American farmers whose footprint on the 
landscape was so light, we hardly even know they were there.” 
 
“Fitting name, I always thought” said Mirabelle, “The Hopewell Culture.” 
 
As they drove towards Iowa City, Tracy finally asked what she had been wanting to 
ask for the whole journey, “Did you have a relationship with Dan?” 
 
Mirabelle didn’t answer. She cried. The sobbing continued all the way until they 
reached the street below Freeman Brown’s Apartment. Possibly if there was time and 
Freeman hadn’t looked out of his window and come downstairs, the sobbing might 
have stopped and Mirabelle answered the question. As it happened, she only 
stopped sobbing when she saw him walking towards the car and never answered the 
question. 
 
“Would you like to come upstairs for a drink?” he asked Mirabelle.  
 
“No thanks,” she answered. “I really must get back home.” 
 
They both watched as the old dented green car pulled away. 
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“Taken quite a battering,” said Freeman. 
 
‘We don’t know the half of it,” replied Tracy as she turned and hugged him. 
 
They went inside not talking. He was looking tired and sad.  
 
As they entered the Apartment his suitcase was near the door. 
 
“What’s the matter?” asked Tracy. 
 
“Its Teresa,” he answered. “I got a phone call this morning, she died.” 
 
“How did it happen?” 
 
“They’re not sure. Might have been an overdose; perhaps it was drugs, pneumonia. I 
just don’t know.” 
 
“And the girls?” she queried. 
 
“They’re with their Grandmother in the house. That’s what the neighbor says. They’ve 
been crying a lot. She says that they’d been looking after her. Teresa had been quite 
sick in the last few weeks.” 
 
“Have you spoken to the girls?” Tracy was incredulous. It was something she couldn’t 
understand in Freeman. The way he had been able to distance himself from his own 
girls. 
 
Perhaps, if he had been a woman, he would have been crying. Perhaps, he was just 
all cried out as he replied. “I love them, but they have made their own decisions.” 
 
“But Freeman, even if you are divorced, you are entitled to show your kids love.” 
Tracy could not understand, that despite all their love-making and the fact that they 
spoke to each other every day, she was no closer to understanding what went on in 
his mind than the first day that they had ever met. Men are inscrutable. 
 
“There are things you don’t understand,” he said giving her a rare glimpse into the 
private aspect of himself that he never revealed, “the family hold me responsible for 
the death of our oldest child and for Teresa’s addiction.” 
 
Tracy felt stunned into silence. There was nothing she could say. 
 
“I need to go there with my sister. She’s been in touch with them. I just can’t face the 
girls alone.” 
 
Tracy looked around. It was incongruous. On the wall there was a single picture of 
hers among a range of wonderful parodies of American Scene painters. Some she 
had seen before. Hers was a montage of eyes that she had enlarged, cut and pasted 
from the works of various artists and called “Eyes on the American Scene.”  
 
“There’s no room for satire anymore,” he said following her gaze and allowing himself 
a few moments of escape from his life into Art. “Real life just outdoes the satirist 
every time.” 
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She was looking at the picture next to hers. She hadn’t seen it before and it was far 
too pornographic to ever get displayed in public. It was a play on Alexandre Hogue’s 
‘Mother Earth Laid Bare’ and called, “Mother Earth, Thoroughly Fucked” 
 
“Yeah” Tracy replied, “We are all just as thoroughly fucked up as Mother Earth.” 
 
There wasn’t much else to be said. Life and Art were one. 
 
“Come, let me drop you at the airport. I must be making a move for Des Moines.” 
 
It didn’t take long. In the passage of time that marks our lives, a trip to the airport to 
say goodbye isn’t the major event it used to be. Once, the whole family and then 
some, would come to the station to say farewell. And all the tears. None of that now. 
We have become so used to it. Leaving our life to go somewhere that isn’t here only 
to find that there isn’t there, its only here. So we haven’t really left, even when we are 
away. There again, are we ever really here, ever preparing as we are to go there? 
 
Rory picked her up at the airport in Chicago. It was bizarre, a kind of kaleidoscope of 
life. Once again, a thousand facets of light in a single diamond. A billion years of 
evolution in a single genome, all of life’s possibilities in one kernel. A single grain in a 
quantum universe of alternative realities. 
 
“So have you solved the mystery?” he asked. 
 
“You mean the who-dunnit?” she replied to his question with a question. 
 
“Yes,” he said, “Who killed the farmer and the farmer’s wife?” 
 
“Yes I have solved the mystery,” she answered. 
 
“So you know who killed them?” 
 
“Yes, I know who killed them.” 
 
“Well are you going to tell me,” he waited impatiently. 
 
“But that was never the point of the story,” she said. 
 
“Well, it’s a story. That’s good enough. It’ll sell papers.” 
 
“True, it’s a story. But is it THE story. Is it the truth?” 
 
“Come on, tell me. Tell me who killed the farmer and his wife. I’ve got to know. Was it 
the butler?” 
 
“Would you believe me if I told you it was their best friend.” 
 
“Come on Tracy. I’ve got to know the end.” Rory was growing more insistent. 
 
“You see, you don’t want to know the truth. There isn’t a bad guy. There isn’t an end, 
just a middle.” 
 
“A middle?” queried Rory. 
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“A middle” she replied, “the place where we always are. Somewhere quite far from 
the beginning, but certainly not at the end.” 
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POSTSCRIPT 
 
Now that we are at the end, we can go back to the beginning and reveal what gave 
rise to telling the story. 
 
It all began on reading an intriguing extract of a newspaper article that was 
reproduced in a chapter on ‘Monopoly’ in a textbook, Economics by Michael Parkin, 
published by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company in the USA during 1996. 
 
At that stage the article was a cliffhanger. It didn’t reveal what happened to the 
protagonists. It needed further research. 
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Seed Sales Sow Controversy 
 

By Timothy J. McNulty 
 
SPENCER, Iowa - The way Becky 
Winterboer figures it, if she hadn‘t spilled 
that bag of seed corn on her gravel 
driveway years ago, she wouldn't be 
worrying how the U.S. Supreme Court is 
going to rule. 
 
The young farm wife and her husband, 
Denny, ...were not about to let the 50 
pounds of seed go to waste, So ... [they]... 
bought a $5 hand-held filter to strain the 
bits of gravel and dirt out of the corn. 
 
One idea led to another; Winterboer ... 
discovered a much larger machine, a 
marvelous solid oak contraption more than 
60 years old that could strain whole 
bushels of soybean seeds.  
 
With such a machine, Winterboer thought, 
he would clean not only his own soybeans 
but also help other farmers sift their soy 
bean harvests to extract ... seeds. And 
that is exactly what happened.  
 
"Heck" the meticulous Winterboer said one 
day after becoming disgusted at cleaning 
raccoon droppings and chicken feathers 
another farmers crop.   "Why not just sell 
them my own seeds'?” 
 
And that is what landed the Winterboers in 
big, big trouble. 
 
Asgrow Seed Co. …suspected the 
Winterboers were creating a serious 
business out of selling bags of soybean 
seed .... To prove that, they hired an agent 
to buy several bags of soybean seed from 
them surreptitiously, and then Asgrow 

sued the couple for violating a federal 
statute, the Plant Variety Protection Act.   
The plant variety act gives seed 
companies a patent-like protection for 17 
years after developing new strains of 
soybean, wheat and cotton seeds .... But 
Congress included a farmers’ exemption, 
in the act, allowing a bonafide farmer the 
right to save his soybean crop to use later 
or to sell as seed. The law, however, does 
not spell out how much or how little the 
farmer can reserve.   
 
[Asgrow] alleges that the Winterboers 
planted 265 acres in soybeans and sold 
almost their entire harvest, more than 
10,000 bushels, as seed. At the time, 
Asgrow charged $16 for a bushel of new 
soybean seed, while the Winterboers sold 
their second-generation seed at $8.70 a 
bushel.   
 
After a two-day trial at the federal court in 
Sioux City, Iowa, the judge ruled in 
Asgrow’s favor.  
 
Denny Winterboer says Asgrow initially 
demanded $160,000. Faced with such 
financial pain, even ruin, the couple 
decided to appeal...   
   
...the farm family rebounded last year 
when a three judge panel unanimously 
overturned the lower court ruling... 
    
... the case [is now] before the Supreme 
Court . 
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